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Preface
THIS VOLUME is a collection of articles which are based upon lec-
tures presented at the Twelfth Science Seminar of the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, held at Albuquerque, New Mexico, in
June 1967. The title of this book, JOURNEYS IN SCIENCE:
SMALL STEPS-GREAT STRIDES, which was also the theme of
the seminar, evolved from an idea expressed by Dr. William J.
Price, Executive Director of AFOSR, in his introduction to the
book, SCIENCE IN THE SIXTIES, a publication resulting from
the Tenth Anniversary AFOSR Science Seminar in 1965. Dr. Price
said, "What has emerged vividly is the interlocking strength of
seemingly disparate avenues in the sciences today, and the clear
indication that great progress is often made in small steps occurrir ,
in a variety of ways."

This book, strictly speaking, is not a publication of the proceed-
ings of the seminar. Instead of consisting of verbatim transcripts
of the lectures, it is a collection of articles which, in almost every
instance, were written especially for the book. Most of the chapters
represent condensed versions of the two lectures presented by each
of the distinguished researchers appearing on the program. The
state of the art in many scientific areas embraced by the interests
of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research is clearly delineated
in this collection.

The seminar, sponsored by AFOSR, was held in cooperation with
the University of New Mexico and the Air Force Special Weapons
Center.

I am greatly indebted to my wife, Rena, who assisted in reading
the manuscripts; to Mrs. Opal Broome, Miss Barbara Malecki and
Mrs. Wanda Climenhaga for assistance in reading proof and to Ca-
det John C. Frost, of the United States Air Force Academy, who
made the drawings which illustrate Chapter IX.

D.L.A.

Arlington, Virginia
November, 1967
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I. Research on Research
DEREK J. DE SOLLA PRICE

DEDICATION

I should like to dedicate this lecture to the memory of that
distinguished friend and Yale colleague, our "flying philos-
opher," Norwood Russell -anson, who was to have given
this keynote address. Russ and I were first together in Cam-
bridge, England from 1952 through 1956 where we enjoyed
to the hilt all the fun of pioneering in our respective lobes
of the dual disciplines of History and Philosophy of
Science. His death on 18 April 1967 in the crash of his
Grumman F8F Bearcat plane was an event that all his

friends had anticipated daily, much to his delight, for the
past several years. The rehearsal does not, however, take
the sting from the way in which we now miss this strangely
versatile and creative man.

The subject for these small but cumulatively significant steps of
scientific inquiry which we shal! report is somewhat unusual. Most
scientists study the physical world around them and its animate and
inanimate behaviors-they are biologists and physicists, chemists and
astronomers. The target of our curiosity is the nature of science
itself and the behavior of the scientist in seeking it out. Why and
how does the scientist do what he does? Why does science "come out"
in just the way it does and not in some other way? What, in short,

DEREK J. DE SOLLA PRICE is Avalon Professor of the History of
Science in the Department of the History of Science and Medicine at
Yale. He has pioneered the scientific analysis of the modern growth and
organization of scientific manpower and literature. Such analysis is
now being applied to the historical understanding of the development
of science and also, by several countries, to considerations leading to
policy-imeting decisions about science, At Yale University he was
Chairman of the new Departnient of the History of Science and Medi-
cine which has now become one of the largest such centers in the
world for this activity. -
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2 JOURNEYS IN SCIENCE

to use the scientists' own metaphor, makes science tick? How is it,
indeed, that a succession of single steps can cumulate in scientific
knowledge in a way that seems to reach farther and faster than non-
scientific knowledge?

As a preamble, because of the special character of this research, it
is necessary to cast a glance at what George Sarton once called the
Parascientific Professions, the academic specialties of the history and
the philosophy of science, together with the more recent accretions
of sociology and economics of science, the psychology of scientists
(and their psychiatry, insofar as that is special). Perhaps one ought
also to include the fields of research management studies and science
policy studies, both waxing more and more diverse and ever strong-
er with each growth of science in big business and bigger govern-
ment.

The whole complex, together with the sort of material I shall
display today, is sometimes called "science of science"; I dislike the
name, 'ience the experiment with the title of this chapter. Never-
theless, reduplication of names seems to have gone out of fashion in
science since the day when Galileo Galilei was christened. My own
predilection for this type of intellectual labor, rather than any
other, stems from a desire to see all parts of the research fronts of
all of the sciences; while wooing the muse of history, I never quite
managed however to forget that I had been a physicist. I, therefore,
have always had a strong temptation to try to understand the work-
ings of science, not in the usual humanistic way, but with the hard
and precise quantitative and mathem.-tical tools of the physicists'
modes of thought and comprehension.

The urge is one thing, but the means of fulfilling it is another.
Quantitative thought is quite impossible without a goodly stock of
data, When Bernal wrote on the social organization of science in
the late 1930's, there were hardly any accurate data at his command
to tell how many scientists there were and how much of what science
was being done in what country. Now, well into the age of atoms
and space, and thanks to the governmental pre-occupation for ac-
counting for its funding and manpower, we have compendious
statistics from several countries including the prodigious blocks of
data, machine handled and issued in bulk by all the Federal aliul.
cies of the United States Government. Then again, thanks to dIe
need to look after dte giant rise of scientific literature and the swol-
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len scientific societies and their journals we have, often quite in-
cidentally to the main function of management, a storehouse of
data that never was available anywhere until about a decade ago.

In some respects the supply of data is an embarrassment here as
it has been in metecrology. It takes a great deal of data to make
even a weak theory, axid it takes a great deal of theoay before you
can explain any small quantity of the data with a sufficient under-
standing to make little predictions. The situation also resembles
rather strongly the stage of astronomy in the period of Tycho Brahe,
which is very familiar to the historian of science as a key case study.
A mass of data has been accumulated; we have begun to make the
empirical generalization5 and projections comparable to the Kepler
Laws of planetary motion. The present stage must be a continuation
of both efforts together with the first faltering steps towards those
Newtonian Laws that will explain exactly why the Kepler motions
behave as they do.

To develop an understanding of this sort is difficult. It involves
the neceuity of being not only literate but also numerate. We shall
have to think in numbers. It is made all the more difficult by the
fact that the scientists here become !heir own experimental animals
in a Haldane-like fashion, and they suspect vitlently, sometimes
a!most psychotically, all attempts to evaluate them and their work
in the way that they evaluate the universe. In this case the suspi-
cions are at least partially reasonable, for the basic methodology
bears a nasty resemblance to what I am told is the Texas method of
hog-weighing. A hog is put at one end of a seesaw board- stones are
pih-d on the other end till the board balances, then you guess the
"weight of the stones. of

The procedure in this work has been to use headcounts of scientit-
ic manpower, published papers and journals, patents and money,
and then to suppose that these quantities me,,sure in some mysteri-
"ous way the "size" of science. It is perhaps not so bad as it sounds.
Most of the measurements show a very strong statistical regularity
and they obey with remarkable precision their equivalents of the
Kepler Laws. Science, measured in this sort of way, loose though it
seems, is much more regular in its behavior than nOSt other measur-
able characteristics of our civilization. Science is, so to speak, a inuch
more regular thing in its behavior than are people.

Perhaps the best example of this regularity is to be seen in the

',..€ .. 4



4 JOURNE'S IN SCIENCE

First Law of Research on Research (R on R). This law states that if
you measure the size of science as a function of time, the progress is
seen to be a regular exponential increase, holding for periods as
long as 200 years, and maintaining a rate of compound interest
growth of the order of a doubling every 10 to 15 years, a multiplica-
tion b"' a factor of 10 two or three times during each century. One
gets about the same rate whether you count men, or scientific
journals, or the papers published in them. Rates vary only a little
from field to field of science, forn country to country.

To push this example to the next stage, beyond being merely
empirical, we must ask two 3orts of questions. Firstly, why i, the
regular growth exponcntial and how can one compute its rate of
growth from other parameters? Secendly, given this law of growth,
what othei consequences flow from it, and how will it relate to other
aspects of science which may be measurable? The first question.
demanding a knowledge of any underlying mechanism, has an ob-
vious lead: to a mathematician it is obvious that exponential growth
follows as a solution of the differential equation, dx/dt = kt; that is,
the situation holds where the rate of growth is somehow held in
constant proportion to the size of the population attained. Scientists
beget more scientists and old knowledge bring's forth new knowledge
at a constant rate. This is true, it seems, for all knowledge and all
types of people, but for science and scientists there appears, as we
shall show later, to be some special research front structure that
lends to this activity a growth ratc far in excess of all the other
activities of mankind.

The second question, asking the consequences of this mode of
growth, has some rather famous ansswers. Among these consequences
are the facts that most of the scientists that have ever lived are
alive now, and that most of these scientists alive happen to he
rather young persons. It is quite easy to prove these alarming facts.
Alive now there exist, roughly speaking, all scientists who were
born between 20 and 65 years ago. At a minimal estimate this is
about three of our periods during which science doubles in sie.
Therefore, for every man born before the first of thewe periods there
will be one more from the first doubling, two from the second and
four from tie last, Thus, out of (very eight scientists that have
ever lived seven are alive right now, four of them being fellows
who have come into the business during the last fifteen years. It

t'
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S:.folJows then that 871/2/, of all the scientists who have ever beer. (say,
90%) are alive now, and of these more than half have been in the

occupation for less than 12 years.
.KAthough the argument is so simple, the facts give a rather deep

explanation of some of the more pervasive characteristics of sciencc
as noted by historians and sociologists. Science has a persikaent
quality of immediacy and juveniliq Not only is it now true that
most of the scientists are young, an( half of all we know has been
found out in the last decade qr so, but this ha., alihays been true.
Since ,t is a consequence of th• exponential growth that has held

sway for the last two or evei three centuries, Ben Franklin and
perhaps isaac Newton could have said just the same things about
how much is new and how much science was a product of their (lay
and age as it never had been before. Science runs so much faster
than people, so much more rapidly than civilization.

This is by no means as acute as the situation is, in fact. Men
come into the fielO and new ideas come on the scene; some men
leave the field and some ideas disappear to the limbos of rejection
and obsolescence. By any reasonable measure it can be shown that
the death rate is of the same order of magnitude as that of overall
increase. Since the general growth rate is of thO order of 7% per
annum, it follows that this comes about through a birth rate of
something like 15% per annum combined with a death rate that is
also 7% or 8% per annum. The situation is rather similar to that
of a very primitive village where all the women are giving birth
alhuoit every year, but the state of medicine is such that an appreci.
able segment of the population, adults as well as children, dies every
year. The result is that the village contains a quite small core of
adults who provide the labor force and wlio have happened to
have survived so long, together with a large bulk of young citil-
then who are, so to speak, just passing through this existence.

It turns out that in such a village, or to come back to our scientists,
in the population of science, niost of lhe practitioners are newly at
it, but about half the man.year, of work are due to that very small
stable bunch of individuals who happened to have survived the quite
enormnous mortality. In hard numbers, whichever way neasreieents

are taken, the size of the hard core, rtsponsible for about half the
man-nyears of work, hlalf the papers, turns out to be about the
square root of tie size of tlie total population. The large number of
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children ,just passing through" have theii analogues in science
too. In this age of heavy financial dependence of young scientists
on old, the young become the assistants anc, collaborators of the
senior men, and it is this process that accounts for the rapidly-inl-
creasing amount of collaborative authorship in scientific papers. In
1870 it was i-cry rare for a scienti fic paper to have a pair of authors
instead of just one claimant of intellectual, property. By 1970 we
shall be well on the way to complete extinction of the single-
author paper- in the most heavily pressed and financed scintitific
fields and we shall even be moving towards the pheunomenion of an
almost infinite number of authors on each of thle almost infinite
number of papers. All the subsidiary authors, just passing through,
ar-e part of the 1-at-I-ace of modern science; their names swell the
list of American Men of Science and in the next edition, so miany
of the names will be gone, others will have taken their p~lace, and
only the small stable square-root population will remain as a core
of "known" people.

Again in the spirit of our inquir) there are two ways f proceed-
ing in this case: firstly we call ask far a "Newton's Law' governing
the i-at-i-ace, secondly we canl ask for thle p~ractical consequiences over
aild ,above those that have just been mentioned. Perhaps the chief
of these consequences is that one call . quite easily show by in'ves-
tigating thle mllinor characters, that Collaboration ý#S 11o a poo)Ilng of
talents to proItiucc better work or different work: in mnost cases it
inutst be a device for- getting papers ou of>Ieop~c who essentially
went to have less than a half papier in themi. The niumber of such
l1lple is 1ar ill excess of twice those with a whole paper ý11 thenil S~o
b~y .Jsing this lesser quality manpower. one can: more thlan double
thle output of scientific work. All that ii neveded is a sufficiency of
absle and senior people to lead thle teamus and a sufficiency of ilycen-.
tive to make tile large tiumbers of lesier men aspir-e readily fur- tike
diance of surviving to beconie one of tile Kreta aiid old.

To( cool thle situation a1 little I strongly sugg~est we determineu to
award credit fo,- authorship :a the r-ate of I/ti of a poilit for each of
11 authors of such a collaborative palwr. It follows quit(, well from
our laws that thtey do not. oin an average. deserve moure thani this.
Certainly they do0 not deserVe a whole poinit each.-

'The exact law [front which this all colnes, tile law tof tile distribu-
lican of qu Wffty almong liw-u. p~atwvs journals. ilistitutillts, -etc.. Might
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be called the Second Law of Research on Research. It turns out that
tile distribution in all cases is rather similar to the Pareto Law of
the distribution of eco.omiic incomes within a country. It is also
similar tG the Zipf law which governs the sizes of cities within a
territory, or the length of words or se;itences in a sample of lan.
guage. All of these laws are mathematical approximations that arc
roughly equivalent one -to the other, being lognormal or almost in-
xerse square law distributions. They are very assymetrical and quite
unlike the usual Gaussian type distributions that are of universal
applicability to such entities as the height and ieight and intel-
ligence of large populations.

One way of looking at such distributions is to compare them with
die ca-se of populations of soap bubbles. Such bubbles have- tile
curi0us property that when two meet and come into interaction, the
little soap bubble blows up the big one. hi most other casc of
physical interaction it is the big that gives to the sma'l so tint tile
universe slowly evens out oin its way to that great heat death of the
entropy law. With soap bubbles and with scientists tile sign of the
interaction is the other way round, and the statistics of the popuha-
tion tend to a condition in which most of the space is occupied by
a very few very large bubbles. Corresponidingly. oue gets most of the
sciewific work done by a very few very clever and productive sci-
entists. though a very large number of lesser characters are striving
"for this eminen.e anl dying like flies ot tile way.

TO )cw a little 1mor, exact about this distribution, it happ3s1S
nitniericaliy for miei as for instlitutions that tille chalice of dottblinlg
thie size of the achievemnte is 1m1ifomnmly about om, in fou'. no 113t.
".telr what tile sile ah'Cady attained, The chance that yVtu will publish:
tel immue pla'ews if you alveatly have publhisled it- is a1out I ini 4:

thle chtanetit dointg a wtund papri it you have onily sm tar driunt
.nil' rli•t i% I in 4. The muoulaity is always tile revainilng Orthr

clhaucvs outt tf foun always thie mortality is duie to thi% mm ap.bubbl
plrinciple. tihe l11lwe ehminvlt and tile snolre expelielimid send to get
mreults Wbine thoe o"I less tgive. "Seiice .lh tiens Ito IW sUtih that

theve mivm, a•lter all, tit le til te itle %,ohid tit diover. It tile.
tvustaut is tlIovemed bt y 1'iawik hi(-" ramnumt 1-w thist l disove
,;?galtl it mas It'tll miade. II I•ellivelt hall liot i.•.sI, hileaw" s

*ul'Atsh lmvt Wlittell quilt, difes ml tilillislli K Ik e iih. pri, v; i

IllI•ict its unmitakable. It Plautk. husxsis0 -bad slut 1mad this

I
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particular discovery, somebody else would have had to have made
it, and the indications are to the historian of modern science that
the somebody else would have made the discovery rather quickly.
Most discoveries worth making are indeed made by many more
than a single person so that the syndrome of disputed priority and
subsequent contest for recognition is one of the most common within
history. Merton has considered this soap-bubble type of action from
the standpoint of thc sociologist and for him it has become the
Biblical Matthew Principle, "unto him that hath shall be given,
and unto him that hath not shall be taken away, even that which he
!ath." Science is a quite grim battleground.

At this point we must backtrack a little to consider the basic
mechanism by which science cumulates and is enabled to grow _

exponentially at a rate so much more surefooted and rapid than
mere non-science. Our knowledge about this comes as an incidental
benefit from the production of the Science Citation Index, a'
quarterly and annual ongoing publication in which you can look
up any paper that has ever been published in the past and find
out who, if anybody, has been citing it as a reference in their more
recently published work in more than 1000 of the world's leading
scientific journals in all fields. The great advantage, of course, is
that this is the only sort of index that runs forward in time instead
of backward to older and older material; it is also the only sort of
subject matter categorization that does not let a cataloguer, librarian,
or other "expert" intervene between the generator and the seeker
of information.

Each of these annual citation indexes carries data on millions of
references and we have been most fortunate in being able to use the
results of various machine sortings and countings to determine in
just what sort of way papers are tied together by their practice of
citing each other. It turns out that there are two maLk variables
involved The first of these is the amount of citation, the number of
references cited by each paper on the average. Throughout the *

whole of science the general average is of- the order of about ten
references per paper.. If any field carries far less than this, say one
or two or none at all,-the presumption is that this is not an area
where papers are built on the foundation of previous papers. Quite

- often in technological or professional magazines one finds this sort
of article, serving for news value or some other purpose, rather than

rlk
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that of making a contribution to scholarship. Then again if there
are many more than ten references, say thirty or for ty, the presump-
tion m'nst he that this again is a beast of a diffeient kind, probably
a review type of paper summarizing all recent previous work in a
given field.

A second variable concerns the way in which those references that
exist actually tie the new papers to the old. For highly non-scientific
fields it happens that any piece of material that has ever been pub-
lished has about an equal chance of being cited, no matter what its
date. Papers of all dates may be very good or very bad, but the mix
seems about the same for all dates, ancient and modern. With
science it is quite different; as Heisenberg's father once said, each
paper comes with only three months' guarantee. Very recent papers
or even those so new that they have hardly been circulated in
preprint form, let alone published, are often much more valuable,
more frequently cited than papers which have been around for
enough time so that the good juice has already been squeezed from
them and everybody knows the material anyway. For normal
scientific fields the citations to papers published during the last
five years is about 30%. For the hardest scientific disciplines such
as molecular biology and theoretical high energy physics, where
scientists are treading hard on each others heels (and heads), the
proportion may rise to as high as 70%o. For 3 few peculiarly archival
fields such as zoological and botanical taxonomy, where older arche-
types ai" preferred, the proportion of recent work may be as low
as 15T,

The nardest science grows from a very thin skin, whereas ordinary
scholarship grows from the body of its knowledge. By growing from
the skin alone, the proliferation-is -concentratedly attached to a few
palp-rs instead of being diffusely related to so many. Unfortunately,
we do not have any decent mathematical formulation of the statis-
tical properties of networks of this sort, and only in a bumbling
way have we been able to divine and guess the various interrelations.
In a few cases, where a sample subject can be isolated and is small
enough to consider in detail, one can draw a complete diagram of
the structure. It turns out from this that science has a research
front something like forty papers deep; anything older than this
tends to be packed down into reviews arid then into textbooks-if
it lasts at all. Most contributions exist only for the purpose of en-

. r
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abling some other small and current advance to be made-once
this has been made the paper that spurred it becomes useless. It is
not intended to be packed down and become archival, even though
the strong superstition of scientists is that publication is somehow
a sacred duty in order to read the contribution into this perpetual
and immortal archive.

The mythology of an archive is something that runs deep in the
life of science and is worthy of the hardest analysis. It is a most
intriguing paradox that the scientist secures the maximum in private
intellectual property by the device of the most open publication.
Publication is the key to it. Papers and journals exist as a medium.
for rapid publication, preferably together with the conferring of an
aura of status and approval through stature of the journal and
discretion of the esteemed editors. There is little evidence. that such
journals and papers are actually read as a means of transmitting
the scientific information so printed. That knowledge has already
been sent around the research front by private circulation and in-
formal means. The open publication is, of course, scanned to see
who got what in this week, and it is naturally the means whereby
graduate .-Iudents can, by hard reading, reach the research front.
It would be no good at all if science was able to run so fast that
embryonic new scientists could never catch up with the advancing
front.

Scientists, it seems, are those who are highly motivated to publish
but not to read. Interestingly enough it is a totally different situa-
tion in the technologies. One might almost define a technology as
a field where the chief intended product is an object, a manufacture,
"*a process, a chemical, rather than a paper. Publication there might
be (probably in simulation of the approved sciences) but it is
readily seen to be epiphenomenal. Technologists do not want to
publish usefully-there is no tradition of giving one's competition
a useful lead-but they want very much to rea' ,n case somebody
elsf has let slip a lead out of which they think tney should be able
to get some useful advance of practical significance. For the most

Spart, such literature crisis as is often discussed is an artificial con-
struct on the part of technologists who believe there is some sort of
useful scientific information archive to which they have only a most
difficult access. In fact the sort of material they want is not published

4.
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at all. The scientist is concerned with the publication of quite dif-
ferent material.

The most surprising revelation from such an analysis is that if
one defines science and technology in these sorts of terms instead
of the rather weak and naive definition by intent that we usually
use, it becomes most perplexing to analyze any relation that may
exist between various parts of science and various parts of tech.
nology. So far as I have been able to take this analysis, science and
technology are separate and almost independent cumulations. Old
science breeds new science at constant raze through the medium of
a knitted network of literature, and analogously old technology
breeds through an interwoven net which consists not of an embodied
literature, but of a knowhow that is only partially recorded in such
things as patents and advertisements and the trade catalogues.
Between the two networks there is, I think, what the physicist would
call a "weak interaction", just sufficient to keep the two cumulations
in step. Only atypically, in those rare traumatic incidents that
become legend, like transistors and penicillin, does a piece of new
science immediately or quickly give rise to a new advance in tech-
nology. For the most part, transfer from one to the other is carried
in people who migrate from one:side to the other in course of
training or silift of jobs. At all events, it is utterly wrong to con-
:eive of technology as being equivalent to applied science.

Indeed, in the matter of interaction between science and tech-
nology ther, is even greater complication. Some technology may
nlot be related to science at all. Quite .a lot of steam engine tech-
nology had nothiig whatsoever to do with thermodynamics, and
quite a lot of engineering goes like the invention of zip-fasteners
and safety pins, through a home inventor or bicycle shop mechanic
mechanism rather than through anything that could be recognized
as "scientific" training, A very large part of the activity which is
now traditionally called "d-velopment" and even "applied research"
consists of what a manufacturer nmust do in order to try out and
start making a new product. If such trying and starting uses any
considerable quantity of scientific training, I suppose it should be
called research, but if it runs quite close to manufacture, say as a
pilot operation, it would seem better to include it as part of the
process and necessary expense of production.

*,--'. t4 . t'c~



12 JOURNEYS IN SCIENCE

Some light on this central problem of the science of science may
be had from some new research into the economics of science, here
presented for the first time. I might add that this seems to be a
good case of simultaneous discovery; several of us in several coun-
tries have hit upon much the same idea at the same time and,
naturally, each of us feels that he is the true begetter and originator
of the notion. We have all found a rather interesting regularity in
a sort of data where regularities worth talking about have never
been noted.

To put it in a nutshell, the issue is why the United States, for
example, seems to produce about one third of all the world's
physics and chemistry and most other sciences. Why is the share
one third and not, say, about 6% which is its share of the world
population, or 90%, or anything else? About a year ago one of the
most famous grand old men of science in the USSR asked why the
USSR was only about half the size of USA in scientific output of
papers in all fields even though the statistics showed that the num-
ber of scientists in the two countries were roughly comparable and
certainly not different by a factor of two. Why do Canada and India
each publish about 2% of the world's science though India has a
population 25 times greater than that of Canada? Not only do they
publish about equally, but also their governmental and professional
societies and organizations are of about the same size, structure and
complexity, though of course different as are the countries in their
politics and philosophies. Science has to be universal. There is only
one game of physics to play and it makes little difference whether
one approaches it as one religion or another, one politics or another.

Our discovery is simply that one gets a feeling that the size of
each country's scientific effort is proportional, not merely to the
size of its population, but also to something like the per capita
wealth of that nation. Now, if one multiplies population by wealth
per unit population one gets total wealth. We come, therefore, to the
conclusion that at any instant of time the several scientific outputs
of the nations of the world should be proportional to the Gross
National Product (or something like it) of each nation. It is not
worth refining the theory to see which of the several definitions of
GNP, personal income etc., should be used-they are all equivalent
to the extent of this rough computation. To put the result in the
terms in which we posed the question, the USA is about one third

At4 '
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of the world's science because it is also about one third of the world's
wealth.

In Table I we have set the best available figures for the numbers
of papers in Physics Abstracts and Chemical Abstracts alongside
those for the wealth and the populations of the chief countries of
the world that play a significantly large role in publishing the sci-j ence that is our common stock. It will readily be observed without

TABLE I
NATIONAL BROWNIE POINTS

Country .Percentages of World Total

Share of
.t Share of GNP Share of Phys. Share of Chem. Population

1964 Abstr. 1961 Abstr. 1965 1964

(i) Larger participants:-
USA 32.8 31.6 28.5 5.9
USSR 15.6 15.6 20.7 7.0

W. Germany 5.2 6 r 6.3 1.8
E. Germany 0.8 6 2.2 0.5

UK 4.8 13.60 6.7 1.6
France 4.5 6.3 4.5 1.4
Japan 3.6 7.8 7.3 2.9
Italy 2.6 3.4 2.7 1.5

Canada 2.2 1.1 2.0 0.6
India 2.2 1.8 2.2 14.4
Poland 1.6 1.5 2.9 0.9
Australia 1.1 0.5 1.2 0.3

Romania 1.0 0.6 0.9 0.5
Spain 0.9 0.2 0.4 1.0
Sweden 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.2
Netherlands 9.9 5.2* 0.8 0.4

Belgium 0.8 .0.3 0.6 0.3
Czechoslovakia 0.7 0.9 1.6 0.4
Switzerland 0.7 1.0 1.0 0.2

Hungary 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.3

Austria 0.4 0,2 0.5 0.2
Bulgaria 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.2

(ii) Smaller participants and non-participants:-
All other countries 15.8 0,8 4.6 57.5

Note: Data known to be swollen because of one or more large international journals
published from this nation,

ii., . . . . . . ,. , , ., z, , v .
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"14 JOURNEYS- IN SCIENCEt, any apparatus of statistical correlations that most countries show
pretty good agreement between their shares of wealth and those of
the pure sciences. The United Kingdom and the Netherlands have
distorted figures for Physics because they do much more, than their

* share of publishing great and important international journals in
this field; though published from those countries, their contributors
are from elsewhere.

"j Apart from this the contributions to science of Japan and the
U.K. are both rather high, or to look at the reverse of that coin,
their GNP's are uncommonly low for nations that scientific. Spain,
on the other hand, does much less science than it should. Apart from
these, the shares, to this order of accuracy, show excellent agreement.
with expectation. Outside the club of significant scientific nations
there stands 57% of the world's population with nearly 16% of the
wealth but only less than 5% of the science-and among these
countries are such places as Denmark which is highly active but
too small to show on our table. Missing from the list are great blocks
such as Latin America that should have 3.7% of the science, China
which should be 3.5% of the world, Africa at 1.7% and the Near
East which should publish about 1%-these alone amounting to
10% of the residual 16% of wealth.

From more detailed accounts of the distribution of special fields
among the countries of the world we come to the conclusion that,
to a first approximation, all the pure science areas are distributed
fairly normally as we have seen for physics and chemistry. There
is a sort of equipartition; if a country has 1% of the world's physics
it probably has 1% of the pure mathematics and 1% of the bio-
chemistry. The balance between the sciences seems to change only
slightly from country to country, and only very gradually with time
within any one country. For the applied sciences it seems very differ-
ent; highly agricultural nations have a lot of agricultural science
and those without agriculture do not. It is similar for the other
applied sciences such as mining, engineering construction, airplane
manufacture, etc. The applied science or technology activity of each
nation-whatever one calls it-depends on very much more than the
wealth of the country. Each nation seems quite rightly to make its
own decisions to deploy its useful labor into regions that are
valuable to it but not necessarily -for other lands. Science again .

V!-ý A
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satisfies an international constraint; either you play the game and
conform with the world deployment or you tend not to play at all.

The implications of this tentative equality between scientific out-
put and economic wealth of nations is considerable; it may be of the
greatest importance to all matters of general science policy. On the
world scale there are published each year about 700,000 scientific
papers, by about the same number of authors, and the GNP of the
whole woild is about $2 x 1012, There must be therefore about three
million dollars of GNP of each country for every scientific paper in
that country, or about the same for each author. If we reckon an
average salary at about $10,000 per annum and an equal amount for
the overhead in plant and equipment, secUs:'taries and paper clips,
the cost of the scientists comes out to be just 0.7% of the GNP of
every country that is participating in modern science. An alterna-
tive route to the same result is to take the agreed and standard
figure for the cost of research index-at about $20,000 per published
paper. It should be noted however that both computations and the
final result of 0.7% of GNP refer only to the present situation. The
change with time may be quite rapid. Both scientific salaries and
the GNP (or personal income) of countries tend to rise together at
a rate that is typically about 4% per annum. The amount of scien-
tific work, in terms of numbers of papers ard of scientists is rising
much more rapidly, typically with a doubling every ten years. It
follows then that simply to maintain the status quo, each country
must double the percentage spent on pure science from its GNP in
every decade. Though we have a figure of 0.7% now, it was only
0.3% in 1956 and it will be 1.5% in 1976 and 12% in 2006, assum-
ing similar conditions to hold.

Such conditions cannot of course hold indefinitely, and indeed
they begin to break down quite rapidly because in the most de-
veloped countries the 0.70 we have just computed is only a small
fraction-about one fifth r one quarter of the total expenditure on
what is traditionally knc %n as R & D, research and development.
Since we have already computed this 0.7% as the amount needed
(give or take a factor of two perhaps) to support the pure sciences
(and perhaps any "pure technologies"), it follows that the other
two thirds or three quarters of the national expenditure must be
going to buy technology, presumably to buy that sort of technology

--- t.'S i
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that can be billed as "research" with all the aura of science rather
than simple manufacture. If we were to spend 12% of the GNP on
pure sciences, we should, to preserve the same balance be spending
a total of half to two thirds of the GNP on R &c D-an almost in-
conceivable amount.

At present the total USA expenditure on R and D is of the
order of 8.5% of the GNP, and it was 1.4% a decade ago. The
figures are thus running about five times what we have computed
for the pure component of universal scientific knowledge, the paper-
producing industry alone. There is indeed good reason why the
maximum deployment of scientists outside the knowledge industry
should be, at most, of order of magnitude three or four times those
whom we have counted as pure scientists. Traditionally in the
sciences only about 20% of the Ph.D. graduates are recycled so as
to become college teachers. In the humanities the conventional
figure is around 80 or 90% so that there is in those fields very little
spare output. The chief service to the community being performed
by humanists is the education of the young at the undergraduate
level; at the graduate level the principal activity is reproducing
their own kind, teaching students to become teachers to train more
students in an endless cycle. In the sciences the surplus exceeds the
needs of reproduction by a factor of four.

One rough way of accounting for this is to make use of the known
rate of exponential growth to determine the needs in self-reproduc-
tion. For every active 100 scientists it is necessary to train about
seven new ones each year; assuming that this is about a four year
process there will therefore be about 30 students in residence at
any time, and considering the national average it will take a supply
of about 20 teachers at the most to care for them. This leaves some
80 active scientists who need not be teachers, and the ratio is about
4 to 1 as expected.

Of course, the ratio is only valid if the active scientists are in the
same sort of field of science whether they teach or serve the com-
munity by delivering some other service or product. Thus it is
possible to use in physics industries about four times the man-
power of physics teachers, and in chemistry a similar proportion,
etc. One cannot just decide to have a very large deployment of
labor in, let us say, agricultural researches, for the manpower
available is only four times that of the pure science in the related
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areas of biology, and the amount of biological research, like those
of the other sciences, is a fixed amount in equilibrium each with
the other and all with the wealth of the country.

It would seem that in the smaller and less developed countries,
the current total expenditure on science can be the calculated 1%
"as a minimum. Any expenditure beyond that, up to a possibility
of about a factor of four beyond that, implies the support of the
associated technologies. It is, of course, a vital question, but one on
which there has not even been speculation to determine whether
the wealth of countries is due to their attention to this deployment

p: in technology, or whether only the amount supported is due to the
wealth. At all events we know now that there tends to be a good
correlation, so it is reasonable to suppose as a matter of policy that
each country should spend about 0.7% of its GNP on the support of
those whose business it is to engage in the knowledge industry and
publish scientific papers. They may then spend up to four times
as much in any sectors they choose where the trained manpower
can be deployed in technologies useful to the particular needs and
industries of the country concerned.

As a further trial of this important new principle, I present here,
also for the first time, a set of calculations based on the wealth
(measured in total personal income) and the scientific manpower
in various fields (taken from the National Register for 1964 and
1966 of all of the separate states of the USA), In Table II we show
a computer printout result which sets the states in order of the
share of manpower per unit share of wealth. According to the
"theory a "normal" state should have this ratio about equal to
unity, and indeed 15 of the 51 states come within 10% of unity,
and a total of 34 are within 25% of unity-this is very good agree.
ment, given the random noise expected in this. Only eight states
have abnormally high ratios, and for each of them there scents a
good explanation why there should be a much larger scientific
population than one might expect. The District of Columbia is
obviously artificial in its structure, Delaware has aeveral well-known
large chemical companies, New Mexico and Massachusetts are known
to have abnormally large holdings in physics, Maryland has the
National Institutes of Health, etc. At the other end of the scale
are the educationally depre•,sed states such as Arkansas, Mississippi,
Kentucky and Georgia: this calculation shows that they have about

A'
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TABLE IISo Sc mangc. ower S atSPersonaln State Fields Overconcentrated Fields Underconcentrated

5.61 D.C. -economics tstatistics -- chemistry
3.22 Delaware -- chemistry

S7 2.02 New Mexico physics
"t 1.75 Wyoming ,agriculture ,,earth sc.

1.70 Colorado t agriculture 4 earth sc. -- chemistry0 M meteorology
1.60 Maryland -biology

2 1.50 Utah -agriculture
1.,10 Massachusetts -physics -agriculture -earth sc.

1.25 Alaska j'agriculture--earth sc.
f meteorology

1.25 Oklahoma -earth sc.
1.23 Idaho tagriculture
1.22 Montana f agriculture learth sc.
1.21 New Jersey -chemistry -agriculture -- earth sc.

-biology
1.14 Arizona jagriculture

a 1.09 Washington j3griculture
S1.07 Louisiana tearth sc.
. 1.03 Oregon ,,agTiculture
. 1.01 California l,physics Imathemattcs -- chemistry

L, 1.00 Texas -pa rth sc.
S1.00 Vermont
a 0.Q9 Connecticut

0.99 New York .. psychology 4,economics tagriculture -earth sc.
0.97 Tennessee

!E 0.97 Minnesota
- 0.96 Pennsylvania Ichemistry -earth sc.

0.94 New Hamnpshirev
0.92 Hawaii meteorology
0.90 Virginia Timathematics

S0.90 West Virginia 4,uiemistry

I 0,85 WVisconsin
2 0.83 Rhode Island

tX0• Ohio -- ihenlistry
03•0 Illinois -chemistry -earth s..

Z 0.79 North l)Cia ýWkullw;
0.79 Missourl
0.79 Iowa
0.79 Indiana
0.78 Nevwafa tagricultwe
0.78 South Dakota -,,,iculture
0.76 Michigan
0.76 North CQvWU*a jlg biy
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TABLE II (continued)
Z, Sc. manpowerSte

Personal Inc. State Fields Overconcentrated Fields Underconcentrated

0.69 Nebraska
S0.69 Maine t agriculture

. 0.6? Alabama -agriculture
0.04 Florida -meteorology
0.61 South Carolina -agriculture

S0.61 Georgia 1,agriculture
0.60 Kentucky
0.57 Mississippi 4Jearth sc. -agriculture
0.55 Arkansas -agriculture

trmaldistribution increases
-maldistribution constant from 1964 to 1966.
-,maldistribution decreases

one half of the scientific activity they deserve and need for education
and development. For more detail in this table we have taken each
field in turn and measured the amount (a Chi value) by which it
deviates from what one might expect if each science was distributed
in the same proportions as the total scientific manpower. Only the
largest and most significant deviations have been indica(ed, but as
a matter of interest we have computed figures for both 1964 and
1966 and indicated on the table whenever there has been a consid-
erable shift with time.

To set the same information in another way we have taken a
field presentation in Table 111; this shews immediately that it is

TABLE III
WHERE THE SCIENTIFIC ACTION IS

Lwne positive Chi values of (acttiqal-expected) flgures for scientific manpower.

Sourcv: Natiwial Rvgister 1966.

Agriculture Earth SC. Acteaolov ~ Chem~istry_

',Oego 54.3 Texas 83.4 Foreign 43.1 Neew Jersey 44,0
Idaho 37.4 Louisiana 54.4 Guam 28.0 Delaware 35.8
Montana 36.2 Oklaholta 50.8 Alaska 19.8 Ohio 24,4

.hiugtws 24.5 Colorado 40.7 Hawaii 15.4 Piennslvania 19.9
Alaska 20.7 Foreg& 3.52 Flor•la 122 W. Virgnila 13.4
Arkatrus 19.7 Wyowiqio J,.5 Colorado 11.4 l11-44" 11.7
Gmgi.A 19.4 Ala 11a.1
Wymlhing I).1 Moltalta 116.
S. Mla04 19.1

I
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TABLL, U (•inued)

Agriculture Earth Sc. Meteorology Chemistry

S. Carolina 13.3
Utah 12.9
Maine 12.2
Nevada 10.9
Alabama 10.5
Arizona 10.1
Colorado 10.1

All Else

District of Columbia Economics 41.4
New Mexico Physics 24.8
District 41 Columbia Statistics 24.4

Maryland Biology 23.3
Massachusetts Physics 23.4
California Mathentatics 22.8
California Physics 20.5
New York Psychology 19.3
Foreign 7.inguistics 18.8
For•ign Anthropology 14.3
Virginia Mathematics 13.7
New York Economics 10.7
N. Carolina Biology 10.7

the useful techniolovies that vary sharply frow state to state accord-

ing to their particular industvies atnd needs. The exact sciences have
very little maldistribution and those that exist all seem reasonable
in view of the existence of special large laboratories and institutes.

The program is now being extended to take other computer
methods for evaluating the statistical distributions ol science, meast
ured in many ditlfrent ways, anmong th- strtes and among the na.
tions of the world. It might not tell one exactly what to do in science
policy or how to decide whether a particular state should spend a
certaini amount of nio1ev on this or that activity, but it dtes rpr•.
wilt a mos•t %[f1l montitoring system that can alert one ttt 1inteln.
tional ad t. ecidental overconcentratioas and snidtrconceiitratioiis.
Our ,,-'c arc that as these and the other quttantitative modelb. de.

velop. tmv shall more a1d more co1•e to know just how scientce wotks
in such a way that we can deploy our linsited ources to the best
advantage.
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II. Psycholinguistic Approaches
to- the Study of Communication

GEORGE A. 1MILLER

FOR MANY YEARS psychologists and communication engineers have
collaborated to test and improve the quality of voice communica-
tion equipment. In this collaboration, the psychologist's major
interest has frequently been in auditory perception, and his con-
tribution to the team has generally been to determine which per-
.ceptual aspects of a voice signal must be faithfully transmitted if
the message is to be intelligible to a receiver. Today this minor
branch of applied science is reasonably well understood; if I wished
to emphasize past accomplishments, I could review with some pride
what we now know about the acoustic nature and psychological
perception of speech.

It is more challenging, however, to tackle problems that are still
unsolved. There, of course, is where our research attention must be
focussed, and it is always mere interesting to talk about what you
are still puzzling over. So I intend here to discuss questions about
some psychological matters that I believe are critically important
for our understanding of the communication process, but whose
answers are not yet completely clear.

Although we now understand a great deal about the communi-
cation of signals, the communication of meaning remains some-
thing of a mystery. When you begin to probe this mystery, you
encounter immediately such enormously complicated and improb-
able symbolic systems as grammar, dictionaries, referential relations,

GEORGE A. MILLER is Professor of Psychology at Harvard University,.
Chairman of the Psychology Department and Co-Chairman of the
university's Center for Cognitive Studies. Consultant and advisor to

many government agencies and industrial organizations, he has served
as associate or consulting editor for a number of scientific journals.
In 1963, he was awarded one of the three Distinguished Scientific Con.
tribution Awards of the American Psychological Association.
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logic, the human mind. One of the first tasks for a psychologist,
therefore, is to establish some frame of reference within which all
these diverse and complex systems can live together in peace and
harmony. The engineering approach to the study of connmunication,
which has been so successful in characterizing the transmission of
signals, must be replaced, or at least supplemented, by a psycho-
linguistic approach. I would like first to discuss some of the more
general aspects of this new approach, then to consider particular
examples of recent psychological research on syntax and semantics
that has been conducted under this general conception.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS

Rent Descartes in the 17th century formulated modern Western
European psychology in terms of a dichotomy between corporeal
body and incorporeal soul, thus setting a trap for-any subsequent
thinker who believed psychology is, or could become, a rigorous
science. The usual methods of natural science do not obviously
"apply to this invisible, intangible, nonextended soul-stuff; it is not
necessary to apply them, Cartesians argued, since knowledge of
one's sou.l is given to emch man directly by intuition and need not
"be inferred by inductive logic from scientific experiment.

. I mention these somewhat creaky philosophical opinions neither
to support nor refute theni, but rather because the evidence on
which Descartes based hi, dichotomy provides atLappropriate coni-.
text for the remarks 1 do *,ant to make.

Descartes said that men differ from animals because only mfnan has
a soul; animals do not have souls. Animals and men both have
bodies, of course, but bodies are mere machines. An animal :differs
from man because the animal's body does not interact with an
immortal, incorporeal soul. It was the possession of a soul that, for
Cartesians, set man off from all other living creatures. Anyone who
has grown up in a post-Darwinian world is bound to question this
Cartesian conclusion, since evolutionary theory makes man a full-
fledged member in good standing of the animal kingdom; there is
no biological basis for any sharp dichotomy. Yet the evidence oft
which Descartes's argument rested was quite clear, and just as valid
now as then.

Men have souls and animals do not, according to Descartes, be.

y-"
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cause men have language and animals do not. As the Cartesians
interpreted this fact, language is so subtle, complicated, and influ-
ential that it is inconceivable that any mere machine could undei-
stand or generate it as humans do. Such an important and uniquely
human process as speech could only result from the possession by
man of some novel power, some special essence-in short, from a
soul.

The evidence Descartes used is still acceptable, although the
"argument he based it on is not. All men in all societies everywhere

- in the world speak one or more varieties of human language, and
man is the only creature who does so. Other animals have signalling -.- - . . .
systems, other animals communicate in many interesting ways, but
there is something unique about the human animal's communica-
tion system that sets it apart from all the others-something that
both cloaks and molds the human animal's unprecedented intelli-
gence. In studying language, therefore, we come close to that which
is most essentially human about human beings. Nevertheless, there -_
are few modern scientists who would interpret this unique method
of communication as an argument for a Cartesian soul. Our posses-
sion of language is a consequence of an evolutionary process-an
unprecedened but not unnatural event that occurred only in the
evolution of man.

The Cartesian argument that language is too complicated for any
mere machine must be regarded today as a historical commentary on
the conception of a machine that was available to Descartes. Today
we know many ways to process natural languages by machine, and
the emergence of modern digital computers has enormously ex-
panded our conception of what machines can be and do. True, there
is still no machine that deals with language precisely as we do, but
at least the possibility of such a machine is no longer inconceivable.
So we reject this argument for the-Cartesian soul; we have no need
for what Gilb xct Ryle once called "the ghost in the machine."

Still, there is a fascinating problem here. Descartes was right when
he saw that human communication is qualitatively different from
animal communication. For psychologists, this difference poses a
tantalizing question. How can it be characterized? What have we got
that animals lack? Is the difference only quantitative, or is it quali-
tative? Until we can give clear and satisfactory answers, we cannot
claim to understand the humani mind. Some progress has been made

: -1
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toward the answers, I think, but much about our human gift of
speech still remains clouded and unclear.

Predication. Generations of philosophers and scientists have
struggled with these questions; I will not review their history. In
the main, more has been done to rephrase the questions than to
answer them.

Perhaps it would be a fair summary of what these struggles have
accomplished to say that our human capacity for predication lies
close to the heart of the mystery. Grammar begins with the sen-
tence; logic begins with the proposition; both grammar and logic

... .take-predication for granted. The problem, of course, is to character-
ize objectively What such a reformulation could mean. A biologist
or psychologist should not take predication for granted; for these
sciences predication is a natural phenomenon demanding an
explanation.

To speak of predication in particular, rather than of speech in
-•:_general, may narrow our. search, but does not provide our answers.

. T. T -The sad truth is .that we are still unable to give definitive solutions

for these old and important puzzles. But 1 want to argue that a
scientific formulation of them, in modern psycholinguistic terms, at
least suggests how some answers might be found.

Consider this question: when a monkey warns the rest of its
troop that -a predator is near, how does the vocal cry differ from the
English sentence, "I see a hungry lion nearby"?

The human sentence says both more and less than the animal
cry. We- feel it would make sense to ask whether the human sentence
is true or false, whereas it would never occur to us to ask this of a
monkey's cry. But is the appropriateness of truth or falsity an iin-
portant psychological difference?

Perhaps the warning cry should be translated as "run for your
lives," which even in English is not something we would weigh for .

truth or falsity; advisable or inadvisable, perhaps, but not true or
false. Yet even this less specific translation seems to distort what

- - *- - actually occurred.
As -Grace de Languna pointed out, the interpretation of an

animal cry is tied to its context in a way that the interpretation of
a sentence is not, or need not be. The context in which a sentence

y . is produced and the context in which it is received can be made
c•ompletely arbitrary and independent of one another; such freedom

, 
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is not available for most animal communication. Perhaps this free-
dom is the major psychological consequence of having propositional
language.

When we equate a monkey's cry to a human sentence we project
human psychology in a most imperialistic way. How far do we dare
to carry anthropocentrism? Can we go so far as to translate a
monkey's silence as "I do not see a hungry lion nearby"? The sug-
gestion is absurd; think of all the things that a monkey's silence

means it is not seeingl The monkey's cries and silences neither
affirm nor deny anything about a lion-they are simply not predica-
tions. Something essential-and essentially human-is lacking in the
cry, but unavoidable in sentence.

If we accept this intuition that there is something more to human
- speech than to animal cries, we should try to specify what the "some-
thing more" consists in. One obvious possibility is that the difference
can be attributed entirely to the greater combinatorial productivity
-of hurna xn-ig-n pgSe7Sp rcombines elements freely into an un-
limited variety of significant sequential patterns. Animal cries are,
by and large, relatively stereotyped and invariant, and a sequence
of them, unlike a sentence, is little more than a list of vocal responses.

The combinatorial productivity of human language is obviously
important, yet in and of itself productivity does not explain the
difference between men and animals. Why must human signals be
more various? What special human need does this combinatorial
versatility serve? One answer, in very general terms, is that a highly
productive, combinatorial system of signals can free communication
-from the context of the immediate environment in which it occurs.
Human language is characterized by sentences that combine a topic
and a comment on that topic; that is what we mean by predication.
In its most primitive form, perhaps, the topic or the comment canl
be supplied by gestures, or by pointing to things nearby. But ges-
tures are tied to the context in which they are produced. In order
to gain freedom from the context of communication-to provide
vocal substitutes for all possible gestures-a great variety of descrip-
tive signs are needed, enough signs to name every thing or aspect
of a thing about which some comment might be made.

Nominalization. Yet even that cannot be the whole story, for
hurman language is far more productive than our freedom from the
communication context would lead us to expect. The productive ýg

I.
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character of human language is greatly enhanced by the fact that
one sentence can become the comment, or the topic for a comment,
in a second sentence.

This recursion may sound complicated, but it is not. Consider
an example: "Mary sings" is a sentence formed by introducing
Mary as a topic for a comment about her vocalization; in "Mary's
singing is loud," the sentence "Mary sings" has been nominalzed-
made into a name in order to serve as the topic of another sentence
-and combined with a comment about auditory magnitude. The
game can be continued "Mary's singing is loud" can be nominalized
and made the topic of "It surprised John," as in the sentence, "The
loudness of Mary's singing surprised John." And then "John's
surprise at the loudness of Mary's singing was obvious," and so on
and on.I "John's surprise at the loudness of Mary's singing" is not a
sentence; it is a name, just as "John" and "Mary" are names. By
this device a human language acquires infinitely more names than
nouns. It is an interesting psychological question to ask whether
predications and nominalizations are understood in the same way;
whether "Mary sings" and "the singing of Mary" are cognitively
different in any way. Combinatorially, however, the point is that
predication by itself is not very productive, since it combines topics
and comments only two at a time, but taken together with nom-
inalization it becomes infinitely productive.

What logicians generally mean by predication is that a comment
is made about a topic-is affirmed or denied of it-in such a manner
that any person who understands the predication will recognize the
conditions under which it would be true or false. If we were to
accept this relation as fundamental for linguistics as well as for
logic, then rules of grammar in any particular language would be
viewed as machinery whereby: (1) predications were embodied in
pronounceable sentences; and (2) predications were nominalized

to serve as constituents in more complex predications.
There have been objections to this conception of grammar. For

instance, some sentences-imperatives and interrogatives-are not
propositions, so grammar would seem to have more machinery than
the bare minimum necessary for predication. Yet all these non-
propositional sentences are, more or less directly, derivable from
predicative origins. "Close the door" is neither true nor false, yet

'.,
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it is grammatically kin to "You will close the door," which can be
true or false. Similarly, "Who closed the door?" is not a proposition,
yet it is grammatically related to "Someone closed the door," which
is. At a deeper level, therefore, the predicative structure of such
sentences is still understood by any person who knows English.

It is this predicative aspect of language that is unique to human
communication and not found in other animals. Most of the com-
plex grammatical machinery of human language is entaiicd by the
need to actualize this predicative relation in pronounceable form.

In order to describe this uniquely human mode of communica-
tion, therefore, we must deal on the one hand with rules that
govern the formation and transformation of predicated relations
into sentences, and on the other hand with rules that govern the
meaningful interpretation of words and sentences. In philosophical
terms, we must deal- with -syntax and semantics. In linguistic terms,
we must deal with grammar and lexicon. These two central aspects,
therefore, provide an organization for the psycholinguistic research
I want to describe.*

I hope it is obvious that I intend to raise more questions than I
answer; do not expect from me any revelation of the ultimate source
of the mysterious power language gives. The most I can offer is a
new way to ask some old questions. And perhaps I will cause you
to think.

SYNTAX

Let me begin with syntax. I would discuss it, not as a philosopher
"or linguist, but as a psychologist concerned to understand the
cognitive processes whereby native speakers of a language conform
so accurately and unconsciously to the intricate patterns described
by grammarians (psyntax?). In order to give a complete account of
our syntactic skills, of course, we would need explicit and detailed

A full discussion would treat at least three aspects of language, since phon-
ology could not be ignored in any comprehensive discussion of spoken comnnuni-
cation. By avoiding it here I do not wish to give a false impression that all
problems of phonetics and phonemics, or articulation and perception of speech,
of electroacoustic transduction and transmission of speech waves have been
solved. But it is certainly true that those problems are better understood than
are the syntactic and semantic aspects which play such a crucial role in the
communication of meaning.

S!!A
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information about all of the known grammatical regularities. Even
if the necessary grammatical knowledge were at my fingertips (and
it is not), this would not be the time or place to display it. However,
a bare minimum of grammatical knowledge is necessary if I am to
discuss the topic at all. So let me quickly illustrate the sort of gram-
matical knowledge that all of us, as speakers of English, must share,
at least implicitly, if not explicitly. s

Constituent structure. Take a simple, declarative sentence, "Bill
hit the ball." It contains four words, and their order is important.
Rearrange the order of these words and you get something very
different, e.g., "The ball hit Bill" is a sentence with a different
meaning, and "Ball Bill the hit" is no sentence at all. One thing a
grammar of English should tell us, therefore, is why some orderings
of words make admissible sentences and other orderings do not.

One approach to this aspect of language is to assume that mes-
sages are generated "from left to right," one word at a time, and
that each successive word is chosen in the context of the preceding
words. This conception of a message source (as a Markov process)
has been widely used in information theory, and has many ad-
vantages for the statistical analysis of speech. Unfortunately for
linguists and psychologists, admissible linguistic patterns are more
complicated; a Markov process does not provide a valid charac-
terization of the grammatical or cognitive structure of our sentences.

Consider once again, "Bill hit the ball." The words seem to go
together in groups; "the ball" is a natural group and "hit the" is
not. Linguists describe such grouping in terms of constituent
analysis. For example, "the ball" is a constituent of the sentence; we
can replace "the ball" by "it" and still have roughly the same gram-
matical structure. However, "hit the" cannot be replaced by any
single word without completely changing the structure of the sen-
tence, and so "hit the" is not a constituent.

If we proceed in this way, we get the constituent analysis pre-
sented in Fig. I, where constituent substitutions are shown above
and their grammatical names are abbreviated below. This simple
sentence has two constituents, a noun phrase ("Bill") and a verb
phrase ("hit the ball"). The verb phrase likewise has two constitu-
ents, a verb ("hit") and a noun phrase ("the ball"). And, finally, the
noun phrase has two constituents, an article ("dhe") and a noun
("ball").

• • ,: •:.v'"
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I Bill hit the ball

2 Bill hit it
3 Bill acted

Bill hit the ball
T N

V NP2

NPI VP
Fioum I. Example of the analysis of a sentence into its grammatical con-
stituents.

It should be clear that the constituent structure of a sentence is
hierarchical in nature, a fact that is made explicit in Fig. 2, where a
tree graph gives an easily visualized summary of tbl, analysis. More-
over, Fig. 2 also indicates how this phrase structure might be
characterized as a consequence of the grammatical rules of English.
Noam Chomsky, linguist and philosopher at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, has adapted "rewriting rules" from formal
logic in order to show how, by following explicit rules, sentences of
the appropriate structure might be derived, just as theorems in
logic are derived from a basic axiom by applying rules of deduction.
We begin with the axiom S, to which we apply rewriting rule Fl
to obtain NP + VP; then F3 applied to VP gives us NP + V + NP;
etc., until eventually the string is rewritten as "Bill + hit + the +
ball." Since the grammar does not contain rules for rewriting these
symbols, at this point we have produced what is called a "terminal
string"-i.e., a sentence. Thus rules FI-7 comprise an example of
what Chomsky calls a generative gram mar.

Several warnings must be issued immediately. Rules Fl-7 are at
best only a tiny fragment of English grammar; they generate a few
other sentences, but nothing like the full range of English, For that
we would need an enormously enlarged grammar, including some
kinds of rules more powerful than any of those illustrated. Many
essential facts of grammar have here been deliberately suppressed in

I.,
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SS

F1. S -- NP + VP

F2. NP-T +N NP VP

F3. VP-V+NP \
Bill V NP

F4. NP' Bill,John

F5. T - the,ah!hit T N

F6. N -- boy,girl,boil I I

F7. V -*hit the boll

FIGURE 2. A fragment of the rules for a generative grammar of English, and
a tree graph to represent the phrase structure of one of the sentences that
the grammar will generate.

order to make the example as intelligible as possible. A fuller treat-
ment of English grammar would have to add extensively to this
beginning. In particular, we -would need transformational rules;
but more about them later.

And-a second warning-the characterization of a generative
grammar in terms of a deductive system with rewriting rules, as
suggested in Fig. 2, is a formal convenience for the grammarian (and
highly suggestive for those who write computer programs), but it
may or may not bear any explicit resemblance to what goes on "in
our heads" when we produce or interpret sentences. The same struc-
tural relations in the sentence can be characterized in several alter-
native ways, some ol which, though less elegant formally, may Ib
more realistic psychologically.

Psychological validity of constituent structure. Regardless of what
formal or analytic notation we use to represent it, however, the
knowledge that is represented by such rules must somehow be avail-
able to people who speak and understand English. Their possession
of this knowledge is an empirical fact that can be subjected to test.
The psychological validity of constituent structure analysis can be
demonstrated in tie psychological laboratory in a variety of ways.
To illustrate this kind of research, I will describe just one particular

.-, I: : -
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type of experiment; it is but one representative of a variety of dem-
onstrations of constituent effects.

It is a general principle of perceptual organization that irrelevant
stimulation tends to interfere minimally with our perception of
structural wholes. Garrett provided an auditory example of this
principle when he demonstrated that if a string of digits is pro-
nounced with a noticeable pause between some particular pair (thus
organizing the string perceptually into two substrings), a short, ir-
relevant noise imposed on the spoken digits will tend to be reported
as occurring during this pause. The irrelevant noise is perceived in
such a way as to. interfere minimally with the perceptual organiza-
tion of the spoken digits.

One attractive feature of Garrett's result is that the perceptual dis-
placement of irrelevant clicks can be used as an indicator of sub-
jective organization in instances where acoustic segmentation is
less obvious-in grammatical sentences, for example. Fodor and
Bever, adapting a technique introduced by Ladefoged and Broad-
bent, used this indicator to explore the perceptual reality of seg-
ments identified linguistically as immediate constituents of a sen-
tence. Their results were consistent with the hypothesis that gram.
matical constituents are the functional units of peech perception.

Consider the sentence, "That he was happy was evident from the
way he smiled." The surface (or constituent) structure is dia-
grammed in Fig. 3, in the lower half of this figure horizontal lines
indicate the extent of the various perceptual units on the hypoth-
esis that these urhts are grammatical constituents. From Fig. 3 it
can be seen that there is a major structural break in this sentence be-
tween the words "happy" and "was." The sentence can be (and
was) spoken in such a way as to leave no objectively measurable
acoustic pause between these two words, but even so, if linguistic
structure is a controlling factor, the sentence shoAld be perceived
as if the speaker had paused at this major constituent break. In that
case, extraneous dicks dhould be judged as displaced toward this
perceptual boundary.

Subjects in Fodor and Bever's experiment heard recorded sen.
tences in one ear and a loud click in the oplpsite ear. The time of
the dick could be varied, as indicated in Fig. 3, to coincide with
the major constituent boundary, to 14recede it, or to follow it. Thte
listener's task was to write down the ka.vnmce (this task forced him to
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THAT HE WAS HAPPY WAS EVIDENT FROM THE WAY HE SMILED

0l,,i

FIGURE~ S. Illustrating the click placements used in the experiment by
Fodor and Bever.

pay attention to the whole sentence) anti then to mark the location
of the click. Whent the results were analyzed, a statistically significant
displacement was found in the direction predicted, that is, toward
the major synitactic boundary. When the click preceded the major
break. there was a tendency to report that it ltiad occurred later that)
in fact it actually had, conversely. when it occurred following the
major break. listeners tended to report that it. had occurred earlier
than it actually had. Whsicht is consistent, of course, withs the hy.
pothesis that grammuatical constituents are psychological units and
that an interfering click was shifted perceptually so a* to interrupt
as few perceptual units as possible.

Although efforts were matde to avoid it, it is possible, of course,
that the perceived groupings reflected ac~oustic pawss or intonalion,
rathter thtan dhe constituent structure assumed by the r niia.
In order to control for this possittiily, dthe-yeor, Garrett, noewt. ant)
Fodor repeated the experintent with sentences it% uhich exactly the
Wile acoustic stivooslis was provided in both cases. The alternative

segientations we-te suggested, itot by physical attribute of the
*pmeh signAl4 but by the context in which the tplraw occurred. For
example. take a tape: twaodiag of die phrtas "Ceorge dthoe turi-
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ously to the station" and synchronize a click to occur with "George."
Now present this stimulus to listeners in the context, "In order to
.catch his train George drove furiously to the station"; the major
constituent boundary is between "train" and "George." As pre-
dicted, a click that coincides with "George" now tends to be re-
ported as occurring earlier, at the percel)tual boundary. As a con.
trol, Garrett, Bever, and Fodor also presented this same acoustic
stimulus in the context "The reporters assigned to George drove
furiously to the station"; the major constituent boundary now falls
between "George" and "drove." Now, as predicted, a click that
coincides with George is reported as occurring later, rather than
earlier. The click is again shifted toward the constituent boundary,
but now in the opposite direction-and for identical acoustic stin-
ulation. The perceived boundary must have existed in the mind of
the listener, not in the acoustic stimulus.

Such studies as these support the opinion that sentence interpreta-
tion is an active process; a listener actively imposes a structural
analysis on a sentence, rather than responding more or less pas-
sively to some acoustic clues that mark its structure. Moreover.
within the limits tested, this active cognitive process seems to con.
firm the grammatical analysis which was. of course, arrived at on
other and very different grounds.

There are other experiments that could be cited to confirm this
conclusion, but. since most people are inclined to accept it anyhow.
I will not belabor the point that coiustituent structure has psycho-
logical validity. From a psychological point of view, the salient fca.
lure of monstituent structure is its suitability for expressing predica.
tion: its effects on our 1erception and emoery for sentenmes is only
a confrming by-PIduct.

Constituent analysis of sentences into a noun phras ;athd a %vrb
Ithrase (as shown in! bith Figi. I and 2) serves directly to rcsl'eitt
the cognitive relation btwteen a topic mW a cotniment on ýAt
topic, which is the eence of predicationi Up to this point. there.
(ore, we can conclude that the linguistic and the lsychological
cliaracterktionio are compatible (even though %e nuay not bc en.
titely certain, w•ht the psychological inipicatiornt ate of e~rci•tus g
the KtammatkiaI charactelitatlon a a ew~thing lule). vtedtlicati~*
requires a wv'o¶Iat O tUttwus. aw rAgli graniuat pvoaidl 1 it
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Tansformational rules. However, when we look at more coinpli.cated sentences-and nearly every sentence we actually use •s more

complicated than "Bill hit the ball"-we find it necessary to intro-
duce what Chomsky has called transformational rules.

We have already mentioned nominalization: if we want to charac-
terize the structure of "Bill's hitting of the ball was skillful," the
simp)le way to do so is to exploit the clos-! relation between "Bill hit
the ball" and "Bill's hitting of the ball"; indeed, to assume that
both the sentence in its declarative form and the nominalization of
die sentence are derived from essentially the same underlying strutc-
ture, but with slightly different transformations applied in the two
cases. In a similar way-, "The ball was hit by Bill," "Who hit the
ball?", "Bill didn't hit the ball," etc., would all be characterized
as deriving from the same deep structure, but would have different
surface structures because different transformational rules would
have been applied in their derivations.

Precisely how transformational grammars should be formulated
is a central problem ior ianguistic theory; one that is currently re-
ceiving much attention and about which opinions are developing
rapidly. Rather than try to summarize this shifting scene, I would
prefer to consider it in terms of the performances that have to be
expla'oCd, rather than in tirms of some nmc'e abstract theory about
,a language user's underlying conipetence.

lin that spirit, therefore, let me describe a psychological inter-
view. The interviewer wears two hand puppets. On his Ilft 'nal is
The Old Woman, on his right, Mligator. He is speaking to a young
. ild.

"The Old Woman and Alligator are going to talk to each other,"'
the intviviewer tells the child. "First Tile Old Woman will say
something and then Alligator will answer. You listen clowlty to
what Alligator bs. t-uuse in a minutt you are goinug to bW Alligator
and you will lAve to give the sight a•swers to 'lle Old Woman." u1se
thild nu& %Wole"-h. and the psyhooimt msakes the puppets talk, as
folluws:

To'.~ Jtohous it a gwd baoy,
SA& Wt 'hel

S?~ ~ A i'O Ar mit [ti•hq)l grd
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TOW: Tomorrow they will all go on a picnic.
A: Won't they?

The conversation between the two puppets continues in this
fashion until the child has heard several instances of zag questions.*
lHe is then given an opportunity to play Alligator. If he understands
that Alligator always responds with a tag question derived mechan-
ically from The Old Woman's sentence, and if he has the gram-
matical competence needed to make the derivation, a satisfactory
performance can be expected from the child. Older children per-
form perfectly; younger children make mistakes. In this way (among
others) Professor Roger Brown and his colleagues at Harvard
University have been exploring successive stages in the development
of grammatical competence and performance in English-speaking
children.

For example, to move directly from The Old Woman's sentence
to Alligator's tag response would involve several operations. Take,
for example, the pair: "Johnny is a good boy" and "Isn't he?" The
operatiors involved here would be: (1) recognition of the subject
of the sentence, in this case, "Johnny"; (2) pronominalization of
the subject, which turns "Johnny" into "he"; (3) recognition of the
appropriate verh, in this case, "is"; (4) negation of this verb, which
turns "is" into "isn't"; and, finally, (5) inversion of the order of

It should be obvious that the interview need not be limited to tag questions.
There are many types of sentence pairs that can be used in such a test of a child's
knowledge. For example, an i,,terviewer can use active and passive voice, with
one puppet saying, "Johnny ate the apple," and the other replying, "The apple
was eaten by johnny," etc. Or he can use affirmative and negative forms:
"Johnny will find find his ,hoe" v4. "Johnny won't find his shoe," etc. Or various
other types of questions can be used: "Johnny saw the fight" can be paired with
"What did Johnny see?" or "Who saw the fight?" or "Did Johnny see the fight?"
Or pairs of sentences from The Old Woman can be combined into one by
Alligator: "Johnny came home and Mary came hone" can elicit "Johnny and
Mary came home," or "Johnny heard the burglar and Johnny called his father"
can elicit "Johnny, who heard the burglar, called his father"; or "Mary sings
and It sounds pretty" can elicit "Mary's singing sounds pretty," etc., each pair of
sentences testing different transformational relations, The list of sentence rela.
u.tis could be extended considerably, -, there is no shortage of tasks io set,

The relations between pairs of sentences just illustrated are all grammnatical.
That is to say, any ac.quate grammar of Engdsh should Include an explicit ac,
count of the rules for generating all these sentences, and from those rules it
should be possible to see precisely wbat the relations between thie -seltences are'
In c a.
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subject and verb, which turns "he isn't" into "isn't-he?" Thus we

could imagine the following sequ.. -.

Johnny is a good boy.
Johnny is.
He is.
He isn't. -

t Isn't he?

SAny person who can play Alligator's role and supply the appro-
* priate tag questions must have a working knowledge of these gram-

matical relations, and of the way they go together to produce the

appropriate tag. Recognizing the subject of a sentence may demand

a sophisticated analysis; it can be especially tricky when the subject
• ' is not explicitly given, as in imperatives: "Close the door" should

elicit "Won't you?", even though the appropriate subject and verbal

auxiliary, "You will," are both missing from the original sentence.
Correct performance with tag questions also entails considerable

ability to analyze verb constructions.

Johnny will have been running. Won't he?
Johnny .... has been running. Hasn't he?
Johnny ........... is running. Isn't he?

Johnny ................. ran. Didn't he?

The verbal component used in a tag question is the first auxiliary
verb, unless-as in the last case-there isn't any auxiliary, in which

case the convenient verb "do" is introduced to play the part of the
missing element.

Even negation demands some syntactic sophistication from a suc-

cessful subject, since the negative must be added when it is missing
and removed when it is present:

Johnny has run. Hasn't he?
Johnny hasn't run. Has lie?

A linguist might be content with a clear and correct description
of the formal relations among such sentences, but a psychologist who

is interested in how people perform tho amazingly skilled acts which

underlie even the simplest sentences wvould like to know more. He

, A
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would like-to know, for example, what it is that a person does-step
-'by step-in constructing Alligator's response on the basis of The

Old Woman's sentence. Does he first recognize the subject, then
analyze the verbal construction, then delete, then invert, then pro-
nominalize, then negate? Or does he do it in some different order?
Or does he first interpret the proposition underlying The Old
Woman's sentence and then use that ab.tract conception as the
input for generating a tag question? Or is it not a serial process at
all? These questions are not easily answered. The cognitive processes
.whereby a tag is added remain stubbornly unclarified, even though
their formal consequences are well-known and easily characterized.

One way to make such questions definite and, thus, potentially,
answerable, is to phrase them in terms of a computer model. As a - 7
psychologist, of course, I have no vested interest in making com-
puters process natural languages, but I do have a real interest in
understanding well enough how people do it that I could express
that understanding in the rigorous form needed to support compu-
ter simulation. There are many people' who would like computers
to treat language in a humanoid manner; there seem to be many
potential benefits to be gained from having such computer programs.
My interest in such simulation, howeer, is merely to test iny own
understanding of how human beings perform these intricate feats.

Suppose, therefore, that we wanted a computer to play Alligator's
role in conversation with The Old Woman. What program of in-
structions would the computer need? First, we would have to tell
the computer how to recognize subjects and predicates in English
sentences, which is no easy matter to explain even to students who
speak English as their native tongue. When you must explain it to
a machine that cannot tell an English sentence from a table of
random numbers you must be very precise indeed.

How might we tell a computer to recognize the subject of an
English sentunce? We might, for example, give the computer a list
of rouns, since nouns are often the subjects of our sentences. If
"bus" were on the list of nouns, for example, we could tell the
computer that when it was the first noun in the sentence, to treat
"bus" as the subject and to substitute "it" for "bus" in pronominal-
izing. This would work for such sentences as "The bus has left," and
would give us "The it has left." But wait a moment. What is "The"
still doing in the pronominalized sentence? Obviously, "it" must be

- :<',--
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..substituted for the whole noun phrase, not just for the noun itself.
For example, in the sentence, "The first bus has left," we want to
substitute "it" for "The first bus," and so obtain "It has left." This
is a bi, better. But now what do we tell a computer to do about
"The bus and the taxi have left"? Should this be converted into "It
and the taxi have left"? Probably not. Somehow the computer must
be made to understand that English can have compound phrases as
subjects of grammatical sentences, and that the proper pronominali-
zation in such cases is "they," not "it." And, of course, we must not
overlook the fact that "bus" can serve as an adjective as well as a
noun: "The bus driver has left" should not lead to "Hasn't it?"

After an analysis of the kinds of nominal constructions that can
. serve as subjects of English sentences, it becomes clear that syntactic
analysis routines would have to be written for the computer that
would enable it to deal with nearly all aspects o[ English grammar.
It seems to be impossible to tell solely from the formal attributes of
any word in a sentence, as it is spoken or written, what grammatical
function that word may be playing in the sentence. As linguists are
fond of reminding us, it is necessary to penetrate beyond the surface
structure of the sentence to the deeper relations that underlie it. I
will not attempt to develop this argument here, but will merely com-
ment that this penetration beneath the surface structure requires
considerable knowledge of English syntax and semantics; enough
knowledge, in fact, that we do not yet know how to make all of itV
sufficiently clear and explicit for a computing machine. Which is a
large part of the reason that machines have, thus far, been inade-
quate to deal with human language the same way human beings do.
But we are learning, and as we learn to write better programs, the
computers will improve their performance.

SEMANTICS

Now what can be said about semantics? Anyone who aspires to the
scientific study of semantics will soon discover that he has almost
no theoretical basis from which to begin. Whereas phonological

IA;. studies of the sou.,d patterns of spoken languages have been well
formulated ajd intensively studied for many years, and linguistic

1an psychological studies oi syntax are currently developing an
interesting and reypectable bIndy o- .e'tific knowledge, the major
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impression you get from a review of research in semantics is of over-
whelming diversity and heterogeneity. The problem is not just that
we have no theory to build on; there seems to be almost no con-
sensus concerning the range of phenomena for which a theory
should be constructed. What we colloquially call "meaning" is no
simple, homogeneous thing. Several different problems are con-
founded together under this heading. In this situation, therefore,
it is advisable to begin by narrowing down the subject a bit with
some terminological distinctions.

Philosophers generally distinguish two aspects of semantics:
reference and meaning. Reference is concerned with relations be-
tween linguistic symbols and other, usually nonlinguistic, entities,
states, or processes; a theory of reference must deal with such mat-
ters as naming, truth, extension. Meaning, in this context, is con- .
cerned with relations among linguistic symbols; a theory of meaning
must deal with such matters as significance, synonymity, analyticity,
intension. A reader interested in pursuing these topics in a phil-
osophical vein might be well advised to take J. J. Katz's The Philos-
ophy of Language as a starting point. There is some disagreement
among philosophers as to whether meaning could be reduced to
reference if the theories were properly formulated, but I will not
try to judge the merits of this argument; here I will respect the
usual referential-ideational dichotomy for its didactic value.

Those not familiar with this distinction may find that a simple
example, modeled after Frege, will suggest what is involved. Con-
sider the sentence, "Robert McNamara is Secretary of Defense." As
of June 1967 the referent of the name "Robert McNamara" and the
referent of the name "Secretary of Defense" are identical. In spite
of the fact that both names refer to the same person, however, they
do not have the same meaning. If they did have the same meaning
as well as the same reference, then the sentence "Robert McNamara
is Secretary of Defense" and "Robert McNamara is Robert Mc.
Namara" would have exactly the same significance. Since they do
not have the same significance, it is necessary to distinguish between
reference and meaning. This distinction enables us to conclude that
two words that refer to the same thing need not have the same
meaning.

Now, reference is obviously important for human language, but
it is not a unique feature of human language. Many nonlinguistic

4
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stimuli can function as signals by virtue of associations that give
them referential character; I have no doubt that such referential
associations can be learned by many animals other than Homo
sapiens. Such associations are, of course, essential for language.
However, according to the position taken here, it is not reference,
but predication that sets human language apart from the signal
systems used by other animals. When we try to establish a semantic
basis for predication we are led into problems that belong directlyto a theory of meaning, and only indirectly to a theory of reference.

Predication is the affirmation of a comment about -a topic. If we
take as a central task of semantics to explain how such predicated
relations are interpreted, then we are confronted with a problem in
the theory of meaning. Presumably, interpretation of a subject-
predicate relation must be characterized somehow in terms of the
interpretations of its parts and the manner of their combination.
That is to say, we would like to characterize the meanings of its
constituents in such a manner that, when they are combined, the
meaning of _the. sentence will be projected automatically by a par-
ticular rule for combining a subject meaning with a predicate
meaning. Perhaps it would not be too misleading to think of this
characterization as if it were a problem in mental chemistry; the
elements must be characterized in such a way as to enable us to
predict which of them can be combined, and what the result of
their combinations will be. In order to accomplish this, there must
be a structure underlying the lexicon, just as there is an underlying
structure behind the chemical table of elements.

The difficulty with this chemical metaphor, from a psychological
point of view, is that a limitless variety of presuppositions-facts
familiar to and taken for granted by both talker and listener, yet
not actually expressed in the sentence-can play a role in under-
standing the sentence. Only in special cases can the meaning of a
sentential compound be specified completely in terms of its semantic
elements and their syntactic interrelations; usually information is
invoked that has no place in either the lexicon or grammar of
English. Speech can be context free, but usually it is not; it is
almost never free of shared presuppositions. A better formulation
for a psychologist is that a sentence does not contain its speaker's
meaning as a sponge contains water; rather it provides some in-
formation that a listener can use in constructing a meaning of his AJ

A;l
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own. If this conception of listening (as a creative process) is accepted,
then a complete analysis of sentence meanings into word meanings
becomes very difficult, if not impossible.

Whether or not a complete psychological account of- sentence in-
terpretation is possible, however, there is a more modest goal that
we might hope to attain. Sentence interpretation is not capriciously
related to lexical meaning and syntactic function; contexts and pre-
suppositions can be important, but they are not always and every-
where the only determining factors for interpretation. Lexicon and
grammar obviously contribute something; their contribution can
be isolated from the total psychological process -nud studied in its
own right. Katz and Fodor have suggested that we imagine finding
an unmarked envelope containing a sheet on which a single sen-
tence is written, devoid of any indication of source, destination, con-
text, or presupposition. Such a context-free sentence, if it is gram- ,
matical and composed of familiar words, will not be completely
unintelligible to a person who knows the language. Of course, end-

-- - ----- _less subleties of interpretation may be added when the sentence is
put into a context of actual use, but that does not alter the fact that
some interpretation can be made even in the absence of contexual
knowledge. It is this reduced, but not unimportant process of con-
text-free interpretation that we have in mind when we resort to a
chemical metaphor.

Within these limitations, then, a central problem for a theory of
meaning is to explain how the meaning of a grammatical compound
can be derived from, or characterized in terms of, the meanings of
its constituent elements.

One approach to this task is to ask how the meanings of the
elements might be characterized. The most familiar answer, of
course, is given by lexicographers in the form of a dictionary, where
the meanings of words are characterized in terms of explanatory
phrases and/or mutually substitutable expressions. Some such an-
swer is a necessary part of any semantic theory of a language, al-
though in our theories we would probably like to make the relations
between entries more obvious, and we would certainly like to be 4
more explicit about the rules for interpreting combinations of
elements. Our theory, in short, should systematically display and
exploit the cognitive structure underlying the lexicon.

What guarantee do we have that the lexicon has structure, or that

4,
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any simplification or regularization of it will be possible? The fact
that little children must learn the lexicon (and adults remember
it) argues that it must be simpler than it looks; no one learns the
meanings of words by memorizing dictionary entries as if they were
independent and unrelated items in a paired-associates learning
experiment. The need for cognitive economy in remembering and
thinking argues that there must be some simpler system of concepts
and relations underlying the apparent heterogeneity of the dic-
tionary.

•" ~Remember where we have come. We asked about the communica- :!
tion of meaning. Our first step was to rephrase this question in

"terms of the interpretation of predications, and our second step was
to ask for an analytic answer, i.e., an account of sentence interpreta-I tion expressed in terms of the meanings assigned to the component
elements of a predication. The meanings that would be assigned
to component elements by a dictionary are necessary but not suffi-
cient for psychological purposes; they make no pretense of represent-
ing the cognitive system into which these elements fit. Behind the
formal lexicon compiled for purposes of linguistic description there
must be a psychological lexicon "in the head" of the language user;
this subjective lexical competence bears little if any resemblance to
an alphabetic listing of words along with their associated pronun-
ciations and definitions. But what does it resemble? If we tried to
imagine what an entry in the psychological lexicon might be like,
we would probably propose some kind of triadic constellation that
included conceptual, imaginal (perceptual or memory images), and
symbolic aspects. Our concept of a frog, our imagery of frogs, and
the symbol "frog" are somehow integrated into a psycholexical
entity. The psychology of reference concerns the relation between

-/ imagery and symbol; the psychology of meaning concerns the re-
lation between concept and symbol. And-most important-each
of these complex concept-image-symbol entities is related to, or
associated with, many other similar complex entities in some sys-
temic way that we would like to be able to describe. If the imaginal
aspects can be set aside, at least temporarily, we might hope for
some description of the conceptual relations among symbols.

"We would hope to make explicit the psychological structure of
the lexicon in such a way that (context-free) meanings of gram-
imatical compounds could be inferred directly from semantic specifi-
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cations given for constituent elements and from the manner of
their combination. We are still very far from having such a theory
for any natural language; most of the discussion so far has been
concerned with the general form that such a theory might take if we
did have it. Various ways to accomplish the general aim have been J
proposed and explored in a preliminary fashion.

Theoretical alternatives. Consider a spatial representative of `eý
meanings-not because it is correct, but because it offers a frame of
reference within which the problem of theory construction can be
discussed. In a spatial representation, for example, we might imagine J;
that any particular meaning is a point in some cognitive hyperspace,
its position being determined by its values on the set of orthogonal
axes defining the space. Then the meaning of a sentence that con-
tains several words might also be a point in the hyperspace corn-
puted from the positions of its elements (e.g., their center of gravity).
Or the sentence might be represented by some more complicated
entity (e.g., a vector, or a directed graph through the component
points, etc.) Or, if a metric space seemed inappropriate, we might
consider some more discrete kind of "space" having, say, only a
finite number of values (usually only two) along each axis; there
might be various abstract ways to compound the spaces for indi-
vidual words into spaces appropriate for phrases and whole sen-
tences. There would be a question as- to whether the axes of such
a model should themselves be words and/or phrases in the language,
or whether it is better to regard the axes as purely abstract concep-
tions invented by the semanticist for the convenience of his own
theory.

Since there is no general agreement about the correct strategy to
follow here, it is difficult to discuss the problem intelligibly at such
an abstract level: it is difficult to say sometling substantive without
saying more than is justified. Perhaps the best way to give a clearer
impression of the conceptual possibilities and difficulties is to
mention some examples.

Social anthropologists who have been concerned with this seman-
tic problem have developed something called "componential an-
alysis." A semantic component is a feature or-to stay with the

Different theorists have slightly different interpretations of comnponential .
analysis; what is said here will be right In general conception but probably wrong
in specific detail.

..
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spatial model-an axis or dimension, usually having a discrete num-
ber of values. For example, sex might be a semantic component; it
would have two values, male and female; such words as "man,"
"bull," "son," etc., would all have one value, and such words as
"woman," "cow," "daughter,' etc., would all have the other value.
The general aim, of course, is to select several such semantic compo.
nents in such a way that each entry in the lexicon would have its
own unique vector of values on the several dimensions, and entries
that seemed similar in meaning would share more values in com-
mon than would entries whose meanings seemed unrelated.

When they began to work with sets of semantic components, social
anthropologists found it necessary to distinguish two different possi-
bilities, the paradigmatic and the taxonomic. In a paradigmatic
system, insofar as possible, every term is given a value on every
component. If all the components were binary, this would mean
that n components could characterize 2n different items, which
would be a very efficient way to code meanings.

Consider a paradigmatic example. In Fig. 4 a table is given show-

C,

SEMANTIC 0
COMPONENT _______________

S. SEX 10 10 10 101 0 1

G' GENERATION 0 I0 2 2 0 0 1 2 2

L: LINEALITY 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I

FiGuim 4. Matrix representation of a paradigmatic semantic system for
English kinship terms.

ing how three semantic components might be used to define eleven
different terms in the English system of kinship terminology. In
Fig. 5 this same classification is given a spatial representation. An-
thropologists for various reasons are much interested in kinship-it
is related to marriage practices, family and tribal structure, eco-
nomic relations and religious beliefs, etc.-so this kind of paradig-
matic specification is as important as it is economical.

Unfortunately, however, paradigmatic systems seem to be the
exception rather than the rule. It most cases a taxonomic structure
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.F G

Son- ,Do ughter

/S I
Brother Sistere Ihew • Niece

Mother hS

Cousin Cousin

Uncle Aunt

L/
FiuURE 5. Spatial representation of the paradigmatic systemn given in Fig. 4.

is all that can be established. In a taxonomic system, not every term
can be given a value on every component; e.g., if sex is to be a
semantic component, would "tree" be male or female? Still, there
may be a hierarchy among Ohe dimensions of a sort that charac-
teristically leads to taxonomic trees. In order to distinguish paradig-
matic dimensions from taxonomic dimensions, let me call fliw
former "semantic components" and the latter "semantic markers."

How a taxonomic tree can result from a system of semantic
markers is illustrated in Fig. 6. Here we again have a matrix with
items across the top, dimensions down the margin, and cell entries
indicating the value of the particular item on the particular dimen-
sion. In this case, however, many of the cell entries are blank, whichl
should be interpreted to mean that dimtension is simply not relevant
to that item. For example. it is simply not relevant to ask whether
"fear" should be marked as living or nooliving, so that cell is left
blank. The result of this interaction between dimensions and items
is that the dimensions are not used wi-h maximum eficiency; in
terms of informutiotn tieory, senmantic markers provide a recdntldant
coding system. The nature of this redthlnlawcy is sliledl out at the
bottoin of Fig. 6, where, for inintance, it is noted that every item that
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SEMANTIC MARKERS *S

+ >

0*- OBJECT -NONOBJECT + + -. + +1++
t -I VING -NONLIVING -+ + -++

P: PLANT -ANIMAL - -+

H: HUMAN - SUBHUMAN + -

F. FERAL - DOMESTICATED -+

M: MENTAL - CHARACTER- +--
OLOGICAL-

* U ~A: ARTEFACT - NATURAL -

REDUNDANCY OF MARKING

YiGrwiE 6. Matrix representation~ of a taxonowic semiantic system [or Eng.
lish noun%. 17he redundancy rules shoutd he interpreted as follows. "Any
word that is miarked either as living or nionliving is w.&rkcd + (or objc:t."
etc.

is tuarked for L. (living vs. nonliving) is also inarked 4+ on 0 (is All
object): dhat is to say, if any itew is marked [or L, we know atito-
inatically how it will be marked for 0. Similarly. anything ruarked
for P (plant vs. ~animal) will be marked + on L (will be living). etc.

WMen we examine these redundancy rules. we find that they can
be summarized in a (tee graphi as shown in Fig. 7. For exaniple, the
word "tiger" is marked + on F (teral vs. doninesia ed). the tree
graphi tells its that "tiger" is also subhunian, anima,wl liviung, and
objecrt. 1lie redundancy voles. dwiefreloe can be iint~vpreted a
representing what a language user know~s about the stuiwtur*e of
dhe lexicon. a kind of basic semantic franiework into whidh utw
tertus can be assimilated as ritey are leavited.

Semantic comiponient* and semazntic markers, as these tettas aw
generally used. aye abstract dlimensions, they wsay have siniple anti
appropriate nkaume but it wo this, fact is itrelev-ant and unneteessary.
Components and~ markets provide a commctlitual ltaweivotk within
which lexical iteml cAu be locattd, miuch as points ate hicatd in a

I4
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HIERARCHIC MARKING SYSTEM

V *' I-P *A.V~I4-I" %i

A" o
U-

Tigert.F. " 4 L

¢ol.u -" -r•A

FiGuux 7. The redundancy rules of Fig. 6 are here redrawn to dispay more
clearly their hierarchic structure.

space. There is.,however, a slightly different way to think of these
relations, a way that may be more agreeable to psychologists, since
it seems closer to their traditiona! concept of association. We can
think of them in tenrs of associations between words. This approach
is perhals owi:' tep Clower to the usual lexicogvaphic practice of
defining one word in tenus of other words.

Suppome we were to think of senmantic maters as thulwutwes
being items in Lthe lexico,, avid instead of inuaguting thlen to be
dimensiou ian a space. -ist.pix we were to anumte a special kind
of awoiatioh that ha bee-n learned IbtWeeas thel" and the words
they mark. One vvr inirwotnt inustatce of this special wx~iatiol
would be the asymmetric itclusion relation. Under this interpretw.
lion we can look at the taxmomic tree in a slightly different wt .
as indicated in Fig. 8, where all dhe ctrives are related by the %attc
kind of inclusion association. Heve. for o.impled thee i6 an assoc%
ation betvw.n "t"ee and "plant" oW the kind we calt incluion, antd
aviother inclusio associaro has hw~n leatie-d Wtwens "plant" and"living", ete '

Fig. 8 Ab 0-VeRmals an A|itialiw hic arcy in Ow.. .ot. . ot a l-t
struciwe. As tvossew familiar witlt roltiotaq compry r pto.
9"hwimiki ksaow. the wauix awl Wh witae obte kuv xasic uuxodc for

moms"=
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FRAGMENT OF AN INCLUSION LIST STRUCTURE

OJ1ECT
* LIVING

TREE
4hIIS0L IjCT WNOWIO4CT

SUENUMAN LIVING NONLIVING MENTAL CI4ARACTEWC*C1
FERAL

TIGER

cowETCAE PLANT ANSIMAL ARTEFACT NATURAL FEAR VIRTUE

JUITEFACT IL
CHIRARTE UI SUIWAN CHAIN

NATURAL

4OKMOECT M~E EA
&iENTAL MOHEOFRA I 1TICATED

FEAR

CHARACTEROL041CA*.

Fiwuult 8. The himirchic taxonomy defined on nouns by an inclusion
relation is reprcsentcd both as a lista nd as a tree graph. The nodes are
be -Tabelled with levical entries. rather titan almract concept% as in Fig. 7.

organUing tile ne-mory of at computer system. Either miatrix or list
structures cani be- used to represent either a semantic marker or a
semantic association model of the licxicop. However. I beleve that
anyone- familiar with .list-processing languages Would Ile stronigly
attracted to tile list as, tie appropriate form of organieation for this
kind oi lexical information. List vs. matrix, 'however. is a tactical
question: since we still have importaut. stategic questimis, untsettled,
I do not IWisJ to argue tile point.

Ao associative model, coded as a list structure, however, couild
* aimo be tused to organime die same lexiical itemns in terms of mor~e thtan

one typic of assocation. In addition to the inclusion illustrated in
Fig, S. we "light also, want to have a part-whole relation of the sort
illustrated int Fig. 9. Thlis tree grapil (or list structure) r wtesents like
fact that a "liVis a part of a "face."~ which Is a part of a ied
whidt is part of a bu~'which is part of a "person"-re-latium tha
must be known to aqyone who knoui what the*e uvrds nean. A
pArt-Wlle0 Assocaton SiVV% US a kind Of hlitfArchic ilVentory Of
parts But note that thle witti totwt of hietatthy Inay 1W sarificed,
as when "i%*Vk is jud~ged to be jutt of both "head" aiid '*tmsso', a%

tgas tno I"p awe perwittWi, the strutture ii still weAkly linrardtic.
aduikon w~tlaiwu au part-whak ebrftiotu ;re clwcly tktd to
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FRAGMENT OF AN INVENTORY LIST STRUCTURE

PERSON

MIND JIODY

HEAD TRO ARM LEG

FACE EAIk HAIR NECK CHEST BACK HAND WRIST

CHIN CHEEK EYE NOSE BROW PALM THUMB FINGERS

FIGURE 9. A list structure can als o* be defined by a part-whole relation. Not"
the presence of "neck" at two places ýon the list.

impoyrtant forms of predication. For example, the inclusion of "tree"
in "plant" is expressed by the (analytic) proposition "A tree is a,
plant." If the relation is reversed, as 'in "A p~lant is a tree," it is
incorrect, Similarly, the part-whole relation between "chin" and
"face" is expressedl by the (analytic?) proposition that "A face bas
a chin." Again if the relation is reversed,: as in "A chin has a face,"
we feel that something odd has been said; 'This connection of incilu-
sion relations and part-whole relations witlh. particular types of pred-
-ication is, of course, a familiar fact to those who fqllow philosophical
analyses of lauguage. Its relevance here is that it itiggests a. way to
look at the structure of dw-lexicoii in terms of predication: it is as
if the veris (predicatcý) imposý)ed a conceptual stituctuwe ol -the
noun$ (Subjects).

These approaches to semantic anralysis should" giv some tetling
for the kirrd of tlertcd~rglsthat-ire currenty go-g.011on The
survey is certainly not exhaustive, and undoubtedly nut i~ased
-by my personal intercsts anud feseairch. For exampe, I s o nt evell
menstioned the most t utous attwnipte.q~ut. sumavituarie *weua
strut.ture of the lexie~nt, namely, Rogi~s Tlwsaultis-oft "i ng Words
-and Phrases Classified a d .40nnged 4s to Foreifitat 4%ikp~on.

Ijmv'reticol value to olfet ui. Awr if Roget was-.a bit-,short on liclory,.'
fie made tip .(or it ini ettergy: tie tpushe -his d0assiticioiun N~f.*vn

Qug W ho~xle lexicoaa-4 ui impsi~ve and lutist~igly usefol
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enterprise. If we want to improve on Roget, we need not only a
better theory, but also a more systematic method of collecting data.
Roget presumably relied on his own intuitions about semantic simi-
larity. That may or may not be the best method- it is certainly not
the only method.

Empirical methods. Methodology, the bread-and-butter of a scien-
tist working in any given field. is usually ;pinach to those outside. I
will try to keep my methodologic~al remarks as brief as possible.

We now have some notion of what a theory of the interpretation
of sentences might look lIke, and some glimmerings of the kind of
lexical information about constituent elements that would bc re-
quired. It is quite difficult, however, to launch- directly into the

compilation of a lexicon along the lines sugggested by this theory; so
* many apparently arbitrary decisions are involved that it becomes

advisable to try to vei ify them somehow as we go. One important
kind of verification, of course, is given by a theorist's own intuitions
as a native speaker of the language.; such intuition is probably- the
ultimate court of appeal in any case. But, if possible, it wudb

h ighly desirable to have somne more objective method for, tapping
* - the intuition of language users, espemcially if miany I)CoPll could pool

their op~inions and if information about miany different words could
be collected -and analywecl rapidly. A. numiber of efforts bave beci~
inade to devise such methods.-

As far as I am aware, however, no objective methods for die direct.
appraisal of semantic rontents have yet been devised, either 41;

- -- inguists, Or peychologists. What has bees-r done instead is tG investi.

adserflisp~itial representations we have just leieedpTe-h
is that froml a 'warewtOf thel distances between conlitits-wt

ennfrsontedihing about the -coar4fiwates of their uvtat)' Dis.
tanict. can be telatetl t* siimihutry. and judgmemni of sivoilirity' Of

.~- meanling "arc Ireatively eyto KIM W1111 to araalye. -Several miethiods.:
-are available.

-1 li- - e C"106Cir1i PratobVle is -61his4-4 is I-ot difficuill 10 .deviA. iay%
etis na"'W seniaritic Jinsibritk, alnoug wvr&s Oil the- I is. f

test, t jogienti of, Sitiw'riptive wdoeru's o the- soit ju01SW:c or~e ;.t es
' - -St. titemnwttsa u* sOrtiivit e -ou ites k ta, the. t . t 41vewd Aays

lavc-S~t clopitical 4ttawk oilAh tlw atohin4 -ould involve diff.1e

Kwe
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(1) Devise an appropriate method to estimate semantic similarities
and use it to obtain data from many judges about a large sample of
lexical items. These data form a symmetric items-by-items matrix,
where each cell aq is a measure of the semantic similarity between
item i and j.

(2) Devise an appropriate method to explore the structure under-
lying the data matrix. Among the analytic tools already available,
factor analysis has been most frequently used, but various alterna-
tives are available. In my research I have used a method of cluster
analysis that seems to work rather well, but improvements would be
possible if we had a solid theoretical basis for preferring one kind of
representation over all others.

(3) Identify the factors or clusters in terms of the concepts in a
semantic theory. In most cases, this is merely a matter of finding
appropriate names for the factors or clusters. Given the backward
statc of semantic theory at present, however, this step is almost not
worth taking. Eventually, of course, we would hope to have semantic
descriptions, in terms of marker or list structures, say, from which
we could not only construct sentence interpretations, but could also
predict similarity data for any set of lexical items. At present, how-
ever, we hi e not reached that stage of sophistication.

Most of the energy that psychologists have invested in this prob.
lem so far has gone into step (1), the development of methods to
measure semantic similarity. However, since there is no generally
accepted method of analysis or established theory against which to
validate such measures, it is not easy to see why one method of data
collection should be preferred over the others. But, in spite of the
sometimes vicious circularity of this situation, I think we are slowly
making some headway toward meaningful methods.

There are four general methods that psychologists have usCd to
investigate similarities among semantic atoms: (I) sealing, (2) assour.
atiatn, (3) substituiion. and (4) classifiwotion. I myselI have worked
primarily with classification, blit ! should mention briefly what
alternative procedures are available. Where possible, examples of

1the ,ethods will be cited. but Ito attempt at a thorough review is
wointemp!ated.

(I) The nmethod of subjective sealing knowni as magnitude estimia.
6oti, as dmribed by S. S. Stevens in numerous publications, aug.
gests itself as a simple and direct method to obtaili a matrix oI

~ .b
-'D
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sem. ntic similarity scores. So far as I know, this method has j.)t
been used in any systematic search for -a nantic features.

Scaling methods have been used in psychometric research. Mosier
used ratings to scale evaluative adjectives along a favorable-unfa-
vorable continuum, and Cliff used them o argue that adverbs of
degree act as multipliers for the adjectives they modify. However,

Sthese studies did not attempt to construct a general matrix of
similarity measures for a large sample of the lexicon, or to discover
new stmantr' features.

One example of the use ot scaling is a study reported by Ruben-
stein and Goodenough. They asked people to rate pairs of nouns for
their "similarity of meaning." They used a five-point scale, where
zero indicated the lowest degree of synonymy and four the highest.
Their averaged results for 65 pairs of words included the following:

cord smile 0.02
cushion jewel 0.45
forest graveyard 1.00
hill woodland 1.48
magician oracle 1.82
sage wizard 2.46
asylum madhouse 3.04
serf slave 3.46
midday noon 3.94

Although Rubenstein and Goodenough did not obtain a complete
matix of all comparisons among the 48 words they used, their
results indicate that meaningful estimates can be obtained by this
technique.

A difficulty that any procedure must face is that a truly enormous
amount of data is required. If a lexicon is to contain, say 100 word
senses, then the similarity matrix will have 1012 cells to be filled. 1-.
is obvious immediately that any empirical approach must settle for
judgmnems on strategic groups of word items selected front the total
lexicon. But even with that necessary restriction, the problem is
difficult. If, for example, we decide to work with 100 items in some
particular investigation, there are still 4950 pairs that have to be
judged. If we want several judges to do the task, and each judge to
replicate his data sevural times. the magnitude of the data collection

4, .
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process becomes truly imposing. It is doubtful that judges could
maintain their interest in the task for the necessary period of time.
If a multidimensional scaling procedure is used in which judges
decide which two of three items are most similar, the number of
judgments required is even greater: 100 items give 161,700 triplets
to be judged.

For this reason, scaling procedures do not seem feasible for any
large survey of semantic items; preference must be given to methods
that confront a judge with the items one at a time, where similarity
is estimated on the basis of the similarities of his responses to the
individual items-thus avoiding the data explosion that occurs when
he must judge all possible pairs, or all possible triplets. Scaling
methods should probably be reserved for those cases where we want
a particularly accurate study of a relatively small number of items.

(2) Because of the historical importance of association in philo-
sophical theories of psychology, more work on semantic similarity
has been done with associative methods than with any other. This
work has been reviewed by Creelman and also by Deese, who made
it the starting point for a general investigation of what he calls
"associative meaning."

In the most familiar form of the associative method, people are
asked to say (or write) the first word they think of when they hear
(or read) a particular stimulus word. When given to a large group of
people, the results can be tabulated in the form of a frequency
distribution, starting with the most common response and proceed-
ing down to those idiosyncratic responses given by only a single
person. Then the similarity of two stimulus words is estimated by
observing the degree to which their response distributions coincide.

The procedure for estimating the degree of similarity from two
response distributions is a very general one that has been used in
"one form or another by many workers. The logic behind it is to
express the measure of similarity as a ratio of some measure of the
intersection to some measure of the union of the two distributions.
In the case of word associations, the responses ti one word consti.
tute one set, the responses to another word another. The intersec-
tion of these two sets consists of all responses that are common to
the two; the union is generally interpreted to be the maximum :4
number of common responses that could have occurred. The re- '4

suiting ratio is thus a number between zero aud one.

I
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The argument is sufficiently general that intersection-union ratios
can be used in many situations other than word association tests;
their use in studies of information retrieval, where synonymy must
be exploited to retrieve all documents relevant to a given request,
has been reviewed by Giuliano and Jones and by Kuhns. The ratio
"has been invented independently by various workers, for in one
version or another it is the natural thing to do when faced with
data of this type. Consequently, it has been given different names in
different contexts-intersection coefficient, coefficient of association,
overlap measure, etc.-and minor details of definition and calcula-
tion have occasionally been explored, though rather inconclusively.

The utility of an intersection-union ratio is that estimates of sim-
pailarity can be obtained without actually presenting all possible
pairs to the judges. The assumption underlying it, of course, is that
similarity of response reflects similarity of meaning. If, as some
psychologists have argued, the meaning of any stimulus is all the
responses it evokes, this argument is plausible. But the notion that
the meaning of a word is all the other words it makes you think
of should not be accepted without some reservations.

The principal recommendation for a word-association technique
is its convenience of administration; it is generally given in written
form to large groups of subjects simultaneously. The method gives
some information about semantic features, since an associated word
frequently shares several semantic features of the presented word,
but it is also sensitive to syntactic and phonological association.
Attempts have been made to classify associates as either syntagmatic
or paradigmatic, but the results have been equivocal, e.g., if storm
elicits cloud, or flower elicits garden, is the response to be attributed
to paradigmatic semantic similarity or to a familiar sequential con-
struction? The method is sensitive only to high degrees of similarity
in meaning; most pairs of the words elicit no shared responses at all.

, 'And no account is taken of the different senses that a word can have;
when, for example, fly is associated with bird and also with bug, we
suspect that fly has been given in different senses by different people,
but the data provide no way to separate them.

A variation on the association technique that combines it with
the scaling methods has been developed and extensively used by
Osgood, who constrains a judge's response to one or the other of
two antonymous adjectives. Several pairs of adjectives are used and

N4R
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people are allowed to scale the strength of their response. By con-
straining the judge's responses to one of two alternatives Osgood
obtains for all his stimulus words distributions of responses that
are sufficiently similar that he can correlate them, even for words
quite unrelated in meaning. When these correlations are subjected
to factor analysis, a three-dimensional space is generally obtained.
The position of all the stimulus words can be plotted in a three-
dimensional space defined by the antonymous adjectives. It is not
clear that these three dimensions bear an" simple relation to seman-
tic markers-nor does Osgood claim they should. It is true that words
near one another in the space often share certain semantic features,
but the method gives little hint as to what those shared features
might be. Osgood's method is most useful for analyzing attitudinal
factors associated with a word.

(3) Another approach uses substitution as the test for semantic
similarity. In linguistics a technique has been developed called "dis-
tributional analysis." The distributional method has been most
highly developed in the work of Zelig Harris.

Consider all the words that can be. substituted in a given context,
and all the contexts in which a given word can be substituted. A
linguist defines the distribution of a word as the list of contexts into
which the word can be substituted; the distributional similarity of
two words is thus the extent to which they can be substituted into
the same contexts. One could equally well consider the distribu-
tional similarity of two contexts. Here again an intersection-union
ratio of the two sets can provide a useful measure of similarity.

Closely related to distributional similarity is a measure based on
co-occurrence. Co-occurrence means that the words appear together
in some corpus, where "appear together" may be defined in various
ways, e.g., both words occur in the same sentence. We can, if we
prefer, think of one word as providing tihe context for the other,
thus making the distributional aspect explicit. A union-intersection
measure of similarity can be defined by taking as the intersection
the number of times the words actually co-occurred, and as the
union the maximum number of times they could have co-occurred,
i.e., the number of times the less frequent word was used in the
corpus. Co-occurrence measures have the advantage that they can Va
be carried out automatically by a properly programmed computer.
Distributional measures can in general be made automatic if a very

4€
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large corpus is available-large enough that the two words will recur
many times.

Several psychologists have invented or adapted variations on this
distributional theme as an empirical method for investigating se-
nmantic similarities. It is, of course, the basis for various sentence

completion procedures insofar as these are used for semantic analysis.
The basic assumption on which the method rests is that words with
similar meanings will enjoy the same privileges of occurrence, i.e.,
will be substitutable in a great variety of contexts.

For example, couch and sofa can be substituted interchangeably
in a great variety of contexts, and they are obviously closely related
in meaning. In terms of a theory of semantic markers, some such
relation would be expected, since the semantic features of the words
in any meaningful sentence are interdependent. The predicate is
upholstered imposes certain restrictions on tile semantic markers
of its subject, and only words that have those required features can
be substituted as subject without violently altering the acceptability
of the sentence. Couch, sofa, chair, etc., are substitutable in the
context The. .. . is upholstered, and are similar in meaning, where-
as sugar, hate, learn, delicate, rapidly, etc., are not. If the method
is used blindly, of course, it can lead to absurd results, e.g., no and
element ary are not similar in meaning just because they can both be
substituted into the frame John has studied .... psychology.

If judges are asked to say whether or not two items are substitut-
able in a given context, they must be instructed as to what is to
remain invariant under the substitution. Various criteria can be
applied: grammaticality, truth, plausibility, etc. The results can
be very different with different criteria. If meaning is to be pre-
served, for example, only rather close synonyms will be acceptable,
whereas if grammaticality is to be preserved, a large set of words be-
longing to the same syntactic category will usually be acceptable.

Stefflre has used distributional techniques to obtain measures of
semantic similarity. He takes a particular word and asks people to
generate a large number of sentences using it. Then he asks them
to substitute another word for the original one in each of the
sentences they have written. Taking the sentences as contexts and
"the whole set of substitutions as his set of words to be scaled, he
creates a context-by.word matrix, and has his subjects judge whether
every context-word pair in the matrix is a plausible sentence. Then

I | l I I II II ! - .. . - = .
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he can apply an intersection-union ratio to either the sets of contexts
shared by two words, or to the sets of words admissible in two
contexts.

In England Jones has proceeded along different lines toward a
similar goal. She uses the Oxford English Dictionary to create a
list of synonyms, or near-synonyms, for every word sense, then
computes an intersection-union ration for the number of shared
synonyms.

A number of workers have resorted to classification methods for
particular purposes, but until recently there appears to have been
no systematic use of these methods to explore semantic features. At
present several variations of the general method are in use, but
almost nothing of this work had appeared in print at the time this
paper was written. In order to illustrate the classification method,
therefore, I will describe a version of it that Herbert Rubenstein,
Virginia Teller, and I have been using at Harvard.

In our method, the items to be classified are typed on file cards
and a judge is asked to sort them into piles on the basis of similarity
and meaning. He can form as many classes as he wants, and any
number of items can be placed in each class. His classification is
then recorded and summarized in a matrix, as indicated in Fig. 10,
where data for three judges classifying eight words are given for
illustrative purposes. A judge's classification is tabulated in the
matrix as if he had considered every pair independently and judged
them to be either similar (tabulate I) or dissimilar (tabulate 0). For
example, the first judge, S1, uses five classes to sort these eight words;
he puts "cow" and "tiger" together, "chair" and "rock" together,
and "fear" and "virtue" together, but leaves "tree" and "mother"
as isolates. In the data matrix, therefore, this judge's data contribute
one tally in the cow-tiger cell, one in the chair-rock cell, and one in
the fear-virtue cell. The data for the second and third judge are
similarly scored, and the number of similarities indicated by their
classifications are similarly tabulated in the matrix. Thus, in this
example, all three subjects group the inanimate objects "chair" and
"rock" together, so "T' appears in that cell; two subjects group the
animate organisms "cow" and "mother" together: etc. After the
classifications of several judges are pooled in this manner, we obtain
a data matrix that can be interpreted as a matrix of measures of
semantic similarity: our assumption is that the more similar two
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DATA

SI: (COW, TIGER) (CHAIR, ROCK)(FEAR,VIRTUE)
(TREE) (MOTHER)

S2 : (COW,MOTHER,TIGER, TREE) (CHAIR,ROCK)
(FEAR, VIRTUE)

S3 : (COW,MOTHER,TIGER) (CHAIR,ROCK,TREE)
(FEAR,VIRTUE)

MATRIX
Ww

CHAIR 3 I

COW 2 31

FEAR 3

MOTHER 2 2 I

ROCK 3 I

TIGER 3 2 I

TREE I I I I I

VIRTUE 3

FIGURE 10. Illustration of how the classifications given by three judges
would be tabulated in matrix form for subsequent analysis.

items are, the more often people will agree in classifying them to.
gether. In our experience, judges can classify as many as 100 items
at a time, and as few as 20 judges will generally suffice to give at
least a rough indication of the pattern of similarities.

The data matrix is then analyzed by a procedure described and
programmed for a computer by S. C. Johnson of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. The general principle of this cluster analysis is sug-
"gested in Fig. 11. If we look at the data matrix of Fig. 10 for those
items that all three subjects put together, then we have the five
classes shown at the tips of the tree in Fig. 11: (cow, tiger) (mother)

. . .
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS

S~..* * .....
NUMBER OF

-PAIRINGS "--

2 TREE - - - - -

3j(MOTHER-.

COW TIGER CHAIR ROCK FEAR VIRTUE

FIGURE 11. Illustration of a cluster analysis of the data tabulated in the
matrix of Fig. 10.

(tree) (chair, rock) (fear, virtue). If we relax our definition of a cluster
to mean that two or more judges agreed, we have only four classes;
"mother" joins with "cow" and "tiger" to form a single class. And
when we further relax our definition of a cluster to include the
judgment of only one person, we have only three classes: "tree"
joins "mother," "cow," and "tiger." As Johnson points out, the level
of the node connecting two branches can be interpreted as a meas-
ure of their similarity. The dotted lines at the top, of Fig. 11 are
meant to suggest that an object-nonobject dichotomy might have
emerged with more data, but on the basis of the data collected, that
must remain conjectural.

Our hope, of course, is that clusters obtained by this routine pro-
cedure will bear some resemblance to the kinds of taxonomic struc-
tures various theorists have proposed, and that the clusters and their
branches can be labelled in such a way as to reflect the semantic
markers or dimensions involved. Whether this hope is justified can
be decided only by examining the results.

Semantic clusters. In order to illustrate the kind of results obtained
with this classification procedure, consider a study whose results are J
summarized in Fig. 12. Forty-eight nouns were selected rather ar-
bitrarily to cover a broad range of concepts, subject to the constraint
that half of them should be names of objects and the other half
should be names of nonobjects (concepts). This important semantic
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marker was introduced deliberately in order to see whether it would
be detected by the clustering procedure; if so important a semantic
marker would not come through clearly, then nothing would.

NOUNS

DEAL THRILLRGE

L SCALC
(social BORDEOK

(nonilvCOUNLABE

(roobjects)4 proa) HNRUGA
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Each of the 48 nouns was typed on a 3" x 5" card, along with a
dictionary definition of the particular sense of the word that was
intended and a simple sentence using the word in that sense. The
cards were classified by 50 judges, their results were tdbulated in a
data matrix, and cluster analysis was performed on the data matrix
in order to determine what Johnson calls the optimally "compact"
set of clusters. The five major clusters that were obtained are
shown in Fig. 12, where t•iey are named, quite intuitively, "living
objects," and "nonliving objects," "quantitative concepts," "per-
sonal concepts," and "social concepts." The fitter structure within
each of these clusters is also diagrammed in Fig. 12. For example,
the tree graph shows that 48 of the 50 judges put "plant" and
"tree" into the same class; that 42 or more judges put "plant,.'
"tree," and "root" into the same class; and that 40 or more judges
put "plant," "tree," "root," avid "hedge" into the same class.

Did the semantic marker that was deliberately introduced into
the set of words reappear in the analysis? Yes and no. The clusters
obtained did not contradict the hypothesis that our judges were
sorting with this semantic distinction in mind, ye: their data indi-
cate a finer analysis into at least five, ratlher titan only two clusters.
so the object marker is not completely verified by these data. None-
theless, the results were suflicienitly encouriging that we continued
to study the method.

The 48 nouns listed in Fig. 12 were also chowtn to have the cha-ac-
teristic that each of thent could also be used as a verb. lit another
study, therefore, the %erb svenss of the-e worth were defined and il.
lustrated on the cards that the judges svse ; asked to claify. Vhitn
they are thought of as verbs, of course. the objectconcept distitction
that is so obvious for thew worth in their noun usagts is no longer
relevant; dhe object starkcr would not itbe expectcd to aptear it tlie
results of the vetb cl tutifieatiu1ts and its truth it did not. The results
of the verb study are tot presented here, however, becauts I do not
yet understand them, The objcct mtrker did tutt ap!tear. but
nieither did anytting els that I could retognite. It i6 uy iltiot
that judger were to much influenct-d by other worth in thr Imrtitu.
har ilntences in which time verbs were illumirated. I-rhap the Winaltf
tic. anal)ysis of jsredkcatLA is baically difftesnt front tite ztalý%i% titt
subjects; Peralis velbo signif•y rathr sleial hornwlae-cOmptle.
hunctioL" into which partkular uouns cam be wbsituted ua wu.
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ments-and the classification of these functions is more complex,
more contingent, more difficult than the classification of their argu-
ments. This is a deep question which I am not prel)arcd to discuss
here.

There is, of course, an important syntactic basis for classifying
English words, i.e., the classification into parts of speech. The data
in Fig. 12 were obtained for a single part of speech-nouns-and so
do not give us any indication of the relative importance of syntactic
categories. Fig. 13, however, shows some results obtained by Jeremy
M. Anglin with a set of 36 common words consisting of tweive
nouns, twelve verbs, six adjectives, and six adverbs. Twenty judges
classified these concepts and the analysis of their data reveals five
major clusters. Four of these dusters reflect the syntactic classifica-
tion, but one-"sadly," "suffer," and "weeiP-coinbines an adverb
with two verbs. With this one exception however, adult judges
seem to work by sorting the items on sýMtacti, grounds before sort-
ing them on semantic grounds.

It is important to notice, however, that the results summarized in
Fig. 13 were obtained with adult judges. Anglin also gave the same
test to 20 subjects in the 3rd and 4th grades, to 20 in the 7th grade.
and to 20 more in the I Ithi grade (average ages about 8.5, 12, and
16 years, respectively). lThe clusters obtained from die youngest
group of judges are shown in Fig. 14. It is obvious that children in.
terpret the task quite differently. When asked to put things together
that are similar in meaning, children tend to put together words
that might bI use" in talking about the sante thing-which cuts
right aeors the tidy syntactic boundarit- so important to adults.
Thus all 20 of the child•e•n arce in putting the verb "eat" with the
"n0111 "apple"; for manll of thoul "air" is "cold", the "foot" is used
to "jumnp: you "live" in a h'Iouse": "sugar" "t and the
cluster of "doctor." "twtdle," "suiler." "ueep." and "sadly" is a
"small vignette in itself,

"Them qualitative uiffaectcos obsetrvd in Anglin's study Wtve to
confirm developmental trenth previouldy establisted o" the basis of
uword ;s%%,tiou tcsts with childrens-an excellent distussim of thi.
uork has ht. giwo by Doris 1. Entwisk-whete it is found that
cdildrea gitv ime u•ord ausiation vetse t- rout different syntac.
tic dases than do adult-. "lhis tcrud alwo .-t sis in the dassitrta,
"tion datil In Fig. 15 aome pa.tik.lar WOWd aits lave been s•lktied

IV
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FicuRE 13. Cluster ~analysis of 36 words by adult subjects. Note that syni.
tactic categories are faithfully, rtspected. Data [romnJ M. Anglin.
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FIGURE 15. Graph illustrating some developanental trends in the classifica-
tion data. Data from J. M. Anglin.

as illustrating most clearly the changes Anglin observed as a function
of age. The thematic combination of words from different parts of
speech, which is generally called a "syntagmatic" response, can be
seen to decline progressively with age, and the putting together of
words in the same syntactic category, generally called a "paradig.
matic" response, increases during the same period.

Although there is no basic contradiction between results obtained
with word association methods and with word classification methods,
some aspects of the subjective lexicon seem to be displayed more

'-clearly with the classification procedures. In order to make somell
comparison between the two methods, we took word association
data collected by Deese and used Johnson's cluster analysis on
dtem. In this particular study, I)eese used the word "butterfly" as a
stimulus and obtained 18 different word associations from 50 under-
graduates at Johns Hopkins. Then he used these 18 respo.wes as
stimuli for another group of 50 subjects. He then had response

~I.S-3
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distributions for 19 closely related words, so that he was able to
compute intersection coefficients (a particular version of an inter-
section-union ratio) between all of the 171 different pairs that can
be formed from these 19 words. Deese published the intersection
coefficients in a matrix whose entries could be interpreted as mea-
sures of associative similarity between words. When Johnson's clus-
ter analysis was carried out on this data matrix, the results showing
in Fig. 16 were obtained.

COCOONS• BUTTERFLY
MOTH •U

INSECT ECT
' , BEES FLY eBIRD

SPRING WING-

eBLUE

SKY

CGOLOR

C . ._2 .3 .4 .

WNERSECTION COEFFICIENTS

Fic.,u 16. The cIustcr analysi procedure developed by Johnion was ap-
plied to Iken.'s data on the intersection coefidients for word associations.

'11he dusters obtained with the word association data are a 'ait,
difficult to interpret. If we ask whetter these clusters preserve syn-
tactic classes, the answer depends on whether we consider certain
words to be nou•s or adjectives. For example, "blue" can be used
either as an adjective (as in the phrase "blue sky") or as a noun (as

ir
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in the phrase "sky blue"); "flower" would normally be considered
as either a noun or a verb, but in "flower garden" it functions as an
adjective; "fly" in the cluster with "bird" and "wing" is probably a
verb; but it might be a noun; etc. One could also argue that many
of the words have multiple meanings; for example, some of the sub-
jects who associated "spring" and "sunshine" might have been
thinking of "spring" as a season of the year and others might have
meant it as a source of water. In short, data of this sort are useful
when words are to be dealt with in isolation, as they often are in
verbal learning experiments, but they do not contribute the in-
formation we need in order to understand how word meanings work
together in the interpretation of sentences.

For purposes of comparison, therefore, we appealed to a lexico-
grapher: the 19 words in Deese's study were looked up in a child's
dictionary, where a total of 72 different definitions were found.
Each definition was typed onto a separate card, along with the
word defined and a sentence illustraLing its use. J. M. Anglin and
Paul Bogrow tested 20 judges with these 72 items. Their results
are shown in Fig. 17. Anglin and Bogrow found nine major clusters,
which are quite different from Deese's associative clusters and much
closer to the requirements of a semantic theory. For example, there
were twelve senses of "spring." Ten of these comprise a single
cluster, and the similarity measure suggests how a lexical entry for
these ten might be organized. "Spring" in the sense of a source of
water did not fit into this cluster, nor did "spring" in the seasonal
sense; those two senses would have to have separate entries. Whereas
the preceding studies illustrated the use of the classification for wide.
ly different concepts, this one indicates that the method might also
be useful for investigating the finer details of closely related mean-
ings.

One final example of this method may be of interest. As men-
tioned previously, Osgood and his coworkers have made extensive
use of rating scales defined by antonymous adjectives in order to
define a coordinate system in which meanings can be characterized $1
by their spatial position. We decided, therefore, to use antonymous
pairs of adjectives in a classification study. One hundred of the ad-
jective pairs Osgood had used were selected and typed on cards-
"this time without definitions or examples, since the antonymous re-
lations left little room for ambiguity-and 20 judges were asked to
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FiGuUE 17. Seventy-two senses of the nineteen words studied by Deese (see
Fig. 16) were classified and a cluster analysis of the classification data was
perforined.
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classify them. The results for 41 of these 100 pairs are shown in
Fig. 18 to illustrate what happened. (Data for the other 59 pairs is
analogous, but limitations of space dictate their omission.)

Osgood finds rather consistently that the most important dimen-
sion in his semantic differential is the good-bad, or evaluative
dimension. Most of the antonymous pairs that were heavily loaded
on Osgood's evaluative dimension turned up in our cluster analysis
in the three clusters shown in the lower half of Fig. 18. Inspection
of thcc three clusters suggests to me that our judges were distin-
guishing three different varieties of evaluation which, for lack of
better terms might be called moral, intellectual, and esthetic. To
the extent that Osgood's method fails to distinguish among these
varieties of evaluation, it must be lacking in differential sensitivity.

Fig. 18 also presents a large cluster of adjectives that, according to
the intaospective reports of some judges, might be considered as
going together because "they can all be used to describe people."
It is not easy to know what this characterization means, since al-
most any adjective can be used to describe someone, but perhaps it
points in a suggestive directi-m. It should be noted, however, that
this characterization is not given in terms of similarities of mean-
ings among the adjectives, but rather in terms of similarities among
the words they can modify. Once again, therefore, we stumble over
this notion that the nouns may have a relatively stable semantic
character, but the words that go with them, the adjectives and
verbs, are much more dependent on context for their classification.

There are still difficulties that must be overcome before the clas-
sification method can be generally useful. Some way must be found
to work with more than 100 meanings at a time. Some way should
be sought to locate generic words at branching points. Effects of
context-both of the sentence in which the meaning is exemplified,
and also of the context provided by the other words in the set to be
classified-must be evaluated. Relations of cluster analysis to factor
analysis need to be better understood, and so on and on down a
catalogue of chores. But the general impression we have formed
after using the classification method is that, while it is certainly not
perfect, it seems to offer more promise for semantic theory than any
of the other techniques psychologists have used to probe the struc-
ture of the subjective lexicon.
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FIGURE 18. One hundred pairs of antonymous adjectives taken from Os-
good, Suci, and Tannenbaum were sorted by 20 judges; 41 of the pairs are
shown here as they clustered under the classification procedure. Note that
the good-bad dimension so important in the semantic differential of Osgood
is here analyzed into three separate clusters.
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SUMMARY

A too short summary of this paper might be that language is
what it is because we use it to say things. The capacity to say some-
thing--to affirm or deny some comment about some topic-may not
be uniquely limited to man, but certainly he is better at it than any
other animal. Saying something requires that we have certain gram-
matical machinery in our languages, ways to combine topics and
comments, ways to make one sentence the topic for another com-
ment. Saying something also requires that we have certain semantic
machinery, so that what we say can be interpreted by our listener
on the basis of what he knows about the meanings of its constitu-
ent parts. These are problems that linguists and psychologists share,
and that form the kernel of the young science called psycholinguis-
tics. If and when we are able to achieve a deeper understanding of
what men do when they say something, we should be able to use
that understanding to improve the communication of meaning.
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III. Processes of Interpersonal
Accommodation

HAROLD H. KELLEY

THIS PAPER describes some of my research on the processes by which
interdependent persons make accommodations to one another.
Social interdependence refers to the fact that in most interpersonal
relationships, the satisfaction of each person's needs is dependent in
some manner upon the actions of the other persons. Social inter-
dependence is, of course, a pervasive characteristic of human life. It
ranges from the temporary but severe interdependence a driver en-
dures on the highway in his relations with other motorists, to the
equally serious but more permanent interdependence that economic
circumstances, laws and social customs, and emotional attachments
impose upon married couples. We are interdependent with other
persons in our solution of common external problems, in our striv-
ing to gain and maintain social status, and in our coping with per-
sonal needs and anxieties. This is merely to say that there is ample
justification for the careful analysis of social interdependence, if one
can ever justify studying a phenomenon by reference to its common
occurrence.

Let me first briefly describe my general approach to this research
area. The particular type of interdependence that characterizes a
relationship is viewed as posing one or more problems for the
participants to solve. If they are able to do so, their relationship
will be a satisfying and viable one. If not, it will be less rewarding
than it might be and may even be so unstable as eventually to

HAROLD H. KELLEY is Professor of Psychology at the University of l
California, Los Angeles, and is currently President of Division 8, Division ;
of Personality and Social Psychology of the A nerican Psychological
Association. His resm 'ch interests include small group behavior, cons.
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disrupt. The solutions to interdependence problems consist of those
patterns and routines of interaction which insure adequate satisfac-
tion of each participant's needs.

Two very simple examples will serve to illustrate this point of
view. Example I, in Figure 1, shows a case where two persons are
totally in control of each other's fatws They have mutual fate con-
trol.* One convenient way to represent certain aspects of inter-
dependence is by means of a payoff matrix such as is used in game
theory. The matrix describes, so to speak, the problem confronting

INTERDEPENDENCE PROBLEM ACCOMMODATIVE SOLUTION

PERSON A

LEFT RIGHT

LEFT

PERSON 8 '

RIGHT o

FIGURE 1. Example I Mutual Fate Control.

the participants. In Example I, each of the two persons, A and B,
ha:s only two possible responses. The four cells in the body of the
matrix show the four possible combinations of their respective ac-
tions and the various consequences for each person. The upper
right portion of each cell shows the consequences for person A and
the lower left lprtion, the consequences for B. "Plus" means a
favorable outcome, "ninus," an unfavorable one. and iii Figure 2.
"zero" means a neutral owtcome.

The matrix for Example I shows that each person can provide
rewards to the other wilhoul any e4Iect upon his own outcones, and
that rewards can be p)rovided to both peiso•ls at once. This is ob.
viously a simle): interdependence problent and the indicated accom-
modaive soluttion is equally simple. nantely, an exchange or trade of
"left" responses. In a real-life instance, "left" might nmean paying
the other person a compliment. and "right" might Imleanl criticizing

' The terms for the relattwiilp and touch of the "alys here prti•ated is
derived (tow "rhblaut and Kelley (1959).

I
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him. A mutual accommodation would require merely exchanging
compliments rather than expressing criticisms.

Another simple example is shown in Example 11, Figure 2. This
matrix represents z~ cast- of mutual behavior control which gives the
pair joint control over their respective outcomes. A relation of this
sort might occur when, for some reason, similar responses are incom-
patible but opposite resixonses are complementary and rewarding to
the person who makes the left response. An important feat-re of the

INTERDPiE PROBIEM ACCOAWOOATIVE SOLUTIO

PERSONI A

LEFT RIGHT

LOFT

PERSONS8TK 
UN

FiouE 2. Exauipic 11 Mutual Behavior Cuntrol.

relationlship) is that onliy one frson at (a lime can gain his desired
goal. What is indicated as the accominwtuative milution to this fproli.
lent is a turn-takiing procedure in which tht- two persons alternate
between the left-right atid right-left combinuations of repne.In :4

natural situation, "left" might mieats Wding first to use tike bashmsoln
in thle morning (which entables that lwfsot Ito catch hkis h11% without
undlue exertion) and "right" ulight 11ean iusing~ it secondl with Cona.
sequent loss of tinme. Or. "left" might weanm litening and learning
sosnething front the other pervan and "right," talking and telling
thke oth~er something.

These !Ife only two oil tu1auy osble~ e7Vmipes ihs igt ria.
lions, the mnutual bixhavior control relationship in FN ple I W.

coiia pure coordination problent ratheir than, a tumsutAking our.
lin a moment. we'll we a relationship whichn combinn" features of
these two txamplts; one person h141 fWe coltrl114 adw othe shr hal,
behavitorntomrol.

Otw of the reatauwomhipa. that 1wa been subjcttwd tu nauth ikves
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tigation in recent years (Rapoport and Chammah, 1965) is known
as the Prisoner's Dilemma. This relationship can be formed, as
shown in Figure 3, by superimposing upon the mutual fate con-
trol pattern of Example I an appropriate degree of. control by each
person over his own outcomes, which Initivaws him to make the
non-accommodative response. The story that g.jes with this relation-
ship concerns two prisoners being held as suspected accomplices in a
given crime. The district attorney has a weak case against them and
they all know it, but he has cleverly placed them in separate cells
out of contact with each other. They both know the facts sum-

CWNR". 0ME
iUTUAL FATE CONTCWL OWN arOcS PRIS0iERS' DILEIW

+ 0

FtuREa S. Haes of the Prisoners' Dilemma Relationship.

Inariled in the left matrix; that is. if they maintain silence (left
response) they both will go free (indicated by the +2's in the tplxwr
left), if one confesses (right). lie will be releasAd (+2) and the other
one will go to jail (-2). and if both confess, both will go to jail
(-2), This nuw al fate cotrol relationshtip would create sto prob.
lcm for the prisoners (they would wailtain silence), but the wily
district attowney oifers cacti one a special reward (+I in the itext
matrix) for confessing: for example, he prollits not to pInes% somle
otler charges for Which he has li naged to utiearth evitldence To.
gether tltcu! circum naccs create the relatiwilhip at the right. which
is one ex.nimple of what is known a% the Prisonerls Dilemma. "1th
,-oigtnancy of this relationship, the dilemma it creates If tlw prni.t
-cis. is that tie mutuilly dh-*irable solution is obvious (in the tipeli-
left tell, +2's for Null) but -s not attaiinable undler thile •codition•s
of wlpatate decisiotis without opphottnityv for cwsitniatiol As .•i

Setli pItisonite ailAyted the logic of the 4i1tati(iA ill thr light of hit
awit intetrstl. lie i6 led to twke the "right" tii r inlion dinkv.

.i ms he tralims that t kite oilith piis it piobabil tiukhig kite -sAmtne
"rdioke arid that lhty ate Winig d&Awn inctiwIably astav fhront th
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appropriate accommodation to a solution that is ruinous for both.
The Prisoner's Dilemma 'elationship illustrates one of the many
complexitiec that can be introduced even into the simple two-by-
two matrix. Anatol Rapoport, a mathematical behavioral scientist
at the University of M.ichigan, and his colleague Melvin Guyer
(1966) have attempted to make a taxonomy of Lwo-by-two games
for the simple case where each person's four possible payoffs art.
simply rank ordered from besi to worst. They identify 78 games
that are non-identical (no one of the 78 can be derived from another
merely by interchanging rows, columns, players, o: some combina-
tion of these) and they find that the 78 can be classified into 10
categories. In addition to the Prisoner's Dilemma, other types of
games in their taxonomy have become identified by such titles as
"Chicken" or "Brinksmanship," "Let George do it" or "Hero,"
"The Battle of the Sexes," and "Inspector-ewvder." The point of
all this is that even with a simple two-by-two paradigm, a great
variety of social relationships can be defined.

In addition, of course, any given relat'-nship can be expanded to
permit of more responses and graded variations in outco-nes as, for
example, Pilisuk and Rapoport (1964) have clone for the Prisoners'
Dilemma game. It is also clear that for some of the interdependence
problems we can specify, the accommodative solutions are not as
easily identifiable the simple examples I have given. Prob-
lems arise in this ,,t when the relationsbip is such that the
generally accepted criteria for what constitutes a "good" accom-
modation come into conflict (e.g., the no.tion of maximizing joint
outcomes may conflict with the concept of equality of outcomes).

In any case, my two simple examples illustrate the general ap-
proach to this area of investigation. In each instance, we have a
statement of the interdependence problem and a statement of the
accommodative solution. The problem consists of the particular
type of inteldependence that characterizes the relationship. The
solution consists of an interaction pattern or routine that enables
the participants to enjoy the rewards and tc minimize the costs in-
herent in their relationship. Given this perspective, the general
goals of the research are (1) analysis of the major types of social

4 interdependence and of the interaction routines that provide ac-
commodations to the problems they pose, and (2) (and most imi-
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portantly) investigation of the processes by which accommodations
are attained.

r Now, let me outline the research performed within this frame-

work. The three types of experiments I want to describe deal with
two types of interdependence problems: (1) common interest prob-
lems and (2) conflict of interest problems. The common interest
problems have been studied under conditions of minimal informa-
tion and minimal communication. The conflict of interest problems
have been studied (a) under conditions of full information but
partial communication, and (b) under conditions of partial infor-
mation but full communication. The reasons for my interest in
these particular information and communication conditions will
i,-conie clear as we proceed.

First, then, let us consider common interest problems. These are
relationships characterized by the existence of one or more mutually
preferred cells in the interdependence matrix. The first situation
we have studied is that shown in our first example, Figure 1, which
is the case of mutual fate control. It seems obvious that persons re-
lated in this manner can achieve a stable, mutually satisfactory ac-
commodation-that they can agree mion the exchange of "lefts"-if
they have full information about th:..ir relationship and are able to
communicate about it, and if they are motivated solely as indicated
in the matrix. It is less clear, however, whether the appropriate ex-
change can be worked out without the participants' awareness of
their interdependence and without communication, The original
work on the minimal social situation by Sidowski and his colleagues
(1956), raised the question as to whether the accommodation can be
achieved with minimal information and minimal communication.
This is an important question. Inadequate understanding and poor
communication are undoubtedly common enough in the real world,
that knowledge about how stabie arrangements promoting tthe
common welfare can evolve despite such handicaps, might prove
to be of considerable value.

The experimental setting is schematically shown in Figure 4.
Two subjects, A and B, are seated at tables in two separate rooms.
They have been brought to the laboratory independently and they
have absolutely no knowledge of one another's existence. 2ach is
shown that he can receive points (as indicated on a counter) and he
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, POWNT

_________________SHOCK

ROOM 1 ROOM 2
FIGURE 4. Schematic Diagram of Minimal Social Situation.

is told to try to earn as many points as possible. He ;s also shown
that he can receive electric shocks by way of electrodes attached to
his arm. One does not need to tell him to try to avoid receiving the
shocks. A "Start" signal is given and the subjects begin making their
responses. The subjects do not know it, but the buttons are con-
nected as shown in the diagram. Each one's left button gives the
other person a point and each one's right gives the other one a
shock. The question is, can they learn to give points and to avoid
giving shocks without having any other information or opportun.
ities for communication?

The matual accommodation can evolve und(" these minimal cir-
cumstances. Thibaut, Radloff, Mundy and I (1962) were able to
show that by following a simple trial and error formula, individuals
are able, at least under certain conditions, to solve the mutual fate
control problem without either awareness of their relationship or
explicit communication. To illustrate, let us assume that when each

person makes a response and then receives a positive outcome, he
repeats that response and receives a negative outcome, he changes

to the other response the next time. In other words, assume he
follows the simple reinforcement pattern that has been referred to as
a "win-stay, lose-change" strategy. Finally, assume that the two make
their responses simultaneously. If one pursues the implications of
these assumptions, as in Figure 5, one sees thdt the sequence of
events should follow the pattern of arrows shown there. For ex.

ample, if okl the first trial, A goes left and B goes right, on the next
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PERSON A

LEFT RIGHT

LEFT

PERSON B

RIGHT

FIGuRE 5. Sequence of Events with Simultaneous Responding.

trial, both should go right, the reason being that B, receiving a
positive outcome repeats his right response, but A, receiving a neg-
ative outcome, changes from left to right. Then on the following
trial, inasmuch as both have just ret.ived negative outcomes, both
should change and go left. When they do so and reach the upper
left cell which yields positive consequences for both, they should con-
tinue with left responses indefinitely. Our data show that this is
essentially what happens. By a simple trial and error process, they
are able to learn to accommodate to each other's interests by eventu-
ally making mainly left responses. And this is possible without their
understanding the relationship and without communication.

In the foregoing, I have assumed that the two persons respond
simultaneously. Our researches have further shown that the accomo-
dation does not occur if the subjects respond in an alternating
sequence.

This can be illustrated by Figure 6. Assume, for example, that
B has made his left response and A, his right one. Consequently IN
they are in the upper right cell. Inasmuch as B has received a nega-
tive outcome, he will change form left to right. Person A now ex-
periences a negative outcome so in turn, he changes from his right
to his left. This carries them to the lower left cell. It is A's turn to
respond but because lie is now receiving a positive outcome, he
will persist and repeat his last response which was left. It then be-
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PERSON A

LEFT RIGHT

LEFT

PERSON B

RIGHT

FiGuRE 6. Sequence of Events with Alternating Responding.

comes A's turn again and experiencing a negative outcome, he will
shift back to his right response. This creates a negative outcome for
B so that, when it subsequently becomes his turn, he too changes.
And so it continues, cycling back and forth from upper right to
lower left, each time passing through the lower right cell. Unless
the pair is lucky enough to get in the upper left cell by accident
they will not solve the problem. They cannot systematically work
their way to that cell. Our experimental data are consistent with this
analysis. With an alternation sequence of responding, the accomo-
dative solution is rarely attained for this mutual fate control rela-
tionship.

The second interdependence problem we have studied under
these minimal social conditions is the mixed fate control and be-
havior control relationship shown in Figure 7. Person A has fate
control over B and B has behavior control over A. I cannot go into
the matter in detail but Rabinowitz, Rosenblatt and I (1966) have
obtained results from this relationship that are highly consistent
with the reasoning I have just outlined. Under conditions of simul-
taneous responding, accommodation is more difficult to achieve in
this relationship than in the case of mutual fate control. (This is
something the reader can prove for himself by applying the win-stay,
lose-change rule to this matrix.) However, under conditions of ad
lib responding, when subjects are free to change responses whenever
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PERSON A

LEFT RIGHT

LEFT±

PERSON B

RIGHT

FIGURE 7. Relationship of Fate Control and Behavior Control.

they wish, the results are reversed. Accommodation is more depend-
ably achieved in the fate control-behavior control relationship than
in the mutual fate control relationship.

These results are summarized by the table in Figure 8, where I
have indicated the quality of accommodation achieved in the two
types of relationship (mutual fate control and fate control-behavior
control) under three condtions of response evocation (sine .htaneous,
alternating, and ad lib). "Good" means that the accommodation

TIMING CONDITIONS

SIM ALT AD LIB

MFC GOOD POOR POOR
TYPE OF

INTERDEPENDENCE

PROBLEM FC-BC POOR ? GOOD

FIGURE 8. Summary of Experimental Results from the Minimal Social
Situation.

Sii ii A
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occurs successfully under minimal social conditions and "poor"
means that it does not or only to a slight degree. (The question
mark in the FC-BC row under the alternating response condition
means that we have no data on that case as yet. We would expect
good accommodation under those conditions.)

The point I wish to emphasize by reference to this table is the
importance of timing factors in the achievement of accommodation.
We know from a variety of studies that the type of interdependence,
information, communication and incentive are four factors govern-
ing the achievement of accommodation. Now we must add a fifth
factor to our list, which might be called process constraints. These
constraints govern the temporal structure of the interaction, the
distribution of the process over time, and the order and timing of
responses. The process constraints include external constraints
(such as those imposed by the experimental procedure or by the
calendar or clock) and internal constraints (such as are reflected in
natural variations in response times over different situations and
different individuals). Our experimental variations of these con-
straints show that under the minimal social conditions, they interact
with the type of interdependence to determine whether or not
accommodatior. will be achieved.

Anecdotes from natural relationships also suggest that timing of
actions is often a controlling factor in the course of a relationship.
Quarreling lovers must feel like "making up" at the same time;
nations lose an opportunity to resolve a dispute because, when one
is willing to negotiate, internal political events make it impossible
for the other to do so; a management offer that the union could
have accepted yesterday becomes unacceptable today. These ex-
amples and our experimental results make it clear that the "struc-
ture" of time, the distribution of the process over time, is worthy
of special analysis in its own right.

The main point of these studies, of course, is that they illustrate
the achievement of accommodation by means of very simple process-
es. The accommodation occurs without the participants' knowledge
of their relationship, without communication, and without their
being oriented toward cooperation, each being solely concerned
with his own interests. I should note here that similar processes
have been identified by Seymour Rosenberg (1953) in his work on
contaminated feedback and by Christie, Luce and Macy (1952) who
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observed what they termed "locally rational" processes in the impli-
cit development of organization in communication networks,

The existence of these processes in the laboratory may have im-
plications for interpersonal accommodations in natural settings. For
example, our results with the mutual fate control relationship
(Figure 1) have possible implications for such phenomena as the
implicit development of collusion between sellers providing a given
product to the same population of customers. The movement into
the left-left cell corresponds to their both setting high prices for
their product. The results from the fate control-behavior control
relationship (Figure 7) have possible implications for mutual accom-
modation in such interdependence relationships as exist between
leaders and their followers. The movement into the left-left cell
corresponds to a leader's providing wise leadership in exchange for
the support of his followers.

However, the existence of these processes in natural settings-
whether they are frequent or rare, and where they occur, if at all-is
likely to be difficult to ascertain. Because they require neither
understanding of the relationship nor explicit communication about
it, their presence would not ordinarily be known to the persons
involved. Therefore, information about these processes is not likely
to be available in subjective or introspective reports about social
relationships. Furthermore, their direct identification in the midst
of numerous other more complex processes is problematical. In this
latter regard, we have found evidence of a simple accommodative
process of this sort, co-existing with "higher level" processes, in
a much more complex experimental relationship. This process was
observed in studies of bargaining in the "bilateral monopoly" rela-
tionship, following the research of Siegel and Fouraker (1960). Diet-
mar Schenitzki's careful analysis of the bargaining process (reported
in Kelley, 1964) revealed that, even as the bargainers were explicitly
communicating about the negotiation problem, the pattern of their
successive offers and concessions enabled them implicitly to attain

S* agreements that maximized their joint profits (which is one criterion
of successful accommodation). This occurred while the participants
pursued their conflicting interests and without their awareness of
or explicit communication about this common interest aspect of
their relationship. (Schenitzki's work will be described in mnore de.
tail later in this paper.)

',I

iI
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Now, consider the conflict of interest problems. In the present
context, these consist, not of perfectly competitive relations (such
as zero-sum or constant-sum games), but of relationships in which
there is some conflict of interest component-some disagreement as to
the most desirable accommodation point. This type of relationship
is illustrated by the second example (Figure 2) which portrays a
relationship in which the two persons gain their respective highest
outcomes in different cells of the matrix. This is what has been
described as a mixed motive relationship: the parties have a
common interest in avoiding the mutually negative cells, but a
conflict of interest over which of the other two cells to settle on.

Once again, it seems reasonatle to assume that with full informa-
tion, full communication and repeated occasions for interaction,
persons who are motivated as indicated in the matrix would have
no difficulty in achieving an accommodation. Either the logical
requirements of the relationship would prevail piud suggest a turn-
taking procedure) or, more likely, the appropriate rule or norm,
learned as an effective means of accommodation in other similar re-
lationships, would be obvious as a solution to this problem. For this
reason, research on this problem, similar to that on common interest
problems, has focussed on the achievement of accommodation
while under some handicap, either of partial information or of
partial communication.

Our work on conflict of interest problems has dealt first with
instances of full information but limited communication. Full in-
formation means that both persons are fully aware of the payoff
matrix and know each other's outcomes at every point in the inter-
action. By limited communication is meant that they may use only
the actions'bn the matrix as a means cf transmitting information
to each other. They do not have the usual means of verbal com.
munication and must rely on tacit communication, that is, communi-
cation by actions or moves within the game.

The research on conflict of interest under full information and
limited communication has dealt with (1) interdependent avoidance
or escape and (2) interdependent approach. In the first, the inter-
dependence arises from the fact that the two persons must use a
limited facility to avoid an impending danger, and in the second
it arises from the necessity of their using a limited route to reach
separate goals.

41
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One important result in both areas of research has been that the
accommodation processes are markedly affected by the magnitude
of incentives or consequences involved in the relationship. For our
study of interdependent escape we began with Alexander Mintz'
clever simulation of a "panic" situation (1951). His experimental
task required a number of subjects to attempt to withdraw cones
from a large bottle within a short period of time. The bottleneck
would permit only one person at a time to withdraw his cone and
thereby to escape a dangerous flood of water entering the bottle at
the bottom. If several persons attempted to withdraw their cones at
the same time, they jammed the bottleneck and risked being trapped
in the bottle.

In our experiments, we simulated these bottleneck conditions
with electric circuitry. Each of seven subjects was placed in a sep-
arate cubicle in front of a console such as is shown in Figure 9. At
the start of a trial, each subject's push button and indicator light was
red, indicating that he was in danger. The subject was told that
unless he succeeded in changing the color of his light to green,

SUBJECT'S PUSH BUTTON AND
INDICATOR LIGHT COLOR CODE

RED * IN DANGER

INDICATOR LIGHTS . 7 /7•7 Y YELLOW • ATTEMPTING
FOR OTHER ESCAPE
SUBJECTS REDIYELLOW * JAM

; GREEN * SAFE

FiGURE 9. Subject Console for the Interdependent Escape Experiment.

before an indefinite time deadline, he would receive some sort of
punishment. The subject could attempt to escape from the danger
"by simply pressing the button, in which case his button turned
yellow and an indicator light corresponding to him turned yellow
on every other subject's console. If one subject and one subject alone
held his button down for three seconds, his light turned green indi.
cating that he had succeeded in escaping from the danger. On the
other lhand if two or more subjects pressed their escape buttons at
the same time, the buttons became red and yellow and this in-
dicated a "jam". A jam meant that no one succeeded in escaping
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and valuable time was wasted. In short, it was possible for the sub-
jects to escape only by pressing their buttons one at a time and
waiting for each person's three-second escape period to elapse. Any
simultaneous escape attempts or interruptions of another person's
escape attempts simply wasted time without producing any escapes.
The seven subjects were given a certain time period in which to
escape. They did not know it but this time period was more than
adequate for all of them to escape. All who failed to escape before
the time ran out were then required to suffer various negative
consequences.

Thus, at the start of a trial, each subject was faced with a conflict
between waiting for the others to leave and attempting immediately
to leave himself. The indicator lights provided him with complete
information about what the others were doing but he had no other
means of communicating or coordinating with them. This situation
obviously requires coordinated behavior similar to turn-taking,
specifically, formation of an orderly queue in which each person
waits his turn to escape. Thus, the appropriate measure of accom-
modation is the number of persons in a group who succeed in escap-
ing before the time deadline.

On the basis of his research with very small monetary rewards
and fines, Mintz concluded that danger or threat is not a necessary
factor in the development of jamming and incoordination. Our
results indicate that this conclusion is quite misleading. Varying
the magnitude of the danger over a fairly sizeable range of negative
values, we found that with increasing danger the anmount of into-
ordination increased markedly (Kelley, Condry, Dahlke and Hill,
1965). The results are shown by the data summarized in Figure 10,
where percentage of the group escaping is plotted against average
amount of concern expressed in the group. This is shown for groups
composed of men and women, and under three experimtentally in-
duced degrees of threat (low, medium, and high). It is clear that
with increasing threat and increasing concern, the amount of jam-.
riling increases: fewer persons succeed if) eicaping before the timlei
limit is reached. It is also clear, by the way, that wonlen are not
exactly the preferred accommodation partners utnder these circuill.
stances. They consistently have the lowest degree of success ill
escaping.

Mintz' study illustrates that wrong conclusions are easily drawn
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FICuRE 10. Results from the Interdependent Escape Experiment.

through the use of insufficiently important incentives. His work also
suggests that superficially similar social processes may result from
markedly different motivational conditions. Subjects do create jan1s
without there being any real danger, but this probably reflects a
competition of an aggressive nature (such as is sometimes observed
when people queue up in a ticket line or at the exit of a parkivg lot
after the ball game) rather than the fear-based panic observed under
extreme danger.

Our research an interdLi.'endent approach also shows the effects
of varying incentives in this type of interdependence relationship.
This work has used the Deutsch and Krauss trucking game (1%62).
As shown in Figure 11. the two subjects in this game find it necessary
to share a single path if they are to reach their respective goals ill
tile most economical manner, The two subjects operate two trucking
companies, one called Acme and the other, Bolt. In making trips
from their respective starting points to their destinations, the two
compaziies have a common, one-way route and each also has a much
longer alternate route. Ilecause their costs are a direct function of tile
time they spend going from the stait to the destination, it is in each

"-------------------' -a
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ACME'S ALTERNATE ROUTE

ISTAR T I Of

r•,_ i .. % , • .io,,,o!

ACME'S \•.
MAIN ROUTEAEA RU

tT CONTROLLEDours • I.w i~ot I oe BY B o ft

BOLT ' "

,Elo INAT I O the sa i I t e do bh t

BOLTPS ALTERNATE ROUTE
F-'muv !11. Map for thc Deutsdi anld Krauu Truckinlg Game.

tConillany's initerest o Ilse tile sihort., oiii..way r'oad aind to bel tile fir'st

to (to so. Ilui, of colirse, thely calnnotl boltl proceed lty Ilieall.• of htile

One-•way road at tiile saillmIiilic,. It theuy (to. tihey biloc vaich other's".

progress and waste valuable tilue. It is also highly wasteful of tilie
for a comuipanty it) take its long alt'VMi4' 1`0i9. "'itus. lot- maximli
profit, one or tile other must wait each time %i hile tie otdwr ws tlhe
sihort, ol..lalte road. TIe structure of lsrt ir iitwrlelwlidelice i6 again
oie of mutual behavior control (as in the case of tile interdewiodent
eslap Problem), aind accomiimodationl requires coordinatdhl turn.
taking. J-utiill adt Krauws found that this Solution wal achieved
readily and dee•ntlibly under ordinary circuitwsitm. Hiowever, it
did not occur whenl the subjects were both Rivii, aidditional me•ansll
itl interfering wilh otliher.'llw lue casmns onlims•td of tile gKate- (lhown
in Figure I1) by which a iwrsoiu could block we•v odhwr person'i way to
his goal, ,1tic dctrill,•im l t.fcvts of tile: z.'im ,ihlt, ilimpli.id l-

Dutislh anid Kralis as ididcating that tile aailabilisy of dhicat
actions opratle% to inicflete with tttilual accommodatiotn.

This roiilt wAS Obtainted iit an t xlyilanetu wletv tie i(Ceii %-

were quite illsignificauii. istimigilii 3il small wtsi of iu•• ginvy

iiioitey. Gullo (966) bu, eucitly twed that iltese dettienLual
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effects of the gates were greatly attenuated when the rewards ob-
tained upon reaching the goals were greatly increased in value.
F~igure IW? shows the ro~sults. It can be seen that the Deutsch and
Krauss results are replicated under the !ow incentive (imaginary
nioney) conditiotn, the pairs with gates doing; consistently more
poorly than pairs, without gates. However, when real money is

#1 GATES

No IGATE

WDIAN I
JOINT,

WMLARS)* - GAI IMAGINARY

I it % M

-4SO a1M

Fnuvwu 12. Galtus Rem&Its with the lkettsih aitW Kiaua Tnw~kig G=Ce,

ino ~ci tie tei have ool a eporary effec and the two, coldi
tioes 3re Itardly dixrtimin~abe inl payolh.

'1%,as ill the taw of Minte wovk. it appati that conclusioni
atsjut zicoiinrsudaouo ttr4ivnfrIwi exptiitn~et% with ttivial Icen.-
ýiv may be quite muisfeaing, The tkuittd and Kratom. tonclton
about die &ttetonntal vtka% of Owt gates isý pwtabluy true ovilý whoin
Ilwt lm-uoft* lar Frdaivrd itthipliticaut It goe" Without samjing that
thii is hardly dthe ýiugtipu about which we Ate iotteresscd it; tienril
i~ing. A% Ikýutwll h13s Contd 11"(W iii toespwi to thii point.

U.ato wrk Jtwws that it the J*Kilive iltwentires are high ettough.
j~tsons will supluv", ot znIikai' wlwIevv dimilWv 11i'iation or

atpu e atoused -by the M~ ndeinct actions. 114is vaises the
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whole question, in attempting to generalize such findings, as to the
balance between positive and disruptive motivation. This is a (ques-
tion to be answered empjirically for any real-life situation. It is Riot
to be taken for granted in advance that the particu~lar balance in
tile original D~eutsch and Krauss experiment, or, for that matter, the
different balance in Gallo's experfiment, affords the app~ropriate
basis for generalization to all- particular situation.

One might be tempted to conclude front our- several experiments
that high negative incentives (such as shock in the escape situation)
interfere with acconimodation and high po)sitive incentives (mioney
in Gallo's work) facilitate it. However, ani exp~eriment Iby Danielis
(1967) suggests that this conlclusion is niot justified~. HeI foundl that
highlx poitive incentives may -have either facilitative or disruptive
effects depei'ding upon other factors in-iv t., sitwition. As his inter-
dependlence. problem. D~aniels used a simlple excha'igC rc jWCilm

whih tannts to geeralized atad dlecolmpoXset! foril of the isrison.-

Cri IDilelnmnta. Varying thle -prOCedural riles and Coll.mlutlicat ioll
(ontidonrs, Daniels foond that when high valice wats atiached tq, thle
items being exchanged, the two per-Aits get-wralh aagdt
achieve a Illore profitable ll utual ittoutol thtill111 WheII thle
Items had little significance. 1-owevet, hitghi ploitive initwlt ivos

tentded to have tile opposite dcued wheti thle procvdtitral rules uinder
Which 111v exchange too~k Jplace made it ))oS'Sif""k tot a person) who

7.Illude anl aittemlpt to imptjrove the exchtange to1) Wdoh~o and
eCxploitvtd by his xiartner.

The point is 11tad.' omute ckearly by it Sosixtdlvent (as yet. ItIlpilhb
hishod) experinlent by Danliels, Meeker. all( Sb'e comllm ted at
System lt evelopluwint (allpoaalitil it) satit NimoIt~. VVhlell exhallge
is termoinated kly bliateral ximveet ýa inl s~ l cl-sstar . ainng Ill.
cV¶Itwe, the exchailgV uevvlops m~ore pyofiwbmhh fot the jlafticipam,111
undohrt high ilwý-ttivc5 11140 tilt~.ltttCI 143W hU(41t5 Ill Wtolltr%t. whev

ead't exchallge tall he deckeid~u dmea throuitgh 'em arlitm n

either jiatty alonle, the- pakrlivipanlts g4ail smaller profit% undem hligh
iI.IC01ftive collition))% than In~der low. This %mmtggeits time PImiltuiple
thmat tmjhmeighwod hiictit ,ives iUImprove the ytaIl1y tit ime aaIItli, at-

fonrtietius 4th wii stil &Iaktic*liew haedwIai~

Out studies~ of thte aruititdtinut tt *41111 O f C01(ittil illteCSI sI 1I Ji

AVII(6401% 0i tuft illitorwtiumm &idltiehtRttwuktt ia -alwo
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examined tacit communication processes. The experiments with
the situation invented by Deutsch and Krauss have dealt mainly
with the consequences that blocks, gates and other "threat" actions
have for the development of the appropriar. coordination routine.
Our research shows that these actions and others that constitute
"threats" in the ordinary sense of the term (communications of
intent to harmn the other person) do not necessarily have disruptive
effects upon the accommodation process (Kelley, 1965). In fact, the
effect of such communication possibilities is sometimes to make
possible miore rapid accommodation.

Deutsch and Krauss had reasoned that a player could close the
gate to threaten the other person wvith continued blocking or aggres-
sive action unless hie submitted to the player's wishes. However, a
study by Gerald Shure and his colleagues at System Developirc-nt
Corpn-ration (SlwAre, Meeker, Mfoore.. and Kelley, Inatuscript) shows
Ilhat a hlccking -action can commtunicat- other -in~tention~s. Trlcy
Studied anr interdependence problem: similar to Deutsch and Krauss'

*trucking gaiue-one that presets. two players with a limited nilans
of reachiing their g~oals aird req1uires as an accommodative iolution
a Simp~le turn-Ltking procedure. In the absence of other tucaris of

*communication, a blockinig action (by which one person could pre.
vent the other from using thre limited facility) was often interpreted
as a signal given to aid the cnarditiation of their ,actions. This
interpretation was a coinviot otiv for Sh~ure's subjectsatid when tile
block was intorjpretedl in) this m11anner, subjects tended to develop
IJIC appro~priate turn-taking accommiodation to tlheit siful-iotl. Ms
a oist-quetnce~Y. pairs who had the block available ;;diieveil better
01twonies than those without the Niock%. Itn brief, umder c.ertain coil.
ditionts, att action th.t Wiglt sý.,t to be ag¶ressive call be inte~rpreted
as rtefleting a Cooperative intention. The resultt. of Shurte, et al1..
aro patrticullarly hiter'esting becaulse at tile Ieginniing of the hinet.
K001t1o tile' subjects tended to -iew tl- bluocV. in negative ternis as a
hostile. selfish,. cotnjwetitive inove-utuch as D~euttsch and Krausis had

.Alkitnled. 1tiowevet'. ill Ilany of the dyads, the block action lost what.

evrsignificatnce it ha inliti~ally a--threatening addsutv
litowe, ani bet..me usedl regularly as a litwans of 14ignaling Whose tutn

i as to tiw ithe limiited facility.
I'le~peiet vidnc is notent'tnewy Clear tegat4ling tile Condtionuts

U der wthict die twait commnitication signtificatcec of an actidmn call
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change in this manner. However, there are several suggestive leads
in Shure's research and in research reported by Shomer, Davis and
Kelley (1966). Shure's results are obtained under conditions that
differ from Deutsch and Krauss in one important respect; namely,
the subjects had no alternative ways of reaching their goals. If they
blocked each other's use of the limited one-way facility, they could
not take independent routes to their goals. In other words, they
were forced to maintain an interaction with each other. The impli-
cation is that when kept in the interdependent relationship and
required to persist in their efforts to achieve an accommodation, the
block move becomes useful as a means of doing so. Consistent with
this view are Shure's additional results from a further experiment.
When an alternative, independent facility was provided for each
person, the blocks interfered with the accommodation just as in
the original Deutsch and Kraus! experiment. A study by Davis
makes the same point, that the interfering effects of the gates depend
upon there being available alternative routes which permit inde-

pendent (though costly) attainment of individual goals. Gallo's
results, noted earlier, may be given a similar interpretation. When
real money is involved, the subjects are constrained to stay within
the relationship and not to take their independent alternative
routes. Under these conditions the gaies or blocks produce little
difficulty. Finally, an experiment by Shomer provides further evi.
dence consistent with these various points: (I) that a threat action
is not detrimental to establishnient of coordination if interaction is
maintained and (2) that under these circmnstances the threat action
often becomes used as a coordinating signal and facilitates the suc.
cess of the interaction.

In sum, the indicated generalization seenis to 1w that when other
means of communication are not available and when interdelpndlent
persons are constrained to the Ioundaries of their relationship (and
are not able to go their separate ways), moves or actions that, under
other circumstances, would ha;ve negative significance may be trans.
formed into facilitative conimunication devices.

A further interesting lproblent ill tacit conmunication arose in
connection with ou- work on the minimal social situation which I
have describcn; earlier. Although this relationship does not involve
a conflict of interest, our study suggests a communnication problehm
that is quite inpoitant ill conflict Settings. Inl our prior references
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to the situation in Figure 4, we were considering the case in which
each person had no knowledge of the other in any way. In the study
to which reference is now made (also reported in Kelley, Thibaut,
Radloff and Mundy, 1962) each person was given a description of
the relationship which was complete except for one fact, namely,
which of his responses had which effect on the other person. Thus,
the two persons were faced with the problem of discovering how
they affected one another and once they discovered that, they
could easily accommodate to their mutual interests. With a mo-
ment's thought, the reader will see how they went about discovering
their effects upon each other. They assumed exactly what we have
assumed in our analysis of this situation; namely, persons follow a
t'win-stay, lose-change" tendency. Thus, if a person likes what isShappening to him, he will continue with his ongoing behavior; if
not, he'll change. To apply this concept for informational purposes,
our subject merely pressed one button repeatedly and observed what
happened. If the other person's response was stable or consistent
(whether lie gave a point or shock), our subject could infer that he
was making the response that rewarded the other one. If, on the
other hand, the other's response was variable, returning now a
shock and riow a point, our subject could infer that his response was
shocking the other one, Once he made this inference, our subject
could then use his rewards and punishments to induce the other
one to make the proper rewarding response.

However, (and here is where the example illustrates an important
point), this method of discovering from the other person's ,loves
how one's own actions affect him can not work if both persons are
using it at the same time. For example, it both persist inl making
Owc reslonse in order to find out what the other one does, each c;ic
will conclude he has discovered the good response when in fact hie
is merely observing the other's similar attempt to gain information.
The point is that in order that accurate information be conveyed by
this tacit means, it is necessary for one of the Iprsons to have an
information.gathering intention to a greater degree than the other
onle.

The more general principle here is that a person's ability to gain
information fromn tie other Irson's moves dependls tupon his own
intentions. Certain pairs of actors' intentions arc incompatible in
Sdie settle that they jointly ioduc patterns of behavior diat are
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misleading from the point of view of tacit communication. We are
currently investigating within the context of the Prisoner's Dilemma
relationship the problem of errors in the inference of intention that
occurs as a function of what the two intentions are.

In devoting as much consideration as I have to tacit communica-
tion, I do not wish to leave the impression that this sort of corn-
munication by actions or moves is highly e/fective. It is certainly
one of the more common findings in this area of research that ac-

• commodation is faster and better the more means the interdeoend-
ent parties have for explict communication. This is shown, for ex-
ample, in a number of Morton Deutsch's experiments (1962) though
not, surprisingly enough, with the trucking game (Deutsch and

Krauss, 1962). The importance of explicit commnication in the
interdependent escape situation has been investigated by Arthur
Hill (reported in Kelley, Condry, Dalike, Hill, 19615). Hill's study
indicates the value of enabling the less fearful members of a group
to express their lack of concern about the danger situation. Specifi.
cally, Hill gave the subjects a slpcial response to make if they felt
confident and were willing to wait, and this response was incom-
lpatible with the escape response itself. The amount of incoordinated
"jamming" in the escalpe route was markedly lower when the less
concerned individuals were able to make their presence known, as
compared with a situation in which their behavior was not distinc-

tively or dramatically differei•t from that of worried but not yet
panicked persons.

Hill's finding raises an important question about tacit connmomi.
cation in situations such as that of the interdependent escape prob.
lem, where imilatitV behavior is detrimental to successful accom-
"modation. For examnple, many tdanger situations provide a dramatic
and obvious way for the most frightened i*rsons to manifest their
reactions to the situation. "illis is tie escalp response. Oil tile other
hand, .here is usually no equally dramatic or obvions way for the
less frightened persons to exhibit their reactions, The caln Iprsons
are often uncertain as to which of several actions to take atll rarely
do they take tlhe sort of concerted action that the highly learful
lersons do. As a consetquence, the latter tend to carry the day and
to induce the ntore ttidecitlede or nentral lpersons to follow their
examnple. Htill's re•nirch shows the great value that call coliie ironi
cotnracdting this Slituational bin by having available for the allore
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confident persuns a single, obvious, titamnatic mode of making them.-
selves known, the--eby enabling them to presnt tin example to
offset that provided by the concerted escape efforts of the most
frightened persons.

The studies just described deal with situations of comp~lete inl-
formation and limited communication. Consider now thle third and
last category of research-that onl conflict of interest relationships
under conditions of limnited information and /till conmmunication.
The acconmnodation procc~ses ob~served nundei- these conditions are
usually referred to as bargaining or negotiation processes. The in-
terdependence problems are similar again in general forml to Ex-

* ample 11 (Figure 2) and pot the type of p~robleml for- the lpartici-
1xnt that this relationship would po)se it the two perisons were 11o1
pcrniitted to take turns but had to agree upon a single cell in thleI matrix for the duration of their relationship. However, our bargain-
ing problems are considerably more complex thant this simple 2X2
example, involving more responses and more gradation of outcomes
and, therefore, enabling a solution by way of concession and conm-
promise. As noted before, the interdependence problem is "mixedl

*~mnotive" because it is in tile two persons, mnutual interest Ito avoid
Certain stales (e.g., tile "left-left" and "rightt-right" comlbinlations in
Figure 2), btat as between thle remaining combinations. their prefer.

lilces are in conflict.
Mvost importantly, tile accommnodation Occurs under conlditionls oft

incomplete informatimi. We have argued that tile prinlcipal com.
portent$ Of thle accommod~ationl pioce% obServd in b aranncn
be traced to this state of incomplete information, 11tis tettin refers

* to tile fact that althoughl ba rgainers know tile general inixednIotive
character of thire relationship, they do ,ito know directly and at
first hand Certain important facts about each othters positions and
values, Each person. knows how touch he himself values various

possible agreemtents and how poor ant agreement he call afford to
accept without finding it muom' dsilrable to turn to Othter alternative
relationships (Other customers, emtployers) available to him. How.
ever. hie does not know thes fact% as they peria-So to thle other pesoll.
tie c~all estimlate theml, inquire &itont thell), a,! ti to l"P about themil
by his adversary, but inl the final analysis aii s:,'i 1,.tinatit is
indirect and Open to qjuestion,

lit our bargahiing studieS, as in natural tl~otiatlon. the parties
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are permitted to communicate with one another whenever and
whatever they wish. However, the conditions just described-the
mixed-motive relationship and incomplete information-mean that
the participants themselves will place various constraints upon the
communication process. These constraints derive from the several
dilemmas they face with respect to communication. The coinimon
interest component of their relationship makes it desirable for
them honestly to exchange all the facts about their relationship.
Only by doing so can they achieve an accommodation at minimal
cost, eliminate the risk of failing to agree when it is in their mutual
inzereit to do so, and avoid agreements that are less satisfactory than
others available to them. On the other hand, the conflict of interest
provides -'n incentive for each party to conceal or distort informa-
tion aboui his own values 7nd position. Thus, it is to each person's
advantagc to exaggerate how well off he would be if they fail to
agree on one of dte mutually positive cells and to play down how
much he stands to gain if they do so. And as each party feels the
temptation to he dishonest himself, he becomes distrustful of com-
munications from the other person.

Another way to put the problem is in terms of dilemmas the bar-
gainers face, and to ask how these dilemmas are resolved? With a
mixed motive relationship and incomplete information, each bar-
gainer is faced with dilemmas concerning such matters as honesty
vs. deceit, trust vs. distrust, and openness vs. secrecy. These dilemmas
are paralleled by and intimately related to other dilemmas concern-
ing the proper orientation toward the other party (cooperative vA.
competitive) and the setting of realistic goals for oneself (high vs.
low).

The proceses by which these dilemmnias ate reslvcd have been
investigated through analysis of thde bargaining behavior of subjects
who are dealing with important matters and are relatively free from

utine pressure in reaching their agreement, 11h1s study (Kelley, 19w)
was conducted in a clawoom seting where students bargained for
scores that constituted half of their cours grades, "luey had op.
p~rtunities thoroughly to m~aster the cognitive aslvcts of the p•ob.
lem and to rehearse and practice their procedures. And they werv
given a lengthy time period to readc agreetent on a relatively siu.i
pie contract4

The bargaining wk required two ptsonis to negotiate an agree.

i
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ment covering five different issues. An example of the payoff table
given one party and from which he bargained is shown in Figure
13. The five different issues (items) are listed across the top of the
table and the 20 ways of settling each issue are listed down the side
of the table. The tL:ble indicates for our player the value to him of
an agreement at each possible point. The two bargainers' interests

ITEMS
(1) (2) 31) (4) (5)

A 0 101 11) 20 21
3 3 98 14 23 21
C 5 95 17 25 21
0 6 92 20 26 21
[ I a 22 2V 21
F 7 83 24 27 21
G 8 7i 26 28 21
H 8 71 27 21 20

9 62 28 29 20
9 a 29 29 20

K 11 39 33 31 20
L a3 36 36 33 20
M 15 33 39 35 2
N 16 29 42 36 20
0 1 25 4 37 19
P 18 I 46 38 19
Q 19 13 48 39 19
R 19 9 49 39 19
S 20 0 50 4) 19
T 20 "19 50 40 19

Ftirwu 13. Payo TatblWe Given One Blargainer.

are in direct opposition on each issue because the payofl table for
the other bargainer runs in tie opposite direction o each item.
However, it can be seen that not al issues are equally important to
oMr bargainer. For example, while it is terribly itpoltant to our
baIgainer where issue #2 is settled. lie is velatively inditdeent about
where issue #6 is settdF'. The relative inllm tautre of the five items

differs between the two bargainers and it is this feature that con-
verts tie relationship frols a tero-sum or cotitanutsuni game to the

type of mixed-motive gante we are con•idering here. The batgain.
ing task was considered completed only if the two batgaintis had

reached agreemelnt on all five items before a time deadline. DIring

this period they propousd different cnttatis at sets of agt•vient

A
•'- 'g

4"
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points to one another and reacted with counterproposals, conces.
sions, and so on. In addition, each bargainer was assigned a total
score he would receive if they failed to reach agreement before the
time deadline or if, as was permnitted, either party unilaterally broke
off negotiations. For the l)ayoff table in Figure 13, the score might be
145. These scores provided each person with a ntiniuni guaranteed
level which he was certain to get regardless of the other persoil's
actions. A final essential feature of the situation was that infornma-
lion defining a given party's payoffs and his guaranteed level was
given only to that person, and the bargainers were not permitted to
exchange these official payoff sheets. During the negotiation, they
were free to say anydting they wished about their values and to use
any sort of appeal they wished. However, they had no completely
convincing way of communicating their respective values and il.
terests, and thus were faced with the problems of persuasion and
trust.

This bargaining task was given to advanced undergraduate stu-
dents. It was made important to them by making part of a coulrse
grade depend upon their success in a series of such nlegotiations.
They had ample opportunity to study and think abMut the stua.-
tion, and at each session, they had a 75 minute period merely to
reach agreement on these five items,

The results obtained under thes rather ideal conditions imdicate
that the bargainer's behavior regularly exhibits certain features
which call readily be interpieted as having functional value in en-
abling the bargainers to resolve the dilenimas inherent in their
relationship. That is, the negotiating behavior we observe sems to
provide mneans of deciding oil an acceptable goal level, a means ot
gaining convincing infformation froim the other party without tak-
ing his statements at face value, a meaols of convincing him of your
own situation without being totally honest and open. and a meals
of avoiding agreeenllt on couutacts where there exist bttter ones for
bboit parties.

Thise behaviors seem to fall into tOrwe categorite (I) avoiding
early commnlitment, (2) inducing the odier to make concessions, antd
(3) making ecovomical toncessions.

SThe first eategoy, avoiding early 'ommitr meit, is rellected ill (our
behaviurs" (a) starting high. (b) making exploratory rather thanm firm
offers, (c) sttling die entive contraut as a iatkage radter dian on an
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item by itemn basis, and (d) using all the time available (bargaining
right up to the last minute). These actions have in common tile
effect of keeping things open and flexible for as long as possible in
order to have maximal opportunity to gain information. In view of
his uncertainty about the situation and his need for information in
order to set optimal goals, a bargainer should not become comn.
imitted to any aspect of the contract until hl has had all possible
opportunity to obtain such information. Because the other person
can be expected to withhold or distort the relevant information out
negotiator can anticipate gaining it only through the (ourse of the
interchange, from the patterning and timing of the other's actions
rather than front his explicit statements. Thus, the resolution of
both the dilennma of goals and the dilemnla of trust requires the

Savoidance of early commitment. The flexibility and tentativeness
implied by these commitment avoiding actions is also useful in re-
solving the dilemma of honesty versus dishonesty. As long as one's
own pr.aosals are not made in rigid or fifnal form, they may Con-
tain sovie exaggeration and distortion wphout running tile risk of
disconfirming them through one's subsequent actions and thereby,
of reducing tile other person's willingness finally to IXeliev'e you.

The second general category of behavior, regularly observed in
our experiment, consisted of ind'cing the other tKarty to make ron.
ressions. This involved the application of p'ress'e through such
specific tactics as (a) making occasional negative concessions (t re-
treats in one's own offers, (b) using time pressure. ;ain (c) persistent
registering of complaints that the other's offers are inadequate. The
concessions the opponent makes seem to be essential to our bar-
gainer's resolution of tile dilemmas ot trust and goals. Each coti.
cession heightens his fetling that his enterging shate o I the contrat
is an applopiate one. Anti the iuctca~ing grtdgiuigness with which
-cuicssions are gldath ilnuloubtedly makes increasingly credible the

other party's conntunication% about his unwilliugng to go furter.
Of corase,. making "oýltvesiots is a two,way affair. A basic way ol

eliciting a conce-sion is to inke one. Thus, throughout our' data
from this study anti front sitilal Iaigaining stdiaes Ithere is ovel.[ • i:. ~wlelining evidence of a turnl-takinig or Actu~lationl tattentl betwc-en•

tile two bargainers in their making of concesiWons. But i making
their contessials, our stibjects reguiarhl strived to behave accorfiig 8
to our ihird taiegoty. that is, to make economieal conceeuiao. Aui

I€

•-I
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economical concession means one that gives the other party as
much as possible but gives up as little as possible for one's self.
Economical concessions are probably inhl)artant in resolving tie
dilemnma of cooperation. In the attempt to mitake the other pIerso|
satisfied while sacrificing as little as possible af one's own values, ac-
count is taken of both parties' interests or, at least, of their feelings.
This amounts to adopting a quasi-cooperative orientation (with
what is often a cooperative effect, as we will see in a moment) with-
out resorting to open antd explicit cooperation.

Making economical concessions appears in such specific tactics as
(a) seeking information about the opplient's values and priorities
(necessary if the optimal concessions are to be made on an informed
basis) and in (b) trying out various contracts at a given value level
for one's self (which, as we shall see in a moment, makes possibhl
optimal concessions on a trial and error basis). Also, because
economical concessions, if lwirceived as such, are nlot likely to he
highly regardet' by the oppouettt, our bargainers consistently (c)
exaggerated the cost to themselves of concessions they made.

The attempt to find ways to make concessions that are niost vahi.
able to tile other iarty, but are least costly to one's self has valuable
conlsequences for the joint welfare. This attempt generates a tactic
that we had earlier identified inl Smheniteki's analysis of the Siegal
anti Fouraker bargaining situation-that of testing several difhereut
contracts at a given level, to wee whether any are acceptable to thie
other •,rson. before making further conces•oios. This l)r't)xtlrte
serves to redute tilte likelihoxd that unntecesstrily p otor cntitlt•,
will be selectttl, although the IN41'gailclis are not juiiticularly awale
"of this consequence of their tactics.

1iU$ Fr~v'• cal be illustrated by reference to Figure 14 w•lich i%
based ot Schlenitki's work anti adalmpd front Kelley (1964). The
lpofits of (ie playvr (wlto wa% Called the ".•ller" in Sdlheit~ik's
study) are shown along the ordinate, a•td tie Itrofit. ol the other
player (the "I-hyer") ate .itown along the abssa. Plotted on lhe
figure are the Various Countamtt th. pailr might agree uttll whicih
are profitable for bIoth (dit ih, abovw their rolxxtive br'eak.oti orm
indelmndetnt vailuis), The seller sveeks to tilit ag lellt on a tMil.
tract at tlte U1ttlM leit of the scatter lit idtot ald tile buyl" -ko. its
alltain Agreemuenlt at Ille lower right. ltle question that Cotlcrllns it

ere is whehier, in die pUlrwitu ofdie itthc tse they' will aUanaU e
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it) aigree Oil :1 Contract Yieldinig themii ttilailllittll total Prolthi ((oit oil
tile outer line! of contracts, lusually rdefered to as the 'Paretfiojl.
timlal" outcom~es) oi- one thal. is ICU thal optimal (oi, tile flair (ollw
oif tile "~inner" contracts). Th alw ts-wti would obvi1ously be- tile
forillr ii bo0th parlics knew bt0hah setts of valtivs. hut 4iciuiteiler that
We ar cisideriiig tile Case of pat-tial inito.Illatioll wliem cavih
p)laye knows onlty his ownI p)iti~ts for' htil var1ious contacts, henuit.
ki's work. silow thatl deIspite thtis liviitatioll of jinformation, it dlve
nlegotiatw's start W4,11 and litake their coltim-~Wom ill a ý-Yqwlllalic
111ti111tle, thevy xvilt agree oil a contract chati;wtetrimel by I'aretoop.
ltlinahity. This call W Seen ill Figure )' as 141ltws. Kiloi,;g only tht-
proitut'ach conuhiact Yields himt. tacithavaif4llu lla'w little ltoirte bill
to tkI~ill by prujpnllg colltract* ImW wvhicth Itstlk ;iI rvl hig~il.h.
A% liet finds these to h itta li~e e piolmoo*~ additional c
lracts yielding Will soitlltWtt4 Iow*I profit.,314 austh ~o A.. hV lin'kV
wtimqsj eiv e oitWolls, .~h litlelt (44-11aT411 Ilil 1OVd "t 44ialilon. Iw
Vilha~res thew st of ("lltacts lie colvidmr actpable. ihu. ill
Figue 14, It canl be smit that asww ti tedes it *t A o-lumvicw
tlitbye AItI il~hlmtev am-plabtt hemtltll - LArpetr alud tilsae Isln h mw
for tile wille, lhe 41". sioll tit ;trtitifi4 the~tiria M Attellh w
wi~tts ilitttile III& tjtioh oif whttiv Ilimb4 tu"I *-1% tif acmpt.111 tww
IttINikitll fira # oI4 erbap. As ilowil it! Figute 14. tile tus i*t 4m ikt

I%,-to ua smtti.. ft41ol tile I oit4stlAt1% Im'Altit tt-diogtilezhluahivt, wit

faitkt go W testing Wd die Valwta passible wilatatt at rckh piroli
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level before moving on to less profitable ones, the common interest
vwill be served to maximal degree. It should be noted that this
process of systematic concessions identified by Schenitzki is possible
in the bargaining situation we have been considering only if the
negotiation is conducted in terms of packages or sets of items rather
than one item at a time. If the subjects formally settle one or two
of the various issues before dealing with other issues, they lose the
flexibility that is necessary for systematic exploration of each profit
level. They thereby reduce the likelihood that they will agree upon
the optimal contracts.

The preceding observations refer to highly motivated and'skillful
bargainers, working under relatively little time pressure. In the •ab-
sence of these rather ideal conditions, we might expect that the re-
"straints against exchange of information would not be :adequately
circumvented because there would not be the kinds of extended
testing, probing, and exploring that has just been described. If
bargainers are unable to exchange information about their rela-
tionships (because their less than maximal efforts to do so are
thwarted by their tendencies to withhold information), how do they)
solve their accommodation problem?

A recently completed series of studies (Kelley, Beckman and Fis-
cher, 1967) seems to shed some light on this question. Two parties
negotiated the division of a reward, again under conditions of in-
complete ;nformation. For each one, there was specified a minimum -

-share of the reward which it-was necessary for him to obtain if he
was to make any profit on the agreement. Each knew his own mini-
i-mum necessary share, but not that of his adversary. Each pair bar-
gained on repeated problems with the two minimum necessary
shares varying unpredictably from one occasion to the next. The
stakes were not such as to warrant extended bargaining, and in any
event, the time pressure was high- enough to lpreclude extended
"bargaining.

These studies yield highly regular patterns of results in terms of
such things as opening bids, order of successive bids, rates of con-
cessions, time to reach agreement, points of agreement, and failures '

" * :-of agreement. What is particularly striking about the results is the I
(degree to which they are reproduceable by a simple mathematical
nmodel. The details would not be appropriate here, but the prop.

K erties of this model suggest that, in the absence of information aboutit
" . . '4

I -
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the situation of his opponent, the bargainer's behavior is based upon
general expectations he-forms about the relationship. Thesecexpec.
tations are geared to the situation in general and to the typical
adversary. As such, these expectations afford generally reasonable
guide lines for making accommodative concessions while still pro-
tecting one's interests. Their only limitation is that, being adjusted .

. to the average or typical situation, they are not appropriate for
atypical cases. The consequence is that appropriate adjustments are
not made for these unusual cases. To make such adjustments would
require information exchange, and little such exchange occurs under
the conditions that prevailed in this experiment. The consequent
"cost to the pair is a high probability of failure to. reach- accommoda-
"tions in certain situations where agreement is in their mutual interest
(although only marginally so). In this respect, these experiments
particularly highlight the difficulties negotiators encounter in
achieving satisfactory accommodations when their respective ex-
pectations as to shares of the reward are both high. With open and
dependable communication, the expectations would be adjusted to
the two sets of needs (the minimum necessary shares) that the bar-
gainers bring to their relationship, and the difficulties. arising from
too hi,-.! d,.mands cou'I be avoided. In the absence of open and
depenoable communication, the bargainers can evolve methods that
enable them generally to make accommodations, but these methods
yield failures of accommodation when their circumstances depart
too ,harply from the average or typical.

SUMMARY

This wide ranging set of experiments merely samples the total
domain of phenomena that eventually must be explored in order

to fulfill the goals stated at the outset, namely, (1) to identify the
types of interdependence problems and their accommodative solu-
tions, and (2) to analyze the processes by which accommodations
are made.

The four or five main categories of factors to be studied and
analyzed in their interplay have become fairly clear from the work
so far. These are (1) pattern of interdependence, (2) information
held by the participants, (3) their communication capabilities, (4)
the incentives and motivation, and (5) what have been called the .-V
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process constraints: the factors governing the evocation of responses
as, to their order and timing.

The research described here is part of the new trend of experi-
mental work oriented toward developing a basic science relevant to
interpersonal and intergroup relations. The special contribution of
social psychologists to this field has been the development and ap-
plication of appropriate experimental methods. However, it should
be emphasized that the experimental work does not proceed in a
vacuum. It is conducted with full cogn'izance of the relevant in-
vestigations conducted by other scientists, using other methods, in
such fields as marriage and the family, labor and management, inter-
group, and international relations. The present paper does not

permit even a brief summary of the broad empirical background
within which the experimental work proceeds. The general strategy
of the latter approach is to try to capture the essential properties of
important types of interpersonal relationships and, through ex-
ploitation of the special opportunties for control and analy•is which
the experimental method provides, to identify in detail the various
types of accommodative processes and the lactors that determine
their success or failure. Given this detailed an.alysis, observers of
natural and more complex matters will be able more easily to
dissect and understand their phenomena and to formulate policy
recommendations regarding means of minimizing fruitless conflict
and increasing the quality of achieved accommod" Lions,
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IV. An Approach to
Bioengineering

Y. C. B. FUNG

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

WHAT IS BIOENGINEERING? Obviously, bioengineering is the inter-
section of biology and engineering. Biology is the science of life.
But what is engineering? It is often debated among engineers. Re-
cently, several societies held long discussions on the goals of engi-
neering, and a definition that evolved is that "Engineering is the
search for and use of scientific knowledge to the benefit of man." It
may not be the definition accepted by everybody, but it describes
well the activities of most engineers. In this concept engineering
differs from pure science by the motivation toward application. The
difference between a scientist and an engineer is largely psychologi-
cal, and many people play the role of both. Thus, for engineering,
the method is scientific, the mode is quantitative, the dictum is
economy, the concern is human.

Bioengineering represents engineering directed at the living world.
It encompasses the search for and use of scientific knowledge in
biology for the benefit of man. It is also biology directed toward
engineering. A bioengineer can therefore be an engineer concerned
with living matters or a biologist motivated by applications.

The field of binengineering is immense. Obviously, it includes
the engineering application of biology, and the biological applica-
tion of engineering. Some of the popular items are listed below. In
Table I are the engineering applications of biology. Bionics, the
imitation of nature in electronic systems, is destined to be an ia.

Y. C. B. FUNG is Professor of ioioenginering and Applird Alrehankics
at tihe University of California. San eDiego. An aithority in aeroelas.
ticity. he is applying etngitserring methods to the study ol bImlu fhlo
in the microscopie blood vessels. Before assuming his present position
in 1966, Dr. Fung was a member of the faculty at the Calijornia institute
ou Technology for twenty years.
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TABLE I

Engr. Applications of Biology

LmElectrical-systems [

-Mechanical Indusril Apil. Agi .
systems Enf Pyh Engr.

-Miniaturization

-Memory - Fermentation!

• ;- Memns yng Filtration 
:

• -Locomotion

-Computing• •-,systems

portant industry of the future. Fermentation, wine making, leather
making, etc., are as old as our civilization. Filtration, purification of
water with biological material, etc., are other examples. In Table II
are some of the biological applications of engineering. We can
think of an unending list of subjects useful to medicine, astro-
nautics, and environmental health. Any one of these subjects is a
big field. But on top of all these is a unifying theme: the enlarge-
ment of engineering principles to deal with biomedical problems.
See Table III. This is the basic research which accumulates the
broad, yet detailed, quantitative knowledge and understanding
which makes any applications possible, safe, confident, economical,
and elegant.

The rest of this paper will be devoted to the illustration of the
main theme: the enlargement of engineering principles for bio.
medical applications. I shall take my examples from the problem of
blood circulation.

Figure I is a schematic diagram of the human circulation system.
The heart is the prime mover. The arteries and veins are the
conduits. The capillaries are the irrigated fields where cells of the
body obtain their food. Every cell in the body must live near a
"blood capillary. On the average a cell cannot live if it is farther dian

.4.•- ...
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about one-thousandth of an inch away from a blood capillary. Thus
Krogn (1922) gave the 'lassical estimate that the logical length of the
capillaries in the human body is about 60,000 miles, and the total

TABLE 11

Biomedical Applications of Engineering

Enr. Healt

-Biomechantcs

-Prosthesis
-Artificial organs

-External handling of
blood, tissue,and organs -610-astronautics -Sanitary

engineering
-Radiation therapy -Space exploration pAir

Rehabilitationpollution
-Medical Instrumentation _Ecological Water
-Hospital planning system pollution

-Systems Analysis for assistance
to diagnosis,surgery, treatment
and research

-Aerospace medicine

-8ioslectronics
-Pharmacological testing

Hypo and hyperbaric effects
on living systems

T.AIILE Ill

BIOENGINEERING

Basic Studies: Enlargement of
Engineering Sciences to Deal with

Biomedical Problems

Engr. Applications of Biology Biomedical Applications of EngineeringI I

Blonics Jpl.
Biology
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surface area is 6,800 M2. Our well-being certainly depends on the
function of the capillaries. The brain, the heart, the muscle, all
depend on the capillary blood vessels to live.

In a movie of blood flowing in the mesentery one can see the
arteries, arterioles, sphincters, capillaries, venules, veins and the
red blood cells. The red cells whiz by in the capillaries at a speed of
about I to 2 mm per second. These red blood cells are very flexible.
They assume all kinds of shapes in their course through the blood
vessels.

Now, there are many problems associated with these flows whose
solutions require advanced continuum mechanics. A number of the
greatest masters contributed to this field. For example, in Table IV
I compiled a list of names, which looks like one lifted from the
history of engineering mechanics.

William Harvey, of course, is credited with tdc discovery of blood
circulation. He achieved this discovery in 1616 by many critical oh-
servations and by logical reasoning. Having no microscope, he
never saw the capillary blood vessels. This should make its appre-
ciate his reasoning power even more deeply today because, without
the capability of seeing the passage from the arteries to the veins,
the discovery of circulation must be regarded as "theoxetical". The
actual discovery of capillaries was made by Marcello Malpigi (1628.
1694) in 1661, forty-five years after Harvey made the capillaries a
logical necessity.

A contemporary of William Harvey was Galileo. You remember
that Galileo was a student of medicine before he became famous as
a physicist. He used his pulse to determine the constancy of the
period of a pendulum, and then used the pendulum to measure the
pulse rate of people, expressing the results quantitatively in terms
of the length of a pendulum synchronous with the beat. lie invented
the thermoscope and was also the first one to design a microscope in
the modern sense in 1609, although rudimental microscopes were
first made by J. Jansen and his son Zadiarias in 1590. Robert Boyle
studied the lung, and discussed the function of air in water with
respect to fish respiration, Robert Hooke gave us the Hooke's Law
in mechanics, and the word "cell" to biology to designate the ele.
rmentary entities of life, His famous biological book, "Microgrjhia"
(1164), was reprinted recently by Dover Publications. lonhard
Euler wrote a definitive paper in 1775 on dte propagatiton of waves
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in arteries. Thomas Young, who gave us the Young's Modulus, was
a physician in London. He worked on the wave theory of light while
he was concerned with astigmatism in lenses and in color vision.
Poiseuille, while lie was a student, invented the mercury manometer
to measure the blood pressure in the aorta of a dog and discovered
Poiseuille's law of viscous flow upon graduation.

Table IV

A List of Early Contributors to Biomechanics

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)

William Harvey (1578-1658)

Robert Boyle (1627-1691)

Robert Hooke (1635-1703)

Leonharcd Euler (1707-1783)

Thomas Young (1773-1829)

Jean Poiseuille (1799-1869)

Her rmann von Helmholtz (1821-1894)

Adolf Fick (1829-1901)

Diederik Johannes Korteweg (1848-1941)

Horace Lamb (1849-1934)

Otto Frank (1865-1944)

Balthasar van der Pol (1889- )

'•-2. I
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To von Helmholtz might go the title "Father of Bioenginecring".
He was a professor of physiology and pathology at Konigsberg, pro-
fessor of anatomy and physiology at Bonn, professor of physiology
at Heidelberg, and finally professo" of physics in Berlin (1871). He
wrote his paper "Law of Conservation of Energy" in barracks while
he was in military service, fresh out of medical school. His contribu-
tions ranged over optics, acoustics, thermodynamics, electrody-
namics, physiology and medicine. He discovered the focusing mech-
anism of the eye, and following Young, formulated the three-color
theory of color vision. H( :nvented the phakoscope to study the
changes in the lens, the ophthalmoscope to view the retina, the
ophthalmometer for measurement of eye dimensions, and the stereo-
scope with interpupillary distance adjustments for stereo-vision. He
studied the mechanism of hearing and invented the Helimholtz
resonator. His theory of the permanence of vorticity lies at the very
foundation of modern fluid mechanics. His book "Sensations of
Tone" is popular even today. He was the first to determine the
velocity of the nerve pulse, giving the rate .30 meters per sec., and to
show that the heat released by muscular contraction is an important
source of animal heat.

The other names on the list are equally familiar to engineers. The
physiologist Fick was the author of Fick's law in mass transfer. The
hydrodynamicists Korteweg (1873) and Lamb (1898) wrote beauti.
ful papers on wave propagation in blood vessels. Frank worked out
a hydrodynamic theory of the heart. Van der Pol (1929) wrote about
tho modeling of the heart with nonlinear oscillators, and was able
to simulate the heart with four Van der Pol oscillators to produce
a realistic~lly-loeking ekt, ~iegraph. The list would becone
too tong it we were to continue ftr'heir. it is lerhaus sufficient to
show that there were, and 0 course ,r, people who :votld be
equ-illy happy to work ta die living as well as the nonliving
subjects.

THE RED BLOOD CELL-AN EXAMPLE OFTIHE
APPLICATION OF ENGINEERING MEC1IANICS TO
BIOLOGY

I shall now. outline a lpoblem which we worked on rvietluy. 1This
is aco tcdwith the wsat important unut of the circulatin-tlte
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red blood cells. These cells contain hemoglobin, which perform the
task of oxygenation-taking up oxygen in the lung and passing it to
the tissues of the body. When the red cells float in a stationary bath
under the microscope, they appear as biconcave disks. At the top of
Figure 2 are shown two views of a red cell of a rabbit under a
microscope. The diffraction pattern was caused by the finite thick-
ness of the red cell and by interference of light whose wave length
(0.55 micra) was about 1/7 the radius of the red cell. The typical
shape-a donut without a hole, is unmistakable. Viewed as struc-
tures, they are thin-walled shells with a radius-to-thickness ratio of
order 400. The red cells of many mammals are about the same size.
Human red cells have no nuclei, hence they cannot divide and
multiply. The dimensions of a human red cell in unit of micron
(10-4 cm) are shown in Figure 3. The red cells are very flexible. The
lower photograph in Figure 2 shows the deformation of red cells
in flowing through a capillary in the mesentery of a rabbit.

The question is, Why are the red cells biconcave? What conse.
quences does the biconcavity imply?

We can never be too certain why red cells look that way They get
that way in the process of evolution. The red cells of fishes are not
biconcave, they have nuclei, and they are larger. Animals shed the
nuclei of their red cells when they reach the stage of mammals. In
adult humans, our infant red cells in the bone marrow have nuclei,
but they expel their nuclei when they reach maturity, and only
those biconcavce red cells without nuclei are allowed to enter the
blood circulation. It is easy to believe that something good must
conic from that particular geometry.

To we what consequences the biconcavity may imply, we must
know the state of the contents of the red cells. Is it in the state of a
viscous liquid, or is it a gel solid? By definition, we call a material
solid if it can sustain shear stress statically without flow. To detet.
mine whether a material is a solid or not we must put some load on
it and ob•srve its deformation, 'ite existence of an X-ray deffartion
pattern alone cannot deterimine the physical state becatse we Wo
there are liquid crystals and there are plastic crsstalh\ We know a
great deal about the dientistry of the liwvoglobin, but ice do not
know its pIhyt%*1 state in the rcd M-11. This simple quscsion of
deltornmability cannot be aisuwc chkwirlly, nor by an elettont
inkrao"V, whid qiirc fittsxing (arid killing) tsth ,Ii.
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AXIS OF SYMMETRYJ.
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Fwuiw S. Diwcriwmas Wf hwntwn rvd Wuod cell accoxdtii to E. Poutder.

Art indirect approach must be takes,. Let us muake two alternative
asutmptions. First, assume that the interior (A the red cell is a
liquid anid deduce die mechanical pjrojwrties of the red cell as a
whole. Thenl we agurnle that tntv inlterior is a gel anld Svc What dif.
ferences ill mechanlical projwrties m~ay he Iouull. Filially. we Coru.
patre the theoretical results with all thle knlown 04f~titlwittal1 result
anid. if vnecessary. iwrform nWew pruwt to make a chice. Th'le

kn Axdg gaincl tn this jIomms will be uwlu m hatituner ajplka

Assuming a liquid interiors. We %me a redt tell as a thlinmwhted sh1ll
filled with a liquid. To an~esuch a Ohell is %imilat to the Analywis
W4 a liquid-fueled rocket. eimept the veil coil juoblesi is otmei dith.
cult maentelrA ehiiutwullesl 4te)) te.hist exseral 'Wa 4y
"Imembrne ten tXix., the- Oties wuAml%% in the 410ll w41L Now
it uv *gaore the varitiont of 'rrewsami ae the- thitkncss o-1 the wty

desitt die stre disiribuviott in the 4hell1 is ither oft elliptic t~p~e
or ofE hyperbolic if pc, rk-pernling on the sign oA the Gatati.. tomtVJ
autti W Othe Ahel wurfte. 1Wl diieltottl e daton 6 is dbAi if the

tatsia, uitn e 4- pwltiic it 6t lay pcthit n az*a
cuvature ik nega The taJUssAn Cwvakltuct i% tl*e poadkca of die

th $jincip1 twtvattfts of Owe suviat F4o A bkowcinve dWIe) ak
illutrated lin Figure 3. die Causiwav currAwre is, poiwtive ii the
"ncihbhoukod 4l bub) the tqtuatr aWl the Polos but is, wet~ativc
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between the point of inflection B and the crown C. Therefore the
differential equation for the membrane stress changes from elliptic
type near the axis of symmetry, to hyperbolic type beyond the point
of inflection, and back to elliptic type beyond the crown C. At B
and C the Gaussian curvature is zero. Those familiar with the aero-
dynamic theory of supersonic flight would recognize that our mathe-
matical feature is exactly the same as that of the sonic line in a
mixed supersonic and subsonic flow. We have all the difficulties of
the transonic flow theory.

Nature takes a dim view of mathematical difficulties. In transonic
flow, shock waves soon appear. In our red cell theory, the features that
come to the rescue are the bending and the nonlinear effects, leading
to the buckling of the thin shell.

If there is a pressure differential across the red cell membrane, and
if there is no buckling, then we shall encoun.:er a singularity of
infinite membrane stress at the crown. This can be demonstrated
by considering the equilibrium of a segment of the red cell mem-
brane as shown in Figure 4. Here A is the axis of symmetry. The

,,•# Pi -PO >0 /N

Pi -Po >0

N~
., ~A

FiGuRE 4, Equilibrium )f a polar segment of the cell membrane.

pT

I

.0
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* pressure inside the red cell is denoted by P1, while the outside
pressure is denoted by P,. If the pressure differential P1 - P0 is
positive, the situation is as shown in Figure 4. The vertical resultant
force (pi-po) 7rr 2 must be balanced by the membrane compression
2i.rNP sin q, where qp is the angle between the tangent to the mem-
brane and the equatorial plane. Now at C the membrane is parallel
to the equatorial plane, so that qp = 0, and Np, must tend to
infinity if Pi- Po =# 0.

Perhaps no biological membrane can develop such an infinitely
- -- `.large stress. What actually happens when the pressure differential

pi-p,) :# 0 is that the bending and the nonlinear effects take over,
the shell buckles, and the normal biconcave shape will be lost.

We are all familiar with buckling of thin shells under negative
pressure, but it is equally important to remember that a thin shell
of the biconcave type can buckle also under a positive pressure. It is
easy to show by model experiments that the equatorial region of a
biconcave shell buckles into a number of lobes as the internal
pressure is increased and the pole region bulges out. This buckling
occurs because when the cell tries to become spherical as the internal
pressure increases, the equator must be sucked in. The buckles
merely compensate for the reduction in equatorial length. This very
simple reasoning, however, shows that the stress pattern in the red
cell membrane must be quite complicated under such a condition.

We have concluded that if the interior of the red cell is in a
fluid state, and if the pressure differential across the cell membrane
does not vanish, then either the membrane stress Np would tend
to infinity at the crown, or the cell would buckle. But the normal
red cells in the normal living condition are seen under the micro-
scope to be perfectly happy in the normal biconcave shape, without
tearing and without buckling. Therefore, we have to reject either
or both of the hypotheses; namely, the liquid interior and the finite
pressure differential assumptions. Sidestepping the solid interior
"hypothesis for the moment, we conclude that if the red cell interior

• is a viscous fluid, then the pressure differential cannot be finite.
Thus

PPo- 0  (1)
or, more accurately,

p+. < P-po < (2)

fr

< ip <P

F•
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where pl+', p 11 are the critical buckling pressures under positive

and negative internal pressures respectively. The calculation of
these buckling pressures is not easy, but an estimate for the mam-
malian red cell is that p, is of the order of 1 mm of water, p ` is
of the order -0.2amm water. Thus the internal pressure in the red
cell in the normal. biconcave configuration is essentially zero.

When we lojok closey. at the mechanics of the red cell, we find that
there are "othler-: important assets associated with the biconcave
geometry. One is the great deformability; the other is the reduction

[ of stresses in resisting the wear and tear experienced by the cell in
its course through the body, squeezing through the capillaries, turn-
ing the corners, getting caught in the sphincters, etc.

To explain this achievement let us look again at the whole cell.
Let us ignore the bending stresses, which are small even at large
changes. of -urvature because of the very small wall thickness, which
is estimated to be 70 to 100 Angstrom. A deformation will induce
no membrane stress if all the elements of length on the mid.surface
remain invariant during the deformation. In differential geometry
such a deformation is said to be isometric. A surface is said to be
"applicable to another surface if one can be deformed into the other
by continuous bending without tearing and without stretching. De-
formation of a surface into an applicable one is isometric, inducing
no change in the membrane strain or stress.

It is well known from differential geometry that if two surfaces are
applicable to each other, their Gaussian curvature must be the same
at the corresponding points. Applying this rule we can determine
whether a given shell can be deformed isometrically into another or
not. For example, a developable surface is applicable to another
"developable surface. Thus a thin-walled cylinder can be deformed
into a diamond-patterned bellows composed of flat triangles, as the
reader can easily verify by rolling a sheet of paper into a cylinder
and crushing it longitudinally by loading its ends. k sphere is
applicable to another spherical surface by an inversion, as shown in
Figure 5. But in either c,, the total volune enclosed in the shell
changes during buckling. If the enclosed volume is not allowed to
change, as in the case of the red cell -which is filled with an incom- '
pressible fluid, these deformations cannot occur without accom-

t panying stretching of the membrane. Here we realize the beauty

V!
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FIGURE 5. Example of applicable surfaces obtainable by isometric transfor-
miation. The red cell can deform isometrically and isochorically, so that
both the %volumie and the surface elemients are unchanged.

of the biconcave geometry of the red cell. There exist an infinite
number of surfaces applicable to the normal geometr-y (see Figure
5). The red cell can deforin into any one of these without any tear-
ing and stretching of its membrane.

This at once explains the great deforniability of the red cell and
the soundness of the cell design. The role it plays demands that it
be tough and flexible. It obtains the toughness by being able to
deform easily and avoiding the stress. Of course, thle red cells are

stresedwheeve th veociy gadient and the geometric condition

dto not permit them to deform isometrically. These "off-design" con-.
ditionrý must be investigated separately in each special case.

We may continue to examine what happens when the volume of
thle red cell dtoes change ats whenl thle cell is placed- ill a hypotonlic
or hypertonic medium; or what happens when the surface tensionl
or the membrane !-ucturv is changed when certain chemicals are
added to the plasmai~. We. may look into what is to be expected of a
ruptured red cell, thle so-called gh"St. Finally, we mlay examinle thle
Consequences of tile alternative hypothesis-naellcy that the interior
content of thle i-ed cell is a gel solid. Analytic solutions to tlwse
prnoblemns are importuaat because they offer us the ncauis to determine
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the red cell's properties: such as the distribution of the thickness of
the cell membrane, its stress-strain law, its strength, its changes in
flow in vivo and in vitro, and so on.

The theoretical results must be compared with experiments to
see whether the hypotheses are justified. Our theoretical examina-
tion has led to a number of experiments which are still under way.
At this time, the assumption that the normal red cell interior is a
liquid seems to be in agreement with all known facts.

One may ask, "What is the use of such an investigation?" Our
answer is, "We want to know how to handle the blood in the body
and in the heart-lung machine. We want to know the causes of
damage to the red cells and how to avoid them. We want to know
how oxygenation is accomplished and how to control iP. For these
we want to know how the red cell is stressed, how it is damaged,
how it interacts with the capillary wall, how it influences the blood
viscosity, and so on." Our interest in the red cell mechanics is more
than academic.

THE STRESS-STRAIN-HISTORY LAW OF SOFT TISSUES-
INTRODUCTION OF A NEW MECHANICS

The red cell problem considered above illustrates the type of
approach to biology that an engineer takes. To illustrate the other
side of the interaction-the enrichment of engineering science by
biology, it is perhaps best to consider the properties of materials
that are thrust upon the engineer. Again consider mechanics. In
engineering mechanics we are familiar with linear elastic materials
which obey Hooke's law-that the stress tensor is a linear function
of the strain tensor. This law describes admirably well most strut-
tural materials below the yielding point. Beyond the yielding point
most metals show the phenomenon of plastic yielding. Under re.
peated-stress cycles most structural materials dissipate energy and
deviate from Hooke's law, leading to the so-called viscoelasticity
phenomenon. In recent years rubbery materials became important
and the theory of finite deformation became a strong new branch
of mechanics. In bioengineering, we have to consider living tissues.
There are body tissues that may be described by these familiar laws.
However, there are other tissues that require an entirely new
description.
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Let us consider the soft tissues of our body, such as the skin, the
muscle, the blood vessels, and other connective tissues. It is obvious
that the mechanical properties of these tissues are important to
problems of physiology, pathology, medicine, diagnosis, and pros-
thetics. We shall discuss in particular the properties of the mesen-
tery, which is a thin membrane connecting the intestines. The
mesentery is a favorite tissue of the physiologist; it is transparent, of
uniform thickness, and has a microcirculation system that can be
easily seen under the microscope. Much of our knowledge about
microcirculation is obtained from the mesenteric flow.

It is well known that smaller blood vessels are stiffer. The prin-
cipal reason for this stiffness variation is simply the effect of the
size. For geometrically similar blood vessels, the stiffness, defined by
the derivative dp/dR, where p is the internal pressure and R the
lumen radius, increases as R decreases. However, for the capillary
blood vessels in the mesentery, the experimental results of Baez and
Lamport indicate that the capillaries with diameter of order 10
micra are much more rigid than the geometric factor alone would
imply. To explain this unusually high rigidity of the capillary blood
vessels in the mesentery, we ask whether the tissue surrounding the
blood vessels contribute significantly to the elasticity of the blood
vessel. In the mesentery the capillaries appear to be embedded in a
gel. However, it is obviously difficult to measure the distensibility
of blood vessels both with and without the surrounding tissues.
Hence it is not surprising that few data can be found concerning
this subject.

One way to evaluate the effect of the surrounding tissue is to
measure the elasticity of the tissue and then calculate the contribu-
tions under the hypothesis that the blood vessels are in direct con.
tact with the tissue. For this purpose a series of experiments was
made on the avascular portion of the mesentery of the rabbit. When
these experimental results were applied to the mesentery, it was
shown that the percentage contribution of the surrounding tissue
to the total stiffness of the blood vessels is, for capillary, 99.7%,
centrally located venule. 61.3%. arteriole, 45.2%, eccentrically
located venule, 41.7% and terminal artery, 11.8%, provided that
certain typical dimensions and typical stretching of the mesentery
were assumed. Although these percentage values would vary it the
assumed dimensions and stretching ware varied. it is evident that
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the surrounding tissue contributes greatly to the elasticity of the
blood vessels. The larger the effective size of the surrounding
tissue relative to the vessel, the greater is the contribution. The
capillary, which derives almost all of its elastic stiffnes. from the
surrounding tissues, may be described mechanically as a tunnel in a
gel.

The analysis that leads to the tunnel-in-gel concept of capillary
is an application of the stress-strain law of the mesentery. Let us now
turn to the law itself. If a narrow rectangular strip of the avascular
portion of the mesentery of a rabbit was tied at the ends and
tested in a tensile testing machine, the results may be presented in
Figures 6 to 8.

Figure 6 shows the load-deflection curve of a specimen when the
rate of strain imposed was 0.254 cm per minute. The ordinate shows
the load in grams. The abscissa shows the deflection in centimeters.
The relaxed length of the specimen was 1o=1.22 cm. When the
specimen was stretched from 1o to L1 1 2.54 cm, Eie corresponding

I0

46
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FIuaR 6. The load-deflection cur'e of a rabbit mesentery in tension, The
state corresponding to the naturally spread-out mew.nte•y is marked by the
swall circle. The point I1 marks the relaxed length of the specluien.
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tension induced was very small; in fact it was not readable in the
chart illustrated in Figure 6. Extension beyond 11 however, induced
a rapidly increasing tension. The load-deflection relationship was
definitely nonlinear.

Figure 7 shows typical hysteresis curves of the specimen. It is seen
that hysteresis exists, but it is not very large. Although it is not shown

High

;4

U.0

2

.CL -L4 O60•.02 .04 ,06 .08 .10 .12

EXTENSION, INCHES

m - 6 RA•BIT MES.
Lo=O,34" Loh I.09
STRAIN RATE:

UPPER, HIGH: ±0.2 in.dmin.
LOWER, LOW: t 0.02 in~lwio,

FItGRE 7. Hysteresis cunr'es of rabbit insvwntewy obtained at difIerent strain
rates. The high rate was ten times that of the low rate. Only slight ciange
in hysteresis curves was obtained. Smue of tie small difference is due to
fatigue, smue is due to strain rate.

in the figure, a completely unloaded specimen gradually returned
to the initial length lo. li other words. there was no doubt that the
material was elasts:, although the modulus of elasticity was very
small in the range It to 11. The curve marked "high• was produced
at a strain rate ten times faster thtan that marked "low". It is seen
that the hysteresis loops did not depend vevy muds on die rate of ýv
wt'ain.

Figure a shows a cturvs.relaxation corve. Tlle specitueln was
-trained at a constant rate until a tension T, was obtained. The
length of the specimen was then held fixed and die change of tension
with time was plotted.

i
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FtovUik 8. Relaxation curve. R-ihbit icsentery. The Slecimellt Wa.• tressvd

;%t a st-%ill rAtc of 1.27 cm per minute to tie peak. *i'hen1 tile wviug hetad

of the testing machine w;% suddenly stoplcd so that lte stvarii vemainlid

coistant. The subsqUent relaxatiot of stress is shmwm.

There are other features of interest. For example, if tihe specimen

is loaded and tnloaded at a fixed rate of strain between two fixed

limits of extension, the peak response decreases with the number of

cycles. It is a form of "fatigue**. Finally. it the specimen is strained

up to failure, the filure curve resembles that of ordinary strnctuval

materials. The ultimate load for the specimen shown in Figure 0

was about M1 grams. The iltimate strain at breaking point was

S= 2.17. The specimen failed by tearing at some unpredictable

points. In all these experiments the specimens were suspended in a

physiological solution at room temperature.

It is evident from the curves Show" in Figures 6i. that Itu strew

stain relationship for the mew-utery and the arteries is nonlinear.

that the stre does not depend on the strain alone. but also on lite

strain history, Let the atress•-taain relationship be separated into

two parts: all elstir PaIt and a parit, kendeut pars. Thc elatlic

part defines a unique strewstrain re1ltionip9 ie.. the "Qlatlkit."

of die nuterial. 11te ltistory41pendent part hi time dtkpeuidetw. it
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* is related to the hysteresis, stress relaxation, creep, and other non-
conservative phenomena. Thus we may write, for the simple elonga-
tion,

T(t) -= F[a(t)] + F'[A(t-T); t, T] (3)

where T(t) is the tensile stress at time t referred to the undeformed
state, i.e., the tension divided by the original cross sectional area,
and A(t) is the extension ratio which describes the strain. The ex-
tension ratio is defined as the length between two points in the
deformed state of the body divided by tile distance between these
two points in the undeformed body. FiA(t)] is a function of the
extension ratio A. at time t; wlmi-eas FP [A(t-T); t,1] is a function of the
entire history of the deMormation, A(t-4).

Consider first thte elastic response F(x). The most striking feature
of the elasticity of a living tissue as seen from Figure 6 is the very
small stress in response to large initial strain. In Figure 6 an ex-
tension up to about 100 percent of the relaxed length yields only a
small, immeasurable tension. However, for A greater than 2 the
stress rises rapidly, and indeed, exponentially. When the slope of
the elastic tension-deflection curve, dT/dx, is plotted against thi
elastic tension T, a remarkable correlation exists whidc iauy be fitted
by a straight line in the first approximation:

dC•" = aT, (k•)(4)
dA

An integration with the boundary condition T = T* when x = 0
giv.es T = Toca(A k (lt• ) (5)

This simple relation is remarkable, indetd, It shows that the tensile
stress is all exponential function of the extension ratio. It may be
shown that the skio, the series elastic element of the striated muttle
and the heart nius.le follow the saine trend. It appears that dte
exponential type of material is naturtal in die biological world,

Modification of this formula to account for die curvature of th•e
veperimental curve of dT/'dA vs T ait be introdt•el easily. How.
ever., it should be noted that T, ais given by the exponential lutu.
tioa abotve, doe not vanish unkless -4. de &uitW66". houevm.

A.
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we must have T = 0 when x- = 1, which defines the unstrained
state. Hence a modification is necessary in order to account for this
initial condition. This can be done in several ways. The simplest
way is to introduce a polynominal factor that vanishes at A = I.
Guidance for such a modification can be obtained from the general
theory of elasticity. It can be shown that if a strain energy function
W(A.A 2,As) exists, then for an isotropic incompressible elastic body
subjected to simple elongation, the Lagrangian tensile stress i4
given by

where I1. I are the strain invariants.

When ) -.. lthe zero factor must be of the form if

the stvain energy has no singularity at the undeformed state, i.e.. i(
OW/aI,, aW/aIl are finite and continuous at A = I. Adopting this
zero factor, we obtain

T's X•• -- -• ei (A -- A*),$l., (7)

Here the constant A no longer has the same simple meaning as a.
the slope of the dT/d4 venus T curve. However, the exponential
factor In this equation is so powerful that as far as the mesentery is
concerned, Eqs. (5) and (7) plot out to be almost the same curves.
with only a slight difference between a and a. For other soft tissues,
the polynomial factor may play an important zole and cano be
ignorecL

We note that. in general, the testing configturation ol k soft iinue
in the body 6 not the unsrained state. Pt l with the experience
of cutting a major artery often find that the veoel thrinks away from
the cut. Uhe determination df the unstralned natural state is a dit.
.ki tult " in biological experiments.

Atcording to these facts, it 6 eleme-nuty to point a•t tdot the
usual pactice itn the physiologitca litetatilte to ptse"I oame umtbet
forthUe Youngs modulus of clastity fta a liviig t is iu mmting.
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*less. The Young's modulus of a living tissue varies greatly with the
stress, ranging all the way from almost zero to about 5 X 106
dynes/cmr for the mesentery. On the other hand the slope at the
origin, a, and the curvature, 2ab, of the dT/dA vs T curve are con-
stant over the physiological range for many soft tissues. These para-
meters, together with a specific tension (or Lagrangian stress) TO at
a specific extention A*, completely characterize the elastic curve for
the lower stress range. They are the candidates for data collection
and data presentation.

Let us now consider the history-dependent part of the stress-strain
relationship. In this respect, the most striking feature of the mesen-
teric response, as shown in Figure 7. is that the hysteresis curves are
insensitive to the strain rate. Otherwise, the relaxation curve of

* Figure 8 would suggest that the relaxation function may be ap-
proximated by an exponential function. However, any finite sum of
such exponents (dicrete frequency spectrum) would imply a fre-
quency dependence of the hysteresis loop. Therefore. the hysteresis
and the relaxation curves taken together nxan that a discrete relaxa-
tion spectrum is imidequate. It turns out that tw1e inversion of the
experimental relaxatiorn curve to determine the frequency spectrum
is wathiewatically a problem of inversion of Laplace transform on
the real ausi (the transform is real-valued and is known only for
real arguinents), and is a rather tenuous proces The same re-laxa.
tion curve may be fitted approximately by wveral frequency func.
tions, and a ierction of tle exact invene would demand a iuuimeri.
Cal plecision of the relaxation function ""obtainable in exltra•alnts.
Howev ke, th-etoice of the inverse Can be Lased on the hysteresis
"Ctrme. With %och a rea-ASMUW& we frmulate the s ties hisr
law a foulows:

Atr dflA(r)] dd 0
SF A(t 4-f ..am'(x),)f tt , (O)

witeve tF(,, the_ elastic ms.pon w, is given by the fight hand side of
E.(7). 1110e integral is a hirwar suiq postion~ of. the past stres his-

tory; 4 i the frequrency swetruffl. and is Awise to We A kon-
lintlaut functi of the hrCquMwy. , Ike tultstion ato) .spirath out
ther tharatteritir freq"Uides so that the strainl rate Amcc is spread
ua I ini tot. 4 way that the hyt"sicres fisb cms rattl tr t ho n i

Plactt"a taiew (j Migif taics. '11W m*Stwi awr Sufe~u w

. ,"
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which makes the stress depend linearly on the stress-history and
nonlinearly on thi strain-history, is a simplification without whidc
the stress-strain law would be much more complicated.

If the elastic stress F[A(t)] is a step function, then T(t) is the
relaxation curve. and it is seen that a(v) is die inverse Laplace trans-
form of T(t).

Without further elaboration on the analytical form of tde spec-
trunu a (y) anti the threc-ditnensional generalization of the one-
dimensional stress-strain law, we cant characterize a living soft tissue
by saying that the elastic stress is ess&ntially an exponential function
of the extension ratio, and that the viscoelasticity is seini-linear,
whose relaxation function has a continuous frequency spectrum. As
far as I know, there is no engineering material that behaves in this
way. Mechanics of such materials must be worked out anew. There
is no catalog of existing solutions to boundary.value problems ot
such materials. Developments is% this field would undoubtedly foster
further advances in nonlinear mechanics.

These examples Ahow that the theme of bioengineering as a sci-
entific dixcipline-the enlargement of engineering sciences to dva!l
with bionedical problels, is not emnpty. Engineers oiler " new set
of tools-the iethliods to engineering analysis and synstlhwis to
biology and nmdicine.

In return. the need to s•arpetn their tool to deal with new ptob.
lenn in hiucnginvering would certainly enrich engineering sciences.
However. we are witneing only the sprouting of thie Wcse the
floweling and fruition would await t•h atrts oW the future.
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V. The Organisation of
Living Memory Systems

3.?.. VOtING

IT 11'AS BEEN noticed tilat wL.e biologists are unwilling t) answer
dhe qutxtion "What is life?" To the layman it might seemt that this
should be the problem ihai most concerns biologists, bmu tile lay.
man forgets that science has given up trying to answer sudh simple
questions as "what is heat", or "light." or even "!mlatter." However
it is a sign of the growing maturity of biology that although we re.
fuse to say wkat life is, we call now give arather precise anld utuank.
higutuus ddfinition of living rgan..is1s. They areit very Complicatced
systems anl the dlefinition is long and rather idull. it heginls by
%Ayiug that the systcms, -ire composed of somie 16 of the 92 nalural
eleluents. mlainly of carbon, hydrogen, oxygel an d nitrogel. It notes
that these are far from being 1the Couwluontc eleents in thle ear|h\
Coffmpouiltion but they are the four smallet eCluents in thle Periodic
Syst•mn that nmke table etectronic configuratins, hb ;icceptilg 1. 2.
$ or 4 elc•rons (see Wald IM). MoitNlo,.r carbon. nitrogen and
oxygen are, thle only deleents that regularly form double ind triple
bonds. The four common bioelvenent* ave thus Patticularly "suited',
to winu mkdlmes and since dte elemenu are small the molecule
wae stable. Living organisam are iii fat remuarkably stable. We
I.res this by qyiq-g thfat they (awst-ve patienS oI odmer, often lo

man mllinsof yeams TO qu;Ae We butsrAndln CUIainpký the1
Awaualian lung'Nws. ate almost iWutiai with theht Aucemtok
CeWdodss which liwid SW0 tudito" yeavs ago. Again, the shrewus t"-t
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are alive today are very little -different fromn the shrews -of the
Cretaceous period 80 million years ago, -who:incidentally were also
very like our own ancestors. -

Besides containing much that is stable, living things are also. very
liable to change slightly,. moreover they exist in great variety. This
may be partly a reflection of the properties-of the element carbon,
with its four valencies and great families of homologous -series of
compounds, fatty acids, esters, alcohols, aldehydes and so on. Yet in
spite of their variety all living organisms are *built of remarkably
similar molecules. There are compounds such as nicotinate, pan-
tothenate, thiamin, adenosine triphosphate and many others that
"occur not only widely but probably in all-aninials and plants. Elab-
orate compounds, such as the porphyrins, turn up in-slightly dif-
ferent forms as the chlorophyll of plants (combined with magnesi.

urn) or the haemoglobin or cytochrome_,of animals (combined with
iron). Especially astonishing are the similarities of, the proteins.
These are composed of chains of amino acids, variously folded. But
only about 20 of all the possible amino acids are used in animals,
plants or bacteria. Most astonishing of all isthe regulation of the
order of living things' by what we shall call the informational
molecules, the nucleic acids. These serve to arrange the amino-acids
in their particular orders on the protein chains. It is probable that
.approximately the same combinations of theo_ nucleotide bases
serve to introduce given amino-acids in viruses, bacteria and man.
It is as if the instructions of the living systems were all written in
the same language.

At more elaborate levels of organisation there are further similar-
ities between organih.as. Thus most organisms are based on the cel-
lular structure of nucleus, cytoplasm and cell membrane. The dcec-
tron microscope has shown a large range of organelles that are very
widely spread among animals and plants. The endoplasmic reticu-
lum is a system of intracellular channels, to some of which are at.
tached the ribosomes which are concerned dItuing protein synthesis
to carry the amino-acids to their correct positions on the proteins.
The mnitochondria are folded structures carrying the enzymnes con-
cerned in making energy available. Cilia are little whips attached to
cells to produce movemenit and they have almost identical struc-
tures wi -'revcr they wcur, with a ring of nine. fibres and two more :
iin the centre.
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With all of these facts, then, we can indeed define living organ-
isms very much more precisely .than was possible when all that
could be said was that they were -made of protoplasm or animal

- spirits. Nevertheless it will be felt that by such descriptions of the .
:composition of organisms we have not come very near to achieving

. . .what could be regarded as an adequate definition of living -things.
And indeed it is characteristic of them that they are not entities at
equilibrium and therefore cannot be stztically defined. They are
open systems, continually interchanging with the environment and
"maintaining a steady state. This active interchange is perhaps as near
as we can come to an abstract entity that we can refer to as "le."
The most characteristic thing about it is that it continues. The
biologist thus must recognise the directional characteristic of the
reactions that he studies. These reactions have had the effect of

-,maintaining this astonishing continuity of living systems probably
for over 2000 million years. The subject matter of biology demands
an enquiry into how this stability is ensured. It is not only that the
biologist is not ashamed to study this directional activity but rather

ZJ that he is neglecting his subject if he does not do so. When a bio-
chemist studies th, reactions of the substances that he finds in an
organism today, he will sooner or later discover that he has to study
their history and indeed their function or purpose in the plan of
self-maintaining activities.

This, oh•urse, takes us back to the question of how such systems
began. The origin of life is a question that is discussed by reputable
scientists today and we can only say here that their tentative conclu.
sion is that it began by the formation of complex compounds in a
reducing atmosphere over 2000 million years ago. There is a wide-
spread "belief" that this occurred by "naturtl" processes but there

w• is doubt as to what these conditions might 1--"e been to account for
the production of the particular ordered sequence of nucleotides
that would serve to produce an active protein. Theve is, indeed, inl
this discussion au element of "which ctame first, the hen or the
egg," since the ntcleotides can only operate with the assistance of
enzymes to build proteins, but the enzymes are themselves proteins.
,Haldane has speculated that the first sel'-replicating nucleic add
. olecules might have been able to code for ribonuclease, whicii is
one of the simplest of protems (containing about 120 amno-acid).

Even the simplest w•lif-uaintaining Organism today. the W cteria,

1* -'
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are of a complexity that is very difficult for us to visualise or other-
wise model. They maintain their active balance and steady state by
putting into operation at the right rate some thousands of enzymes,
which are catalysts that make reactions take place at relatively low
temperatures. It is interesting to try to elucidate the principles by
which all this activity is so regulated as to ensure continuity. We
may concentrate upon two of them. First there must be a repertory of
possible states of the system, incorporated in the various nucleotide
combinations that have survived because they have made proteins
that have been useful for the organisms in the past. The biochemist
will find no explanation for the presence of any one nucleotide
combination unless he knows that it codes for a particular protein
that has played a part in keeping the system stable and may be
needed again. This set of states thus constitutes the basic memory
record. It is a representation of the past in the literal sense that it
allows the organism to re-present to the environment a response that
is appropriate for ensuring continuity.

The second principle thus emerges as the power to respond to the
environment. This depends upon some form of detectors, sensitive,
for example, to excess or to deficiency. Thus, in the classic case, a
bacterium in the presence of a new raw material (substrate) will
synthesise an enzyme to make that material available. Without go.
ing into detail we can say that this depends upon having a) some
detectors or sensors of environmental conditions, b) a communica-
tion channel by which to transmit to the memory what we may call
the information as to what is needed so that c) actions that are
effective are performed. For bacteria Jacob and Monod and other
biochemists have provided a lot of evidence about the details of
this communication channel.

The fundamental principles for the maintenance of a stable
steady state system are thus essentially those of communication.
These include the presence of a selected memory record represent-
ing events in the past, sensors able to detect change and to signal
to the memory so that effective actions are performed. These are
indeed obviously the minimal elements that must be involved in a
steady state, but the logical features of the organisation of such a
system are lessc lear than they seem. The actions must be such as
are compatible with the future conditions of the surroundings aniti
this is enswed only if tie actions forecast the conditions. All lift

S. . :: ... . .. . . . -• V /'C--
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-- participates in the character of what v. Foerster (1962) has called an
inductive inference computer. Such activities are particularly con-
spicuous in the nervous system, with its memory and communica-
tion networks. But this is only a special case. We shall now show
how the same principles of communication and control are manifest
in all living activities and in this way we shall try to elicit the essen-
tial features of those principles.

The concept of "control" is not at first easy to reconcile with the
physical scientist's approach to the organism as a reacting systemn
like any other. It can perhaps be expressed by saying that the present
state of any living systemi is dependent, like any other system, (1) on
the surrounding conditions (2) on its present internal state, which in
turn depends on its history. There is nothing unusual in this, except
that the "informational" molecules are of a character such as to
carry an unusually long and complicated record of their history. So
we are back at the fact that the essential character of living organ-
isms is their peculiar components, but we have added now that these
lead them to operate in certain unusual ways, which give the ap-
pearance of foresight.

The particular state of a living organism at any time is thus de-
pendent upon two sets of factors, the internal organisation that it
receives from the past and the constraints imposed from outsidc at
present. This double dependence ensures that the state and actions
of the system are such as to lead to its continuance (Young 1946).
Organisms have this property, of course, because selective action
upon the memory in the internal organisation has insured that it
"instructs" the system to proceed in that way, selecting "correct"
responses from the repertory that has been built tip. We have now
to ask how living systems m panage to make "correct" responses.

The capacity to make the right adjustments depends upon the
dynamic characteristic of the system, on the fact that it is constantly
changing. One of the most revolutionary of all techniques in biology
has been the demonstration, by use of isotopes. if what Schoen.
waeimer called the "dynamical state of bodily constituents." liin otrgn
vary considerably in their degreeof permanence, but in the majority
there h a rather rapid turnover. Thus by injecting cholesterol
labelled with uC into the yolk sack of day-old chicks it can be shown
that this laeliled material has a halslife in the li-er or kidney of
about rcs dayt. Soste constituents have shorter half-lives, others

.rsone. ro h -eeror that- ha* ben biltup We hav now ~
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longer; for instance, the collagen of the tendons once laid down
turns over little if at all. Particularly important is the fact that there
is a nuclear component that turns over very little. After labelling of
rat's brains with tritium and later separation by centrifugation, it
was found that about 20% of the material in the nuclei retained
its activity for 6 months. This is about the proportion of the nuclei
that is made up of DNA.

Great parts of the living system are thus continually changing
and this gives them the opportunity to be adjusted to meet chang-
ing external circumstances. This continual replacement is the action
system of the inductive inference computer. These continual home-
ostatic adjustments, as it were, compute the best state for the future
in the light of the memory from the past and the present conditions.
It is this that ensures against the risks of disruption by accident,
which are inherent in any highly organised system. We have treated
the organism as a planned device with mechanisms available to
meet changes in its surroundings. These mechanisms include special
repair processes ready to meet the types of damage to which the
body is liable. We are so familiar with repair systems that we forget
that they are as much part of the physiological repertory as, say, the
actions of heart or lungs. Clotting of the blood is a particular case
where the mechanism is known in some detail and we also have
direct evidence from the hereditary disease, haemophilia, that it is
genetically controlled. There is in fact a very large range of regenera-
tive powers, for example in the skin, bones, nerves or liver. We are
apt to think that mammals are limited in this respect compared
with lower animals, which can regenerate whole limbs. But it is al-
most certainly a question of selection of those repair processes that
are effective in keeping the individual alive or allowing it to repro.
duce, Mammals and birds do not regenerate limbs because if they
lost one, in the period without it they would not be able to com.
pete in the cwnnp!ex environments that they ocrupy, especially since
they are warm-blooded and need constant supplies of food, Newts
can fliot about in the water even ifter loss of a leg and still make A
good use of a new limb, when it grows. Frog tadpoles can grow new
limbs, but not adult frog,. which would be too handicapped with.
out then].

All these repair mechanisms are. in effect, special developments of
the turnover, processes. which in turn are special features of the

-.. ,.
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growth process to which we must now turn. The feature of living
systems that produces all these adjustments is the tendency to repli-
cate-to grow. It would be satisfactory if we could define this in
terms of the capacities of the so-called self-replicating molecules of
the nucleic acids. These have, indeed, remarkable properties of act-
ing as primers and organisers of the synthesis of others like them-
selves. But they cannot, of course, do it simply on their own. They
replicate only as parts of systems including other molecules, in
particular those of the nucleotide polymerases. Though we cannot,
therefore, say that we can yet fully define the chemical conditions
of growth we can see them much more clearly now than was pos-
sible evei. few years ago.

Given suitable conditions, the mass of matter in a living yeast
cell increases at a constant rate. Then after every four hours or so
the rate suddenly doubles and the cell divides (Mitchison 1957). In
a population of organisms such behaviour obviously leads to a
logarithmic increase and this seems to be the basic rule for the syn-
thesis of living matter. What has grown is capable of growing. This
is the driving force lying behind all the adaptive characters of life.
Of course, in organisms like ourselves the growth tendency is
checked, so that instead of becoming mere unwieldly aggregates, the
highly differentiated body is produced, with all its organs, each of
the right size. But the growth power is there nevertheless and again
becomes manifest in the repair process such as those we have men-
tioned.

Indeed, the growth process never really stops; it only reaches the
steady state of turnover, in which synthesis is matched by destruc-
tion. This is well seen in the many tissues, such as the blood, whose
cells last only for a short time and are then destroyed. It is also con-
spicuous in tissues that are especially liable to damage, such as those
of the skin or lining of the intestine, which are continuously re-
placed.

But, as we have seen, turnover continues in the majority of tis-
sues, and turnover is a form of growth in which synthesis and
destruction within the cells are balanced.

This continued renewal of the tissues is the mechanism that en.
-: sures their effectiveness as inductive inference computers, provid-

ing memory systems for producing continued survival. Like all
planned systems those of the body are subject to random errors
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and accidents of many sorts. Some accidents are bound ultimately
to disrupt the functioning of any and every part anl of the whole
body. Repair processes are provided for the accidenu. to which each
part is prone, but the repair processes themselves are liable to
defect. Continuity is only ensured by repeated rejection and renewal
of parts and ultimately of whole organisms.

It would be interesting to know more of how renewal is related to
daily functioning and to the demands and stresses impused by the
surroundings. Many tissues have remarkable powers of adaptation,
obvious examples being the growth of muscles with use and the
increased oxygen carrying power of the blod induced by life at
high altitudes. Presumably, here, there are receptor mechanisms
which call upon specific synthetic response systems. But for us the
interesting feature is that the muscle or the blood carry their
memories of the past not as coded records or changes of instructions
but simply as a change in their functioning capacity. They answer
the question "Have you been as high up as this before?" simply by
the way they act. We may find this a valuable clue when searching
for the memory of the nervous system.

We begin to see then some sort of outline of the "plan", selected
through the millenia, by which living things remain alive. It is a
plan depending upon communication systems to produce adjust-
ments at a series of time scales so as to ensure continuity. Higher
organisms such as mammals have some very sensitive and rapidly
adjusting systems, for example, those that regulate the heart beat,
respiration and other processes that we ordinarily call physiological.
The communication is here through the nervous system, which in-
cidentally contains sections operating on different time scales, much
slower for internal ("autonomic") than external ("somatic") events.
Rather slower and longer lasting adjustments are made by the
chemical signalling systems of the endocrine glands. The hormones
are more suitable than nerve impulses to control adjustments that
continue over a long period and involve changes at points with
addresses in many parts of the body.

Still longer term adjustments are those adaptations we have b-en
considering, by which muscles and bones grow strong with use or
one kidney or other gland becomes larger if another fails and so on.
These, like the simpler physiological adjustments. depend upon spe.
cial mechanimns, allowed for in the instructions.

47

V. 'I-
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You will notice 'hat as we proceed to longer time scales we pass
to events whose occurrence is less likely. Changes in heart rate are
certain to be demanded of every organism, as also are regulation of
feeding and excretion. Hormonal mechanisms are called into play
repeatedly, but irregularly, as in the stress responses of the adrenal
gland, for example. Adaptive responses of muscle, blood, bones and
glands are still less frequent and vary more with the activities of the
organism and the accidents imposed by the environment. The repair
mechanisms such as those for bone, are even less regularly called
upon and the body, as we have seen, is only able to effect repairs that
have reasonably often proved to be effective in the past.

All of these mechanisms together ensure survival, but only for a
strictly limited period. If organisms depended only upon them, life
would long ago have become extinct. The repair mechanisms gradu-
ally fail and senescence supervenes. In a state of nature, accident
usually kills the organism before old age is manifest. Even apart
from accident, repair mechanisms are likely to become less effective
with age, if only because of the decreasing effectiveness of selection
against characteristics that manifest themselves later (i.e. after some
offspring have already been born). We cannot here enquire into all
the complexities of the study of ageing, but one ýeature is of special
interest, namely the production of errors in the instruction system of
the DNA. These are bound to occur, perhaps especially as the mole-
cules are used for copying. I'Ihere is indeed some evidence that errors
in the DNA are repaired. It is claimed that they are recognised by
the "nonsense" molecules that they produce and are then removed
and replaced with the information provided by the homologous
strand (Falzone et al., 1966). It is said that the turnover of DNA
increases in older people but there seems sonic doubt about this.

For our purposes the point is to emphasise once more the vulner.
ability to accident of any planned system. The continuity of life
demands some better insurance than planned repair. And, of coursm,
life has a better insurance. Continuity throughout the centuries is
maintained by repeatedly submitting the instructions to the hazards
of reproduction. Whenever a cell divides there is a period in which
the genes are not operative. During that time only thoe metabolic
systems that have previously been produced maintain tihe life of the
cell. This acts as a filter for the instruction system that produced
them. If the enzymes are ineffective because of a deficit in the in.
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structions then that set will not be perpetuated (FaLone et a! 1966).
This selection is doubly vigorous during the haploid phase of sexual
reproduction, when the insurance of the paired instructions is lost.
It is interesting that in both plants and animals the main operating
phases in which short-time adjustments are made use diploid and
often polyploid instructions. These provide some protection against
damage to the DNA. The haploid phasC is a short and sharp period
of selection. This may be the explanation for the vast production
of sperms, since in these the organism is reduced to the instructions,
together with the minimum of operating machinery. Abnormal
sperms are certainly exceedingly common and the selection must be
very severe, so that the metabolic machinery is tested to its limits
and the DNA that produced it is passed on1.

Reproduction, then, is the guarantee against error in the instruc-
tions. It is significant that no mass of living tissue continues indef-
illitely without division. But reproduction d(oes more than this; it
allows for the longest term adjustlments of all, those of evolution. By
mutation, selection and recombination it ensures that new sets of
possible actions arc available for selection according to the condi-
tions of the environment. The long term changes that we call evolu-
tion are thus tile continuatimo of tile processes of adjustment that
begin with the second by second adjustncots of the heart rate. The
mct'haulisiu of the adaptive change is silnilar fromn ole Ced of tile
time scale to the other in that it depends on selection from sets of
possible responses. On the evolutionary tim~ie scale the selectioil is
not acconplished by feed-back through delicate sensors and conlmu-
ilication channels, but by the harsh facts of survival. But such sys,
tenls of randmn selection among a large nmlelur of slightly different
pcssibilities allow sOle of the must precise adjustituwts (Platt l9158),
Our astonishment at the accuracy antd intrica•y of living activities

is a measure of our rating of their effectiven11u as systeuls of plait-
nil1g,

Thus living systems make their forCcasts ol a great span of time
.cale. We ••t now returl to exallilne in itiwe detail tile p1)oc) s Of
rforecasting it) the nIvrvot)5s systetm. Reiwttlwriing that. althotigh it is
a particularly ingeniols forecaster, it is only ot1e allmong the many
in the boly antd that tile meithots that it adopts are special develop,
litelitS of thOSC that arM used throughout. It NIs been. enlphtasiset
that all parts of the body make their fowecasts by conintiousilh ad.
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justing their action systemns in the light of information received by
somic system of sensors of surrounding conditions. This feature of
organisation as a communication channel is, of course, particularly
characteristic of the nervous systemt. Indeed, when we speak of corn-
iniunication in the body we arc apt to think of nervous coinmnunica-
tion rauther than any other sort.

Ani especial feature of the nervous communication is that distant
parts of the body are put into communication with each other,
whereas the communications we have been speaking of hitherto have
been fromt one part of a cell to another or among neighbouring
cells. He wcever, the blood and its hormones also p~rovide a wide-
spread system.

Thie signals carried in the nervous system are very precisely ad-
dressed. The network, is laid dlown undcr the influence of heredity.
controlling thle operations of embryonic development. These provide
nervous channels by which appropriate actions are taken to main-
tain life. First, as a child develops, by the simp~le processes of
respiration, digestion etc., followed by more complex actions, sitting
up, walking, talking and so onl. Thew effectiveness of these is ensured
by a great multiplicity of channels. lit the nervous system) each chan-
itel is thle axon or- output fibre of a nierve cell and it usually carries
only information of one type. Thel Signals ;Ire thle nterve imptillses.
all alike in any one Oire. varying only in frequency and pulse dlis.
tribtation. These impulses propagate electrically int an all-or-nothill-
manner to thle end of thle nerve fibre. H-ere connection is made either
with the receiving end of another nerve cell or with a muscle or
gland. Single signals do not usually pass at these gates. thle synapses.
NMostly it requires a puirticular piitteaaa of frequency in one fibre, or
distribution of impulses in several incoming, pre-synaptie fibres to
p)roduce an outgoing signal in the post-synaptic cell. Nloreover the
transmission from pre- to post-synaptic is usually mlediated, not Ceke-
trically, but by secretion of a transuiniter sulstance. These include

aieS, Such as adrenlalinle, 5warnhn n .Iydfoxiyurypta
mine. amino acids such as gamma atoinobutyric acid and ghutamille.
and tile choline ester acctYkilcoile. Soile of these act as excitors. j
others as Inhibitors of tile p~ossyniaptic Vell. Tile balance of 111M.
effects ca,,-kitutes. am it were. tile act of collputing by which thle
ller~vus system decides what actions are to be taken. Particular pat.
terns of input in groupi ol allerent (sensoy) netrVe fibres produce
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appropriate motor outputs. When you tread upon something sharp,
die signals in the receptor fibres that ure activated are so routed that
shortening occurs in the flexor muscles of the leg that was pricked
and in the extensor muscles of dte other leg. Trhus while one bends
the other straightens-to hold the body up. Moreover, to produce
the appropriate action of lifting the foot the relevant antagonistic
muscles must be inhibited. '1he flexors cannot contract effectively
unless the extensor muscles relax.

If the nervous system operated only with these principles the
creature would move like a puppet, pulled by strings. In fact, the
nervous system is not just a passive transmitter of signals. It contains
many units that are continually active in more or less complex pat-
terns. Some of these produce relatively simple rhythmic actions, such
as those of breathing. Others, much more complex, maintain the
extremely elaborate patterns of activity of the higher nervous cen-
tres. We understand relatively little of these activities at present, but
it is essential to keep in mind that most of the cells of the brain are
continually changing their thresholds, that is, their tendency to
send signals. These changes occur either because sudc variations arv
built into the composition of the cells or under the influence of
rhythmic excitation from central systems with specific activating
functions.

So far, the actions of the nervous systemis have b" dc--ibed as
procceding within an invariant network, developed under the
influence of heredity. In reality no nervous system remains static ini
this way, even the simplest parts are modified by use. Probably it is
by special developments of this power to be modified that there
develops the memory system which is tie object of our search.

Many facts indicate that nerve cells and fibres grow it they are
used and atrophy and may die it they are left without input, Un.
fortunately, very little is known of the biochemical basis for these
socalled trophtic responste of nerie cells and fi•brs. This is one of the
lacks that leaves us in a weak potition for considering the morc
specialiwed memory proctse that have peumably grown out ot

The development of a memory facility dlpends upon die 1*-rice

of alterative possible outputs following the stimulation of given
"input channels Of Mour esen In a fully reflex system of rospoWi.

acivtinof any glven thannel vaisacmoding to the other
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channels with which it is stimulated. The response to treading on
thumb tacks with both feet is not the same as with one. But for

!i there to be an effective memory, there must be alternative possible
action whose probability of future use can be altered in the light of
the effects for the organism that have followed from their use in
the past. This means that the memory system must be provided with

* some means for identifying what have been the results of the actions
and this is. of course, one of the functions of signals such as those of
taste, pain and other systems of reward. In our work with octopuses
we have tried to work out the system by which these signals come
to alter the probability of future actions. We suppose that there are

* classifying cells in the receptor system, each sensitive to sonic particu-
lar environmental change and that these cells may produce alterna-
tive actions. Thus when, for example, a horizontal rectangle appears
in the visual field a horizontal classifier is activated and could make
the octopus either attack it or retreat. In fact, an unfamiliar object
excites a slow and cautious attack. Suppose the result is a shock,
then the signals indicating that aversive behaviour is indicated
must somehow not only activate the system for retreat but also
increase the probability that retreat will follow when a similar rec.
tangle appears again. Thiss, it is suggeste, may be the function oU
collatmerl channels leading from the retreat fibres and serving to
block the "attack" pathway leading from that clanssiying tell, turn.
ing it into a cell ordering ;*retreat". Thlle particular mechanism that
we suppose may be operative is that these recurrent Channels acti.
vate siall cells with short processes that are specialized to begin to
emit an inhibitory &ubstancv when they are appropriately activated,
Such cells occur in the parts of the brain that are known to be
twctvary for the two i-eparate memories of tire octopusý One memory

i% for objects seen and another for objects toucheal, Moreover. in the
touch ýYjstem it 11s been shown that after removal of all thdese M l
e el"s i l lials can no longer lkarn not to take an object that hIs
ben axssoiated with pain (Wells &: MWlh 107, Wells & Voung I9W),
"heIe ih, therefiore, Soaw evide••e that these Cells e aft ociAted
with an inhibitomy functiont We twoV have sam stgetion of how
they do it. Mleatrmictotopy shAws ti-at they are packed with th
tsfickls that haw been shown almost tertiaily to contain tfasw

"tittem Mdibtantft But thewe farticulat syllapic pfdizes-e ar 0 pecti.
liar& in Wfing in cowtatt With aothe *koccss ai40. comuiaipg bycnapic

I 1.
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vesicles. The suggestion is that when the small cells are activated,
say by signals of pain, they release a substance that blocks or inacti-
vates the excitatory effects 01 the fibres with vesicles with which they
are in contact. Such an action mnight be turned oin suddenly by the
activation of anl enzynte system, and would then block the unwanted
pathway indefinitely. We have, in fac~t, evidence that die octopus
miemory systemn shows a considerable ix-rsistence for up to four
itonths, which is a large part of the animal's life. There is also
evidence that, although the change once it has been muade is not
reversed, if the system is not tested by use it mnay seemn partly to
"forget". !it the sense of muaking at first soume. wrong responses, whenl
tested with a given figure after a long timte.

According to this view, then, the change that constitutes t~he
inuemory consists in alteration of the probabilities of various action.%
as a result of experience of their results. Vlore Specifically thle txus.
sible outcomes be-coine reduced and limited. 3ituations that inight
product- one of several outcoutes. later, as a result of experience,
product! only one. This surely is not a ad descriptit, :, of the procems
of learning as wve experience it ourselves. Thle ls~ticular feature ol
human muelmry is thle Capacity to react app~ropriately to. a ljrge
nuinbe'v of particular deratiled situations. especially of couvsw. thloe
concerned with spee-ch. This brings us to the prohlemt of whetther
the 111eluory containfs anlythings Similar to an elaborately zadiltessd

-ecord. Ve often have the exprienrce that infrmtion i~ av ila-ble
if only we co~uld find it. Yet it is quite tuillkely that the irents are
filed in a highly classified systeml Sucha as that of a colupter. Fach
point in a computer record contains wi~f~ato"oly in the
SCMe that when consulttd at the corret , moment as% part oi a po
gram its "Ansswer"~ will hate *onic velevallfe to events in the outsidev
uwrld. Each point canlI be rtwrncs to a onet-val tt onzu d uswd ts's.er
again to represent ;inottr sort OW intomnratiowm Nettv cells ave Hot
like that. Each of thenm has a special welation to wius particulr type
of etvint in tile osnshk u-mid, 1his 6s, indeerWA tie- leotue that giv-o_
to tir nmctioui *ýwtm iv* gmateste asve~ik cats takdta di tohcvt Itront
tie uvtld sbaroe it lia* lhttvatly a tatain hwonaemopldsm With it,
Thw receptot syi)%ems ard brhin coi-tivitute, a* it weire, a tmAtrx to#

deh-litrg tire worh. loit Is Untaug~ht ma~te te Ina-ItIN l% Capable 01
rmAIing vuot tt,midU, w tw putt A thewide thild cao let'ait
to l1%v ia~ army of wuy d~iktat uodts. biftemi t"dait it, in manty
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respects. though the ihoiwc is more limited than we s5tplmOe. To
live a relatively effective life all people must walk, feed themselves
with their hands, speak and behave in more or less cownentional
ways. We still do not know how ;.Lucl of our capacity to do these
things depends upon the maturation of the nervotts system under
heredity and how inuch to later learning. The power to learn is
rertainly itself all inherited capacity. But there are considerable
lirtitations on what we can learn, though our powers are much
wider than those of ally animal. We are not a laX'Flct i.struttllnt,
able to learn anything, but at birth our brains are more nearly
blank slheets titan those of any other animal. The essence of a good
piece of writing plmap is that it doeS not have anything wdittel Oil
it already.

A good computer cal perform a wide variety of operations upomn
a range of nunmtirs. Yet it may le that even our most complex
lXowel's, Such as thi Ilse of language. delpnd in considerable detail
oil hereditarily determined xatterins of brain action. The brain is all
ingenios inductive infe'rence compulter. but one life i toa shor't to
allow tile acc!ii11ation of the i1mivIowI amourt of " i11for1ation that
is tsed ill laiguage. "The problein for the cdhild is llot the aplurmently
iii.tl•wa•ble inductive [eat of atriving at a transforimatioaal gpnera.
tive grammar front rsu'tictelh data. but ratlt' that of discoveriug
whichl of p'o.sih•- langutfage le is being exlosed to" (C!1onMky
-1967). it other w•.rt! having diw• veml that those aMound him ate
*Ieaking Simpaoish thle hId at once p-mh to iw tho rulle. "h
Spanistt gralultar of rather thle spanI6 -veSito Wf 1he ulliwveil
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know little of thlt Physiology of Ito utey peAte. hW ;lCtions it
takes tenid tw~xerpetuate tiw individuAl and lhis te tenqy inetase
4* I ne atnd oaitim with tutfvowalit vetihs give e- imminAt,
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a decline. The penalty for storing information in any one particular
piece of matter is that it must deteriorate whether recorded upon a
clay tablet or in a brain. Only by rejection of that information and
return to basic operating instructions is the essential nature of the
system preserved. But man has found a way around this difficulty
too. By speech, and particularly by writing, lie ensures that the
information in each head is not lost at death but can be communi-
cated to thousands of others and reproduced by them. This is the
capacity that puts mankind in a different category than all other
creatures, for he can store information additional to that in the
gone pool. It is a method that has certainly provided him with
great biological advantages. He can live in great numbers in all
parts of the earth and possibly eventually in other parts of the
universe. It remains to be seen whether there are also dangers in
this attempt to preserve information without the shuffling that has
been the safeguard of the genetic information for so long. It may be
that the very fact of not shuffling provides a dangerous conserv.
atism. Perhaps we find it difficult to adjust to the dangers we see,
for the very reason that we are so thoroughly well instructed by the
past. This may seem paradoxical, but two possibly useful lessons
emerge from this approach to memory. One is that the steady state
is not maintained by operating according to a fixed set of rules.
What the rules do is to provide a system with it menimory reprtory
of possible actions that have proved effective in the past. It is sensi.
tive to its surroundings and communicates information about them
to the memory so that effective items are chosen from those Possihle.
The second lesson is that, though all terrestrial life as we know it
uses common materials and principles, yet detailed rules of opera-
tion vary enormouisly and continually. 'Viht paradox of life is that
Constancy and stability delpnd upon diversity and change. antd that
these are ensurvd ii! dhe last instance oily by death and renewal.
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VI. Gravitation and Relativity

GRAVIrATION IS OBVIOUSLY of great interest to the Air Force. One
might even say that it is of central interest, for without it the prob-
lems faced would be radically different from what they are. But phys-
icists do not study gravitation in the hope of inventing an anti-grav-
ity device. Nor are they motivated by the desire to make life more
comfortable for those who will occupy the Manned Orbiting Labor-
atory-the use of centrifugal force as a gravity substitute was under.
stood long ago by Newton. Rather, scientists of all kinds, in and
out of the Air ,orce, have three principal objectives. First and
foremost, they attempt to improve human umderstanding of the
natural world. Second, they often find in the process that technology
is advanced as a b, product. Finally, they help make new knowledge
available to those directly engaged in applied science and engineer-
ing-through their students, through discussions of all Wilds, and
through seminars such as this. The accomlplishments in the last two
categories more than justify the support that basic science has
refeived froom the mission-orientwd agencies.

SPIEIAL AND GENERAL RELATIVITY

'The word relativity has two distinct nieauiings ill physics. The
special theory of relativity is the successor theory to Newtonian
altechanics, and 1it1ist be Itsed when relative velocities are comparable
with the velocity of light. The general theory of relativity is the
successor theory to N -wtosian gravitation, and must be used whr.
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gravitational fields are strong. Both theories are the work of Ein.
stein, the special theory having been published in 1905,1 and the
general theory in 1916.2

In each case, the extent to which the predictions of the newer
theory differ from those of the older can be measured by a dimen-
sionless parameter. In special retlativity, the corrections to Newtonian
mechanics are of order (Av/cY2, where Av is the difference in
velocity between the experimenter and the object that is being
observed, and c is the speed of light. In general relativity, the
corrections to Newtonian gravitation are of order (AL/c 2 ), where
AL is the difference in gravitational potential between the positions
of experimenter and object, or between different positions of the
object during its motion. For example, in measurements of the
gravitational red shift in the earth's field, A6 is equal to the
product of the local acceleration of gravity g and the difference in
height. h of the points between which the red shift is measured.
Thus the fractional change in wavelength or frequency is expected
to be of order gh/c2; it actually turns out to be just equal to this.
As another example, the motions of planets or light rays near the
sun, or of satellites near the earth, depend on the difference in poten-
tial between the position of the object and infinity. This A,0 is equal
to GM/r, where G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, M is the
mass of the sun or the earth, as the case may be, and r is the distance
from its center to the object. Thus general relativistic corrections are
expected to be of order GM/IOr.

The magnitudes of these dimensionless parameters in typical
case.s pointup the great difficulty in providing experimental evi-
dence for general, as compared with special relativity. There was a
time, thirty or forty years ago, when it was impossible to perform
experiments in which (A v/c)l was comparable with unity, and it
was difficult at that time to obtain quantitative verification of the
predictions of the special theory of relativity. "ltose days have long
since passed, and there are now inany detailed confirmations of the
theory. Indeed, none of the inany existing high energy particle
accelerators would operate as designed if special relativity were not
valid, nor would the kinematics of the experiments performed with
these accelerators be intelligible. Moreover, the union of electro.
dynamics. special relativity, and quantum mechanics has yielded a
number of reults that are in agreement with very preis experi.

S- - . . . . -.. . .. . . ii i , i- i -
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ments, and no result that is in disagreement. Thus there can be no
reasonable doubt at this time as to the correctness of special relativ.
ity within its domain of validity.

While it is now an everyday matter to get (A v/c)y 1, the
general relativity parameter is exceedingly small, and nothing can
be done to make it larger. With h = 10 meters, gh/c2 - 10-15, and
at the surface of the earth, GM/c 2r - 10"0. At the surface of the
sun c;M/c-r - 106, and at the orbit of the planet Mercury, this
parameter has decreased to about 10-8. Thus any experiment that is
directed toward confirming or disproving general relativity theory
must be arranged so as to measure very small effects with very great
precision. It is largely because experiments of this kind push beyond
the limits of existing technology that research on general relativity
is contributing to advances in applied science and engineering.

It has sometimes been argued that experiments involving large
accelerations, such as are produced in centrifuges, can provide evi-
dence on the validity of general relativity theory. In actuality, how-
ever, all such experiments can be discussed correctly and completely
on the basis of special relativity theory, since permanent gravita-
tional fields produced by massive objects are not involved. The most
cogent demonstration of this has been given by Sherwin.' He showed
that the enormous accelerations experienced by atomic nuclei that
undergo thermal oscillations in solids, which are of order 1016g,
do not alter the agreement between observation and the theoretical
predictions of special relativity.

THE "CLASSICAL" TESTS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY

In his original paper on general relativity, Einstein2 proposed
three experimental verifications of the theory. These "classical"
tests, as they are now often called, consist of measurements of three
phenomena: the gravitational shift to longer wavelengths or
lower freq.uencies (red shift) of light in going from a stronger to a
weaker gravitational field; the deflection of starlight that passes
through the strong gravitational field close to the surface of the sun;
and the slow rotation of the major axis, or precession of the pen-i.
helion, of the elliptical orbit of an inner planet, Merctyi in palr-
ticular. Let us consider each of these in turn.

TIiae gravitational red shift was first observed in the spectra of
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the sun and two white dwarf stars, Sirius B and 40 Eridani B. How-
ever the only precise measurements have been performed in terres-
"trial laboratories, where nuclear MWssbauer radiation has been used
over vertical distances of as much as 74 feet.4 The theoretical pre-
diction that the radiation should decrease in frequency by the frac-

* tional amount A v/v = gh/c 2 in travelling upward a distance h has
now been verified with an accuracy of about one percent. This
prediction was first made by Einstein prior to his development of
general relativity,5 and is not really a test of that theory. Rather it
is a confirmation of what is called the equivalence principle. This
states that observations made in a laboratory that is at rest in a
uniform gravitational field of strength g are in complete agreement
with observations made in a laboratory when it is away from gravi-
tational fields and is subjected to a constant acceleration g. There is
very strong evidence of other kinds for the precise validity of the
equivalence principle.

The theoretical prediction for the red shift can then be derived
by considering the two laboratories illustrated in Fig. 1. The one

R R
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FIGURE 1. Two laboratories in which identical results should be obtained,
in accordance with the equivalence principle. On the left is the actual
laboratory on the earth, and on the right is a hypothetical laboratory that
is away from gravitational fields and has the acceleration g.
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on the left is at rest on the surface of the earth, and that on the
right is away from the earth but accelerating upwards. According
to the equivalence principle, experiments should yield the same
results in the two situations. Thus we can calculate the change in
frequency of the radiation emitted by the source S and detected
at the receiver R by using the arrangement on the right. Since no
gravitational fields are involved here, general relativity need not be
employed. The radiation requires a time t = h/c to make the
upward trip, and during this time the accelerating laboratory
increases its upward speed by A v = gt = gh/c. Thus by the time
R receives the radiation, it is receding with speed Av from S when
it emitted the radiation. It thus finds that the frequency is decreased
by the amount Av because of the Doppler effect, where Av/v
A v/c - gh/c2 .

We see then that a test of general relativity must go beyond the
gravitational red shift. The bending of light rays that pass through
the strong gravitational field near the sun provides another test of
the theory. Here the evidence to date has been obtained during
total eclipses, whien stars are visible fairly close to the limb of the
sun. These observations are not in disagreement with the theoiy,
but are uncertain by roughly 20 to 30 percent, and so cannot be
regarded as strong support for it. The prediction is that the light
ray should be bent towards the sun, as though it were attracted to
it, and that the deflection angle should be 4Gm/c2r radians, where
r is the distance of closest approach of the light ,ay to the center of
the sun. This is equal to 1.75(R/r) seconds of arc, where R is the
solar radius.

There is an interesting and instructive way of viewing the situa-
tion described in the last paragraph. Normally one thinks of the
motions of light rays and material objects as occurring with respect
to an inertial coordinate system which is neither accelerating nor
rotating. In such a coordinate system, light rays move in straight
lines with constant speed. Now let us suppose that the gravitational
field produced by, say, the sun, alters this situation 3lightly by
"imposing a new direction in space on the otherwise isotropic inertial
system. The word "slightly" is important, because as the light ray
moves past the sun, the direction of the gravitation field through
which it is passing alters, and if the ray were to maintain a constant
angle with the field lines, it would, of course, go in a strongly

..
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curved path around the sun. We assume as part of our qualitative
picture that the inertial coordinate system is only very weakly
coupled to the local direction of the gravitational field, so that the
light ray tends to keep the same angle with the field but fails
almost completely to do so. The very small parameter GM/c 2r is
a measure of its success in following the field lines. The net result
is then that the ray moves in nearly a straight line, but is bent
toward the sun through an angle that is of order GM/c 2 r. It -should
be emphasized that this picture merely provides a way of thinking
about the situation once a careful calculation has told us what the
answer really is. However, it can also be of some heuristic value in
thinking about possible new experiments. We shall return below
to its applicability to other situations.

The third of the "classical" tests of general relativity is the
observation of the slow precession of the perihelion, or point of
closest approach to the sun, of the orbits of the inner planets.
Newtonian theory predicts that each planetary orbit is a closed elipse

;!!i!•u -ith the sun at one focus. However, perturbations caused by other

planets, which can be calculated with Newtonian theory, cause
these ellipses to rotate slowly. The orbit of Mercury, which is closest
to the sun and hence the best candidate for a test of general relativ-
ity theory, is affected most by Venus (since it is closest) and
Jupiter (since it is most massive). These perturbations can be calcu-
lated quite reliably; when this is done, it is found that about a
tenth of the observed precession cannot be accounted for in this

"way. General relativity predicts that there should be a precession of
67rGM/c 2r radians during each orbital revolution of 88 days, where

r is the mean radius of the orbit. This comes to about 43 seconds
of are per century. In spite of its smallness, this angle has been
measured with an accuracy of about one percent, and agrees with
the theoretical prediction. We shall return later to some recent
observations which cast doubt on this agreement.

The same qualitative picture that was used in discussing the
(deflection of starlight can profitably be employed here. We imagine
that, as Mercury goes about the sun, it attempts to maintain an
elliptical orbit with respect to a coordinate system that is weakly
..mupled to the changing direction of the gravitational field lines.
Again, the measure of its sucess in adapting its orbit to this con.
tinually changing direction is the parameter GM/c 2r. This tells

*;
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us then that the ellipse rotates slowly in the same direction as the
planet rotates in its orbit, and that the angle of rotation per revolu-
tion is of order GM/c2r.

THE METRIC TENSOR

Any more quantitative discussion of the extent to which the
observations confirm or disprove general relativity must bring in the
idea of a metric. Einstein's theory of gravitation is geometrical in
nature, and relies on the idea that space and time measurements
are distorted by the presence of a massive body. This distortion, or
space-time curvature as it is often called, causes corresponding
changes in the familiar paths followed by light rays or planets. For
example, we normally think of a light ray as travelling in a straight
line in the sense that it takes the shortest path from one point to
another. But in curved space-time, the shortest path is generally not
a straight line, so that light rays are deflected when they pass close
to the sun.

The metric tensor, or simply the metric, is a quantitative measure
of this curvature. It is easily illustrated in two-dimensional space
by comparing the geometry of a plane with that of the surface of
a sphere. In a plane, two points that have x coordinates that differ
by dx, and y coordinates that differ by dy, are separated by a distance
d4 ., where the expresion dt- = dX2 + dy2 is called the metric that
corresponds to a plane. However we do not have to use the
rectangular coordinates x~y; in polar coordinates, where p is the
radial and 0 the angular coordinate, the metric is d,,"• = dp2 +
p-d(0. This change of coordinate system and metric does not change
tie nature of the geometry, which is still the flat geometry charac-
teristic of a plane. Suppose now that we replace this last expression
by o,,' = do'2 + sin•lp dP which is practically the sante as tleh
earlier expression when p is very small. This changes the geometry
from flat to curved, since dw is now the distance between two points
measured on the surface of a sphere of unit radius. To See this, we
need merely note that on a sphere of radius R, d#2 = RdO +
RsinV d#2, where 0, 0 are polar coordinates. Tlien setting It = I
and 9 = 0 gives us our earlier expression. It is always possible to
tell from tile form of tie metric whether tie gecnetry is flat or
cuived.
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.It follow• then that. the, concept o! curvature can,: be expressed
quantitatively by. mea of .....ametri. In- flat spacertime, that is,. in' •: ~the, absence of grayitating bodies, the. metric,,has0,,he form d$.. !

i•: ~dig -r.. (1#2c) (dxý+ dy d + dz2). The, path. of, a -light~ray is, described&•i
by the equation! ds, =. 0,, which, means that .de/r ,wee•o

h qldtc, where poW.da2 = dX2 +t dy2- -dZ2. dz.We see then that, such a,. path is .a straight

Sline and that the -speed is:constan~and qquai,+.ýto c.ln.!order: to: take
curvature into account, we must, alter. the .coefficients of dr2 and dat.
from •niiity. Sipce, O~w parameter GM/c 2r~is always, pnall-in practical2,
cases,.it is natural to express these coetffcients as power series in this.
papapmetor, WV thus arrive at a; general form for the metric,

ds2 =- dt2 [I - 2a (GM/c 2r) + 2#(GM/c 2r)2,+...,]
-(1/c0) (dx2- + dy2 + dz2) [I + 2y(GM/c2 ," + ...]I•;" where the coefficients of dtS, dx-, etc. 'are the components of the

S~metric tensor. •e The two series have been written ini this 'way in order to facilitate

comparison with' Einstein's th•eory, ,which piedicts that the numbers
Sa, 3, 'Y, ... are all equal to' uny. Thus we can determine the values
of these numbers from the observations, and then express any
possible discrepancy from the generai relativity prediction in terms
of deviations of these numbers from unity. We note 'first, however,
that we can choose the number a equal to unity without any loss
of generality, since any'other value would simply correspond to a
different choice for the value. of G; it is really the magnitude of
the product aG that determines dite Newtonian elliptical orbits,

Foi the metion of a light ray, we have already seen that dt is
equal to d,/c in the absence of a massive body, so that the two
quantities are approximately equal even when gravitation is present.
Thus we expect that the a and y ternu both contribute to the
deflection of light in lowest order, and that the # term will be of
higher Order. A careful calculation shows that the deflection of light
is proportional to the combination + 4. y, or 1 + y since we have
chosena - I. The perihelion precession of a planet is a corfection
to the Newtonian orbit, which is determined by the u term. In this 4
case, di and dale are not of the same order of magnitude. To seeI:• • this, we consider a circular orbit of a planet of mass Pi, for which
the centrifugal force 1"t/r is equal to the gravitational attraction
(iGmM/,O, where r is the radius of tle orbit. In this case ,t = GAf/rv
and this will be true in order of magnitude even it dte orbit is not

3j
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circular. Then the ratio of the # term to the y term is [2pdt2(GM/
cer)2]/[(2ydcr2/c 2)(GM/c 2r)]-(/pdt2/yda2 )(GM/r), which is roughly
equal to 6/y since dW2/d4 2 is equal to 1/v12 . Since this ratio is of
order unity, the correction to the Newtonian orbit of a planet in-
volves the 3 term as well as the y term. It turns out that the peri-
helion precession is proportional to 2(1 + Y) - ft.

It follows that the second of the "classical tests" of general rela-
tivity should determine the parameter Y, and the third would then
determine f. At present, however, the determination of the deflec-
tion of light is sufficiently imprecise so that v is not well determined
at all; it is only the combination 2(1 + v) -- / that :s fixed by "he
planetary orbit precession.

OBLATENESS OF THE SUN

In a recent publication,0 Dicke and Goldenberg reported their
observation that the sun is slightly oblate: the equatorial diameter
exceeds the polar diameter by the fractional amount (5 ±t 0.7) X
105-. They interpret this observation as an oblateness of the mass
distribution of the sun as well as of the distribution of visible bright-
ness. It should be noted that if the sun were to rotattv with a con.
stant angular velocity equal to the average of that observed on
different parts of the surface (period of about 25 days), centrifugal
effects would produce an oblateness less than one-quarter of the
above value. They therefore assume that the oblateness is caused by
a core that rotates very rapidly, with a period of a day or two.

The equatorial bulge in the mass distribution that is caused by
the rapidly rotating core affects the orbits of the planets in an oen.
tirely Newtonian way, the relativistic effects of the bulge are coni-
pletely negligible. The Newtonian gravitational force law deviates
slightly from the inverse square form that is characteristic of a
spherical mass distribution, and causes a precession of the perihelion
of Mercury's orbit of 3.4 seconds of arc per century. The remainder
of the observed 43 seconds is presumably of relativistic origin, but
is evidently less than the Einstein prediction, which as noted above
is also 43 seconds. On this interpretation, the Einstein theory is
incorrect, or at best incomplete. An alternate theory, proposed
several years ago by Brans and Dicke as a development of all earlier
theory of Jordan, assumes that gravitation is described not only by

A 4
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the metric tensor discussed above, but also by a scalar field. This
tensor-scalar theory contains an arbitrary parameter, which is es-
sentially the ratio of the magnitude of the tensor to the scalar con-
tribution. This parameter can be chosen so as to reduce the relativis-
tic perihelion precession by the 8 percent suggested by the equatorial
bulge. The deflection of starlight should then be about 6 percent
less than the Einstein value, but as noted above this is beyond the
present precision of the observations.

The foregoing interpretation of the oblateness of the visible sun
in terms of a corresponding oblateness of the mass distribution has
been questioned in several recent papers. Roxburgh8 has suggested
that the differential Coriolis force associated with the someilhat
greater angular velocity of the visible surface of the sun at ,he
equator as compared with the poles, could produce an apparent
equatorial bulge equal to that observed without a significant de-
parture of the mass distribution from spherical symmetry. Goldreich
and Schubert 9 have argued that the very great differential rotation
rate between the core and the surface of the sun, which was postu-
lated by Dicke and Goldenberg, is unstable and would lead to com-
plete mixing in a very short time. Most recently, Sturrock and Gil-
varry1 ° have remarked that the solar magnetic field could play an
important part in determining the visible shape of the sun, so that
there may be a substantial difference between the apparent equa-
torial bulge and the mass distribution.

At the present time we cannot conclude that the observed solar
oblateness invalidates general relativity theory. On the contrary, in
view of the arbitrariness of the tensor-scalar ratio parameter in the
Brans-Dicke theory and the difficulties inherent in Dicke and Gol-
denberg's interpretation of their observations. it seems most reason-
able to assume for the present that the Einstein theory is correct.
We discuss below other lines of experimentation which will in
time provide independent evidence on dte validity of general rela-
tivity theory.

OTJHER TESTS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY

The paucity of experimental evidence on the validity of general
relativity has led to several suggestions for new experiments, all of
which are now being implemented. Two of these, proposed in 1960,

iI
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involve' the 'generation arid detection of gravitational waves," and
the mneasurement, of the precession 'of ýthe spin axis of :an orbiiting
gyroscope.32 The first of these ioas produced no -definitive-results as
yet;, 'thesecond, also in progress, will be' discussedlin-more detail, in
the next two -sections.

More recently, it has. been pointed out that the transit timies of
radar signals that pass through the stronig gravitational field near
the sun will be affected by general relativity.13 It is proposed that
the time interval between emission of 'a. pulse from the earth and
reception of the reflected pulse from Venui or Mercur y We measured
as the planet passe on the opposite side of the sun from the'earth.
Again, no results are yet available. A niodification of this experi-
ment, on which work has yet to' be started, is intended to circumvent
the problems associated with uncertainties iii planetary radii and
topography. It would bnisist in'substimuing for the planet as a
radar target, a space vehicle that contains a radar transponder and is
placed in orbit about the'planet.W4

PRECESSION OF THE SPIN AXIS OF A GYROSCOPE

In Newtonian theory, the spin axis of, a torque-free sphecrical
gyroscope remains fixed in space. All of 'the qualifying adjectives in
dhe preceding sentence are important-. Newtonian. torque-Iree. and
sphterical. The gyruosop will, of courstu, preess If it is subject to a
torque. It will also pre-cess if it is in anl inhiloologentous gravitational
field unless it is spherical. Suppose, for example, that die gyi'O5cop4
has an equatorial bulge and is- oriented witht its spin axis at 4W~ to
the vertical in the earth~s gravitational field. Jkcause of the diver-
gence of die gravitational field lines of dhe earth and die cunsequenti
weakening of gravitational pull with increashing altitude. there will
be a stronger downtwardi force on the side of the gyroscope equator
that is nionientavily-lower than the oppoisite side. This will cau se a
torque it) be exerted on dhe gyvoseope in such a sense as to lendi to
in~crease dile angle bet'ween thle spinl axis andI lit- Vertical. Sitch a
g -avity-gradient torqust will, of course, make the spin axis preco ss
However It can be shtown dhat no inatter how itihoaftencus the
earths field may be, for t'xattiple owing to the prewittv of tuoun.
taint., thete is no tottw' if the gyrotcpe is cuaeyshial

E-ven lot a torque-free spiseical gyroscope, pectession is Absenst
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"only in Newtonian theory. Both special and general relativity pro-
duce changes in the direction of the spin axis. Thespecial relativity
effect is called the Thomas precession, and was first discovered in
connection with atomic systems. However, since special relativity is
well established in other ways, our interest centers on the general
relativity effect, which consists of two parts. The larger part, called
the geodetic precession, istprolortional to the amount by whichithe
gyroscope moves through the gravitational field of the earth, and is
absent if the gyrosccpe is stationary. This does not, however, mean
that there is no geodetic precession if the gyroscope is at rest on the
surface of the earth, since the daily rotation of the earth carries the
gyroscope with it through the Larth's field. In thL caw tLv geodetic
precession amounts to about 0.4 seconds of arc p. 'yerir. The effect
can be greatly increased by placing the gyroscope in a satellite, since
at moderate altitude- the satellite will go around ,the, earth sonic
sixteen times a day: the geodetic tpecession is then about 7 seconds
of arc per year.

The smaller but more interesting general relativity effect is called
the motional precession. It arises from the fact that the earth is in
daily rotation so that the mass of the earth is in continual motion.
The Newtonian gravitational field produced by the earth is the same
whether the earth is at rest or in rotation. But the Einstein theory
predicts a significant difference between the two. An instructive
analogy mnay be drawn between this situation and a somewhat
similar electromagnetic arrangement. Suppose that the earth is re.
plac"d by a diele-ctric sphere that has ptwitive electric charge dis-
trihuted through its volume, and the groscope is replaced by a
soull bar magnet. If the sphere and the mtagnet ate both at rest, no
torque ik exerted on the magnet. IU tle sphere is at Vest but the
niagnet movs around it, Cien the electric field produced by the
sphere will alppar to the moving miagatt to bW asso4iated with a
small nagnetic field, and thi% will exetlt :I torque on the ifagnet.
This is analogous to the geodetic preyion in the gravitational
Case. Finally, if the sphere is rotating on it4% axi, the cirhu|athig elme•
tric current of the nmoving charges will produce an extetnal ma attic
field, and this will exert a torque on the magnet ,,hether tw not the
magnet is at mt. 1hi6 is amna"o to the Itoi010a pretesiOn in
the gtiavitatk~ail taw,.

Coueal relativity pmedct ukutiouAl precessita iheth&- at tin

•,;•. •-4
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the gyroscope is moving. Near the surface of the earth it is of the
order of a tenth of a second of arc per year. The reason it is of great
interest in spite of its smallness is that it is the only manifestation
now known of the influence of mass motion on gravitation. This is
the reason that very great effort is being directed toward the highest
possible precision in measuring the gyroscope precession.

A detailed calculation shows that the angular momentum vector
S of the gyroscope changes with time in the following way:12

dSdt -

+ X (r v)+GI[]rw
2mc2  2c2 3r c2r3

The first equation states that the change in S is at right angles to
S itself; thus S does not change in magnitude, but precesses about
the direction of the vector a at a rate equal to the magnitude of il
in radians per second. The second equation is an expression for the
precession angular velocity a. The first term is the Thomas preces-
sion, and depends on the nongravitational force F exerted on the
gyroscope., and on the gyroscope's mass in and velocity v. Since this
term does not involve the mass M of the earth or the Newtonian
gravitational constant G, it cannot arise from general relativity, and
as remarked above is of special relativistic origin The second term
is the geodetic precession, and depends both on v anti on the vector
position r of the gyroscope with respect to the center of the earth.
The third term is the motional precession, and involves the moment
of inertia I and the angular velocity vector w of the earth. It
evidently arises from rotation of the earth, and is present whether
or not the gyroscope is in motion since it is indepentlent of v.

The experiment now under way is described in the aiext section,
and will be performed in a satellite. The main reason for chooming
an orbiting rather than a laboratory gyroscope is that the formcr is
in free fall and hence does not have to be supported against gravity.
This means that the inevitable small misalignenwt of center of
mass antl center of snp•p)ort of the gyroscope does not exert a torque
which could confuse the observations if it were present. A secondary
reason is of course that tile geodetic precession is much larger in
orbit than on the surface of dte eardi; onl die other hand. the
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motional precession is itoughly the same in the two cases. Further,
the relatively uninteresting Thomas precession is zero in orbit, since
F = 0 there.

Both the geodetic and motional precessions can be viewed in
terms of the qualitative picture described earlier in this paper. We
imagine that as the gyroscope goes about the earth, it attempts to
maintain a fixed direction for its spin axis with respect to a coordi-
nate system that is weakly coupled to the changing direction of the
gravitational field lines. The measure of its success in adapting its
spin axis to this continually changing direction is the parameter
GM/c2r. This tells us that the spin axis rotates slowly in the same
direction as the gyroscope rotates in its orbit, and that the angle of
rotation per revolution is of order GM/c-r. Actually, the geodetic
(second) term in the expression for t1 shows that for a circular orbit
of radius r, r X v integrates to 2 .r" over one revolution, so that the
geodetic precession is 3wGM/c 2r radians per revolution.

The same picture can be applied to the motional precession.
Inagine first a gyroscope that is fixed over one of the poles. As the
earth rotates, it tends to "drag" its gravitational field with it, and
this tends to make the spin axis of the gyroscope rotate in the same
direction as (u. In this situation, r is parallel to , and the square
bracket term in a i6 equal to 20, in agreement with the picture.
On the other hand, if the gyroscope is fixed over the equator, r is
perpendicular to w. and the square bracket term is equal to -w.
Here tile qualitative picture tells us that the earth's field is getting
weaker as it extends out from the earth, so Phat the dragging effect
is more pronounced on tile side of the gyroscope toward tile earth
than it is on the side away from the earth. Thus the gyroscope spin
axis tends to rotate in the opposite direction front tile earth, in
agreelnent with tile calculation.

The nf~ional precession cannot be expressed in terus of the
parameters 03 and y introduced earlier, since the metric tensor
nteeded to account for earth rotation is inore complicated than that
used before for the ntu'rotating earth or sun. However thie ge•detic
precession can tw ecalculated in this way, and it turns out that the
nUi&,br I in the nunmerator of tile second terni of a is replaced by

4- 2y. 't 11111s nl nenlelit of thIl. geodCtic lVrrC-Mion is somewiat
MOM 1,5,11,thivC to thie valuC of , than 1IeASure1IClt of the defl•ction
of starlight.

I
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THE'GYROSCOPE EXPERIMENT ý,:-

The gyroscope experlmehtt is being performed in the Stanford
University Physics Department by Fairbank and Everitt.15 The
gyroscope itself will consist of a very homogeneous quartz sphere,
1/½ inches in diametea, and coated with a thin layer of niobium.
This sphere will be supported in vacuum by electrostatic forces,
which will have to overcome only the very small differential between
earth gravity and the acceleration of the satellite. The satellite will
not be quite in free fall, because of aerodynamic drag, solar radia-
tion pressure, etc., but the difference should not be of greater order
of magnitude than 10-7g. Once in orbit, the gyroscope sphere will
be spun up to speed by helium gas jets, and kept cold enough so
that the niobium coating is superconducting.

The main reason for operating at liquid helium temperature is
that a rotating superconductor possesses a magnetic moment that is
accurately aligned with its axis of rotation, and the measurement
of this moment therefore makes possible a precise determination of
the direction of the gyroscope spin axis. This effect was predicted
theoretically by London in 1950,16 and observed experimentally in
1964.17 The London moment corresponds to a magnetic field along
the spin axis of 10-7 gauss, where w is the angular velocity of rota-
tion in radians per second. It will be detected by a superconducting
loop that encircles the gyroscope, as indicated in Fig. 2. Changes in
the magnetic flux that links this detector loop will be measured by
a modulator that is part of the same superconducting circuit, as
illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 is a sketch of the probable configuration of the apparatus,
which contains a telescope of 4 inches aperture and four gyroscopes.
The telescope will be aligned on a star and provide the reference
direction. There will of course be corrections for aberrations that
arise from the motion of the satellite around the earth and of the
earth around the suni these are easily calculated, antd will provide
convenlient cliecks on the perlorumance of the telescope and London
nionient read-out. A secondary reason for low temperature opera.
tion is the extreme consancy and uniformity of the temperature of
dte entire apparatus. adli tke consequent freedom from thermal
distortion. It is expected dhal. aigular nseasureuselts with accuracy
exceeding 0.01 secoads of arc can be wtade over dte course oi a year.
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Fi(;uRx 2. Principle of the London moment read-out.
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FIGURE 4. Flyable low temperature gyroscope experiment.
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It is planned to place the apparatus in polar orbit, as shown in
Fig. 5. Two of the gyros will have their spin axes in the plane of
the orbit and parallel to the earth's rotation axis (gyro I in the
figure), and two will be oriented perpendicular to the plane of the
orbit (gyro 2). The first pair will be sensitive to the geodetic pre-
cession alone, and the second pair will be sensitive to the motional
precession alone. Reasonable estimates of the rate of loss of liquid
helium indicate that readings should be obtainable during most or
all of the first year after launch.

As remarked at the beginning, experiments on general relativity
push beyond the limits of existing technology. The gyroscope experi-
ment provides an excellent example of progress in low temperature
engineering and magnetometry that was stimulated by research in
basic science.
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VIit.Toroidal Plasma Confinement
For Fusion .

S ;. " MELViN B. GOTTLIEB "

IT- WAS JUST about fifteen yearsago that the effort to "tame the
hydrogen bomb" started -in the United- States; the United Kingdom
anid the:Soviet Union. It wat, of course' Well known that'the vast
amounts of deuterium :in; the ý6ceins -of the world represented an
almost, unlimited potentiali souirce of, energy through 'the, D :- D
reaction.

T ++p+4MeV
S D+D " " "' "

`"-" •-He8 + n + 33 MeV

The I):- Treaction

D + T- He 4 + 1 + 17.6 MeV

has similar potential-in this case the basic fuels become deuterium
and lithium, the latter being used to provide tritium through an
(n, T) reaction, The hydrogen bomb shows that this energy may be
released explosively-but as yet the feasibility of a controlled thermo-
nuclear reactor remains to be demonstrated.

At the outset it was recognized that in order to achieve a reason-
able reaction rate the materials would have to be brought to
extremely high temperatures-of the order of 100K; that at such
high temperatures the atoms would all be ionized, thus forming a

MELVIN B, GOTTLIEB is Dliector of Princeton University's Plasma
Physics Laboratory and Professor of Astrophysical Sciences. The Labora.
tory is concerned with a long-range effort to inwestigate the physics of
very hot ionized gas, which-if successful-would produce an infinite
source of energy. He was formerly associated with the University of
Chleago, Harvard 'Univeisity, the University of Michigan and the Uni.
versity of Iowa.
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plasma; and that the use of magnetic fields offered the possibility
of providing insulation between the hot plasma and the cold walls.

I would like to give my own view of the present state of the work
on the containment of a hot plasma by a magnetic field.

First, I will describe some charged-particle trajectories in rela-
tively simple magnetic and electric fields, and then show how these
considerations affect a few of the many field geometries that have
been proposed, in therms of the equilibrium and stability of a
plasma confined in a magnetic field.

Let us start with the simple case of a particle moving at right
aigles to a constant magnetic field. It executes a circle of radius
mvic/eB, m, v1 , and e being the mass, velocity, and charge of the
particle, B the field strength, and c the velocity of light. If the initial
velocity is not perpendicular to the field, then the motion along the
field,v,,, is unaffected; the motion perpendicular is the circle as
before-the total motion being a spiral around the field lines. If
the magnetic field intensity varies slightly about the orbit, then a
drift takes place as shown in Fig. 1-a case where the magnetic field
is slightly stronger at the top than at the bottom. Note that the +
and - particles (ions and electrons) drift in opposite directions.
Suppose an electric field is applied perpendicular to a uniform U

MOTION IN ABSENCE DRIFT IN ELECTRIC FIELD
OF ELECTRIC FIELD

a a

A G6IOING

0AWOGETIC PELD

t UA 0

Ftut I. d•hanged.pavttcte dtift itt an ihtw" cau* 1p•644ttic fied,
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field. Now both kinds of particles drift as shown in Fig. 2, at the
same speed cE/B, at right angles to both E and B, and in the
£E X B direction.

Now let us consider what happens when a collection of ions and
electrons is placed in a solenoidal magnetic field as shown in Fig. 3.
The particles circling around the field are thus kept off dte walls
but can escape freely out the ends. To at least partially block the
ends, the field intensity can be increased at the ends-forming so-
called magnetic mirrors. Now the force exerted by a magnetic field

MOTION IN HOMOGENEOUS DRIFT IN INHOMOGENEOUS
MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNETIC FIELD

GUIDING
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Vuwv•x 2. bargcd.lranicle drift in c•owd lcectri a.nd nsignetic fields.
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op a moving charged particle is always perpendicular. to B. AIn the
region, where.the lines of force are converging, there i4 a small
component of this force urging the particle toward thewqakef field.
This force may be. large enough to prevent the particle from escap-
ing out the end; a reflection occurs. Of course, a particle moving
mainly parallel, to B is relatively unaffected. Indeed, it ,tulns oust
that only particles in the central region,. with velocity vectors lying
within a cone of generating angle, 0 = csc-'R" 2, where R (termed
the mirror ratio) is the ratio of the magnetic field magnitude in the
mirror to that at the central plane, escape through the mirrors. The
others are reflected-they are contained. These particles will be lost
only if a collision or other scattering process occurs which changes
the velocity, vectors to one within the escape cone.

Can these ends be avoided completely by closing the lines in the
form of a totus?' (See Fig. 4.) The field in a torus falls off as 1/r,
where r is the distance from the toroidal axis. The field is non-
uniform and, as shown previously, ions and electrons drift in oppo-
site directions. An electric field, transverse to B, results from this
charge separation. Particles are inhibited by the magnetic field from
flowing in such a direction as to neutralize this charge accumulation.
In this crossed electric and magnetic field situation the plasma
drifts rapidly outward in the manner suggested by Fig. 2.

Thus we say that a plasma in a simple toroidal magnetic field
does not possess an equilibrium. Let me differentiate this from the
matter oi stability. To find out whether a confined plasma is stable,
we apply a small perturbation and see whether this perturbation
grows in amplitude. In the toroidal case just described, no perturba-
tion was applied; still electric fields were developed within the
plasma which would drive the plasma outward. For an equilibrium
to exist we demand that a steady state exist, exhibiting no growing
flows or electric fields. This'concept of equilibrium involves a time
scale. Certainly a plasma tontained by a magnetic field is not in
thermodynamic e-quilibrium, and therefore will not remain iodefi.
nitely in the steady state we have envisaged. This point will be
amplified later.

Are- there magnetic configurations with closed lines-toroids, top-
ologically speaking-tiat do possess an equilibrium? Yes, there are
mt'ly such configuratiomis. If, instead of forming closed circles, the
lines of force are caused to twist as shown in Fig. 5. they do not
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close on themselves (except in certain cases where the rotation per
loop around the torus is a rational fraction of 27r). Each line of
force, when followed many times around, tends to form a surface-
termed a magnetic surface-and the s;',tem now consists of an
infinite set of nested surfaces. Any local charge excess tends to leak
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FxGuuM: 5. Twisted field lines which form magnetic "surfaces."

off along the field lines, distributing itself uniformly. Such a syni-
metric charge distribution causes only all electric field perpendicular
to the wall. The resulting drifts, being (as shown earlier) perpen-
dicular to E and B, are thus parallel to the walls, causing no losses
to the wall.

It is appropriate to define another term which turns out to he
important-shear. When the lines of force in successive surfaces
twist at different rates, we say there is shear in the field.

How (to we get magnetic surfaces? Fig. 6 shows a number of
methods. In each case the tube should be regarded as surrounded
by coils providing the magnetic field which goes around the torus
(tile long way). Only tile additional features causing the twist are
shown. The torus may be deformed (figure.8 stelUarator). view (a):
helical windings may IN added to the solenoidal winding (helical
slellaratmr), pr'oviding a transverse field comppoomett, view (b): a
current induced ill the plasma will pr.ovide rotation of the field
lines (e.g., Soviet Tokainak), view (c); a currelttcarrying rod (e.g.,
levitron or spherator). view (d). may be used.

In all tmese cases except tile first.suentioned (igure.8 stellarator)
tle magnetic field does j•)&Wss shear,

lk-fore moving on to descr'ibe the txlxrimetita! reitdt there is
otte adtlditional conePtI which is of iJ ttce-nanac'y cunain.
meint tinw. A suctcsttl reactor obviously requires ai grmer pit
otutttt thanl power input. TIiv plastt1a articlt.s ttiut be heated
befote they will react. Eacht particle has. Go tile acrage. 10 keV of
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6oa~(. CWiiguiratiwns Prducing "Ati s'riwf~acec.

killetic tMtrgy. If it htits tile wall, this represents all enlergy IOUs. A
reactiun vielch roughly 103 tittes a% much essergy. To just break
even. ellergyWise, at least 01nC Drticle lasist enigage in I nucekar
reaction for every thiousand particles that ecuipe. At temperatures Of
thle order of thow- required for a reactor, tile above comdition yields
thte so-Calle Laswso Citeriwa

wlicte n hs die numbe-r of Wios per cubic cntimtucto Arzd r (he titte
(ill seCand) before tile average j01j msapes to tile VAhIt. Camsidera.
tiwis of power de-tsity anid wxaimumn available imagrieic field indi-
cate thAt n wlould be Au the range 1014 to IO't. Thtu nsiasitum ton.
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tainment times of the order of .001 to I second are required. Now
this is a very long time when one LAnsiders the fact that the ion
thermal speeds are about 5 X 101 cm/sec. This brings us to the
crux of the matter. What are the processes which result in the loss
of particles? As I stated before, the system is not in thermodynamic
equiflibrium from a number of stancipoints. First, the plasma is thin
compared with .n absorption length for radiation. Therefore, it
does not (f-rtunately indced) radiate a• a blackbody. Second, we
require that the densit) fall off to a low value at the walls; there
is a density gradient. Third, the velocity distribution . ay be signifi-
cantly non-Maxwellian.

We are concerned here with particles escaping across the mag-
netic field lines. Obviously, a single particle circling around the
field lines should remain there inz,.efinitely (if it doesn't radiate).
When many particles are present, collisions occur. After each colli-
sion the particle starts moving in a different circle-displaced from
the original one. This pr results in a gradul diffusion from
regions of high density to. regions of low density. The contain-
ment time calculated on the basis of this niechanism should be
proportional to B 2TV2 and is long compared whtI our requirements
Much more serious is the matter of losses due to instabilities. Sul-
lpose, for example, that a wavelike disturbanie exists in the plasma,
causing oac.llating electric fields as well as varying particle densities.
In a region where the field exists, all of the particles or a significant
fraction of them will drift together. It is apparent that low-frequency
electric fields can be particularly effective in causing large motions.

It happens that a plasma confined by a magnetic field T.ends to be
utistable with respect to various wave-modes, and so our task turns
oit to be th..t of finding means of suppressing as many of these
modcs as poss'ble and of limiting the amplitude of those that do
grow. This is a complex task, but, as you will see, we are making
substantial progress.

MCDEL C STELLARA I'OR RESULTS

The Model C stellarator was built in order to find the contain-
ment properties of a toroidal, sheared magnetic field; a helical stel-
larator. I do not propose at this time to go into the techniques of
plasma creation, imnpurity control, and measurement. Suffice it to
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say that these are complex matters and that a great deal of ingenuity
and hard work has been involved. I will simply summarize the
results of the group led by Spitzer and Grove. Measurements havebeen cai ried out over an extremely wide range of plasma parameters
on Model C, far more than on any other plasma device. These are
shown in Fig. 7. The results on the critical quantity-containment
time are shown on Fig. 8. Within a factor of 2, all the points lie
al- .ig a line called "Bohm time." The containment time is propor-
tional to B, not B2, and to 1 /T instead of T" 2. I will come back to
"Bohm time" shortly. Suffice it to say, at this point, that until very
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recently there existed no adequate theoretical derivation of the
Bohm formula.

When one examines the local beliavior of this plasma, large
fluctuations are observed in the density; fluctuating electric fields
are observed. How do we arrive at some understanding of what is
going on here? Well, for a hint, let's go back and look at some of
the mirror system results.

In a magnetic mirror configuration the lines of force all bulge out-
ward-which is equivalent, from the standpoint of Maxwell's equa-
tion, to the statement that the magnitude of the field falls as one
moves away from the axis. As I pointed out earlier, in a nonuniform
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B field the particles drift-electrons in one direction, ions in the
opposite-perpendicular to B and V B. In a cylindrically symmetric
plasma, this drift about the axis produces no charge separation. If,
however, the surface is perturbed slightly (as shown schematically
in Fig. 9), the drifts do produce a charge separation. Furthermore,
the resulting electric field produces an additional motion in such a
direction as to cause the original bump to grow. Electric charges,

B OUT VB RADIALLY
INWARD

E

FLUTE INSTABILITY

FIGURE 9. The flute instability.

which may initially grow at a particular local region, tend to spread
out along a field line and the "bump" tends to take on the form of
a long ripple or flute.

Note one important idea. If the magnetic field gradient were in
the opposite direction (if the curvature bulged inward), the ions
and electrons would drift in the opposite directions, the charge ac-
cumulations would be interchanged (A- and -), the electric fields
reversed, and the bulge (instead of growing) would be pushed back
down-the system would be stable against a flute. loffe, in 1955,
reported experimental results supporting these ideas. He added to
the ordinary mirror system a set of parallel bars, each bar carrying
a current opposite in direction from its neighbors (0" g. 10). While
the pattern of the lines of force is somewhat complicated, it is clear

'•1
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STABLE UNSTABLE STABLE
REGION REGION REGION

(A) (B)

MAGNETIC MIRROR DEVICE WITH IOFFE BARS
(C)

FIGURE 10. Moffe system for producing a field minimum in the central
region.

that at the axis the net field due to the bars is zero, and that as one
moves outward toward the bars, the field due to the bars increases.
Thus, there exists a region inside such that the magnitude of B
increases as one moves outward in any direction-i.e., there is a
minimum B region. loffe found a factor of 30 increase in confine-
ment time when sufficient current was passed through the bars to
create a minimum IBI.

Since that time another instability, called a drift mode, has been
identified. It also tends to form long flutes. The description of the
particle motions is somewhat complicated, and I won't attempt it
here. Suffice it to say that this mode is even more dangerous than
the mode I described, in that it is a low-frequency mode and harder
to stabilize. It tends to exist whenever there is a pressure gradient
(and therefore it sometimes is called a "universal" mode). Additional
driving terms are electron-ion collisions, field curvature, and plasma
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current. According to theory, this mode too should be suppressed
by a minimum B field geometry.

"However, true minimum B in toroidal form, with the lines of
force not crossing a wall, is impossible, for in order to have a mini-
mum B the lines of force must bend outward. This is incompatible
with their staying inside a toroidal region.

A possible solution was proposed by Furth and Rosenbluth. The
idea m.,y be described as follows. Suppose the lines of force alter-
nately curve outward (tending to be a stable region) and inward
(tending to be unstable). Now an instability with a long wavelength
may involve both regions, and for such modes it is of interest to
investigate the net stabilizing or destabilizing effect-averaged along
the line. The pertinent quantity turns out to be JdZ/ B, where dZ
is an element of length along the line of force. If this quantity de-
creases as one moves outward toward the wall, then long wavelength
drift waves should be stable. This concept is called average minimum
B. How about short wavelengths? It turns out that short wavelengths
will also be stable provided the regions of "good" and "bad" curva-
ture are sufficiently close together (so-called short conn..ction
lengths). This can be viewed essentially in the following terms. A
disturbance which starts to grow in the bad region tends to spill
plasma over into the good region-the rate of flow being essentially
the ion thermal velocity. If the plasma reaches the good region in a
time shorter than the growth time of the instability, a strong
stabilizing effect should take place. High ion temperatures are
therefore advantageous.

Thus an average minimum B, together with short connection
length, should tend to stabilize the drift wave.

'l here is another stabilization scheme which dheuld in theory
also be effective, and that is to have stror,, iea. in the magnetic
field.

There is a considerable amount of corroborative experimental
evidence for both these stabilization methods. I will mention only
a few here.

The minimum-average-B, short-connection-length concept has
been applied in experiments by Kerst at Wisconsin and Ohkawa at
General Atomic. The apparatus consists of a toroidal tube contain-
ing four circular current-carrying rods shown schematically in Fig.

I m i ol m i r • -
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11. Typical lines of force are shown in this figure. There is one set
of lines which cross at the center (at which point the field must be
zero), labelled "Separatrix" (V.). Lines closer to the rods than v,,
circle only one rod. Lines further from the rods enclose all four rods;
for example, that labeled Vcrit (a critical line). The region inside
V,,rit should be stable from the fde B or average minimum B
standpoint. The region outside %,rt should he unstable. This may
be anticipated from the fact that as one moves outward the lines of

critt

Separatrix
(Locus of P max)

FIGURE 1 .The toroidal octupole.

force gradually approach circles. Circles, of course, have only "bad"
curvature. Thus far experiments have been carried out only at
relatively low densities. The experiments indicate that the plasma
outside rl.t shows large density fluctuations, but inside %Vrit the
fluctuations are very small, indicating that the containment time
may be very long compared with the Bohm time. Thus far, actual
confinement time measurements are limited due to the fact that
supports for the four rodi extend into the plasma. The observed
plasma lifetime is in agreement with that which would be expected
due to these obstructions.

Experiments are now being planned in which the rods, instead of
being supported mechanically, will be supported by magnetic fields.
In order to eliminate current feeds which provide similar obstruc.
tions, the rings will be superconducting. Existing technology now
seems adequate for such a device.
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For evidence on shear stabilization let us look at the results of an
experiment by Chen. He has a long, straight solenoid with a uniform
magnetic field parallel to the axis. Down the center of the table runs
a long rod through which a current may flow. The magnetic field
is twisted and sheared by this current. At one end of the tube is a
(constant) thermal source of potassium plasma. A cross section of
the tube is shown in Fig. 12. A probe, measuring density, is moved
along the path shown by the dotted line. One anticipates that, since

SI I i

Fw~uiu 12. Solenoid wifth shear lproduced by current iat an axial rodi.
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the plasma is absorbed both at the outer wall and at the rod, the
density distribution should be of the form shown. Maintaining a
constant plasma source, the shear is increased by bringing up the
current in the rod. Figure 13 shows that the density continues to

rL 1s=4.5kAT

J+4

-2 -Ir O cm) 2

lIGtkE~tt 13. Dlkm~ty ia%; a h1tionl of f'adiuM ai tilt JhCar i% V-4ticd,
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rise as the shear is increased, indicating that the losses are indeed
decreasing with shear. Noise measurements on this plasma also
show the strong stabilizing effects of -shear.

There is one other factor which has a stabilizing influence and
that is viscosity. Viscosity would have only a very small effect in
the regime of interest to CTR; however, it is possible to test the
validity of the theory by doing experiments in which viscosity does
play a role. Recently Grove calculated that by going to a regime of
low density (so that the collisional driving terms are small), and to
high ion mass (using xenon Fo as to increase the Larmor radius and
thus increase the viscosity), and by using somewhat more shear than
was heretofore available, he could theoretically get into a regime
where all but one mode was stable and this one unstable mode was
predicted to have a slow growth rate.

At this point I need to go off on a tangent again. The relevant
point will emerge shortly. Plasma theory is an enormously compli-
cated field. The basic equations are n:onlinear. Perturbation tech-
niques are used to linearize the equations in order to obtain solu-
tions. The descriptions of the wave modes, for example, are valid
only so long as tihe wave amplitudes are small. The growth rates
predicted by linearized theory cannot continue to be correct as the
amplitude increases. Obviously the energy in the wave must remain
finite-there must be a limiting amplitude to which the wave grows.
This amplitude should then correspolnd to a definite plasma loss
rate. There exists at this time no completely satisfactory method of
calculating the limiting amplitude. Approximate calculations (quasi-
linear) for some modes, by Galeev, give a diffusion coefficient of tile
orlder of ;-/kL., where y is the growth rate predicted by linear
theory, and kL is the wave nuniber of the unstable mode. Finally
we come to the point. This theory predicts a diffusion rate that
leads to 11oh1m1 diffusion for the regime in whilh Ilohm diffusion was
observed in the C stellarator. Hut to go one step further, In the
xenon low-density regime referred to earlier, this same theory pre-
dicts that the dilrusion rate that results fron the unstable mlode'
referred to should drop by about an order of mIagnitude. Surpris-
ingly enough, tlme experiment performined recently did show a diflu.
sion rate lower by a factor of 5.

In sunmmary, there is beginning to le a very encouraging corres.
pondence between our theorvtical ideas and our experimental ub-
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servations. I do not for a moment believe that our knowledge is at
all complcte or even adequate. But we are making solid progress.

There are important developments in other confinement experi-
ments which .1 have not been able to discuss in this limited time.
These include the Astron experiment involving relativistic electron
layers, the programs involving high energy ion injection into mirror
geometries and the successful creation, without apparent instabil-
ities, of high-SB (high density and temperature) plasmas in the theta
pinches. Since I personally feel that the hope for a successful future
CTR is along the path outlined by the toroidal work I have
described, this has been my emphasis.
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VIII. The Internal Structure of
Shock Waves

* HANS W. LIEPMANN

INTRODUCTION

FIGURE 1 is a flow picture of a supersonically flying projectile; it
shows clearly a fine scale structure, the most typical and most re-
markable characteristic of high speed flow. The picture is taken
using the so-called shadowgraph technique which is particularly
sensitive to rapid changes in the density of the gas. The sharp
straight lines are shock waves, the grain-like structure turbulence
and finally, in the region between the shock the structure looking
like twisted spaghetti is due to random acoustic waves emitted by
the turbulence.

The tendency of fluid flow toward concentration of gradients of
velocity, density, temperature, etc., along sheets or lines is its single
most apparent and most interesting feature. The trend is intimately
connected with the non-linear ciiaracter of the equations of motion
and most obvious in the breaking of water waves on beaches. In
any high speed motion there thus exists a race between the steepen-
ing tendency due to the non-linear inertia efecots and a siloothing
tendency due to the various diffusive phenomena like viscosity, heat
(onductivity, etc. This race is essential for turbulence, water waves
and shock waves. In turbulence it is the concentration and diffusion
of vorticity, in water waves the coucentration andl ditfusion of the
surface slopes, in shock waves the concentration and diffusion of
changes ia velocity, density, etc. For turbuience the non-linear asivta

HANS W. LINIAMŽ1 NN ix PrVnlftor of A4eroitnaurts 01 the (ohlorid
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of the steepening is more difficult and more interesting, because tite
concentration of vorticity is an essentially three-dimensional, very
involved effect. Shock waves, oil the other hand, are basically
longitudinal waves, hence can occur and can be studied in one space
dimension. The non-linear effect in one dimension can be easily
handled, but the diffusive effects which ultimately lead to a definite
"shock structure", i.e., a well-defined transition layer. are of primary
interest because within a strong shock the gradients can become so
large that the usual approach to momentum, heat or matter diffu-
sion becomes inapplicable. "1the transition layer, i.e., the flow within
a shc.k, thus becowcs a test case for attempts to extend hydrody-
namic theory into the regions whicih are far from therniodynamic
equilibrium. Even the very simplest thermodynamic working fluid,
the perfect, monatontic gas, presents lmoblems and is indeed the one
we will disctm here.

PMODUCI'JON AND PROPAGATION OF SHOCKS

The lypical way to make a shock is illustrated in thie "piston
problem": A piston slides frictionless in an unlimited tube and at
time t = 0 starts to move, Compressing lhe gas to the right. It tle
"uhtimate piston velocity is uniform. say u, then after a while, regard.
tes of the u is reached, a shock wave of unique character
propagates ahtead of thr pisto i*tio the undisturbWd gas. This
"'uniquenuess" or the permancut somare of the stock memts that the

%mvave" isi ; ttansitiou layer PVP~'A(4qq Seilt a kied S ucity C
0liidl spe w two "quilibrium statC (I) and (2). W*ilh u~l deriued
dWettararteiVts ah1ad04 Wh Ilke sIW44V0 velocity ti 0. thre 4knsiq

W.tempttature T= Tt. etc. Akvt the wA~v hA" jusw'r u =u.

It is- a" may talk to Meawe the VatiAls osta wte Uy sthe so'CA W.,
"jmoup omditions". for emampk dh s •he rkiqi jump is rteted to u and

TUw4 moutc ijmp cndition!. can be obtained frmn suonwoltor
avwmrpy cmonw,-atiom. if tt finallt adds an qtlastiun of 44a4C
Wlidh tpcifiehs dhw ghrInunr. for sVampir tht g. in the 1111w MW
eud% up with a d"twId pirWlaten: Knowing she fluid in the tube and
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the pisto- velocity u, the speed c of the resulting shock wave as well
as the :onditions existing once it has passed are determined. Note
that this can be done without knowledge of any of the transport

parameters of the fluid by applying simple thermodynamics and
mechanics.

STEEPENING AND DIFFUSION OF VELOCITY GRADIENTS

In speaking about a "wave" or a "transition layer" we imply that
the changeover from the undisturbed to the disturbed state takes
place rapidly, so that the thickness of the transition zone, 6, is small
compared to the tube dimensions. In fact, what does determine 8?
Dimensional analysis and similarity require, after all, that 6 has to
be a multiple of some characteristic length,Z, of the problem. Since
it does not depend on the tube diameter or any length parameter to
be made up from the starting characteristics of the piston, it can

only depend upon an intrinsic length parameter of the gas itself.
A perfect gas is thermodynamically characterized by its molecular
mass, im, only; the molecular "size", the collision cross sections can
be neglected. Irreversible transport phenomena like viscositv do
depend, of course on the molecular "size", thus depending on the
collision cross sections or mean free path of molecular travel between
collisions, A. Hence it is obvious that the shock thickness depends
on A or on the transport coefficients, like viscosity, •, related to A

Consequently, a shock wave of a given "strength", measured by
its propagation velocity c, the pressure ratio P2/pm or in any other
suitable way, will possess a structure determined by the gas and will
be independent of the way the shock was produced.

Hence the ultimate balance between inertial steepening and
diffusive smoothing is independent of the macroscopic uetup of the
problem. Indeed the time, t,, it takes for a velocity profile, which at

t - 0 possesses a maximum gradient s dU to develop a jump, i.e.,
dx'

to make s -- cc is simply inversely proportional to s, or

du ..

t. /•
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the time t, to smooth, by diffusive action alone, a jump into a profile
with a width 8 is

t, = 82/V

where v = Alp is the ratio of viscosity to density, the so-called kine-
matic viscosity. Noting that

S . .A u

the two effects balance if (Fig. 2)

V

A u

Shock Formation

Nonlinear, zero viscosity

t 2 /du 2 b

t=o t -yl u

linear, finite viscosity

=0 2
6 oVc ... t

2 vcombined 6

FIGURE 2. The balance of inertia and viscous effects in the shock formation
process.

i.e., an estimate of the thickaess of the transition zone is easily ob-

tained. For example, for a strong shock propagating into standard
air we find
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vi -. 16 CGS

Au- = c- c

Hence if c 10a, a the velocity of sound in air, 3 X 104 cm/sec.

1 ~ 16 _,5 X10.7 cm
3x 105

This extremely crude result serves mainly to emphasize the dimen-
sions involved. Actually, the computed thickness 8 is less than the
mean free path A and hence our derivation using v is not self-
consistent. Indeed, the reasoiing based on v is adequate, correct in
fact, for weak shocks for which c -* a and Au -*0, but for strong
shock b will remain equal to a few mean free paths.

One may add here that one has not found a similar, unique and
typic&]I element of turbulence, that is an experimentally realizable
"vortex", which demonstrates the non-linear-viscous race in turbu-
lent motion.

ENTROPY

The shock compression and the resulting heating of the gas is a
rapid process in which the fluid passes through a state of non-
equilibrium within the transition layer. A change of state, in which
the material is always close to equilibrium, is reversible in the
thermodynamic sense. If during the change of state, non-equilibri-
um conditions occur in the system, the process is irreversible; the
entropy of the system increases. The specific entropy of the gas s, the
entropy per unit mass is consequently larger in the gas after the
shock has passed, i.e.,

s2 - s, > 0

and the difference increases with the strength of the shock. Since
entropy is a variable of state, S2 - s1 can be computed without
reference to the processes going on in the transition layer. The
"production" of entropy occurs, of course, in the transition zone
which adjusts its thickness and hence the slopes of the velocity and
temperature profiles, to produce the necessary increase in entropy.
Within the range of applicability of the classical equation of

4.
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hydrodynamics-or for that matter, within the regime of so-called
irreversible thermodynamics-the entropy production is propor-
tional to the square of the velocity and temperature gradients,

A231), k ( ")_ where A and k are viscosity and heat conductivityd '-x l dx/

respectively.
Thus the stronger the wave, the thinner the shock, the larger the

gradients and the larger the entropy change. However, the thick-
ness change must be such that the total entropy increase becomes
independent of the transport parameters u and k. It is easily seen
that this is true if 8 scales linearly with / and k, a result which fol-
lowed already from the balance of diffusion and steepening.

Beyond the range of applicability of concepts like viscosity and
heat conductivity any complete theory must show these general
features: An entropy production due to stress and heat -flux within
the transition zone which depends on molecular interactions involv-
ing the range of the intermolecular force fields, i.e., for a gas, the
collision cross section. The form of the production terms must be
such that the total entropy production becomes independent of the
"details of the molecular processes.

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

We restrict the discussion now to a simple monatomic gas like
argon. For such a gas, one can define a distribution function f such
that f(v', , t) denotes the number of molecules which are found at a
given position in space at a given time and with a specified velocity
within certain tolerances. f has the character of a probability den-
sity or statistical weight, macroscopically measurable quantities are
the averages formed using f: For example the number of particles at
x and t is simply the sum :r iutegral of f summed over all veloci.
ties v.

n = J f dv

Similarly the mean velocity 11 at X and t is given by

11•1nu f " f

LlL
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The difference between the velocity * and the mean velocity i' is
usually called C _

C is the random component of molecular velocities as seen by an
observer traveling along with the mean velocity u.

Knowing f, any macroscopically measurable variable of the gas
can be computed. Indeed, f includes much more information than
we usually need and it is therefore not too surprising that the
determination of f is very difficult. The equation from which f can

be obtained in principle is the famous Boltzmann equation: The
distribution function is altered by collisions between molecules.
Each collision process can be computed in a straightforward-but
not always simple-way from mechanics if the initial condition of the
two colliding molecules are known.

These initial conditions are considered random parameters; in
this way a statistical element was introduced by Boltzmann into
the otherwise completely deterministic theory. The equation for
the distribution function f can then be written in an innocent
looking way

df - G-L

stating that the rate of change of f is due to a Gain, G, minus a Loss
fL, i.e., molecules in the appropriate velocity range are gained and
lost by collisions, f increases or decreases as the net result of these
processes. Unfortunately G and L are complicated integrals involv-
ing f in a non-linear way.

In equilibrium A- = 0 and it is easy to show that the distribu.
dt

tion function which is now independent of .X and t reduces to the
well-known Maxwellian or Gaussian distribution, F(*).

If the gas is near equilibrium so that f does not differ much (in
some sensel) from F, one can use the so-called Clhapiman-Enskog
theory which shows that the classical hydrodynamical equations
are consistent with the first approximations to the Boltzmann
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equation, i.e., near equilibrium f - F depends linearly on die
gradients of velocity and temperature.

STRESS AND HEAT FLUX

Momentum and energy flow can be written in terms of the molecu-
lar velocities C; the monmertum carried by each molecule is simply
MC, the volume flow nG, the momentum flow through unit area in
unit time is

nmCC = P

Similarly the flow of energy is equal to the mean product 'A MI C2,
the energy of a molecule times the vc.ume flow 2

2

In equilibrium, conditions in the gas are uniform, i.e., no direction
and no position is distinguished. In this case averages like = as
well as = and _ are zero. Hence q = 0 •..id P now contains
only the three terms

which, moreover, must be equal; the thermodynamic pressure P
is thus defined by

P= + C +

Now consider non.equilibrium flow. To make matters simple spe.
cialize immediately to a shock layer. Heat flux and viscous stress
then have wily one component:

The stress compottent P1 is made up of thrmuodyrunaic prcssure
P and viscous stress r

'i" 'k
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P1 1 - ) A- T = 1•11 C1
hence

S= .1(c,-'-- 0) = ,1,11 - , + c,)
S3 "

By symmetry, tie (..2 C.2 and r awld q can be written

= .dm(C,• - •
3

+2~7 =7-••,

Of particular interest is dte ratio of r/p

which is a convcniý-it non.dimensional measure for the departure
from equilibrium , Adeed, ./p is essvntially the expansion para.
meter in the Chapman-Enskog th.ory asid hence we know that it
/p1) i small compared to Unity

Hence, as expected for small deviations from qtuihibrium. we oh-
tain the usual NavierStokes equatitti of fluid dynamics. The tratis-
port parameters p and k are functions of T which, in principle, can
be determincd for any fil, r torce law.

It is not difticuh to show that for strong shocks•, increases

rapidly avid evceeds %mity, at least in parts of the slhtik lbye•, Maci
die Chapin ,uik-nskog serit' cannot be exlycwd to cnver'ge.- tor
stroing dhocks one must therefroe find 1(Z, -) afld determine from it
tie measli-able variables of Atate. Solving thie l1ollgnlu _no tatima
txactly is out of question: hence dtie attempts to find ( mtiust bW
directed toward approximatitin of a different type than tile Chtap,
MaIu-,4kag approach.
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For the shock layer problem, two types of approximations can
be used: The Mott-Smith method which approximates the distribu-
tion function by a weighted sum of the Maxwellians before and
after the shock:

f - aF, + (I - )F 2

with a(x) a weighting function. a(x) can be determined in such a
way that f is an approximate solution to the exact equation. The
other method consists of finding exact solutions to model equations,
i.e., equations which are simpler than the Boltzmann equation but,
hopefully, include the essential features. The best known of these
model equations is the so-called 3GK or Krook model

d. = An(F -- )
(it

in which F is the local Maxwellian. F depends therefore on u. n and
T which in turn are nonients of the unknown f. The equation is
consequently still non-linear but very much simpler than the Boltz-
mann equation. There is little doubt that the IBo~inatua equation
contains much more information than is required for a description
of an experimentally realizable situation. It is therefore quite rea-
sonable to study simpler model equations like the one by Uhatuagar-
Gross-Krook used here,

The model agrees closly with the Navier-Stokes equations it
,/p is small and is compatible with free molecular, i.e., collision.
free flow in the opposite limit. It. furthermore. demonstrates at least
some of the interesting mathematical properties of the Bolnwaom
equation in manageable form; in particular the non-uniform c•n.
vergence of the Clapman-Enskog series is obvious. For the shock
wave problem, the model equations can be otuerically inw'grated
and all the flow parameters deteriained, *Fypical roiults 4towiung
the dtvlopment of the distributimn functius dhrough a shock layer
are shown in Fig. 3.

IA N PIRRMENIS

The mieasuremenit of the density distribution within a Altxk
layer requirhs considerable experimental skill and for strong Atucks
ias been sucowe.ully car-ied through only in recent years. The uwAt

r/
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II

FDoumm 3. Velocity distribution function at various points within a shock

accurate and complete data have been taken with the lhelp of thl
absorption of an electron beam recently by Schmidt at GALCIT:
die principle of the medtod and sample rcseitts are shown in Figs.
4. 5 and 6. The demity distribution is compared with HGK compu.
tation as well as with the corre-spnding solution of the Navier-
Stokes'equations. The latter becomes delerly lIm and less adequate
as the shock strength incrcases, the oeradll behavior, e~g., the "thick.
ness" for strong shocks is well reprewntetd by the BGK computa.
tiows. Detaih in the distribution are. however, diffetent. Theew
difference-s are significant in pinlointing the various p~hsical ilpe.
itomena whict combine to produce the shock pwflr . For emample.
the long ulutream pretursor of the HGK distribution is qualitatively

tcrtaitF real and reptesents the difutiuan of "hot". that is, (ask
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Fwiutn 4. Vlccsronbumt dnaowettt Awplk to shock tuzuflu uwasuw.
menus in a shock wtw,

niokcutns. It is quantitatitdly eataggawd becauw of the molctularI ano~~~mde) Which cotresponds to a wery "oCjItts.std fau

eqtutions in thewe tetcnt studies of shock suucture ha~v e an;long
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way ill clarifying rarefied gas flows, in particular in the transition
i•one where neither the Navier-Stokes nor the collisionless approxi-
mnation holds. lit larticular, it has becorm' clear why and lhow te
difficulties with the Chapinan-Enskog procedures appear if the
method is applied fai- from equilibriumt. The interplay of local
,molecular interactions which typically Icad to transport prolmr.
tional to the gradients of the observables and of global interactions
of fast molecules with long 'tfr paths call be studied very " csuccess-
fully using the shock structure as a mathematical and experimental

mIlodel. It is in this setnse that tile use of m1idel equatons has ad-
vantages over., say, tile Molt-Smith approximation which can give
the shock thickness and the shock profile as wll as, or better and
with less labor.

ii
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IX. Mappings as a Basic
Mathematical Concept

SAUNDERS Mtc LiNE

Mathematical research is sometimes devoted to attacking and
solving explicit hard problems; such problems may arise within
mathematics itself or in one of its many applications. At other times,
mathematical research is concerned with the disclosure and develop-
merit of new general concepts, especially those which are "ab-
stracted" f-om particular mathematical situations. In some cases,
these abstractions will themselves later lead to explicit hard prob-
lems; in all cases, they should lead to a clarification and better
understanding, because such ideas, though abstract, can be simple.

This talk will. deal with an example of this second type of general
development. It is thus a report on a sample of one sort of basic
research. The particular example to be discussed is one which we
hope will be useful in organizing and codifying mathematical
knowledge. This is a task which is pressing today, in view of the
rapid rate at which knowledge, mathematical and otherwise, is
growing.

The abstract idea to be examined is that oA' a "diagram of map-
pings". This might also be called a "block diagram" or "arrow
diagram". Samples of such diagrams are:

SAUNDERS MAC LANE is the Max Mason Distinguished Service Pro-
fessor at the University of Chicago where he has served on the faculty
in the Mathematics Department since 1947. He is a leading authority
on Categorical Algebra, the youngest of the full-fledged fields of
mathematics. He has also done extensive research on cohomology theory,
topology of function spaces, spectral theory and projective spaces.
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_[ : ininit nu berof differ-ent arrows). W e call such an arrow diagram
t L•} a cai.egory and explain this notion as follows. A category, copsists of

). - vefrtfices P, Q, R. and airows f, g ... Each arrow sars from a
- vertex P and ends at some vertex Q (which miy happen to be the

same vertex, Q P). We write f: P.-- Q to indicate that f starts
- -- at F (or, has "domain" P) and ends at Q (or, has "codomain" QJ.

XMost imponant thie compound path formed by following two suc-
cessive arrows f and g. is always represented by another single arrow

2 -"- - , cidled the composite c of g with f, and written as c g~f, as in
-the diagram

This requirement can be stated more formally as follows: if the
, arrow g starts where the arrow I ends, then the composite arrow

c - gof is defined; it s":rts where f does and ends where g does.
Given three arrowF t .jd hi in su'cession, we can then form a

triple composite, as in tie following figure.

This successive composition can be done in two different ways:

L"
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first compose g with f, and then hi with the result, or first I1 with g,
and then the result with f, as indicated. We require as an axiom,
that the results of these two different triple composites be equal or,
in symbols:

S(I) h' (g 0f) = (hOg)o f.

This axiom is called the associative law for composition, because it
is like the associative law x(yz) - (xy)z for the multiplication of
numbers x, y, and z.

Another law for the multiplication of numbers is the property of
the number 1, which states that ly - yl for any number y; we say
that the number I is an "identity" for multiplication. Similarly, in
an arrow diagram, we assume that for each vertex P there is an
identity arrow 11. which starts and ends at P. In the diagram

-tp. *1

U) U

we have indicated two such identity arrows, those at the vertices
P and Q. This diagram also suggests the composites which might be
formed with such identities; our second axiom now requires that
these composites satisfy

(2) IQ 0 ff - __ f o 11.

for any arrow f: P Q. With the axioms (1) and (2) the idea of a
categomy (arrow diagram) is completely defined. Now for a few of
the many examples.

First, a function may be regarded as an arrow. The usual graph
y = f(x) of a function may be considered as a rule which gives to
each point x, on an x-axis, a corresponding point y- f(x,) on the
y-axis:

I,
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A,,

7 - . .-

S..

Thus f gives arrows xi --• f(xi), x.2 f(x.•)... and so "maps" tihe
set X of all points x to the set Y. In general, if X is any set (i.e., any
collection of elements) and Y another set, a function f with domain
X and ran~ge Y (a function on X to Y) is anly rule which assignls to
each element x of X an element [(x) of Y. We may think of tlhe
function f as an arrow f which starts at X and ends at Y. (An arrow
built up from all the individual arrows starting at an element x, of
X and ending at th-e element f(ý,-) in Y.) If g is sonic other function
startingar n ", d , say, at Z, there is an evident way of form-

ing a composite function c -- g* f:

It is the function c which assigns to each element x of X the element
g(f(x)) of Z- in other words, to applqy c, first apply f .*o x, and then
g to the result. This c =g' f is the uistal composite function.

N)

" }tN
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This defines the category of sets. The vertices X, Y, Z of the
category are sets, and the arrows f: X ---> Y of the category are the
functions with domain the set X and range Y, while composition of
functions is the operation just now defined. Moreover, each set
X has an "identity function" 1,: X --> X, which is just the function
which sends every element x of X to itself. With this description
one may see that the axioms (1) and (2) for a category both hold.

This category of sets may be taken as the starting point for the
foundations of mathematics. Recently, the introduction of the "new
mathematics" in the schools has emphasized set theory and the
possibility of building up all mathematical discourse in terms of
sets (especially, using sets to describe finite and infinite cardinal and
ordinal numbers). Some experts now hold that the usual description
of set theory via sets and their elements is too limited, and might
be replaced by suitable axioms on the category of sets (see reference
I below). This categorical approach ("set theory is obsolete") empha-
sizes the importance of functions and uses this emphasis to bring
out more clearly the structure of mathematics.

Finite categories may also be constructed. The simplest one is the
category with just one vertex (say a vertex P) and just one arrow, the
identity of this vertex. Another one is the category with two vertices
P and Q and three arrows; namely, the two identity arrows plus
one arrow a, from P to Q, as in the figure

1P IQ

In this category the composites must be defined as ait' -=a, lQa -

a, IpIlp = Ip and l°lQ -- IQ, all as required by axiom (2). Each
of the other sample arrow diagrams listed at the start of this article
may be regarded as a category in much the same way (just add an
identity arrow at each vertex).

Categories also arise in geometry. For example, the usual rigid
motions can be regarded as the arrows of a suitable category. The
vertices of this category will be the metric spaces; i.e., the geometrical
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spaces where one knows the distance between any two points. In
more detail, a metric space M is a set of points plus a rule which
assigns to each pair of points x, y of M a non-negative real number
d (x,y) called the distance from x to y. This rule rnust satisfy two
axioms, which require for all points x, y, z that

d(x,y) = d(y,x), d(x,y) + d(y,z) Ž d(x,z).

The first states that distance is symmetric, while the second is the
triangle axiom:

fx
X z

(The "straight" distance d(x,z) from x to z is never longer than that
via y). The line, the plane, and 3-space, each with the usual formulas
for distances (i.e., for lengths of straight line segments) are metric
spaces, as are the Riemannian manifolds of differential geometry,
with distance determined from the usual tensor g, .

If M and N are metric spaces, a rigid motion f from M to N is
by definition a function f: M -* N which preserves distance, in the
sense that

d(f(x), f(y)) = d(x,y)

for all x and y. This equation states that the distance from x to y
is always the same as the distance between the image points f(x) and
g(y). (Think of M = N as the plane; then f is one of the usual
rigid motions of the plane to itself say, a translation followed by
a rotation or by a reflection). In any event, the identity function
l,•: M --- M on any metric space M to itself is always a rigid motion A
in this sense. If two functions f: M -). N and g: N -- L between
metric spaces are both rigid motions, then the function gO f: M - ,3
L which is their composite is clearly also a rigid motion. Since the

j"

ii~A
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axioms (1) and (2) hold for the composite so defined, we have
described a category, the category of metric spaces, with vertices
the metric spaces and arrows the rigid motions. Many of the basic
properties of metric spaces can be effectively described in terms of
this category-for example, the "completion" of a given metric space
is a special arrow from the given space to a complete metric space.

This example is typical of the consmruction of many categories in
geometry. Suppose we are studying geometrical objects G, G', G"
of some type, and that an object G of this type is described as a set
of points with certain properties and relations. The corresponding
category, then, has these objects as its vertices, while an arrow G -+
G' is just a function from the set G to the set G' which preserves
all the listed properties and relations of points of G. Any composite
G -+ GC' -- G" of two such functions is another such, as iL the
identity function l: G --* G for any geometrical object of the type
considered. Since axioms (1) and (2) hold, we have constructed a
category; namely, the category of all geometric objects of the given
type. It turns out that many basic geometric constructions may be
formulated in perspicuous ways in these categories.

Much the same applies to algebraic objects: one may form appro-
priate categories in which the vertices are algebraic objects (sets
equipped with certain operations) and the arrows are the functions
which preserve these operations. As a sample, we consider "monoids"
(which are often called "semigroups with identity element"). We
define: a monoid M is a category with just one vertex P. This means
that all the arrows m, n of this category M must start and end at P.
Hence any two arrows of M have a composite mi n which is another
arrow. If we write the composite m° n just as a product inn, then
the axioms (1) and (2) for a category simply state that the product
is associative and that there is a special element (the arrow I)
which is an identity for this product. In other words, we could have
defined a monoid M to be a set (of arrows m, n) with a product mn
which is associative and which has an identity element 1. It will be
easier to call the m's in M not arrows but elements of the monoid
M.

The definition of a monoid is much like the definition of a group;
a group is a monoid in which every equation mx = I has a solution
x (the solution x - m-1 is the "inverse" of the element in).

Now we define the arrows between two inonoids M and K. An
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arrow f: M -- K will be a function f on the set M to the set K which
satisfies
(3) f(mn) = (f(m)) (f(n))

for all elements m, n of M. This property (3) stai s that f takes
products to products (the product mn to the product (fmn) (fn)). One
often says instead that f "preserves products" or that f is a "homo-
morphism" of multiplication. If two functions f: M -> K and g: K
-- L between monoids both preserve products, so does their compos-
ite g~f. For any monoid M, the identity function I1: M -> M evi-
dently preserves products. Hence we have constructed a category, the
category of monoids, which has all monoids as vertices ,md all prod-
uct preserving functions as arrows. There is strong indication that
this category of monoids can be used in the theory of automata,
since the semigroups have already been used there.

The category of groups is similarly described; the vertices are
groups and the arrows f: G -- H are the homomorphisms of groups
(that is, the product preserving functions on one group G to another
group H). Similar constructions apply to other algebraic systems,
taking appropriate account of the operations used to define these
systems. Thus for systems described by two operations of addition
and multiplication, the arrows (the homomorphisms) are the func-
tions preserving both sums and products. In this fashion one ob-
tains both the category of all rings and that of all fields. Another
important category is that of vector spaces: the vertices of the cat-
egory are the vector spaces V (with real scalars); the arrows f: V -+
W are the functions which preserve all sums and preserve multipli-
cation by any real scalar (such a function is just a linear transforma-
tion; that is, a function given in terms of bases by a matrix of real
scalars).

This is closely related to the category of matrices. One can form
the product BA of two rectangular ,atrices of real numbers only
when the matrices B and A fit: say A is nXmi and A is an mXk
matrix, with the same in. This fact means that the matrices can be
viewed as the arrows of a category. The vertices of this category are
the integers k = 1,2,3,. . .; an mXk matrix A is an arrow from
k to im. The composite of two arrows B: in -) ri and A: k -I. in can
be formed exactly when there is a matrix product BA, and the
composite is defined to be exactly this matrix product. Then axiom
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(1) for a category is the usual associative law for matrix multiplica-
tion. Moreover, there are many identity matrices-one nXn identity
for each size n-and these identities satisfy axiom (2).

Thus in the category of monoids (or of groups, or of rings) the
arrows are those functions, called "homomorphisms", which preserve
all the algebraic operations involved. Often the arrows of any cate-
gory are called its "morphisms". Thus for mathematical systems of
any sort, the categorical approach always asks: "For this type of
system, what are the morphisms?". This has proved especially useful
for complex types of systems (e.g., for manifolds with additional
auxiliary structures).

A category C itself is a type of Mathematical System. Hence we
ask, what is a morphism F: C --> D of categories? It ought to be a
function from the "elements" of C to those of D, preserving the
algebraic operations involved. Now the elements are vertices and
arrows, and the operations are composition and the construction of
identity arrows. Hence the morphism F must assign to each vertex
P of C a vertex F(P) of D and to each arrow f: P -3, Q of C an arrow
"(f): F(P) --) F(Q) of D. These assignments must preserve composi-

tion and identities; that is, they must satisfy

(4) F(g0 f) = (Fg) ° (Ff, F(l,) =l.

whenever the composite gO f of the arrows g and f is defined. Such a
morphism F of categories is also called a funiicor on C to 1). The
defining conditions (4) for a functor may be phrased: a functor takes
all diagrams in the category C into diagrams of the same shape in D.

A functor is thus a structure.preserving map from one category
to another one, The two categories involved may be of very diitIereit
types; in particular, there is often occasion to consider functors fronm
a category of geometric objects (say, metric spaces, topological spaces,
or Riemanniau manifolds) to a category of algebraic objects (say
vector spaces or groups). MNtuch of the receit development of
algebraic topology has liven concerned with such fhiictors. for a
givein space, the fundamental group, the other homiotopy tioulps,
the homology groups, and tiel cohomology groups all providets uch
functors. T*en years ago this list contained essentially tll tile known
stuic functors passilig fromi greollctry to algebra. Il thie hlst ten year",
dli PrtnCWll of thei fuliCtorial a31roaci lils Well a great stiniulius
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to the study of new functors of this sort. Many new ones have
turned up-the so-called generalized homology theories, such as
K-theory and "cobordism".

The functorial approach allows a precise description of the way
in which a geometric problem can be first formulated and then
solved by an algebraic translation of the problem. Steenrod 2 has
clearly explained how this occurs with the use of cohoniology opera-
tions to solve homotopy classification problems. A typical such prob-
lem is this: given two (metric or topological) spaces X and Y and a
continuous function f: X -3 Y, when is this function "trivial", in
the sense that it can be continuously deformed to another function
mapping all of X into a single point in Y? The mechanism of alge-
braic translation is this: take a functor F on the category of topo-
logical spaces to (say) the category of groups. Then F assigns to the
given arrow f: X -Y between spaces an image arrow F(f): F(X)
F(Y) between groups. It usually follows easily that if f is trivial,
F(f) must also be zero (but not vice versa). Hence if we find a functor
F with F(f) : 0, we know that the given arrow f is not trivial. If
we find only F(f) = 0, we do not know whether or not the original
f wvas trivial; we must search for new futctors F with greater powers
of discrimination. The development of algebraic topology has indeed
led to the successive discovery of many such hmnctors, often found by
taking themn with values in categories of algebraic objects with suc-
cessively more elaborate structure.

These examples suggest that the notion of a functor is useful in
describing other cases of the translation of problemCs and their solu-
tions [f'oin one context to another. There are, in fact, mnuy stuch

examnples. Anl important one in diterential gmetnvtry is the functor
inaplping each "Lie Group" to its "Lie Algebra",

The notion of a "unitversal mapping" is another general idOa
closely related to that of a functor. Suppose we are working within
somne category, and that sort1e of the vertices in this Category have
an eslecially desirable good prolprtv: Itt us call theiee sitcial
vertims the "good" gadgetts or just the "gadgets" G. Given aliy
vertc\ P. we want all arrow frotm P to at gadget. Such all arrow it:
P -* G is called a utive•rsol Pitipling (or thle given clahv of "gord"
gadgets) when the following holds: If w: P ... C. is any other arrow
starting at P and ending at a gadget GW. then there is exactlv otte
ar'row f1 , .- 0 G' with f4 u = w. 'lwh diagrati is

"it
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L.

u is universal if to each w there exists (dotted arrow) a unique such
f. Put differently: every w factors uniquely, as w = [fo u, through the
universal arrow u.

There are many examples of such universal arrows. Some occur
in the construction of our number systems. Let us consider a num-
ber system to be a set (of numbers) with the two usual algebraic
operations of addition and multiplication. An arrow between two
such systems will accordingly be a function which preserves both
sum and product (i.e.. a morphism both of addition and of multipli.
cation). Here are some familiar such systems:

N. all natural numbers 0. 1. 2. 3....
Z. all integers 0. . i 2. : 3....
Q. all rational numbers n/hi for in and n ;- 0 integers
R. all real numbers
C, all Conllplex tulibclrs x +-. iy, for x and y real.

In this list Vad0 s)stll is inlcuded in tile next. and in cact caw tile
S ind4'-rio* N - . Z --. , Q, etc. can he regarded as all alrtow; i1lt'

ni aitrow in our category of systems with addition and

Now in N. the s!item o4 natumral wmllers. subtraction is ut n
way's ,,'al ible, (For exallyple. h.w cutt,.ikn ." has, o I ol.-

tiot No) So let gtadget" mianl a sstlwl1 in i hubtrzaction s

hvalaY IMssible. siice s.uhlactioll ik IA-KOhh in Il, N._-tnlm Z ol
iinvgerts, the inclhsion it N,-.. - iZ k a mapping io N to a .gt,
Otte icil tveatilF ,l.mvw that it is lith uitivVVW1 sucl i i n;tl.iig a411V
other wey of aitibddinig tile intwe. s ilh a gadget (i.e.. iti a systelln
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with subtraction) can be had by going through Z. This provides
an exact conceptual description of what Z is and reformulates the
familiar observation that it is necessary to include all of the integers
in any system in which we are to have subtraction (i.e., every nega-
tive integ r can be described as the solution of some subtraction
problem).

In the integers Z subtraction is possible, but division by non-zero
integers is not always possible: for example, 2x = I does not have
an integral solution x. Clearly the rational numbers m/n are intro-
duced exactly in order to have solutions to such equations nx = in
in integers in and n = 0. This can be formulated in the "universal"
language as follows: let a "gadget" now be a system in which both
subtraction and division (by non-zero numbers) is possible. Then
the system Q of all rational numbers is a gadget, and moreover, the
inclusion u: Z --a Q of the integers ill Q is a universal mapping.
One may prove that any other morphism from Z to a gadget must
factor uniquely through Q.

It tile same way one can show that the inclusion mapping Q
R into the ieal numlbers R is universal for mappings from Q into
systems in which every convergent sequence has a limit. Tlhus R
has this propelrty but ill R the equation x2 - I has no root.
This equation does have a root in tile system C of complex nlllnbers
(ill fact, it has two roots x = +i and x = -i there). This accomnts
exactly for tile comtuplex nuumbers. In otler words, the inclusion
R -# C is universal among mappingp from tile reals to a syleut
where x` I has a solutioln.

Usually the tomplex 1nm1!ber'S are definud as numnlbr• x %+ iy.
for i = - and X alld y real nltlullbers, with ctertain forilnl'las
giveii to definie addition amd multiplication oit the•- itil wem. Altler.
nlatively, tile complex amin1t.'wi N ,4 iy mimay 1W dliscrilwti -imPly as
all Orderetl imilr (NxY) uollillmod of two real liilllumlna agaiin witlh
Imitahlt forlmlllas for su1111% and pruoditt tli pairs., ib dtsipltio•

"lay I* milade more ewollmttmic by sinithat tile c"mn111ex ttumhvtr.

x -4- iy is tilhe 1mim with coinvmiuwte ,) ill tilte pdlnt, As i% wtll
knouwn, the Ollwtati1% ti additiliin and Clmuliliration talllin 1w
g iten oininlrirtlly, Howevtr, all of lit'mse (1wt'ipitiall% itallý iilltlnlot
tot til %atilt thiwng.tAd ill evety taw tile tills d if t adliliftl miu d
kuililiplit;A0i11 call 1W dcdtoced firkill Ilic-tle: f act Illait tile, A!-tow•

C -* u ovides a U100rfsa w~llioll lot X2 -1, NOWs. it tilt

i._
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17: readily seer *.hat an arrow solving such a urniversal problem is
essentially uniquely determined. Hence the universality of R -- C
is a complete description of the complex numbers C in terins of the
reCal numbers.

Stated differently: all thle properties of thle Comp~lex numbers are
dleduced in this way fromt the real numbers and( the one equation

X"= - 1. A corresponding prYocess canl be used to construct other
number systems. Thus if Ave start from the system Q of rational
numbers, and( any polynomial equation which canniot be factored
there (which is "H-redlaible" over Qwe Obtain a1 Universal coti-
struction which gives one of thle so-called algebraic number fields.
The study of these fields is a flourishing branch of algebra. Againl,
if we start with any sy'sem With appropriate operations of a~ddition
and1 multiplication (technically, one of thle systems calledt a ring)
and with any suitab~le collection f of clentents of R, we obtain a
iiniversal mapphig R --. /I which ends at a new ring R.; 1, called
"~ qItioteut riing of R. This mapping is a hiolnomnorphismn un1iverSal
amlong homomnorplmisims startilig from It and trivial Oil 1. (Jedlim~.
cally, Witth kernel Containing tile "itleal" 1.)

Ulliversal Constructions of qulotienlt Systemls like this apply toI
other parts of algebra. In group theory. onle uses extensively thle
quotient giroup G/N of a1 group G. by a rniomal subgroup N oil G.
IThis (Ijtteimitt group Callic eComipletely (lescritbed by a univermSal
proplerty of tile projvctions- G -*G./ N (thle priectimlo ik that arrow
which Sends, cui letwi VVn of tt tC it) l. "Cowl" 111odult N). T-1tv
lot muhla ((; N)/( , / N) ý G'M alid other Itolut-1110 ph s;.aI flcil.
elmus involvinig these 11uotients call 1W piroved dirv tly hrom tile killi.
Versality. A* Simtil ar ittmriptioll applies to thme VqimiVAlemmv clases tit
a %Vt, 1110oduhi met ~iVV, ;Ytmmovriv. asid Itrinisitive meaidonii. tit to thev
y1tttiviilt ofi a "pate obtailed ý'V 'Collap~simg" ;I ssmhspamv toim polint.

11wll tnnihiat plmvm. of si.titigbmi-mstal% lotn VtamiA)W ill ;I
1#11vilmnsia i% Aulo an1 t-, .111111 01-m tfj"mi To 1W vspdikit, tak

polmomialli a "vmtizý..k or "~letter'* x %viith inmtcgrl 1ccWfflIcIen.

4 + 7% - k: + 3 .1

6 Ot in for iany intmcer tint to get
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P01m) =4 + 7nw - gil'- +31113.

The same applies to anly oilier polynomial q(x) withl Coefficients inltile System Z. NOW all these polynomials p, q, . theniselves forman algebraic system tinder tile evident oper'ationls of formal additionlan ll([111tiplicationl; this sytean) is usually denoted by Z [xj. aaiccalled sile system of polynomials in x over. . It indjudes thle con-staint polynomials (tile integers Z) as a suibsysteml; this inclusion i:Z-*-i Z [Mj is anl arrow. [he process of substituting the integer iln forx in every polynomial p) (x), qI(x) is also anl arrow Z [xJ --) Z whichsends every polynomial to anl integer and dile polynomial x so tilechosen value mn. Ilice coiresponidintg diagramn is

z (ZrLX, X)

1Iui sxate$ that she incicsioti i is unlivers4l. In (Icasi. let a "gAdgrrflow 11eanl all algvbraic %synrln (Addition a14n1tiittltipItcatiolt) 'wit/ha -Wlected clelucns. Thel tile syswn.l Z js4j of tulvinontials with *helmlyilo"ilia; N wletwdl i% sucfh a Matiget, as is* also thle sYstemu of istir.gasr Z wish Mu selected. Thew proposesl Ohivosb tlma13pimig 4'is ~Itatrow hmovn Z to a gadtgri: ally oilier arrow j from (to shew gadgt Zwifl mll wke~trtha the% fummn j ,M i, ~vwhefde ar 4row S (the)focOf wuhsnsutionm) raaciri 1wsle rcted t o tlw wlev.acI lon,Net 'ronvider 1wriodic Iunctviirn,ý We shall .4tw that thw is a~unitr~ij' findic funiction. Mttruv 0*wmuiAll by taking for cadhfr tealmitmumbe x the Jvkgke 11UN44We by \, (it will bc collnveiri toangios e 4qýV ill tAlian1. -VA' ý r radiAnsj) Wr canl fonmi41*aeii,4 fountion g4.& of a vital Va.irAble "% is jnstiNiir, of peiriod u v'lin g~ e 2 ) (ýk) lot all maunmkvf- N.ý This ithidirs at") thAtg(~ + 4w) = g~4. ~ -~ g.4 4), anld %0 a". E~ ez
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functions include all the familiar ones like sin x, tan x, cos 2x,
A periodic function may (like these) take real numbers as values, or
may have values in any other set.

Consider in particular the function p(x) which sends each real
number x to the angle 0 with measure x radians, where we exhibit
the angles by the corresponding points on a circle of radius I

'R I ine Q •.

(In the figure, 0, P, Q on the real line go to 0', P', Q' on the
circle.) Thus p(x) is the function which "wraps" the real line R
uniformly around the circle $1; it is an arrow p: R -+ S1 and is also
clearly periodic: 0. 27r, 4 r, .... are all wrapped by p to the same
point 0' - (1,0) on the circle. Now, it is a familiar fact that any
periodic function g(x) can be considered as a function f(o) of
angles, as in the diagram

rS'

This states that any periodic g can be factored as shown through

".,•
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the universal periodic function p. In this way familiar facts about
angles are examples of universality. Indeed, this universality really
can be viewed as a construction of tie circle S' from the line by the
congruence relations "x and x' differ by an integral multiple of 2r."

The basic notion of a subset S of a set X (in symbols S C X) can
be formulated in terms of universality. Take the particular set (0, 1)

F consisting of just two elements, 0 and 1. Take the subset (0) C:
(0, 1) consisting of 0 alone. This set {0} is a "universal" subset in
the following sense. For any subset S of any X we can describe a
corresponding "characteristic function" Cs:X -. {0,1} with values
in the special set (0,I} as the function with

Cs(x) -0 when x is in S
I when x is not in S.

Now for any function f: X --• {0,1) one can describe the "inverse
image" of the subset {0) to be the collection of exactly those
elements s of X for which f(s) - 0 (those elements which map to zero
under f). For the characteristic function Cs, the inverse image of
{0} is exactly the given subset S, and it is the only function f: X --
(0,1) with this inverse image for [0}. This can be exhibited in the
figure

XD

D 0

which states (using the "inverse" effect on subseŽts) that (0} is a
universal subset. (TIhe fact that an arrow goes backwards here is
typical of "contravariant" effects in many such cases.)IAP
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The basic axioms -or the arithmetic of natural numbers can also
be formulated in terms of a universal mapping. For this purpose, we
let a "gadget" consist of a set X together with a function t: X 3 X
mapping X onto itself. For example, X might be the set {0,1,2) with
just three elements 0,1,2 while t is the function sending each element
to the next (and the last back to 0). Thus the effect of t can be writ-
ten out as a long sequence

0--> 1 --3- 2 -- 0---> I -+ 2-+0 ..

Again, X might be the same set {0,1,2) and t the function sending 0
to 1, 1 to 2, and 2 back to 1. The effect of t is then indicated by the
following sequence

0 -3- 1 --4 2 --+ I --1, 2 --+ I ...

This suggests that the "typical" gadget with a chosen stariing point
is represented by a sequence (which may or may not repeat itself).
The universal such sequence ought to be the sequence

N: 0 --)ý I--+ 2 -+ 3--* 4-).-> ....

This is just the gadget consisting of the set N of all natural numbers
together with the function s: N --* N which sends each natural num-
ber n to its "successor" n + 1. Now this inclusion of 0 in N is an
arrow u: {0) -- (N, s) from {0) to this gadget N. We claim that it
is universal: Given any arrow w: (0) -). (X, t) from the set {0) to a
gadget in our present sense, there is a unique function f: N --3 X
which is a morphism of these gadgets and which has f(0) - w(0):

0u N, s:N--N)

Indeed, to say that f: N -- X is a map of gadgets means exactly

that f o s = t o f, so this map f is given by

f(O) = w(O), f(1) := t(wO), f(2) = t(t(w(O))), .

and in general f(m) is the result of applying t in times to w(O).

I I 1- I I II I1'I I I i'11 I l nll I I HIIII II II I I l Il IIill l II I1|
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This one property of N and the successor function s: N -+ N can
be used as a complete description of the natural numbers. (It is
equivalent to the usual Peano postulates for N.) In particular, this
property of N can be used to construct the operations of addition
and subtraction. When combined with other properties, it gives a
new system' of axioms for set theory.

We have thus given a number of examples of universal mappings:
the basic property just given for the system of natural numbers; the
arrows including this system in successively larger systems of integers,
rational numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers; the arrows
mapping a system on a quotient system, or constructing polynomials,
or describing subsets by characteristic functions, or mapping num-
bers upon angles so as to get a universal periodic function. There
are many other examples of universal arrows in other parts of
mathematics, as well as examples of a related notion called an "ad-
joint" pair of functors, and there is already a considerable roster
of theorems about such functors.

Indeed, functors occur naturally in connection with universal
mappings u: P -) G. The given class of good gadgets G forms a
category C with vertices the gadgets G and arrows the arrows f:
G -> G'. There is a functor F on this category to the category of
sets and described in terms of the given vertex P: This functor as-
signs to each gadget G the set of all arrows v: P -4 G from the fixed
P to this G, and to each arrow f: G --+ G' the function F(f):F(G) --4
F(G') which sends each arrow v to f o v: P --> G'. The universal
arrow u: P --) G may be described as a universal element of this
functor; this description is effectively used in proving theorems
about universal arrows and other adjoint functors. For example, the
reader might try to prove that, given P, the universal mapping u:
P ---> G is essentially unique. Here "essentially" means the follow-
ing: If u*: P -.- G* is another universal mapping to some other good
gadget G*, then G* is isomorphic to G in the exact sense that there
are arrows f: G-- G* and f*: G* G with f o u u* and f* o u*

u as well as

f of*- 1: G* --•G*, f* o f- 1: G-- G.

These last equations state that f* is the (two-sided) inverse of f.
With this we end our introduction to mappings and categories.
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The subject of category theory and adjoint functors is growing so
rapidly that printed information is largely out-of-date, but there are
a number of available further sources. An elementary description of
the universal elements of functors and their manifold applications
to algebra may be found in a text by Mac Lane and Birkhoff.3 For
a more inclusive presentation of category theory one may consult
the sprightly monograph by Freyd,4 the systematic treatment by
Mitchell, 5 or the expository article by Mac Lane.6 The state of
present day research on the subject may be sampled in the report
on a recent AFOSR-sponsored conference. 7 The applications of cate-
gory theory to be found there range from topology through algebra
to automata. Many more applications and developments are to
be expected.

At the coming summer meeting of the American Mathematical
Society, the major series of lectures (the Colloquium lectures) will
be given by Samuel Eilenberg, on the application of categories and
functors to automata. Current investigation of Lawvere (not yet
published) indicate a real possibility of a "categorical dynamics" in
which many of the standard concepts of dynamics can be formulated
in a simpler and more powerful form.
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X. Photochemical Systems
GEORGE S. HAMMOND

I believe that photochemical changes, chemical changes caused
by absorption of light, have great potential for use as working parts
of complex systems. Chemical reactions in general have great prom-
ise for use as gears or driving parts in machines, so photochemistry
is only a special case with especially attractive features of fast
response and precision control. To me it is amazing that increasing
understanding of biochemical processes has not inspired more seri-
ous thought about the construction of man-made chemical ma-
chines. I do not have in mind just mimicking the chemical ma-
chinery of living systems but believe that there is real merit in
using the example to illustrate the complexity and compactness
available in chemical systems. We already have outstanding ex-
amples of the use of chemical change in complex systems; the lead
storage battery is a familiar case. However, the general concept has
seldom been spelled out and considered seriously.

In this lecture I plan to do two things, both in a rather superficial
manner. First, I will describe some of the types of physical and
chemical processes that seem important in photochemical systems. In
addition, I will add some thoughts concerning conceivable applica-
tions in useful systems. I should note that a principal interest in
photochemistry to chemists is still development of new and interest-
ing synthetic methods. Applications to synthesis will not be stressed
in this presentation, merely because the inviting prospects of syn-
thetic photochemistry are already well-recognized.

In Table I we have listed very briefly some uses and significances

GBORGE S. HAMMOND, whose research interests cover a broad spec.
trum of theoretical organic chemistry, is the Arthur Amos Noyes Pro-
fessor of Chemistry at the California Institute of Technology. In 1961

he won the American Chemical Society Award in Petroleum Chemistry.
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of photochemistry, in addition to application in chemical synthesis.
Monitoring of light is an obvious use which can be put to good service
in control systems and can also be used to gather information con-
cerning the intensity and character of the light bath in places that
may be somewhat inaccessible: for example, in outer space.

TABLE I. Significance of Photochemistry
1. Monitoring of light

a. Intensity
b. Wavelengths

2. Effects on materials
3. Utilization of solar energy

There are a number of ways in which monitoring can be done.
First of all, measurement of total chemical response can provide
either an integral or differential measure of light intensity. Systems
that undergo irreversible photochemical change will give a perma-
nent record of the total amount of activating light received by a
sample. On the other hand, systems that are highly reversible reach
stationary states in which a chemical reaction A -+ B is forced by
absorption of light and the reverse process B -+ A is an ordinary
thermal reaction that attempts to force reversion to A. The ratio
A to B at a stationary state therefore can provide a measure of the
instantaneous intensity of illumination.

Both kinds of monitoring can be made either selective or non-
selective with respect to the wavelength of the exciting light. This,
of course, arises from the fact that most photochemically active com-
pounds have distinctive absorption spectra throughout the visible
and ultraviolet spectral regions. Obviously, if one wants to gain
specific information concerning a particular spectral region one has
only to choose a photochemical monitor that absorbs exclusively, or
nearly exclusively, in that region. The spectral characteristics of the
monitoring system can be supplemented by use of suitable chemical
or optical light filters.

The second category listed in Table I is enormously broad, as are
most subjects entitled "effects". A good many of the well-known
effects of light are the damaging consequences of exposure of many
kinds of materials to sunlight. These, of course, include effects on
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people; sunburns and skin cancers are two well-known examples of
damage to people caused by photochemistry. Effects on other materials
are also numerous. Nearly everyone, and certainly most people living
in Southern California, are acutely aware of the fact that bright sun-
light is responsible for triggering the oxidation reactions that turn
organic vapors into the noxious mixture known as smog. In a less
dramatic way, photochemical oxidation initiates changes in most
common organic materials that we encounter in everyday life; for
example, the working lifetimes of many synthetic fibers, plastic films,
paints, and varnishes might be extended almost indefinitely if they
were always kept in the dark. However, I would not want to leave the
impression that "effects" are all undesirable. Amazingly useful effects
can be caused by exposure of some kinds of substances to light. An
intriguing example is the phenomenon of photoconductivity. Some
substances which are normally nonconducting become excellent
electrical conductors when exposed to light.

Finally, I will admit to having some fairly grandiose notions con-
cerning the possibility of using man-contrived photochemistry to
harvest and store solar energy. I do not have in mind the simple
replication of the photosynthetic process of green plants but think in
terms of development of new photochemical systems, which will sup.
plement the contribution of natural photosynthesis by being applic-
able under conditions where the green plant does not fare well. Good
examples can be found on much of the surface of this planet, since
the total dependence of green plants on water prohibits our getting
much useful yield from solar energy that falls on ari portions of the
earth's surface. Another even more glamorous example is found in
the conditions existing in most places removed from the surface of
the earth. For example, if we ever do colonize the moon we will have
to establish some sort of a selfcontained energy economy there. As far
as I can see, there are only two likely candidates as a basis for that
economy. First, and perhaps most likely, is the tapping of nuclear
energy, but the only other prospect that I can take seriously is man-
made photochemical systems which are not dependent upon the
vulgar use of water. Incidentally, such systems will probably be
designed to exploit the high.energy light from the sun that does not
pass through the earth's atmosphere. Even if green plants could be
trained to survive without water, there is considerable doubt as to

• . -.
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whether or not they could be educated to take advantage of the light
of wavelengths that bathe the surface of the moon generously but
never reach the surface of the earth.

Photochemistry, of course, begins with the absorption of light. In
order to discuss the absorption process it is necessary to consider in a
little detail what happens to a molecule when it acquires a quantum
of light energy. Figure 1 shows very schematically the kind of think-
ing that we use in analyzing the absorption process and its relation-
ship to ultimate chemical change. First of all, the energy gained by
an absorbing system is usually highly localized in individual mole-
cules. So, we can discuss the process of excitation in terms of the
excited states of molecules. Most of the excitation energy is acquired
by electrons, and the process is therefore referred to as electronic
excitation. This is true of visible and ultraviolet light, which are the
only sources involved in any known photochemical change. Infrared
radiation is absorbed by molecules but goes into exciting vibrations
and rotations and is very rapidly lost into the thermal pool of the
system. In short, infrared radiation is really only useful for warming
up an entire system and does not selectively promote individual
molecules to very high levels of excitation.

In Figure 1 the symbol So is used to indicate the ground state of a
molecule. The S stands for "singlet". This simply means that most
common molecules contain even numbers of electroons and those
electrons have their spins paired. The following is a schematic pre-
sentation of the usual significance of the terms singlet and triplet.
which are commonly encountered in discussions of the mechanisms
of photochemical reactions.

Slinlets and Triplets

sNo
So _S, _ .
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Molecules are described by assigning electrons to orbitals in pairs.
The assignment is done so as to use the orbitals of the system having
the lowest energy. These orbitals may be of various kinds; such as
localized bonding orbitals in a molecule such as methane, or non-
binding orbitals such as those occupied by nonbonding electrons
in a water molecule, or they may be delocalized molecular orbitals
covering large portions of a molecule as are found in highly unsatu-
rated compounds such as benzene. For our present purposes, it is not

S,

Fluorescence - Phosphorescence

fRadiationless transitions

Radiative transitions

very imprta~nt to wo•ry about the detailed dewiptiwo of the t itWal
involved hit excitation, However,. developient of viable thelo ics con.
cerning the relation4tip between structure and reactivity in photo.
ctemisuty will requirm inimate undemstanding of such ciariicteriis.
A is hOwni above, absort~ io f light l prootes an cl uou from ail
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occupied orbital to one that is unused in the ground state of the
molecule. The excited state is designated as S1, if it is the lowest lying
excited singlet state of the molecule. The act of absorption of light
by a singlet molecule ordinarily leads only to the production of
excited singlet states as primary products. This is one of the very
good selection rules that has been known for a very long time by
spectroscopists. For all practical purposes, it is completely valid for
molecules that contain only light atoms. This includes the majority of
organic compounds which are currently of most interest to photo-
chemists. As I have shown above, an excited singlet state has electrons
which are orbitally unpaired but still have paired spins. Since the two
unpaired electrons occupy different orbitals, they become free to
assume parallel as well as antiparallel spin states. If one of the elec-
trons undergoes a spin flip so that the pair spin in the same direction,
the molecule as a whole will possess an electronic angular momentum.
In a strong magnetic field, the magnetic moment of such a molecule
can assume one of three distinctly different orientations with respect
to tile direction of the applied field. There are really three states
rather than one, and this is the reason that the configuration that I
have labeled above as T, is called a triplet.

Let us return to Figure 1 and trace the fate of a molecule that is
excited by absorption of short wavelength light to some excited
state having a higher energy content than the lowest excited singlet.
Following the course of the straight arrow ill tile figure, we will
produce an S% molecule and, along with the electronic excitation,
we will put in a certain amount of vibrationzal energy. li other
words, St is not only electronically excited but is also vibrationally
excited. This multiply excited species will then undergo very rapid
decay procewsss in which sonme of the excitation is tuansferred to
other components of the symstem and simup!y appears as thermial
ellergy. The fastost of thew ravhati~o rates is probably Vibrational
ecnergy transfer reprosen•ted by tie short wavy zrrow at tile tep of
the riguw This produces a ihrationally tuexcitced Sk molecule.
Such a state may occmsioually live long enough to undetgo anl i1(ri,
system crossing to produce all excitrd triplet, such aw T1.. Ulnwevcr,
thit molut coulmmon fate is simple shedding of electronic excitation
in a prowtms oiled itteat cove msione with the peoduction of an

ut olecule.
One oU di temarkaWi phtmoaea of erxcted stuatC -tIm ry is
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the extraordinary speed with which higher excited states lose some
of their excitation and relax to the lowest excited singlet state. For-
tunately for photochemistry, the lifetimes of S, states are often
much longer. These molecules frequentl; live long enough to emit
light called fluorescence or to undergo intersystem crossing to form
triplets and, in some cases, take part in chemical reactions. How.
ever, the chemically most significant fate of S, is intersystem crossing
to triplets. The T, state of most molecules turns out to be, by a very
wide margin, the longest-lived electronically excited state. This is
because return from T1 to So requires not only transfer of a large
amount of energy to other parts of the system but also a change in
the spin state of one of the electrons. Nature finds the changing of
electrical spin functions awkward, irrespective of whether or not
the change is radiative or nonradiative. The radiative decay of
excited triplet states is sometimes observed and is responsible for
the long-lived emission of many molecules called phosphorescence.
Study of the phosphorescence spectra provides the most generally
valuable tool for gathering information concerning the structure of
triplet states.

nli addition to the processes indicated in Figure 1, one should add
chemical change and transfer of electronic excitation to other
molecules. The former is, of cottrse, photochemistry. Electroonically
excited molecules have very large internal energy Contents and are.
thereore, potentially capable Of undergoing many chemical changes.

lhtese may include both tmimolecular reactions in which the ex.
6iVd State Simfply fll% apart Or turns into WOWe neCW Conpolwid. or
the ,eaction may W bitbolecubr, li bituotlectilu reactions the ex.
cited state usuaily reacts with Wnme other Volecule in its ground
state lth gh tec tions betwten tio etcited states are occausially
observeti

1The trawtte of electronic excitation i* must easily detected whell
the euergy acteptor is dittevent (rom the molkwue that originally
absorbed the exciting light.111 1ýT rsI t be readily otudiod it the
i nttgy aeeptor -0 W411e charActristi r'actkion of it light
esittiol(tioms (tth eetnor 't tie observed, \Vho energ Atcs
rtcuinl in dteirli cnation of the aectptor. tht pvots i4
uotilly called a phtwsensittdc ttuitimo. Tihe toltowing it a ot
aizied tuihanis(ats phot etsitisW rwutioft:
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kr

'A, or 3A, - CMemical Reaatioa

In our own research group, we have been very much interested in
the study of sensitized reactions, both because they are inherently
intriguing and because they offer very attractive proslects for con.
trol and manipulation of photochemistry. For example, we can
sometimes make excited states of acceptor molecules. even though
dtey cannot be produced by direct optical excitation of the accelpor'.
A good qxampl is the case of butadiene:

CH-.=GHCH"=CHt-

If butadiene absorbs light it is |agonoted to ait excited singlet state.
but decay directly hack to the sinlgle ground state is s rapid that
tdw molecul- doe not ontnrgo inte-iem crosing to a tviplet state
with any detectable eOrkirncy. tlteser. excitld triplet itates 01
butadieane can he made vvry readily- by envogy trawfer from the
excited triplets of any otine of a large nuiumer .I photosemisttrs,

A ralter isitriguing uwethod for stody of veiarrigy transfer Carl be
based opon the iu s* bio•hmoporie .eolecule• in which thlte
Owe two fricady i%~iAted. mnsaturvatedl units, A fcw years ;tgo in col.
fabormitsio with Dr. Keter Lctrwoakew, and. his proop zat %Vt*Wass
lunitiruilF. we toed "oh rji fnsctpic Aud dclteiical oitvhoiN w
MOAF isittfoal Ifatlart in a ties 0f (s11potind* toiitnaiing both a
#U414ltIeelike tinit and a unit wwnabing bento-PAsenMW A

fiue2!U dh w the uraioktct Aibspttin h sr-p uvl 04 WW of Our
biriWmoh~fic twulworistdt The sperirutll 100ký vcvý ;ttwi )iAP

tkat obtained, frgon a 10ikilattr 01 li.ltupttuke and twarolketitwne, or

nao n prupitly .whkptkceai4 teio .
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NaphtaleneBenzoplienoiio

(CH2)

c=O

BlCbomophoric series, z z; 1, 2, 3

The brokest line iii Figur~e 2 shows the deviation ofi the slpecumu
f ront that calculated assuaniig tha~t the two unsattura~ted units tjo
not interaict ~at all dutrinig the prucm~ ofl ight zAhsption. It is
obviuuis tha't. dalhoughi there is a stua11 autourn of ahsavptioo ill
aditdiuol to What might have brta Predicted. dimw is noeidenc
of army verny lurg iunteraction. Howvewr, the covh~it"Iu stewtra of then

c mluN 1taels are quite differremWillo those of thc imlnpke

~s~p~hakme~nmd 11"o of it"i simtple derivaie-s cluit du~asrocvl
.aler lighmt abloml-Ai"11u Fwveuttore, alter S hmmiorm Ate C0010 to
wfftvinleut lows t ujiemwtttm -W that Ithey tworu vigiri

I'olm chmt lvcem Cuiae4 lriph~. %AaW, Unttptnu- C's ;hv"At
hatta. 41ows into d wttabte dui~e1musmm. but. in gI~oy n tmvicv. it W%~
.1 vvtq w"11-4 f Awu"t4etown-o. O1 wsottmdy. howth copoun&t omA(Wrm
ititcosystein ctowitt WMI excitte tilnglvts to tfipkto. t' itso
it 4p1ra% Ith 11 ittwoyooo~t~ ofu~L4 W4 bet hesorne 6s W' wi
thAt it VentifdrW dtt~tki- ftA~tM0ttV

1tv figow A At- %hw the P11'~otm #4mtttsm ~hf~OW 4--itiemt- Itoisi
u~by'i~dakne httn a mi~oe * it~~nhtr

nwthy!bercat, mo14w, ;mid hom 4"t 4 o tho Clmn~ip o ticrn
pottuds.. PhuqpAwtotesiwi Iww dwn tuosm.owapoaaemt 'tiutia is
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identical to that expected from the two substances acting entirely in-
dependently of one another. The large peaks shown in the trace are
the characteristic highly structured emission from benzophenone
and its simple derivatives. Notice that this emission is completely
absent from the spectrum of the bichromophoric material. In fact,
the latter has an emission that matches almost exactly the phos-
phorescence of methylhaphthalene. If we look at a higher frequency
where fluorescence of naphthalene is ordinarily found, we find a
very weak emission from the complex molecule that looks like
highly attenuated naphthalene fluorescence. This is not shown in
the figure because the emission is so very small in comparison to
either unperturbed naphthalene fluorescence or the strong phos-
phorescence emission.

The story that we tell concerning the fate of the light energy putt
into the bichromophoric compound is as follows: light is absorbed
by the naphthalene unit and produces an excited singlet state that
is essentially naphthalene-like in character. This state has a suffi-
cient lifetime to allow it to emit a very small amount of light. How-
ever, most of the energy is rapidly lost by being transferred to the

""
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other chromophore. There it produces an excited state that is essen-
tially the same as the excited singlet state of benzophenone. Inter-
system crossing to produce a benzophenone-like triplet occurs very
rapidly, just as it would in benzophenone itself. However, the ener-
gy is then very quickly transferred back to the naphthalene units
forming naphthalene-like triplets. Light is then emitted in a spec-
trum which matches almost exactly the phosphorescence spectrum of
methylnaphthalene. This double shuttling of energy is possible
because the separation between naphthalene singlet and triplet states
is very much larger than the splitting between benzophenone singlet
and triplet states. The following diagram shows the way in which
each of the energy transfers can be energetically downhill.

'TT,

so so

Naphthalene Benzophenone

Most of our study of energy transfer has involved bimolecular
energy exchange rather than internal shuttling of the excitation, In
this work we normally use the quantum yields of photosensitized
reactions as a primary tool. However, there is another scheme
which is interesting and shows some rather dramatic results. The
following equations show a commonly expected mechanism for
photosensitized interconversion of cis and trans isomers of olefinic
"compounds.

S* ( 3 )+ H= kT 8 1s*' C---C 10 T + S
H %%. substrate

tran_ s triplet
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R N. k2
* + C=C - * T +S (2)

ks

T - . trans (3)

T - ý0cis (4)

In such a system prolonged irradiation leads to establishment of a
"photostationary state". This state, which is sometimes referred to
as a photoequilibrium, represents a situation in which the rates of
the two opposing reactions have been made equal.

Rc-t = Rtc

The composition of the system at the stationary state depends upon
the relative reactivities of the cis and trans isomers as energy ac-
ceptors and on the relative amounts of the two compounds formed
by decay of the excited triplet state.

[aisle k-k

[transl k3lDea
EcFtion DeaRatio Ratio

The photostationary mixture is obviously a complex function of
reactivity factors. What we would like to obtain from its study is
information concerning the variation in the rates of energy transfer,
k, and k2. We have used a trick which seems to be partially success-
ful in disentangling the complex stationary state relationship. First
of all, it is observed in this and many other kinds of studies that the
rate of energy transfer is diffusion controlled in solution if the ex-
citation energy available in the donor exceeds by more than a few
kilocalories per mole the energy required to promote the acceptor
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to its lowest excited triplet state. This is shown schematically in
Figure 4. Consequently, for high-energy sensitizers we expect that k,
will be equal to k2 and that the excitation ratio will therefore be
unity. In such cases, the photostationary state composition, should

provide a direct measure of the decay ratio L. This expectation
k3

seems to be verified by experiment. The photostationary state com-
position of a number of substrates is essentially invariant although

Ax ES

S1 + A0 SO + A,

AEA

ktt 5x109 Amole- sec-'

if AES _> AEA + 3-5 kcal mole"z

FIGURE 4. Reactivity in Triplet Energy Transfer.

many different high-energy sensitizers have been used to establish it.
We can then play the game backwards and assume that the decay
ratio remains unchanged when we use sensitizers having lower exci-
tation energies. Changes in the photostationary state will then tell
us how the excitation ratio changes as the energy available in the
sensitizer is decreased. We can make a straightforward prediction
of what will happen, as is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 is drawn for a case in which the energy required to excite
the cis isomer is higher than that needed to excite the trans com-
pound. As we lower the sensitizer energy, by varying the structure of
the sensitizers we expect that the nature of the transfer to the cis
isomer will begin to fall off while the rate of transfer to the trans
isomer is still at, or close to, the diffusion-controlled limit. The
photostationary mixtures will then become cis.rich and the system
will be optically pumped in the trans.cis direction. This trend should
continue until the excitation energy of the trans isomer is ap-
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(1) kc /kt independent of nature of S

(2) kt/ke nearly invariant with high energy S

(3) kt/kc variable with low energy S

for AEe > A t

AEt

L

SE0

FIGURE 5. Predictions

proached. The efficiency of transfer to the trans compound should
then begin to fall off. If the energy deficiency has to be supplied as
a simple thermal activation energy, the rates of the two transfer re-
actions should fall off in the same way, after the sensitizers have
become deficient with respect to both excitation processes. This
should mean that the stationary states observed with low energy
sensitizers will again become invariant and probably very rich in
the trans isomer.

Unfortunately, this naive theory turns out to be woefully incom-
plete. Figure 6 shows data obtained in the measurement of photo.
stationary states established between the two isomeric stilbenes.

" 'Al hy 0 " H
C=C P cC

H H H

cis-stilbene trans-stilbene

ET 57 kcal/moke ET 49 kcal/mole

T T.
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Corrected Plot for Photosensitized Isomerizotion of the Stilbenes
f I I I I I I I I F
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23 Kq measurements.
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FIGURE 6.

As is indicated, the excitation -nergy of ris-stilbene is substantially
higher than that of the trans isomer so the simple theory predicts
that with low energy sensitizers, the photostationary states should
contain too little trans-stilbene to be readily detectable. Figure 6
shows that the first parts of the prediction are correct. High-energy
sensitizers do give essentially a common result, and decreasing the
sensitizer energy below that of cis-stilbene produces a trend in the
cis-rich direction. However, when the excitation energy of trans.
stilbene is approached and passed, the trend is actually reversed and
mixtures become more trans-rich. In attempting to explain this
phenomenon we have decided that we must be observing unexpect-
tedly high reactivity of cis stilbene as an energy acceptor with low-
energy sensitizers. Our explanation is that this molecule is able to
pass directly to a twisted state that has a lower energy content than
any that can be reached by electronic excitation while maintaining
the same geometry as is found in the ground state of the molecule.
We call this geometrical accommodation of the energy acceptor
"nonvertical excitation".

i7

- I'
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H's1+ c=c - > s + c-cO<N-" w.

We were at first reluctant to invoke the concept of nonvertical
excitation because it does not occur during light absorption. This
is an application of the so-called Franck-Condon principle. How-
ever, there is really no reason to expect the Franck-Condon principle
to hold for a process such as energy transfer. This is actually a
simple form of a bimolecular reaction and does not involve any
necessary interaction with the radiation field. Having once con-
vinced ourselves that we needed a theory, we have since put it to
use and discovered a number of unexpected new photosensitized
reactions.

COMMON PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS

Photochemical reactions can be roughly grouped into the follow.
ing five classes: 1. Fragmentation

2. Ionization
3. Isomerization
4. Cycloaddition
5. Atom abstraction

The first three are unimolecular processes, iv. which an excited
molecule either breaks into fragments or undergoes internal rear-
rangement. Reactions 4 and 5 involve attack of an excited molecule
on some other species. I will present a few, nearly randomly chosen,
examples of the various types.

Fragmentation Reactions. Figure 7 shows a number of representa-

CH3COCH3  _hV CH3CO +CH,

R-N-N-R h-- 2IR-f,

F•IuRE 7. Fomiadmi of free radicals

,2:<I
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tive fragmentation reactions. One of the oldest known photochera.
ical reactions is cleavage to form free radicals. The process has been
widely used to effect controlled initiation of chain reactions in which
free radicals play a key role. For example, polymerization of buta-
diene or styrene to form high polymers, which are the base of syn-
thetic elastomers and common plastic, can be initiate by radicals
formed by photolysis of azo compounds (R-N=N-R) or perox-
ides (R-O-Q-R).

The last of the radical-producing reactions shown in Figure 7 has
an entirely different application. The lophyl radical

is highly colored whereas the parent, dimeric molecule does not
absorb visible light. Irradiation of a material containing the dinter
with ultra-violet light, which is absorbed, leads to photolytic pro-
duction of the colored radical. The reaction is an example of photo.
chromism, a process in which exposure of a material to light causes
it to change color. The lophyl radicals normally combine to regen-
crate the parent compound; so the system is called a reversible
photochromic system. Reversible photochromism is the subject of
intensive study in many laboratories at the present time, because the
effects have considerable potential value for information storage
and relay and in development of autoprotective equipment, such as
photochromic windshields for automobiles and airplanes. Another
interestiig application that I have heard proposed is the use of
photochromic inks that would cause the girls in certain magazines,
especially popular with males, to blush when the pages are opened
and exposed to light. Unfortunately, the reversibility of the photo-
chromic system is not perfect. The lophyl radicals undergo reac-
tions other than dimerization, o a few are permanently lost in each
light-dark cycle.

Formation of Ious. The reaction shown in Figure 8 is another
kind of dissociative reaction, in which ions are produced. Photolytic
ionization seems to be less common than photodissociatioi to form
radicals; this may be only an artifact of the choice of systems for
study. T1e example shown, photoioiiization of triarylinethanle ICu.
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conitriles, is of some interest in photochromism because the tri-
arylcarbonium ions (Ar3C") are highly colored.

Figure 9 shows another kind of ionization reaction, in which an
electron is ejected by the photoexcited species. The second example

hv

Ar3CCN - o ArC+ + CN"

Ar = (CH), N3 - or similar group

VIGuaE 8. Formation of ions

ii(CHJ), +ý(CH3),

30o0 A

Wdrster's
Blue

ht +
RH R RH +-1500 A

FtGuoc oA 9. totlatioi.

is probably a very general type of reaction. When irradiated with
light of wavelengths shorter than about 1600 A, inost substances will
probably yield phtotoelecrons. However, studies of this kind are
not coniinon, because light of wavelenigth shorter than 2000 A is
absorbed strongly by oxygen. nteisitating tile us otf high vacuut.
Ctplipilnnlt. ObviouiSly "vaCuniu411 ultraviolet" plhtonutetiRisty Will
be lunch Imore important in tile everyday life of space travelers thIan
to earthbound people. The ionitation reaction shown at the top of
Figure 9 occurs in solution under irradiation widt near ulita.violet

• ? . .
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light. The reaction is easily observed because the caton radical has
an intense blue color. Despite its apparnt simplicity, photion-
ization of Wfirster's base is rather complex. A quantumn of 3000 A
light does not have enough energy to ionize a gaseous molecule of
the base. Ionization probably occurs in sonic condensed media be-
cause the electron and cation can be stabilized by interaction with
their environments. It is also likely that ionization results from the
interaction of pairs of excited molecules, which results in concentra-
tion of all the excitation energy in one molecule.

Isomerization Reactions. Figure 10 shows a couple of interesting

4 -4.
CHI, CH, C1, Cu,

hv

cl,

FuC'a" 10. luminrization

isomerigatiou reactions. The first -s of interest btcaust the photo.
product has a niuch higher energy content than thle starting material.
Furthermore, tihe reaction can be carried out using wnstimelrs that
absorb visible and ntear ultraviolet light, It we had a smo•oth way
to catalyze thle thermal reversion reaction, tile systemu Inight be of
sonic interest for storage of solar energy, -louvver. I feel that the
time is not yet ripe to f.sten onl a particular erei'gy-storing system.
Many others will be discovered as photochemistry forges ahead, and
in another tell years thie number 01 potentia• energy-storage and

release systems may be increased tentold. hie second wraction lhown
in Figure 10 is another photochromni sytem that has received a
good deal of attention recently. Thlie colorle*s form is a moeber W a
class of materials known as spiropyraos, The colored iwomites uAn
also be produced by heal, so tie naterial% ate thetnuwtdmtia a*
well as photodclomic.
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Cycloaddition Reactions. Figure I I shows a couple of examples
of photoinduced cycloadclition reactions. The first example, dinieriza.
tion of cydlopmentdanc, occurs under direct irradliationi and by tile
sens~itizedl teclhnique. The sensitiled reactions ate bcWV&!(l to involve
triplets; consequently, the fact that identical mix~tures of the two
products are formed hi the direct and seiisiti~ei reactions impfies
that intersysteni crossinig occurs before tile chemical action when
light is Absrbe-d directly. However, the relative amounts, of the two

0 0

prOdxc,10 VJan be' Ahei'e by C113itgilig thle UVl if) Which the- 1`00

tjon is carried of t. Th is sisupk mechutaistn for coutrol of tile comse
of a photoreaction was $Oue-whit slirrisifig t 0 ptoo- wwiilllS, 31,
though tile t4lwefloultf it Very familiar' fromt Study 41f tile dyliamits
of ordinaty thermal ractiom.ý 'Dwhew has existed a kind of itlyitiqttc
that goes sostethinlA as tfl-!okkv The specific rate cutatits (or mreac
tions of excited mtates art7 Very large* mid fast reactiolu ;*re ofteo
hoth "nselectiVe afld reativrly 1Isensiti.Ve to eivrnn ntal jo.
Ofics, Other e tnlpkes "I solvent effertt Un tile Comws of phonsre,
actiolls have Cnow to light withint thle Iaýt few years

Vilhnwrimiatn of blaituhru. the- sctofu ýVzfctiou 4town int Figiffe
2, ik a" example of A tegtioa that raimot be dtktted by dimet

excratirsn but goes sowoibly Usinig A varioty01f 4tokoseluitimor a*

* i~O IN* 01MW - to~ AOt-W kftetvL44 tV4444 to s4tqWCt MWV*WA U
doyo tk ei~dwd Cat tiaL � ok ewt Wu"saw~.
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Atom Abstraction. The last type of reaction, atom abstraction,
is illustrated in Figure 12. The name arises fromn a common niechan-
istic step, and not from the overall course of the reaction. The net
reaction is usually an addition, but two steps are involved. The key
is abstraction of an atom fromn some molecule by an excited species.
The first step produces free radicals and the final products are
formed by coupling of the radicals. Aldehydes and ketones, which
contain carbonyl groups (-C-- 0), are most frequently the excited
species and the atom abstracted is usually hydrogen. The reaction is
probably the commonest method for plhotochemnical production of
free radicals in condensed media and is probably laigely responsible
for initiation oi !he oxidative reaction that leads to degradation of
films and fibers under ordinary use conditions.

I have a feeling that the last part of this presentation may seent
encyclopedic. However, it we could not claim sonue insight into the
intimate details of photoreactions, we would have no grounds for
hoping that controls necessary for uuture use of pllotoreactions as

gears in dhemicaily-hosed systems could be devised.
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XI. Some Properties of the
Liquid State
STUART A. RICE

A. Linear Transport Phenomena in Simple Liquids

1. INTRODUCTION

IF A TEMPERATURE gradient is maintained across a sample of some
substance, there is established a steady state heat flow corresponding
to the transport of energy from the hotter to the colder side. This is
but one of many possible transport phenomena which can occur.
Simple models descriptive of transport phenomena in a dilute gas
have existed for about one hundred years, and a complete kinetic
theory based on the Boltzmann collision equation for about fifty
years.' In contrast, serious attempts to construct a kinetic theory ot
liquids s'uirted only twenty years ago,2- The reason for a lag in the
development of a theory of liquids is easy to find. In a dilute gas,
molecules move along linear trajectories which are infrequently
interrupted by binary collisions. Thus, the dynamical evolution of
the state of the gý;s may be descý-ibd in terms of the properties of
successive uncorrelated binary collisions, and since tile two body
problem is easily so, rd there is no tlifficuhly in representing the
steady state linear tra!1uIi,)l t phellollie•la in terlms of the interinolec-
ular potential and other wo!ecular properties. Now, in a liquid or
dense gas every lolecule is in Ctotiulous interaction with a large
number of tnear neighbota. A consequenc. of this state of simul.

STUART, RI(Fi it )receor of the !jmfifeo for the Strade' of 4!KL~to

at ithe Unik'rsitv a/ Ciiraaq. le t1as bevn ,wordtjd thr 4. Crexty Morri.
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Aura titof Hlonar fro.o RwP y" Callrge., heh AffirM;w Metoi (i the
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taneous interaction is the disappearance of the binary collision as a
uniquely defined dynamical event. Because we cannot use isolated
binary collisions as a basis for dynamical calculations, and because
of the strong correlations between molecular positions, the descrip-
tion of the non-equilibrium steady state in a liquid must employ a
more sophisticated analysis of N-body dynamics than is necessary
in the description of the properties of a gas. Indeed, it will be
necessary to examine in a fundamental way the nature of irrever-
sibility in an N molecule system, and to lea'n how the description
of irreversibility is related to N-body dynamics.

The starting point for the discussion of transport phenomena is
the description of the macroscopic dissipative processes in terms of
the constraints which define the nonequilibrium state of the system,
and a set -if coefficients which measure the rate of dissipation. Dis-
sipative processes arise from the transport:of mass, momentum and
energy. In each case there exists a phenomenological relationship
between a flux and the force which is responsible for the flux. In the
cases of energy and mass transport we have the Fourier and Fick
equations,

q= KVT,

ýj= rV2T,at

Jul = DV C.

at -

with q and J. the energy and mass fluxes, rand D the coefficients
of thermal conductivity and diffusion, T the temliperature, and c the
concentration of one of flie two comlonents in the nllediunl wherein
diffusion is occurring. In the case of momentum transport the stress
tensor r avid the rate of strain i play primary roles. For a Newtonian
fluid the principal shearing stresw-$ are propoltional to the Cor.
responding rates of strain andl

-+ (i - aatd u a + oi (di)

with anld " die coei~lkient of dilatational antd shiear viscosity, u
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the fluid velocity, p the pressure, and 1 the unit tensor. The stress
law (2) when introduced in the equation of motion of the fluid
leads to the Navier-Stokes equation-the starting point for the study
of fluid dynamics.

For the simple fluids considered in this lecture, Eqs. (1) and (2)
provide an accurate representation of dissipative behavior. The
coefficients K, D, ,7 and , may be determined experimentally by a
variety of methods based upon suitable solution of the appropriate
differential equation. It is fbund that all of the transport coeffici-
ents vary when the temperature and density of the liquid are varied.
It is observed that, at constant external pressure, D increases ex-
ponentially and V decreases exponentially as T is increased. Under
the same conditions x is much less sensitive to changes in tempera-
ture than are n and D. For most simple liquids D is of the order of
10-5 cm 2/sec, K of the order of 10-4 cal/cm sec 0C, and -1 of the order
of 5 X 10-3 dyne sec/cm.2 The dilatational viscosity, ,, is partially
responsible for the attenuation of sound in a liquid. In simple
liquids, e.g. Ar, N2, 0 is of the same order of magnitude as n.

Suppose that, for some liquid, the several transport coefficients
have been determined as a function of temperature and density.
How can thcise data be interpreted in terms of molecular dynamics
and the structure of the liqu. ') The extant theories of transport
phenomena, which deal with just such an analysis, may be con-
veniently grouped into four classes: (a) simple quasi-solid or quasi-
gas models with many empirical parameters, (b) phenomenological
analyses based upon the principle of corresponding states, (c) statisti-
cal mechanical theories starting from the rigorous Liouville equation
but employing simplifying approximations, and (d) developments
which lead to formally exact results, but which may be difficult to
use for a practical calculation.' In tile following we examine the
Rice.Allnatt theory which is an example of class (c). Mathematical
details of the derivations are available in the literature4 and will not
be relmated herein. We shall focus attention exclusively on the na-
ture of tile physical arguments, tle validity of the ap)ipoximation%.
and the impliciations of the theory in other contexts. Wherever pos-
sible we shall also examine tile agreement INtween theory and ex.
periment, and the relationship between thi Ricc-Alhnatt theory and 4
the applroaches of class (d).
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2. GENERAL COMMENTS

The development of a statistical theory of transport phenomena in
liquids requires consideration of many problems, among which are:

(a) Analysis of the means by which the time reversible equations
of classical and quantum mechanics, which are used to describe the
motions of molecules, lead to the time irreversible flux equations
displayed in Equation (1),

(b) Derivation of a suitable kinetic equation determining the
time evolution and phase dependence of some ensemble probability
distribution,

(c) Solution of the kinetic equation to obtain relationships be-
tween the macroscopic parameters 7, 0, r. and D and the intermolec-
ular potential, number density, temperature, etc.

The reader should recognize that the calculation of transport
coefficients is, in fact, only a small part of the general problem of
describing time dependent phenomena. Namely, it is concerned
with that state of a fluid in which all time dependence resides in
the local hydrodynamic flow velocity. The general problem also in-
volves the description of those short lived processes whose time de-
pendence is explicit. Such processes generally depend on the nature
of the initial state, the history of the evolution of the system and
other factors. They are called non-Markovian ptocesses because of
the dependence on history, etc. In the hydrodynamic regime the
processes involved depend only on the instantaneous state of the
system, and are thereby classified as Markovian. The asymptotic ap.
proach of the exact kinetic equations describing non-M a'kovian
procsses to the Markovian equations of the hydrodynamic reginle,
with which we are concerned ill this section, is discussed later.

The exact kinetic equations for a dlcnse thlid can be displayed only
in the most formal way at the present time. Consequently, the-ir
asymptotic Markovian form is onknown, ;tatnd the forms of the equa.
tiosm derived to describe a lense fluid are based oil a set of approx-
iniations which simultaneously define both an hituitive aualysis of
tile nature of random proc.sses and a simple physical description
"of the findamental dyinllical proccues influencintg the evolution
of the state of the liquid.

The method of obtainin3 ,quations utisfiet by the ote. and two-

i
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molecule distribution functions fWl) (rl; t), f(2) (r2 ; t), respectively,
is essentially that of integrating the N-molecule distribution func-
tion CPN (rN; t) over the sub-phase space of all the other molecules in
the system. Now, f"N' satisfies the Liouvile equation, and is not
known explicitly. Therefore, one may only obtain differential
equations for f () and f(2) by integrating the Liouville equation term
by term. The result is a coupled hierarchy of equations: i.e., the
equation for f") also involves f'2 1, the equation for f12) also involves
fP, and so on. It is necessary to truncate or otherwise rearrange this
hierarchy at some point in order to obtain closed equations for f"'
and f(2.

For a classical fluid we describe the system of N structureless
molecules in the volume V by use of the Hamiltonian equations of
motion. These equations have some interesting general implications.
Since there is one equation for each degree of freedom of the system,
it fol'ows that the phase of the system at any instant is uniquely
determined by the phase at any other instant. In accordance with

the definition of a Markov random process, it follows that the phase
of the system, rx, may be regarded as a Markov process of a simple
kind. (The transition probability is a b-function, since the increment
of the variable rN has only one possible value for each time instant.)
The kinetic equations for the reduced distribution functions f"',
f'2, ..... are concerned with the random variables r 1 (1), r 2 , (1,2),
. . . , which are of smaller dimensionality. Now, it is well known
that the projection of a Markov process of 6 N dimensions onto a
space of smaller dimensionality (6, 12, . . , dimensions) generally
yields a random process of higher order. Thus, r1 (1), r 2 (1,2)....
will be non-Markovian processes of higher order. This general fea-
ture has been obtained in the analysis of Prigogine and co-work-
ers.5 They find that the stochastic interaction term has the form of a
time-convolution over the history of the variable. The important
result is that when the system has reached a stationary state, the
kinetic equations reduce to Markovian form.

The problem of analyzing further the coupled hierarchy of kinetic
equations has, therefore, two distinct features. Since an integration
over the sub-phase space of (N-1) or (N-2) molecules leaves the equa-
lions completely reversible, the analysis used must, in the first
place, single out the features (e.g. time scale) which make the equa.
tions irreversible. Secondly, it must provide a means of picking out
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r the Markovian features that the kinetic equations contain in the
hydrodynamic regime. The introduction of irreversibility is not
difficult; it is merely contingent upon the particular method by
which the Markovian feature of the description is achieved. For
some particularly simple systems, for example, a heavy particle in a
linear chain of harmonically coupled particles,0 the equations of
motion may be solved exactly. It is then found that there is a time
scale on which the system exhibits irreversible behaviour in the
sense that the velocity autocorrelation function of the heavy particle
tends to zero, etc. For a sufficiently long time, recurrences of the
mechanical state occur, and complete reversibility is observed.
Whether or not irreversible behaviour is observed is then linked
to the time scale on which the system is observed. The level of detail
with which the dynamics is described is also of importance. For,
mechanical quantities which depend on the positions and momenta

of all N particles in the system do not exhibit irreversible behav-
iour, even in the sense described. Of course, almost all macroscopic
properties of a system depend on the averaged behaviour of only a
small number of molecules, say pairs, triplets ..... It is these
quantities which behave as described.

Unfortunately, there are very few systems for which the N-particle
dynamics can be analyzed exactly. In addition, at present no system-
atic and analytic procedure for determining the quasi-Markovian
behaviour of an evolving system is known. Thus, it is necessary to
adopt approximate methods to extract from the N-body dynamics
the features desired. It must be understood that these approximate

procedures do not "introduce" irreversibility where a complete and
correct analysis would not. Rather, the approximations used are
intended to provide adequate solutions to the N-body problem in

some time or space domain. The one we shall adopt is based on that
first proposed by Kirkwood.2

Consider now the relationship between non-Markovian processes
in the subphase spaces of one, two, . . molecules, and the ul-
timate transition to a Markovian kinetic equation defined on these
same subphase spaces. We wish to assert that an nth order process
can be treated as an n-dimensional Markov process, the reduction
being accomplished by grouping the states of the process into
hyperstates. Each hyperstate in the Markov process contains informa.
tion about the history of the system during the interval til to till ,,.

NEE
({ i
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Much of this information is superfluous for the evaluation of the
distribution functions in the hydrodynamic regime, but the informa-
tion needed is contained within the hyperstate. The method of reduc-
ing the hierarchy of coupled equations for the distribution functions
is therefore, a means of extracting the relevant information from
the hyperstate. The particular contribution to the theory made by
Kirkwood, which we have already mentioned, is the hypothesis that
the relevant information for present purposes is contained in the
exact distribution function averaged over an interval of time '-. The
average value for an interval -on the fine-grained time scale is then
associated with a single point on a coarse-grained time scale, and the
process is known as coarse graining (in time*). The kinetic equa-
tions obtained in this way are, in principle, difference equations, but
it turns out that the times during which changes become significant
on a hydrodynamic scale are so long compared to the coarse-grain-
ing time that no significant error is introduced by treating the
differences as differentials.

The introduction of irreversibility which must accompany the
coarse graining is accomplished by the assumption that a time inter-
val r exists such that the dynamical behavior of the system during
one interval is related in a simple statistical manner to the dynami-
cal events of the previous interval. It may be shown that the statis-
tical character of the relation is sufficient to render the process
irreversible.

The statistical assumption, or ansatz, can be analyzed on the basis
of an intuitive picture of the dynamics of liquid molecules. Consider
first the Fokker-Planck equation describing the behavior of a
Brownian particle.4 This equation describes a stochastic process
under conditions such that the transition probability (for the phase
rB of the Brownian particle) is that for a stationary Markov process.
In turn, this may be shown to be the result of allowing the time
resolution of the description of the Brownian particle to be suffi-
ciently coarse that transient behavior associated with the appioach
to local equilibrium in the molecular motions cannot be reso~ved,
Thus, the description of Brownian motion as a Markv process
applies only to the discussion of processes taking place on a time

It is possible also to coarse grain in space; similar kinetic equations are ob-
tained.
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scale longer than some , characteristic of the dynamical behavior
of the liquid molecules. In the development of the theory % is
chosen using physical criteria such that the basic dynamical event
(in this case molecular fluctuations) is statistically independent of
prior events. Were this not the case, the transition probability con-
necting two dynamical states of the Brownian particle would not be
Markovian.

The problem of Brownian motion is concerned with numerous
small momentum transfers, or numerous small particle displace-
ments. At the other extreme of behavior, where momentum trans-
fers may frequently be large and where displacements may be large,
is the dilute gas. Transport phenomena in a dilute gas are usually
described by a one molecule distribution function, which satisfies a
kinetic equation (Boltzmann equation) in which the effects of molec-
ular interaction appear in the form of isolated binary collisions.'
The rate of change of the distribution function is determined by
the slow secular variations of f"' due to streaming in phase space, on
which are superimposed the effects of the binary collisions. On the
average, a molcule moves a long distance (relative to its size or the
range of the intermolecular forces) before undergoing an encounter.
Although there is a large volume of phase space wherein there occur
small angle deflections resulting from binary collisions, large angle
deflections are also frequent. Indeed, large angle deflections are
responsible for most of the transport of energy and momentum due
to collisions. From the numerous studies of the derivation of the
Boltzmann equation from the first principles of statistical mechanics
it is found that the assumptions required to effect a derivation are
basically three in number: the neglect of interactions of higher
order than binary collisions, the condition of molecular chaos (i.e.,
the condition that every pair of colliding molecules is statistically
independent prior to the collision), and the slow secular variation of
0f' in space. Of these conditions, only the molecular chaos is respon-
sible for the irreversibility.

Of course, in a liquid both small and large momentum transfers
occur. How can we describe the properties of this system? The mean-
ing of molecular chaos in a dilute gas is that molecule 2 (which is
due to collide with molecule 1) has approached molecule 1 from in-
finity and its distribution of possible velocities has not been after' :1
by collisions with molecules which have recently collided with• mole-

.,,
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cule 1. In a dense fluid, molecule 1 may undergo a rigid core, i.e.,
strongly repulsive, collision with a second molecule which has for
some time past been in the region of the first coordination shell of
molecule 1. Thus, molecule 2 should already have an intimate statis-
tical "knowledge" of molecule 1, and may indeed have undergone a
rigid core collision with molecule 1 in the immediate past. However,
if the quasi-Brownian motion produced in the molecules by the van
der Waals part of the forces is sufficiently effective in causing mole-
cule 2 to forget its previous experience, then successive rigid core
collisions should satisfy the simple form of molecular chaos used.

It is possible to formulate a consistency condition on the passage
from the non-Markovian to the Markovian description of the fluid.
In a sense, the distribution function may be thought of as a vector
in a continuous space whose components represent the occupation
probabilities of the various states of the phase space. In the most
general case, the probability of finding the ,et of states (p(n), {n))
depends on the past history of the ,iystem. There is, however, a
limiting case for which the past can be ignored:-

If, no matter what the sequence (p(10, {n), t1 ), p(,n),{n), t), .
is, we always end up with the same assignment of probabilities for
being in each of the states of (p(n), (n), t), then the preceding se-
quence can have no influence on the transition.

This condition is used as follows: Let it be assumed that there
exists a time interval T such that the following dynamical event,
defined in r., defines a Markov process. The dynamical event con-
sists of a strongly repulsive binary encounter followed by a quasi-
Brownian motion of the pair of molecules in the fluctuating field
of all the neighboring molecules. Because the destruction of correla-
tions by the quasi-Brownian motion is efficient, successive strongly
repulsive encounters are statistically independent. The compound
dynamical event is, therefore, asserted to be independent of prior
events of the same kind.*t

'Recent studies of neutron diffraction from liquid Ar confirm the accuracy
of this hypothesis B. A. tlasamacharya and K. R. Rao, Phys. Rev. 137, AI47
(196~5).

tThe dynamical events are. of course, tile interaction of tile Il1tecule, pair of
molecules, etc., under consideratlon. with their eniviroonment, clearly, the phawe
of tile miolecule. pair etc.. is not independent of the phase during a prevoUtu
Interval: It is the phase of the envirountent whidc Il (assumed) idlepenldent ol
the phase during a previous intern)l.
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If, no matter what the sequence (p(f), {n), ti), p(f),{n), t 2), •
is, we always end up with the same assignment of probabilities for
being in each of the states of (p(n), {n), t), then it is necessary that
the relaxation time for return to the states of (p(n), {n), t) be short
relative to the time interval on which the fundamental dynamical
event is defined. Thus, if it can be shown that the relaxation time
for the return to local equilibrium is much shorter than the time
between strongly repulsive binary encounters, the initiation of the
dynamical event consisting of a strongly repulsive binary encounter
followed by a quasi-Brownian motion always starts from the same
distribution function. In this case the probabilities for being in
each of the states of (pcn), {n), t) just define the distribution func-
tion, and the required condition is satisfied.

A very interesting and fundamental analysis of the role of co-
herence time in the statistical mechanics of irreversible processes
has been given by Fano9 using some ideas and techniques introduced
by Zwanzig.10 Fano shows that in the limit that the dynamical co-
herence between a subsystem and its surroundings (reservoir) is
short lived, the effective interaction between reservoir and system is
weak irrespective of the magnitude of the intermolecular potential.
From Fano's analysis Hurt and Rice1 have developed a formal co-
herence time expansion for the classical fluid, and show that:

(a) In the limit of short memory of dynamical coherence, the
Rice-Allnatt kinetic equations (see following) are a valid description
of steady state phenomena in the liquid.

(b) Despite the fact that the usual expansion parameters p03 or

e/kT are not useful in the liquid, there does exist a qualitatively
different expansion parameter, ,./r where r, is the lifetime of dy-
namical correlations and r is the time between dynamical events,
"The new parameter appears naturally because. when the surround.
ing medium has the property of propagating away or otherwise
destroying dynamical correlations in the subsystem of interest, it is
not pertinent to measure the strength of the interaction in terms
relating to the spacing of the continuous spectrum of the Liouville
operator of the surrounding medium. All that is pertinent in this
case is the lifetime of dynamical correlations. For the case of -
perturbation in ntomentumm space. Rice and Alitatt have shown"
that the lifetime of the dynamical correlakion is an order of uagniu.
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tude less than the time between dynamical events, thus justifying
truncation of the coherence time expansion after terms in r./..

(c) The fundamental hypothesis of time smoothing is a natural
expression of the nature of the coherence time expansion.

We have already mentioned the Rice-Allnatt kinetic equations
(see (a) and (b)). These were developed before the derivation of the
coherence time expansion, using physical arguments with content
substantially identical to the formal results of the coherence time
analysis. For simplicity, we shall discuss the theory in intuitive
terms.

The theory of irreversible phenomena in liquids developed by
Rice and Allnatt was, in the first instance, relevant to a model
monoatomic dense fluid in which the intermolecular potential has
the form of a rigid core repulsion superimposed on an arbitrary
soft potential. Subsequent analysis has shown that the extension of
the model to include more realistic potentials presents no formal
difficulty, provided that the repulsive potential is sufficiently short
ranged.

What advantage results from separating the intermolecular po-
tential into two parts and treating their effects separately? Quite
simply, the difference in range and strength of the repulsive core
and the soft potential allows the discussion of the molecular motion
in terms of two time scales: one corresponds to the large momentum
and energy transfers which occur during a strongly repulsive en-
counter, while the other corresponds to the frequent small momen-
tum and energy transfers which occur during the quasi-Brownian
morion of a molecule in the superimposed soft force field of all
the molecules in its surroundings. The short range of the strongly
repulsive core implies that the first class of encounters are of short
duration, so that the probability that a molecule undergoes such
encounters with two or more others simultaneously is sufficiently
small that it may be neglected. The introduction of the idealized
rigid core representation for this class of encounters may thtus W.
regarded as a formal device for restricting consideration to binary
encounters (i.e., rigid core encounters between not more thitan two
molecules). It has the additional advantage of considerably simplify-
ing the mathematical details of the solutions of the etluations but,
we believe, without significantly affecting the numerical results.

The Markovian property of the kinetic equations is introduced
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into the analysis by the use of the Kirkwood hypothesis that a time
interval r exists such that the dynamical events occurring in one in-
terval are independent of those in the preceding intervals. The
dynamical event is identified as a rigid core encounter followed by
erratic or quasi-Brownian motion in the fluctuating soft force field
of the neighboring molecules. This identification is contingent upon
the effectveness of the quasi-Brownian motion at causing the en-
vironment to forget the momentum with which a molecule was
rebounded after the rigid core encounter. This in turn implies that
the relaxation time for the equilibrium of the momentum due to
the soft force alone is much shorter than that due to rigid core
encounters alone. It may be shown that this physical statement is
supported by detailed calculation of the appropriate relaxation
times for the motion considered.

The introduction of irreversibility in the manner described leads
to a set of integrodiflerential equations describing the evolution of
the coarse-grained singlet /(0) (1), doublet f(2)(l,2), etc., distribution
functions. Details of the derivations may be found elsewhere. 4 Here
we merely state that each of the kinetic equations involves, in the
interaction term, a rum of repulsive short ranged and weak longer
ranged scattering operators. For the singlet distribution function
the short ranged scattering term is similar in form to the Enskog
kernel in the kinetic theory o[ the rigid sphere fluid.% The weak
interaction scattering is described by a weak coupling master opera-
tor which, when the friction is independent of nionmentun), reduces
to a Fokker-Planck operator. Rice and Allnatt use tike form involv-
ing the Fokker-Planck operator because the more general kinetic
equation is so complex that solutions are difficult to obtain. It
should be noted that the weak coupling part of the tiquation
derived by the use of the Kirkwood hypothesis is identical with
that derived by Prigogine.3 The coherence time expansion of Hurt
and Rice also leads to the Rice.Allnatt kinetic equation. Finally,
using a functional integral approach which completely eilmiumatcs
the use of the Kirkwood hypothesis, Popielawski and Rice'2 have
derived the Rice-AIlnatt kinetic equation and shown its relationship
to a summed forirm of dte Prigogine perturbation theory.

The Rice-Allnatt kinetic equations may be solved analytically
"when there are only sinall deviations from cquilibrium. The sol".
tions, whidc depend on die temperature gradient, velocity gradient.
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uci., miay then be used to comnpute the several transport coefficients.
The results are:

(a) Thermal conductance:

75k-*Tl I +( 2 p 3 ) ().
~ -.i~;~Lfl'.Z~+ (45 Ca/Il6Pug~cv))'

-(4ukT!/m)"
2 A

G45 1+g*ty)

[~' + 6mup (~,) l6nipg(w,)

It (>Q l =' Rd - u) g(R) d [ 2ing(R dR1

(b) Shear viscosty:

T# +'r" (a') + )vp (R>a).()
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o--[o• ~ ~0q +,... 5:.÷ _.]
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R g(R>u) R ad(R) 2 (R) dR. (6)

with the function V: (R) obtained as the solution to the differential
equation

dM RR)djj 6g(R)iV2 R3~ (i

dR

with bouwdary conditions

liRVa (R) = O.

lim R2g (R) v.= 0. (8)R•m

(c) Bulk viscosity:0

* = #,,"' (q) + 4. (R>a). (9)

limec~ L~ w Uaalc~ ~oa~vtuibA to di ~theW vikawsky; atb *odiv~w&a # 0.
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(d) ion mobility:

q
82wnrmmkT ( 1/2 + (aP ( m+M /n

where q is the cha.'ge on the ion, m, the mass of the ion, and the
appropriate value of Cs is for the ion-molecule core interaction.

(3) The friction coefficient ts, which appears in all the preceding
formulae, has not yet been computed with co>mparable accuracy.
Three different theoretical estimates are:5

(i) ts2 ZIP f V72u(R)g(R)d3R, (12)
-"3

(ii) C. - Jk3 Z•(k)G(k)dk, (13)

with

S--(k) f u(R) e ik * R d3R.

Q(k) f [g(R) - l]eikERd3R,

(iii) 4s - •8(1) + Cs'2°

8 ____.• p'
=s• ----- -- g(.c)( t (,rmkT)!2. T~

jPv) -- ) dk[kjucos(k,) - sin(k#)ju,(k)

J:k= 4 wu dkT . [,c•, - sitI(,,)] ti'(k)G(1)G.(Ik -glI).
(1k

(14)
A discussion of these formulae is deterred to Section 3.
In Etqs. (3) - (14). iru is the nass of a moleculek. the hard core
diameter of a Mwecule. p the number density of the liquid, g(w) the
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pair correlation function when two molecules are in contact at R -
a and g(R) the pair correlation function for a molecular separation
R, ts the friction coefficient arising from the autocorrelation of the
soft (longranged) component of the force acting on a molecule, it
the intermolecular pair potential, us(k) the Fourier transform of the
soft part of the intermolecular potential and G(k) the Fourier trans-
form of (g(R) - 1).

3. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

We now consider how tile predictions embodied in Eqs. (3)- (14)
agree with the available data. First, however, we may ask which data
are available. In the case of simple liquids the most commonly
measured transport property is the shear viscosity.3 Fewer measure-
ments of the thermal conductivity have been made, and the self-dif-
fusion coefficient is known only for a very small number of simple
liquids: Naghizadeh and Rice13 studied Argon, Krypton, Xenon and
Methane, while Cini-Castagnoli14 reported one measurement of D
for liquid Argon at 84.50 K (which is in fairly good agreement with
the measurements of Naghizadeh and Rice), and a few measurements
of D for liquid CO15. The diffusion coefficient of liquid CH 4 has
also been deduced from spin echo measurements. "I There are still
fewer experimental determinations of the bulk viscosity. Studies of
Ar and N2 have been reported by Naugle and Squire.IT The mobili-
ties of ions in liquid Ar, Kr and Xe have been studied experimental-
ly by Davis, Rice and Meyer,"' and by Henson"' (Ar). who has also
measured the mobility of positive ions in liquid Nitrogen. Hlenson's
results for liquid Ar are in agreement with those of Davis, Rice and
Meyer.

The Rice-Allnatt theory predicts that, at constant density. the
shear viscosity is little affected by changes in tetilmpratnre. antd
Lowry, Rice anti Gray* have shown that, in view of tile sensitivity
of the theory to tile imperftly knowna radial distribution function.
this jn'vdiction is in agrvitnent with AbdanoIa's results 1l0 liquid
Argon~l (se Table I).

The temjimerature dependenct ot the thermial tonddttetvity deviate4
slightly from linearity ill the tenloprature region up to the critical
temperature, i tile tdirection suchl that it decreaws with in•teasing
temperature, We also note that the nuagnitude. and the prte.re and
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TABLE I
Shear Viscosity of Liquid Argon (millipoise)

90 0 K 128 0 K 133.5 0 K 185.6 0 K
1State 1. atm 50 atm 100 atmn 500 atm

rj (obs) 2.39 0.83E 0.843 0.869
t (calc)a 1.41 0.692 0.701 0.874
y (calc)b 1.67 0.817 0.821 1.000

S(obs)T 1.00 1.01 1.04
q1 (obs), 0
q (calc)T - 1.00 1.005 1.06I.. rn (calc),,.

a Riic.Allnatt theory
b Wei-Davis modification of Ri.e.AlInatt theory.

the temperature dependences of s, all decrease in the following or.
der:22 CH 4, Ar, Kr, Xe. Above 100 atm the coefficient of thermal con.
ductivity seems to increase almost linearly with the pressure and we
mention that, according to Ikenberry and Rice22 (ax/ap), for CH4
is considerably larger than for Atr, Kr and Xe. These investigators
tested the Rice-Allnatt theory against their experimental results
and found good agreement (~ 10%) (See Table 11).

TARL1o 11
Thermal Conductivity of Liquid Argon

(Units of *c are 10'" cal/wc. c*tnK)

State 1280 K 13¶,59 K 185.-:' K
50 api. 100 ;tm 560 atml

lc(ows) 10.9 18.6 18.7
X(talc), 16,9 15.9 17M0
Weak)` 12,5 14A0 17.0
a Ricm.Alhltt theory.
b Wet-Davis wodikation of lticeAtlbuat hftI.

Examination of tile Rice-AlInattt theory shows that One of tile
major theoretical prohlems i-s the detcratioation of thu sw-diffuston
coefficient, not only 1wcatiw Jifiusion is a purely kinetic pheuunie.
non, but also because the Rue-.Allnit. dete ination of the other
tIaISlspo froperties de( ntith stroligly On the value of the ftVitioon

coeffidetit, ixe., oil D. hth expriolental Iresults of Naghiadeh and
RiC03 fit very well a lillear relationship for th1' isoba'i¢ temperature
&deendelre of the logarithmu of D. Naghitadch and Rice also oh.
serv that the w*f.difIusion cotthicent dtt teaws exponentially with
Siacrasing pisurc at contuta temper.ature and that, in coutrast to

Ig
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the thermal conductivity, (aD/aP)T is much smaller for CH 4 than for
Ar, Kr, and Xe. The calculations displayed in Table III show that
none of the theoretical descriptions of the friction coefficient is
completely adequate. The source of error is easily traced to an
inadequate analysis of the autocorrelation function. Eq. (12) cor-
responds to a Gaussian autocorrelation function, which cannot re-
produce cage effects in the liquid. The linear trajectory approxima-
tion, either without correlation between soft and hard forces (Eq.
(13)) or with such correlation (Eq. (14))23 is better in predictuag the
magnitude of D, but the predicted temperature dependence of D is
not completely satisfactory, although it is not badly in error. There
is also one simple model, the dense square-well fluid, 24 which pro-
vides a useful zeroth order approximation to the behavior of real
fluids. Davis, Rice and Sengers used this model to study the friction
coefficient. 24 Although the magnitude of the predicted diffusion
coefficient is too small by - 30% when one assumes there is an ex-

ponential decay of the velocity autocorrelation function, the pre-
dicted temperature dependence of D is excellent (see Table III).

TABLE III
Self-Diffusion Coefficient for Liquid Argon

(Units of D) are 10"' cm' sec-1)

84 0 K 90 0 K 100 0 K

1) (obs) 0 1.84 2.35 3,45
D (talc)a 143 1.80 2.25
D (calc)b 5.91 4.11
D (calc)c 2.25 2.49
D (calc)d 2.80 S.25 3.85
D (Calt)e 2.46 2.70 3.34

' Naghizlch and Rkce
A. Square Well, exponentially deraylng correlation iufitioa.

-b. Snia' Step Diffusion Thtory (El. 002)).
1. Small StepI0. ltope saatIon data (Eq. (12)}.
d, ,incar ijtwtory theory with nso ertm C ehlations (Eq. (I3)).
e, Uumar tvajclctoy thcowy •ith Inclusion ofl c•t correlatiuo4 (Eq. (14)),

Humeisig the reality of this agreement, Davis and Luksi have re.
cently used the squarc-well model with great success for extensive
coutputations of all thc traosport proplrt•es of liquid Ar, Kr and Xe,
Although the1 u|uare-well potwntial is certainly uvirealistic, it does
have the major ieaturms of a realistic pair potential. Concerning the
pair potential aWd radial distribution function, it is interesting to

iii II• I IElWWII
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note that the poor agreement between experimental data and the
Rice and Kirkwood small step-diffusion theory26 can be considerably
improved when the average Laplacian of the intermolecular
potential is evaluated from isotope separation data, as suggested by
Friedman and Steel27 and by Boato, Casanova and Levi 28 (see Table
III).

We now turn briefly to the study of ion mobility in simple liquids.
To date, the literature on this subject is almost entirely limited to
the experimental and theoretical study by Davis, Rice and Meyer' 8

on the mobilities of positive and negative ions in liquid Ar, Kr, and
Xe. We therefore refer the interested reader to the details presented
in the original papers, and also to the monograph by Rice and
Gray.4 For our purposes it is sufficient to mention that the experi-
mental data indicate that the mobility varies linearly, but very
smoothly, with the external pressure, while the logarithmic depend-
ence of the product /T can be represented adequately by the Ein-
stein relation. The magnitude, the pressure dependence and the
temperature dependence of the positive ion mobility in liquid Ar,
Kr, and Xe can be quantitatively accounted for by the Rice-Allnatt
theory, and the agreement with experiment is very satisfactory if the
positive ions are Ar2+, Kr2+ or Xe2+, while it is much poorer if a
different ionic species (say, Ar+) is postulated. On the other hand,
the study of negative ions is much more difficult because of impur-
ity effects. Indeed, Davis, Rice and Meyer interpret their mobility
data in terms of the properties of the O2- ion, and, if it may be as-
sumed that the negative charge carriers in liquid Ar, Kr and Xe are
effectively 02- ions, the Rice-Allnatt theory is again seen to provide
an adequate representation of the observations.

Finally, consider the coefficient of bulk viscosity. . can be deter.
mined from the excess ultrasonic attenuation (excess over that due
to shear viscosity and thermal conductivity) and the only available
data are for liquid Argon and liquid Nitrogen. These measurements
demonstrate that: (a) in the high temperature region, the Rice-
Allnatt theory gives a quantitative description of the density de-
pendence and magnitude of the bulk viscosity, (b) at high density
and low temperature the absolute magnitude of 0 is predicted to
within - 50%, (c) the predicted ratio (€/,) = 1.3 is within - 20% A

of the observed value of (€/•). The experimental data also shows
that (0/1-) decreases as p increases. No calculation of the dependence
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of 4, on density has yet been made. At the lowest temperature and
highest density studied, the theory is clearly in disagreement with
experiment. Gray and Rice assign the error to inadequacy of the
available radial distribution function. In view of the successes of the
theory under conditions where it is reasonable to believe that the
distribution functions are not too bad, this conclusion seems valid.
Indeed, a general examination of the agreement between theory
and experiment convinces us that in all cases thus far examined the
major contribution to the observed disagreement arises from the
inadequacy of the available radial distribution function. It is clear
that complete and definitive testing of the Rice-Allnatt theory
awaits the determination of very accurate equilibrium distribution
functions and potential functions. The presently available agree-
ment between theory and observation suggests (but does not prove)
that the Rice-Allnatt theory is a good first order theory of transport
in liquids.

4. DISCUSSION

Since the space available is limited there are only a few more
remarks which I can make. First, I wish to mention that the theory
of the autocorrelation function, which is the most important part
of the theory of the friction constant, has been advanced in recent
studies. Using a memory cunction formalism Berne, Boon and Rice 29

have shown how the autocorrelation function and power spectrum
of the linear momentum, including the effects of recoil, can be simply
interpreted. This same formalism can be used to generate a linear tra-
jectory analysis of the transport coefficients,3 0 and a description of
the relationship between initial correlations, dynamical memory, and
the generalized Prigogine collison operator.31

Second, since I have several times alluded to the Prigogine theory,
and used it as a bench mark against which approximate analyses
were measured, it seems appropriate to give the following very
brief description. The original analysis of Priogogine and co-work-
ers used a Fourier decomposition of the N-body distribution func-
tion, PN, and the classification of terms which appear in the decom-
position according to powers to t, N/V, and x where x is the coupling
constant of the intermolecular potential energy. In this formal-
ism the Liouville equation takes a form which describes the transi-
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tions between different distributions of wave vectors; the transitions
are generated by the interactions between the molecules, and the
distributions of wave vectors are the respective Fourier space rep-
resentations of the distribution function. The equations are natur-
ally ordered in a sequence which counts the number of non-zero
wave vectors. To evaluate the terms in this representation, Prigogine
and Balescu have invented a diagrammatic notation.5 Later, by the
use of operator techniques to solve the Liouville equation, Prigogine
and Resibois have shown that 5

-- o (tq'(k) 4 fjtG00 (t - t') po (t') dt' (15)
at 0

In (15) p W) is the {k) Fourier component of the distribution
function. The exact master equation (15) describes the time evolu-
tion of p0 (which is the velocity distribution function) for all time.
The structure of the equation is very simple: the inhomogeneous
term (o0 gives the contribution, at time t, of the initially excited
Fourier components which through interaction decay towards a
state with no correlations; the second term has a nonlocal structure
so that apo/at depends upon po(t') for times t' < t, and is representa-
tive of the fact that P0 in general changes during a collision. Note
that all the effects of the initial correlations and initial conditions
appear in the term 00. A kinetic equation for the nondiagonal
Fourier components, p {k (t) may also be obtained. For this and other
applications the reader is referred to the monograph by Prigogine
and the original literature.

The first use to which the general master equation can be put is
the examination of kinetic equations in the limit t -4 oo. In the
transition to the limit it is seen that not only do all the effects con-
tained in GO wash out, but also that all effects arising from the finite
duration of the binary encounters still do not prevent the kinetic
equation being Markovian in the limit t -4 00. For example, the
phenomenological transport coefficients involve only the asymptotic
cross sections, and no terms appear which are related to the dura-
tion of an encounter, except in the case of the bulk viscosity.

The appearance of the time convolution in the generalized master
equation specifically includes contributions to apo (t)/at from p0(t')
for t' , t, with a weight G0o (t-t'). The behavior of G0o (t-t')
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is determined by the intermolecular forces, density, etc., but not by
the initial state of the system. Thus, the role of the convolution as
such will only be important for times of the order of the interaction
time T, giving rise to transient effects. For t > > ;, the velocity
distribution will vary only a little during ";,, and the operator

t G00 (t - t') dt'

will be approximately independent of t. The kinetic equation will
then have the Markovian form

S=goo o1)
tT

where the operator oo is given by

00

f Goo (t - t') dt,. (32)
0

At this stage, correlations over distances of the order (p/m) xC will
have been destroyed and the system will be evolving in the kinetic
regime.

This description bears a considerable resemblance to the role
which was assigned to the time coarse graining in the Kirkwood
analysis, where, in order to develop an explicit representation ofgoo,
a mechanism for the interactions was proposed. Equally important
is the difference between the coarse graining proposed by Kirkwood
and the way in which goo is reached. The simple form of coarse
graining involves an unweighted time average, while 9o is the re-
sult of a complex weighting determined by the nature of the inter-
action.

The method used to obtain a master equation for the velocity
distribution function may also be used, with slight extension, to
describe the time evolution of the molecular correlations. Again, a
non-local equation is found to hold for all t, reducing to a Markov-
ian equation in the limit t -* .

In brief, then:
(a) The general kinetic equation is non-Markovian.
(b) For times long compared to the duration of an encounter

- . . . . . . . ... ..l.'
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(and to other characteristic times in more general cases) it reduces
to a Markovian equation, which may or may not require correction
for effects arising from the finite duration of an encounter.

(c) For quasi-stationary situations, only the asymptotic form of
the diagonal fragment enters the collision operator.

Thus, the form of the kinetic equation depends on the type of
process being described and on the time scale of interest.

It is interesting to compare the Kirkwood coarse-graining hypoth-
esis with the neglect of the initial correlations described by 0)o
and the transition to Markovian behavior. First, it should be noted
that Oo tends to zero as t increases for the reason that correlations
of finite extent in the initial state can only interact for a finite time.
Indeed, if the range of the correlations is of molecular dimensions,
then the lifetime of the initial correlations is of the order of an
interaction time.* Second, the effect of the non-Markovian kernel
is to connect thce distribution function to itself over times of the
order of the duration of an encounter. Now the fundamental idea
involved in the use of coarse graining is that the dynamical event in
T is independent of prior dynamical events. This means that on the
time scale chosen, (0 must vanish and that the time integral involv-
ing Goo (t) must approach a limit independent of -. In section 2 we
remarked that if the distribution function returned to the form
characteristic of the local environment on a time scale short com-
pared to -, then the process defined by time smoothing became a
Markov process. Moreover, for the case of a perturbation in momen-
tumn space, Rice and Allnatt have shown that the single kinetic
equation is consistent with this condition. It is clear that, in effect,
the calculation of the relaxation time for a Iwrturbation ini momen-
tumn space is equivalent to tile calculation of the lifetime of the
correlations in a specified initial state. The consistency in this re-
gard shows that C!A call he neglected under tile conditions de-
scribed by the Rice.Allnatt equation and that the use of tite
coarse graining does lead, as ext-ctcd, to Q 0 = 0. Of course this
is shown only for a special case, but the physical descriptior is clear
ettough that tile argument can be extended. For sont states

the fitetie of the wt(oWtiits it fik t ,i of the urer ot is vUWst toad ute.
Noetthek thi. dw uttua itw *-sAu" W an W aoiulti time.
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cannot be neglected (spin-echo experiment) and each situation must
be separately analyzed. It is safe to conclude however, for the liquids
we have considered, that coarse graining does lead to an equation
from which all information about the initial correlations has been
removed.

Now, both the Hurt-Rice and Popielawski-Rice analyses show
that dte Rice-Allnatt equation is the first term in a well defined
approximation scheme in which:

a) The dynamical effects of a strong, short ranged repulsion be-
tween the molecules is approximated by successive uncorrelated
quasi-binary encounters,

b) The dynamical effects of a weak, longer ranged attraction are
included to all orders of perturbation theory,

c) Tile effects of the weak interaction on the dynamics of the
quasi-binary encounter are neglected.

If the Rice-Allnatt equation is compared with the Prigogine
theory, what is included and what is left out? The derivation of
the Rice-Allnat equation shows that it includes contributions from:

a) all terms leading to the weak master equation,
b) all terms in the binary collision expansion corresponding to

uncorrelated successive binary collisions.
"Terms not mentioned under (a) or (b) are not totally neglected.

The use of the local equilibrium approximation (and the explicit
refusal to expand fI'! in a power series in p) is equivalent to the
assumption that all remaining terms in the expansion are replaced
by the corresponding equilibrium terms. Thus, the dynamics of the
pair of molecutls is influenced by the stationary field of the sur-
rounding molecules, but the reaction of the surrounding molecules
to the motion of the pair of molecules, and the instantaneous effect
of the. motion of the surroundings on the pair of molecules are ne-
glcCted. Thle local eqjuilibriumn approximation can be thought of
as replacing the N bodly dynamical problem by a two body proh-
lem with boundary conditions sixcified in terms of the equilibrium
distribution of the other mtolecules of thie system.

We conclude that there is both theoretical and experimenital
basis for the belief that the Rice-AIItatt kinetic equation is a
rCa.qwabe teroth order description of a simple liquid.
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B. Studies of the Electronic States of Simple Liquids

1. INTRODUCTION

Considerable effort has been devoted to studies of the electronic
states of free molecules and of crystals. Consider first the spectrum of
hound states. Studies of dilute gases, hrom which information about
the free molecule is deduced, are simplifietd by the absence of inter.
molecular interactions and hence of correlations between the posi-
tions of the molecules. Thus, any one molecule may be regarded as
isolated except for occasional binary collisions. Binary collisions,
which decrease in frequency as the gas density is decreased, lead to
a broadening and shift of the 5;ationary states of the gas, and froxil
this alteration of the slwectrum there can 1e dedtuced information
about tile intermolecular potential.t A different siulplificationl of
description is pmssible in the case of Crystalline solids. The long
range order of a crystalline lattice is a consequence of strict tranis.

i
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lational symmetry. In turn, the existence of strict translational sym-
metry, as well as the presence of other geometric symmetries within
the unit cell, permits the use of a description in which independent
collective coordinates are fundamental to the representation. These
collective coordinates, of courne, correspond to the exciton states
of the crystal. Interaction between the exciton states and lattice vi-
brations leads to some alteration of the spectrum, and useful in-
formation may thereby be obtained.2

Similar considerations may be used to describe the conduction
electron states. In a gas, simple kinetic theory, assuming binary col-
lisions, is sufficiently accurate. In a crystal, an electron may be de-
scribed as interacting with collective vibrational modes, the pho-
nons. In both cases, the scattering leading to finite electron mobility
is readily interpreted in terms of a simple interaction potential and
geometric configuration.

Now, a liquid has short range structural order but no long range
structural order. Because of th. strong interactions between the
molecules in a liquid, approximations suitable to the description of
a gas are not useful. Furthermoi'e, the lack of a simple geometric
symmetry in the short range ordvr of the liquid makes it necessary
that the concepts of the exciton theory of crystals and the band
theory of conduction be extensively modified before they can be
applied to the description of a liquid. It is my opinion that the
development of a physically realistic and incisive interpretation of
the electronic states of liquids arid of other disordered systems is
or.e of the utost interesting and most challenging of contemporary
scientific problems. One outgrowth of this contention is a program.
initiated a few years ago at the Uiniversity of Chicago, to study the
electronic states of simple liquids. This report presents a very short
resumm of some of opir work on tho electronic properties ol simple
Imionoatonlic dielectric liquids, together with some commmments on
what we now umdertanmd, do not understand, and where new cont.
vptu and constructs "are nsteldd.

2. EXCESS ELECTRON STATES IN MONOATOMIC
DI ELECTRIC I.I-QUI S

a. FRVEt ELF(T•hoN StA-sS
We cutsider, finrst, te prolerties of all e•ces electfol il a liquid
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composed of neutral, closed shell atoms (for example, Helium, Ar-
gon, Krypton). Because the interaction between an electron and
a neutral atom is both weaker and of shorter range than the inter-
action between an electron and an ion, it is tempting to suppose
that an excess electron in a simple liquid behaves very much like
a free electron. Of course, the fact the electron-atom interaction is
non-zero suggests that scattering phenomena cannot be totally ne-
glected, and that the free electron spectrum of states will bU per.
turbed by the presence of fluid atoms.

Given presently available technology and the very low level at
which excess electrons may be introduced into a simple dielectric
liquid, most of the available experimental data oin the proprrfies
of excess eectrons are obtained from mobility measurements. Re-
ferring the reader elsewhere for detailed descriptions of the experi-
mental techniques,3 we display in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 the results of
mobility measurements made in a time of flight instrument at very
low electron concentrations (10- cma - 101 molar). These data

70

R /

U (6041M),

20o 40 60 soto /0 M 10t 0 2

Ela0ui. At NO"ik

.:: : ~~Ftutk 1. I++ Geld ditiq %vtmiwI .oidtmu. in liqukl A.
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clearly show how the mobility of an excess electron in liquid Ar
is decreased by increasing temperature (for T < 115 0 K) and in.
creased by increasing pressure. Also, for ' < II5 0K, the drift
velocity is proportional to the electric field strength.
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6 340-
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FiuuRE 2. T'emperature dependence of the mobility of electrons in liquid
Ar.
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FIGURE 3. Pressure dependence of the mobility of electrons in liquid Ar.

Given the information cited, what can be said about the excess
electron states of a simple liquid? We consider the development of
a microscopic theory to explain these data. Clearly, therc are (at
least) wo major problems to be solved:

(a) What is the effective atomic potential scattering th,: ekctron?
(b) Given the scattering potential, how do we determine the elec-

tron mobility and other transport properties?
An electron a distance R from an isolated atom of polarimbility

a induces on it a dipole of strength ae/R2 which, in turn attracts
the electron with a force of magnitude 2ae7'R5 , Because of other
electron-atom forces, the interaction of an atom and electron does
not increase indefinitely as R - 0. A convenient form for the Clec.
tron-atom potential is u,= - te2 /2(R-+Ra-)2, where Rt is a

...............................
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measure of the strength of short ranged correlation and exchange
fokrces. The value of Ra may be determined from the electron-atom
scattering cross section in the limit of zero incident energy of the
electron (scattering length). Lekner 4 has shown that when R, is
fixed in this fashion, the electron-atom momentum transfer cross
section in gaseous Ar is very accurately reproduced up to electron
energies of several volts.

What is the polarization interaction between an electron and a
particular atom in a liquid? To answer this question we must find
the local field acting on the atom, which consists of the direct field
and the sum of all other fields arising from dipoles induced on
neighboring atoms. The problem is simplified by the fact that

VA << v, << VA,,, where VA, v,. and vA,, are typical velocities of
atoms in the liquid, of excess electrons, and of the bound atomic
electrons. Because of the large differences between these velocities,

the motion of the atoms can be ignored in calculating the mutual
screening effect of neighbors, and the motion of the excess elec-
trons may be ignored in calculating the iuduced polarizations of
the atomic electrons.

Consider, now, a point charge, -e, in a li(qUid composed of atoms
of polarizability z. In the absence of other nearby atoms the electric
field acting on an atom at R would b.e c/R" (see Fig. 4). We define

S t

R
Fliuttt. ,I. Rd1itioNjiu.s beteVVn1 the lil•lem indmetld by . piint 0h1;ar
i ll a sinpit lituiC.
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the average local field acting on the atom at R, and along R, by
(e/R 2) f (R). But this local field is equal to the direct field (e/R 2),
plus the contribution to the field arising from all the other induced
dipoles in the liquid. Given that an atom is located at some point
in the liquid, the probability of finding another atom in the volume
element dt at distance s from the first is defined to be p g (s) dt, where
p is the number density of atoms and g(s) is the pair correlation
function (radial distribution function). The field acting on this sec-
ond atom is (c/t 2 ) f (t), so that it carries an induced dipole of aver-
age strength a (e/t 2 ) f (t). After calculation of the component along
R of the field at R arising from this dipole, and integration over
all possible positions of the second atom, it is found that f(t) must
satisfy a linear integral equation.4 The solution of that linear in-
tegral equation gives the required self-consistent ensemble-averaged
local field. The local field for a realistic liquid structure is shown in
Fig. (5).4 The variation of shielding with distance is particularly
noteworthy. It is easy to show that the screening effects are con-
tained entirely in the local field and therefore that the electron-
atom polarization interaction in the liquid is u, = - txe 2flM /
(R2 + R 2)2. Of course, the total electron-atomic potential is a sum
of the polarization and atomic potentials. For a liquid like Ar the
atomic potential is little influenced by the state of aggregation, and
we may assume that Ra is the same in the gas and the liquid.

Because of the overlapping of potential fields in the liquid, the
electron is never in field-free space. Now, the average potential near
an atom at R, is the sum of the atomic field centered at Ri and the
average over the positions of all other atoms. The effective potential
for the electron scattering is then defined by the difference between
the instantaneous potential and the average potential. As shown in
Fig. 6, uq/ is very much weaker and very much more slowly varying,
than is the scattering potential in the gas phase. With the calcula.
tion of uo,/, we have answered question (a) to the accuracy required
for our present purposes.

To answer question (b) we adopt the single scattering approxima-
tion, that is, the scattered amplitude of the electron at any point is
the coherent suin of amplitudes scattered from individual atoms,
with neglect of the sum of amplitudes multiply scattered from dif.
ferent atomns. The wave incident on each atom is a wave packet
which is approximated by a plane wave. The single scattering ap.
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R/cr
FIGURE 5. (a) The shielding function f(R) in liquid Ar.

The dashed line refers to the interaction of a point charge
with neutral atoms, the solid line to the interaction of a
charge with diameter equal to the atomic diameter.

proximationl is valid when the mean free path, A, is large com-
pared with the de Broglie wavelength of the wave packet.

As a result of scattering, a particle-wave moving through a liquid
transfers energy to all collective excitations of the system. In the
single scattering approximation all the necessary information about
the excitations is contained in the function that describes the
probability of finding a molecule at RL' at time t', given that a
selected molecule was at R at time t. This function is calied the
Van Hove space-time pair correlation function, and its Fourier
transform, denoted S(k, o)), is called the spectral function. 5 The
probability of an electron scattering with loss of momentum hk and
energy 1vw, say by creating a density fluctU tion of momentum hk
and energy b")' is proportional to the product of the single atom-
electron differential scattering cross section and the spectral function.
Now, the spectral function has certain general properties which ar-e
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FIGURE 5. (b) The effective dielectric constant as a function of charge-
charge separation in liquid Ar.

of use to us. First, the probability of scattering with momentum
transfer hk, averaged over all possible energy transfers, is propor-
tional to the structure factor S(k), which is itself just the Fourier
transform of the static excess pair correlation function G (R, o)
[G (R, o) -- g (R) - 1]. This is, then, just the same result as em-
bodied in the familiar formula for the intensity of X-ray scattering
from a liquid.5 Second, the average energy transfer in an interaction
is exactly equal to the free atom recoil energy for the same momen-
tum transfer, independently of structure or thermal motion. Third,
it may be shown that the mean square energy transfer is only ap-
proximately structure independent. The mean square energy trans-
fer is structure independent if we neglect, relative to the mean
energy transfer, terms which are smaller by the ratio of the energy
transferred in a collision to the thermal energy of an atc.. -ne/
Mk1,'F, and hence negligible for our case.

The conditions cited can now be used to derive a kinetic equation
descriptive of the electron-liquid system. The important idea is that
because the electron atom mass ratio, m/M, is so small, an electron
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FIGuRE 6. The effective potential acting on an electron in liquid Ar.

colliding elastically with an atom undergoes large deflections, but
suffers only very small changes in energy. It is found that the rate of
transfer of energy is determined by a mean free path

At' = 2 sp Sino (I - coso) c (e,o) do (1)
0

which is independent of structure, while the rate of transfer of mo-
mentum is determined by a mean free patl

r4

AP= 2w.p 5in0 (I - cosO) a (e,0) S(ko)do (2)
0
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which does depend on the liquid structure. For thermal electrons,
for which k o z 0, the efficiency of energy transfer is greater than
that of momentum transfer by the factor I/S(0), which is very large
in a liquid. Thus, an electron in a liquid comes to thermal equili-
brium very fast, and hot electron effects require large applied fields.

The predicted drift velocity, as a function of field strength, is
displayed in Fig. 7. Good agreement between theory and experiment
is obtained.4

A differ,:nt test of the theory is provided by measuring the work
required to inject an electron into the liquid. The difference in en-
ergy resulting from the transfer of an electron from the vacuum to a
liquid is just the mean potential acting on the electron in the
liquid. By measuring the work function for emission of electrons
into vacuum and into a liquid, Lekner, Halpern, Gonier, and Ricer
find (see Fig. 8) that the energy in the liquid is -0.33 eV relative to
the vacuum. The theoretical calculations sketched lead to the pre-
diction that this energy change is -0.46 eV.

The preceding considerations suggest that a conduction electron
in liquid Ar is nearly free, and that the scattering can be described
in terms of the combined effects of the collective polarization field
and the superposed atomic fields, at least in the first approximation.
As we shall see, a necessary condition for the validity of this deduc.
tion is that the electron-atom scattering length be sufficiently small
that geometric reorganization in the liquid is not energetically fa-
vored.

b. BOUND ExcEss EI.E.CTRON STATEs

When the properties of all excess electron in liquid lie are stud.
ied,8 it is found that the electron mobility is very much less titan
anticipated, i.e., of tile order of 10,2 cn sec' t 'volt -. Furthermore, a
study of the electron mobility as a function of density reveals that
there is a drastic change as the density ix inlcreascd towvards the
liquid density (set- Fig. 9).1' Elxamination of the Clectron.atnII inter.
action revealls, 1 ill this case, a very Strong re•ulsiol (see Fig. II0).

which in turn suggests that the quasi.free Clectroll conlfiguration ma11%
he of higher free elnergy thall other conliguratiions. Whait othelr coll.
figuration Ittight e Illmorc Stable thall the lree lctVIronl %!1t10 ,\ll
obvious possibility is that the electron.atonl repulliot i, strong

I
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FiGuRE 7. Drift velocity of electrons in liquid Ar as a function oW the ap-
plied field strength. The solid curve is the prediction of the theory de.
scribed in the text.
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Of course, the electron-atom repulsion is reduced as a result of en-
closing the electron in a void, and whether or not bubble forma-
tion is thermodynamically favored depends on the balance between
all the factors mentioned. The bubble model was first suggested
by Careri and Feynman11 and has since been studied by several
other investigators. The most sophisticated calculations are those
of Hiroike, Kestner, Rice, and Jortner,12 who use the mathematical
isomorphism between a pair product form of the wave function and
the pair distribution function of a classical liquid in an external
field to avoid the introduction of a surface tension, etc. All calcula-
tions are in agreement that:

(a) Void formation is only favored at high density (see Fig. 11).
SjI . . I . . .I
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(b) The qualitative features of the trapped state are independent
of whether or not the bubble boundary is fuzzy or sharp (see Fig.
12) and of the gross magnitude of the surface energy (see Fig. 13).
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(e) The density at which the transition from delocalized to local-
ized electron states occurs (see Fig. 9),

(f) The size of the void as measured by electron-vortex line trap-
ping experiments.15

Thus, in contrast to the case of liquid Ar, in the case of liquid He
the excess electron states are nothing at all like free electron plane
wave states. We see, then, that the excited states of a simple liquid
are complex and depend very strongly on the nature of the electron-
atom interaction. It is just because the lack of rigid lattice permits
easy geometric readjustment of the local structure that the electronic
states are so strongly coupled to the translational states of the liquid.
We may anticipate a ri-,-h variety of behavior of excess electron (con-
duction electron) states, dependent on details of the electron-mole-
cule interaction and perhaps on the nature of the internal states of
the host molecules. We are only at the very threshold of understand-
ing what these states are like or how they behave under external
perturbation.

Thus far in Sections 2a and 9,b we have discussed those properties
of the conduction electron state- which .-re, at least Qualitatively,
understood. Examples of phenomena that are not understood in-
clude the following:

(a) In liquid Ar above T7' = 1i5 0 K and in liquid Kr for all tem-
peratures thus far studied, the temperature dependence of the drift
velocity is opposite to that expected (see Figs. 34 arid 15).3 If it is a
valid argument that the polarization field in the liquid sums to an
almost constant field which does not influence the scattering, one
cannot invok!e a Ramsauer effect to explain these data. The fact
that the drift velocity depends on the field strength more than
linearly suggests that some feature of the scattering process is not
properly accounted for in the analysis thus far" developed.

(b) There is observed to be a transition from localized excess
electron states to delocalized excess electro-n states in systems such
as Na in molten NaCI.16 'The nature of this transition is intimately
related to the interplay between electron-electron and electron-ion
(or atom) interactions. Many theoretical studies of the non-metal-
metal transition have been made,' 7 and there is relevant experi.
mental data from studies of impurity conduction in doped semi-
fonductors,'5 However, these studies do not describe the role of the
local ion or atom structure, and more particularly the possibility of
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local deformation, in determining the transition, since all use a lat-
tice model with an assumed random distribution of impurity cen-
ters. It is possible that the differences b,.tween the electronic struc-
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tures of the doped solid and liquid are as great as those between a
pure solid and liquid. There are also studies of the properties of
liquid metals,17 but these use approximations not necessarily valid
in dielectric liquids.

The solution of these and other problems may require new con-
structs and lead to new and more incisive understanding of the con-
duction electron states of all media. The problems which will be
raised when systems with internal states, e.g., polyatomic molecules,
polymers, etc., can now only be foreseen with difficulty, but they
too should be of great intrinsic interest and value in the construc-
tion of a complete theory of the electronic properties of matter.

3. EXCITON STATES IN A MONOATOMIC DIELECTRIC
LIQUID

We now examine some of the properties of the bound excited
states of a simple liquid. It is convenient to consider several interre-
lated questions:

(a) Do exciton states exist in a liquid? If such states do exist,
what is the nature of the spectrum?

(b) How do intermolecular interactions alter the spectrum of sta-
tionary states?

(c) How is energy transferred in a liquid?
(d) What is the nature of the relationship between the bound

electron states and free electron states in the liquid?
Clearly, questions (a) and (b) are intimately coupled to one

another. Nevertheless, it is useful to proceed by first considering the
properties of the bound states in the absence of scattering, and then
to examine how the spectrum of states is altered by scattering pro-
cesses.

a. STATIONARY STATES IN THE ABSENCE OF SCATTERING

Frowr the most general point of view, it may be argued that on the
scale of length determined by the wavelength of typical electronic
"transitions, both liquids and solids display translational symmetry.
Indeed, it is only for distances of the order of 5-50 A that differ-
ences in the local geometries of liquids and solids are obvious. Thus, 'Y
provided that the wavelength of an incident electromagnetic wave
"is large relative to the range of molecular ordering, localizcd excita-
tions at two points in the liquid are related by the phase factor exp
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(i kMR), where k is the excitation propagation vector and R the
vector separation of the two points. We shall see later that even in
the absence of scattering, the disorder in the medium leads to
damping, but this can be shown to be small in the limit that I k I
is very small relative to the reciprocal of the near neighbor distance.

To describe the internal structure of a possible exciton state we
utilize the deductions of Section 2a; that is, we assume that an
electron is nearly free in Ar and, therefore, that the wave function
of a conduction electron in liquid Ar is adequately represented by
a plane wave. It is also convenient, but not necessary, to assume that
the hole (ion core) is stationary. Although the hole will have finite
mobility, in general it moves much more slowly than does tle. elec-
tron. Now the simplest approximation to the dynamics of the hole-
electron pair is the following. A wave packet describig the electron
is constructed by superposing, with appropriate coefficients, the
free electron plane wave eigen-functions. The Hamiltonian of the
electron hole pair is then represented as a sum of the free electron
Hamiltonian and the screened coulomb interaction. It is then
readily shown that19

2k-2( M + WA (k') = EA(k) (3)
2m

where A(k) is the coefficient of tile plane wave Ik> in the electron
wave packet, and ' ,.k' is the Fourier transform of the screened cou.
lomb potential. If u were a simple coulomb potential, (14) would
be tile momentum representation of the hydrogenic Schrocdinger
equation for the amplitudes A(k). In this limit, tile manifold of
levels is hydrogenic, anfý the amplitudes in the wave packet expan.
sion satisfy a hydrogenic equation. The results of Section 2a clearly
show that u is not a coulomlb potential, and therefore thie energy
level structure deviates from the hydrogenic structure. Using the
screened coulomb interaction appropriate to liquid Ar, obtained
by methods similar to those described earlier, the eig(astates of Eq,.
(14) having s symmetry have been determinedl.20 Some calculated
charge densities are shown in Fig. 16 together with tile correspond.
ing hydrogenic charge densities. Clearly. the shifts in charge den.
sity are just those to be expected from tile modified foru of die
coulomb interaction.

4'
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The preceeding simple calculations in no way elucidate the de-
pendence of the energy of the exciton on the propagation vector,
called tie dispersion relation. To study the dispersion relation we
resort to a different set of considerations. Suppose sonic one mole.
cule in the liquid is excited, and that there is a nonvanishing dipole
matrix element between the excited state and the ground state of
the molecule. Then, because all the molecules in the liquid are iden-
tical, and each of the excited states of the N molecules is N-fold
degenerate, excitation energy may be transferred f'omn molecule to
molecule. This resonance transfer of energy may be described in
terms of the coupling between the transition dipole moments of
the molecules. Because of the long range of the dipole interaction,
dipolar motion is organized into collective dipolar polarization
waves. Jn turn, the polarization waves may be interpreted as the
classical equivalent of an exciton field. It may be shown, for
example, that the van der Waals energy of a medium of nonover-
lapping molecules arises from the shift in the spectrum of dipolar
11, ctuations under the influence of their mutual interactions.2' In
making this last statement we have emphasized that the molecules
concerned must be such that there is vanishingly small overlap of
the electronic wave functions in both the ground state and the ex-
cited states. If there is overlap between the molecules when one is
excited, additional interactions not included (e.g., charge transfer)
must be of some importance in determining the cohesive energy and
other properties of tile system. In the following we confine atten.
tion to the case that overlap of electronic wave functions is vanish.
ingly small.

To compute the exciton dispersion curve in a simple liquid Ni.
colis and Rice= make use of the analogy between the classical polar.
ization field and an exciton field. They consider an assembly of N
atoms (molecules) in a volume V, and represenit each atom by a
Drude atom, i.e., each atoin is assumed to have s bound electrons of
charge e /, (n = 1, 2, . ., s). Furthermore, each of the elektrons
is assul•lie to undergo undamped hatrmionic osillation about the
iucleus with frequencies w. (it = 1. 2, - ., .. s), "l conuiction be.
twe•e this classical model and the cor-ect quantunn mr-thanical de-
wription is established by requiring 1, to be the oscillitor strentgth
correspmodintg to the tralstition of interest, "T o complete the Fpedifi.
catiolt of the todld system we mIut deAtcib the nature of the in.
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teratomic interactions. Nicolis and Rice assume that the total po-
tential energy of interaction consists of:

(a) A dipole-dipole interaction between the instantaneous transi-
tion dipoles on each atom,

(b) A superposition of pair interactions corresponding to short
range repulsions and whatever residual high order multipolar inter-
actions may exist in the system.

The system just described has two features of interest. First, the
equations of motion for the amplitudes of individual atomic di-
poles, including the coupling terms, are linear when represented in
the complete phase space of the system. Second, the range of the
transition dipole-transition dipole interaction is very large relative
to the range of the other interactions between atoms, and this in-
teraction is also weak relative to the strength of the other inter-
actions. The first observation suggests that the dipole amplitudes
oscillate harmonically. The second observation enables Nicolis and
Rice to calculate the dispersion relation for the system in terms of
an expansion in which the parameter is the ratio of the ranges of
the short and long range interactions. This parameter is very small
in the case considered. It is found that the sp•ctrum has transverse
and longitudinal modes and that the dispersion relation has the
following interesting properties:

(a) The two transverse branches of the dislers.on relation differ
only through the difference between the unperturbed modes,

wal•$ Wt"
(b) Wheni the wave vector k is small, the change in spectrun in.

troduced by tile dipole-dipole coupling is parabolic in k.
(c) There is a gap in the spectrum of transverse polarization

waves at k = 0, with tle magnitude of the gap dependent on the
magnitude of the dipod•.ipole coupling.

(d) In the liwit f < li I < < (mis a niolecular diameter), there
i% a change in sign of the frvequvicy shift arising from dipole-dipole
coupling aud the frecquency shifis of the longitudinal and tiratsverw
mxodcts are of opposite sign. The Change in sign results hfon a fever-
%al of tile orientation of tile dipoles which ate near neighbmrs to
any sd•ectd dipole when Ik passes into the indicated range frote
larger to snaller valucs of k I-

(v' An esumnination of the imaginary part of the tielectric funic.
tion show5s ent the longitudinal polarization waves are damlped.

• •. -I
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but that in the limit k - 0 the damping is small. The damping
arise-s from phase mixing which leads to instability of tile collective
polarization wave relative to tile independent dipole oscillations,
and is the analogue of Landau damping in a plasma.23 Thus, in the
absence of real scattering, we are justified in considering the polari-
zation waves to be quasi-normal niodes when k -* 0, but because
the Landau damnping increases greatly as I k I -• - this interpreta-
tion would not be valid as I kI -+ a-. Since optical excitation in
the visible and uhraviolet regions corresmponds to I k I 7 < < 1, we
conclude that in the absence of real scattering events in tile liquid,
excitons can exist despite the disorder in the liquid phase.

The limitations and approximations of the theory of Nicolis and
Rice resulting from the simple model used are, with one exception,
of secondary importance. The one exception is the neglect of all
scattering events. Although it has been shown that in tile long wave.
length limit there exists a damping of the iolariiation waves aris.
itg from phase utixing, it is obvious that there must exist other,
mnore efficient damping nIechanismns. For tile Cas of electronic excit.
ation these will arise hroml the Scalteriog 6 die excited electron by
the fields of tle surroulding atoms, d anti ave analogous to electron.
ppholltol coupling in the Cry'malliue solid. We, thereftire, eXpeCt there
to he a shift and broadliting of the excitou S'l•trtuil -dalculatd for

Sthe case of no scattvring. IRefore examiuliug the limited experit
nw1elutal data we co',ider this |j€oblemu.

The siniplest d1cwtiption of the effects of scatteritag is in terius
of the hvd•rogvnii motOl dicuwd at tile tgiituing of Section Sa,
The amgmitnt leading to the vontduion that ouni states exist i-
of ctisidevable Vmeui•,its, relyitig only on the esWu.it of planr

wsave m*ato, for tile kve vdeiron. The boundo %Itate ol tilt votc-cloruton pair will be muahotn:WF ,ll d&tf l ifdt tlnetat (tee Iath li
tile OCCOtRm k• ,iglliftilltl, larger dhAII die WhbitAldumc'u¢
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a |tkmaw in1 tile h4iniue ofi att gi,,mo slae alid. in (ic limit. that

the vattstig ivio hteiont that l orit tm I* lo w d, no "ind

mate cal isc. T1h1i6 limining taw is' of Cotw, i11oli nist•nt with die
"asMittion 1hat die hrc etcctrol is in a phlau wave mt !c.
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that bound states do exist. We propose to conipute the line width
by settingl6

A - (4)

where die relaxation time, T, includes the effects of coherence be-
tween the scattering amplitudes fron different centers. Rice and
Jortner't assume (4) to be valid, and use for -r the relaxation time
for momentum transfer considered in Section 2a. When the scatter-

ing potential is represented in terms of the zero energy scattering
length. a, they find

I plh-a-k
i- = - s (k) (5)

Blecause tile magnitude of the election wave vector in a bound state
is related to tile orbital velocity by I k I I / 1 , we conclude
that the scattering time is inversely proportional to the spied of the
electron. Thus, tile electron makes fewer collisions ill tile tightly
bound states, and the lifetimes of "he states should decrease as tile
pri'icipal quantulll number incweases.

Ant immeliate test of (4) and (5) is Iossible using the rellection
,cctruwn of liquid Xe 1ieas•tred by ileaglehlmCo * From tile avail-
able electronlatolU cross sect-ons we are led to the prclittioin that
h)'drogent'like levels will be hroadent.t, in liquid Xc, by about O.1
.vN $iut, the spacing hotweui , lvels i ounly about 0.2 eCV.W the st
of exciton leves will 4appr a% an uvresolvtl slwttrutm. As seen in
Fig. 17 thki is int agr•e•metnt with what is w•lmumllthe total width o4
tilt, etiitoi malnilold i abouit tile sallue ill liquid antd ,ilidi. but ttv,'
lutioll o" the level s•tnitolwe in tile liquid is not pssihtle.

Althotgh tile prttiling a-gtstvm% atte iliftimnative, tihe do inut
Come to grips with tile lunttldamttal probloutem which atiw ill d.
txrilling tile inflhitenct of 'twatteriali;g evenllt OI tsile excitoai jmc-cttwu.
Tlhiw difficuiltiis 4-C of two kinsll.

(•) It is l•..u-•ar to de-.Ctibe dymiilal liprnccWs in a liquidl lot
which the p•iulplificamionu lovidel b tihle hhiaiy tollikiin alpilxit.
anatini (vAid ill a ihilt gas) or the simple vvctil m.lllomiwi linear
interlitii (valid ill a tla'. r4 ofVVtMAs aite 141t available.

(I.) Ill•rc is Couipliug iltWIhe tile Teklant inlmi ithiuar amid mim1i-

riommmit intleractiosts ii dw uehium.
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At present no fully satisfactory solution to these problems is avail-
able, but there do exist approximate calculations that suggest which
physical phenomer, a are of importance. Popielawski and Rice4 have
studied an approximation, based on 'he Fano theory of line broad.
ening,' to describe the shift and bioadening of impurity spectra in
a liquid. In their study of the impurity spectrum Popielawski and
Rice assume that:

(a) The internal states of the perturbing host molecules do not
influence the internal states of the guest molecule,

(b) The translational motion-internal state coupling may be rep-
resented as a sum of pair interactions,

(c) The pair interaction may be meaningfully (even ii formally)
separated into a strong short range component and a weak long
range component,

(d) Guest-guest interactions may be neglected,
(e) The initial state of the system may 1w represented by the prod.

uct of the density matrix for the interna! state of a guest molecule
and the density mat ix for tile translational states of all mok-uleý
in tile liquid,

(1) The strong short ranged Component of tilet nureqular
force leads to dynamical events which may be described by a wodi.
lied t-matrix (binlary collision) expalnsion,

(g) The weak lolg ranged coomnient of the inwriullccular force
leads to dynamical events whidi istay We tdcgribed by a weak coup.
lilig expansion,
Tihe analysis is designed to lpovidte all approximate relre-maitation
of the line 4hape fhnction deksriptive 0I transitions ltalisC4? on all
impurity 1tulcmule prment in a timple liquid. The general ph1ysical
liCtue Whidlt enuwIges froni the anal3Ysis is the- foloWi4g: thte in.

Mrnal stat" of au iMputtity MnoleCuk i6% a simple liquid ate in,.
ilhtnmd bhy a meanl ficld arising from the t" rpwd Imllon r'ng -!e
r4ntettC11ts of lihe gtwstriost interaitim•s of m•tny un mi ule , aItd mu
also hy qtlui.-binavy -twontert aimisltg from thle near apt, adt of
041 gtkct.host tir tutwitlg ill the fthttuatilug for1K field of all tht
tsbher Inertultes. Ill the qtiasi,billan elnowtinte the ilpolltalt cwou-a
po•nent of the intetatcliol i% 41hwt ranged. It i% imtnorttum to note.
that 1114 1 te 11 an filM elth( t aml the qri.-binaTV uouMntet0 ate
ddeitl to as to include tile strvtt e of tile liqitid in tile lok2l
Cquili6rium apmolialatioll. Ike quasiulinay cwtisat term Con.
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talis the influence of all sequences of successive dynamically uncor-
related encounters. A discussion of the implications of the assump-
tions cited, and a description of the relationship between the Pop-
ielawski-Rice description and the kinetic theory of liquids27 may be
found in reference 26.

Although the preceding arguments lead to a simple description
of the relationship between the line shape function and the inter-
molecular ;nteractions for the case of impurity spectra, they are not

* readily extended to the case where resonant interactions are im-
"- •portant, i.e., the pure liquid. Even in the absence of overlap of the

electronic wave functions of neighboring molecules, the mixing of
effects arising from resonant and nonresonant interactions leads to
complicated coupling phenomnena. Considerable insight into the
general structure of the theory can be obtained from an examination
of a simple model. Though the properties of the model considered
depart in detail from the properties of real systems, the most im-
portant consequences of the mixing of resonant and nonresonant
interactions can be elucidated and the complications attendant to
Scomplete (but as yet unavailable) analysis avoided.

Using a kinetic equation approach, Nicholis and Rice28 have ex-
tended the previously described analysis of the spectrum of polariza-
tion waves in a liquid of Drude molecules. As in the Popielaww'ki-
Rice treatment,2 6 the interactions between the molecules are separ-
ated into components, in thi. case a short-ranged repulsive inter-
"action, a resonance interaction represented as a sum of transition-di-
pole-transition dipole couplings, and a residual soft (multipolar)
interaction. In the case of an impurity spectrum the derived kinet-
ic equation displays the effects of scattering from the short ranged
repfilsions in a modified Enskog kernel and from the residual soft
potential in a Fokker-Planck-like term.2 7 It is found that, even
when the short ranged repulsions are represented as hard core inter-
actions, there is both a shift and a broadening of the spectrum. The
average soft field contributes only a shift in the oscillator frequency,
and fluctuations about the mean field lead, again, to both a shift
and broadening of the spectrum. These deductions are in agree-
-ment with those of Popielawski and Rice.

Of most interest, however, is the influence of the resonance coup-
ling in the pure liquid, which was not treated by Popiclawski and
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* Rice. It is found that the dipole-dipole coupling of a pair of mole-
cules is shielded by Ehe presence in the liquid of other molecules
which are also coupled to the pair by dipolar interactions. The
shielding depends on both the dipolar interactions and the short
range order in the liquid, as well as the internal state of the mole-
cules. Further, the kinetic equation contains a term which plays the
role of a friction coefficient. The evolution of the internal states of
a molecule is now described by an operator which includes: (a) all
dynamical events corresponding to interactions in the continuum
states lying above the bound states that take part in energy transfer,
(b) the scattering of molecules in excited bound states, in general
with excitation transfer, and (c) the formation of new bound states.
The events described by (a), wherein all bound states remain un-
changed and there is a modification of the continuum states arising
from scattering, correspond to the limit in which the internal de-
grees of freedom of the molecule are organized into Frenkel-type
excitation waves, i.e., although collective states of the liquid exist
they have one to one parentage in the states of the free molecule.
In contrast, (c) describes the formation of Wannier excitons, and
(b) an intermediate case.2" Although the theory, in principle, per-
mits passage from the tight binding Frenkel limit to the weak bind-
ing Wannier limit, the neglect of overlap and exchange effects limits
the accuracy of the description of the transition. For this reason, Ni-
colis and Rice confine attention to the Frenkel limit. In this limit,
.• is shown that the resonance interaction leads again to both a
shift and broadening of the spectrum of polarization waves. The
dispersion relation still displays both longitudinal and transverse
branches, and a preliminary estimate of the efficiency of resonance
coupling versus the internal state-translational motion coupi ng sug-
gests that the friction associated with the resonance coupling is
smaller than the friction associated with internal state-translational
motion coupling. The theory described is too general and involves
too many approximations to make any but simple deductions of
the type described.

The experimental data available are inadequate to test even the
limited theory described. As previously mentioned, Beaglehole has
studied the reflection spectrum of liquid Xe and compared this
with the spectrum of solid Xe. There is evidence for a collective

I
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excitation in the liquid corresponding to the known Wannier-like
excitations of the solid (see Fig. 17) and the inferred level broaden-
ing is about that predicted by the simple theory. More recently,
Jortner and co-workers30 have studied the absorption spectrum of
Xe in Ar and have also shown that the broadening of the impurity
spectrum is in agreement with th0 predictions of the simple theory.

Given that exciton states do exist in a liquid, i.e., that molecule
scattering events do not so shorten the lifetime of collective excita-
tions that these cease to be meaningful in the description of the
liquid, it is to be expected that energy can be transferred over long
distances. There exist, at present, no detailed studies of energy
transfer in simple liquids. Meyer, Jortner, Rice, and Wilson-' have
studied the consequences of exciting liquid He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and
Xe with a particles. The emission spectra of all the liquids are red
shifted (from 2 eV to 6 eV) and, by comparison with known gas
spectra, the emitting species it identified in each case as the excimer
Ne2*, Ar 2 *, .. . . (see Fig. 18). The binding energy of the He2 * is
2.6 eV,32 and of the other excimers presumably less, but enough to
promote a change in local liquid structure resulting in trapping of
the excitation energy. If the lifetime of the molecular excited state
is long relative to the time required for molecular displacement,
and if an excimer can be formed, it seems likely that excitation
energy can be self-trapped with high efficiency. Clearly, the situation
in which self-trapping is generated by exciton-fluid coupling is anal-
ogous to the electron self-trapping in liquid He. Just as the excess
electron states of He and Ar are fundamentally different, corre-
sponding to trapped and free electrons, we must expect to find liq-
uids in which energy transfer does occur w;th ease. Each case must
be examined separately.

Of course, if the excimer species is long lived, it can serve as the
carrier of energy. Indeed, a phenomenon attributable to energy
transfer via intermediacy of He2 * was discovered by Meyer, Jortner,
Wilson, and Rice.33 When liquid He was doped with N2 and 02
(present as small solid particles) the emission spectrum of the a-par-
ticle irradiated liquid arise from the transitions As It ->• X' 14
and Cs Yt---X 3 of N2 and 02, respectively (See Fig. 19). These
are the transitions that would be excited by triplet He 2*, and since
the lowest triplet state of He has a very long lifetime (many sec-
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FIGURE 19. The emission spectrum of liquid He doped with 0. and N2.

onds) it is reasonable to suppose that diffusion of He2 * can serve
to transfer electronic excitation energy over long distances in liq-
uid He. It should be noted that we cannot, at present, rule out
atom interchange-energy exchange,3

(HE, Heb)* + He,-4 (He, He,.)* + Heb,

or other mechanisms of energy transfer. Much more experimental
work will be required before energy transfer in liquids can even be
outlined for detailed study, let alone interpreted completely.

It is clear that there remain many major problems in the de-
scription of the exciton states of a liquid. These include:

(a) Development of a formalism that allows the treatment of
overlap and charge transfer phenomena,

(b) Development of an understanding of the relationship be-
tween scattering processes and excimer formation,

(c) Accumulation of a body of experimental data with which to
test the ideas thus far put forward and to guide the development of
an improved theory,

(d) Development of an understanding of the relationship be-
tween the transition from localized to delocalized excitation states
and the nature of energy transfer in the liquid,

(e) Development of a more realistic theory in which the simplifi.
cations of the Drude model of the molecule and other approxima-
tions are removed.

It is my opinion that we are at the threshold of a vast expansion
of our understanding of the electronic properties of liquids and
other disordered systems. So little is known, either from experiment
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or theory that almost any effort is likely to be rewarded with un-
expected results. This field, unlike others, requires, more than any-
thing else, new concepts and constructs and novel ways of interpret-
ing strongly coupled phenomena. For some time it is likely that
only qualitative interpretations of data will be possible, but with
the steady accumulation of information and the creation of new
interpretations we may look forward to the development of a
quantitative theory encompassing in its scope the description of the
properties of both ordered and disordered systems. Given that many
systems of interest, including essentially all biological systems, are
disordered to some extent, the importance of a deeper, broader,
and more comprehensive description of the electronic properties of
disordered systems cannot be over-estimated.
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